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A 
POWERFUL. 

IDEAIN 
TERMINALS We've put the whole ASCII set in lights. LSi's new powerhouse, the ADM-2 video display 

terminal has all 128 characters, including upper and lower case letters. Now you can ec 
perform text editing and pick up every character needed for line control procedures. TI" 
12" CRT also features a 1920 character display in the 24 line format. 

A shortcut to the 
numbers game. Our 
special numeric pad is 
set up like a calculator 
and includes period, 
comma, minus, tab, and 
retum keys for concen
trated power. Your 
controller will love its 
operation. Its price, too. 

~t1 
~j 

o 
Editing like you've never seen befAre, 

Safe at any speed. ADM-2 has 
the power to transmit at any 0 

eight rates, up to 9600 baud. 
You can send data by line 
or page, send the cursor 
coordinate, defined mes
sage or funcfton sequence. 
And you can tie into a line 

printer for even more 
peripheral power. 

Our monumental advance In power. Sixteen funcfton keys give Eleven separate cursor control keys and ten edit keys speed data 
you instant access to the special commands you specify. This editing by page, line, or single character, then get you home fast. 
pre-programming system provides one-key implementafton of Addiftonal funcftonal control keys have equally broad capabilities, 
programs, forms or instrucftons ... with power to grow! Set up and eight CRT status displays provide instant feedback on a 
32 commands now and change them anytime in the future wide variety of information to keep all that power on target. 

to alter format, answer questions'/,'"',',,,',i' , mo, d,i,fy sUb-routines,@ 
or Whatever. Let your //,;;11 ~ lSI· 
imaginafton-and ,./"'11,, '1 ''-'' .l9 
your quest for ",,/"'" '\"", LEAR SIEGLER INC ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION 

~,:r~ '(' \1'" ' .. DATA PRODUCTS 

tr'l Pick up your keys to power. The second . '!I generafton, 119-key American Dream 
Machine is now a reality. It has the 

power, capacity, and flexibility you 
t ~ need. It lets you add options like 
t polling and addressing when-

L ;;..' ever you're ready. We can , k' interface with practically 
" anything in asynchronous data 

equipment. and our low price 
drops rapidly on quantity orders. 

Grab all the power you can 
handle. Call (714) 774-1010 or write for 

informafton. Lear Siegler, Inc., Electronic 
Instrumentation Division, 714 N. Brookhurst. 
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Teachers sho . d be dedicated; 
not cOlllputers. 

Dedication in a schoolteacher is admirable. 
Dedication in a computer can be expensive. 

Because single-purpose computers, since they only do one kind of job, usually end 
up costing you time and money. On staff, space and overhead. 

Xerox has a better way. 

Xerox Multi-Use Computing Systems. A blend of computer technology, control 
systems and software that can handle all your requirements. Concurrently. 

For the classroom, Xerox provides computer-aided instruction, student drill and 
practice, a broad spectrum of student problem solving applications (including computer 
science and simulation studies.) 

For the administrative side, Xerox provides ACES. Administrative Classroom 
Education System. The most complete school administrative program around. ACES 
keeps the business end of education functioning- handles financial reporting by budget, 
stores inventory, personnel and payroll records, test and mark reporting, accounts 
payable, pupil attendance - anything! 

In short, we're dedicated, too. Our systems can do more for more people. And at 
less cost. Let us tell you how. 

Call (800) 421-6882. In California, (213) 679-4511, ext. 950. Or write Xerox Cor
poration, Dept. 15-08,701 S. Aviation Blvd., EI Segundo, California 90245. 

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. XEROX 
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When. you receive your actual printout sample from. aStatos~~ElIEl¢" 

t. r.o ... st.a.t ... i.C .... pr.i.n.t ... e.r .... '. p ..... '.o .. t ..... t.e.r .. , ..... c .. o.'.m.p. are it to an. yt ...• hin.g .....•.... e ...•.... I.S ......... e ... 0. n .... ·th. e .......•.•...•..• m ............ a ............ f ..•..... k ....•...•..•. e ... , •..... t •...... ·. YouJILseethe big difference. 
It's extraordinary;.The blacks are blacker, the whites, whiter. The 

StC\tosBi-Scan™writing head does it Improved image density and 
regibilitygivey()ut'r0 and one-half times better contrast than oon
ventionaleguiprnenLAnd. better ·than· anything ·else. on.' the market. 

All Jour models of the Statos 33 reproduce both alphanumerics 
al'ldgraphics. Fast and accurately. An~we have 
()n~line.interfaces plus powerful softwaretosup~ 
port<mosl minicomputers. For larger computers, 
off-line mag tape systems and software are offered; 

Not only does Statos give. you the finest hard 
cppy in the business, but you also gel the only 
f.r~El.on:site.instaHation service. Uncrating,set-up, 
check-out,. and user instruction. 

Make us prove it. Write foroutput samples and 
qe~pfiptiveliterature ... Varian 'Data 'Machines, ··'611 
iJ<:lnsEln\iVay, Palo Alto, California 94303. Or call 
(.415)493+4000, Ext. 6250. 
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structuring a dp department 

There are right ways and wrong ways to organize the staff in a data processing department, and 
to select the equipment and facilities. Like a machine, the department can be tuned for peak 
efficiency and operating economy. 

46 Organizing the 
Data Processing Function 
THOMAS R. GILDERSLEEVE 

51 Designing for 
Minimum Downtime 
LARS PERSSON 

67 Which Departments Use the 
Computer Best? 
CHARLES WALDO. The controllers say no one does. 

72 A Socratic Dialogue 
DENNIS P. GELLER. Structured Programming has 
been around longer than we realized. 

79 GM's Parts Ordering System 
DAVID A. BARR. Do its 30-plus computer centers 
make it the world's biggest teleprocessing system? 

85 Who Needs a Computer? 
H. LAWRENCE ABBOTT. Certainly not all the people 
who have them. 
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55 Facilities 
Planning 
DAVID A. REISMAN 

60 Getting More 
From Your Computer 
NATHAN HOD and JOHN G. BURCH, JR. 

93 International Conference on 
Computer Communication 
PAUL ARMER. International telecommunication ex
perts are trying to get nations to communicate with 
each other. 

99 News in Perspective 
SOFTWARE ....••• 99 
WALL STREET ...•. 102 
VOTE COUNTING .•. 106 
RETAILING .....•. 111 

167 The Forum 
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Dp management comes under fire for not rotating 
people; and Codasyl's COBOL committee comes 
under fire for just about everything. 

about the cover 

The data processing function 

cannot be effective in an amo/phous 

structure. It's elements and their relationships 

must be rigidly defined. Design is by Barbara Benson. 
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Accelerate RJE Compiles 
$99/Month Leases MPA's OS, DOS & VS Program Editor 

~ 
STOP TRANSMITTING PROGRAMS! 

Send only changes. Store programs 
.. , on DASD at the computer site. 
, ~ Make more progress on every 

; .~ - !'~'\. shot with The Sorcerer's COpy 
~ ,\\\I\','I,I"'t'l - • 
~- ~f;i' " )I,~", ~1'4 and stnng replacement features. 

.! .,~,! CONTROL REMOTE ACCESS 
_': ~ Password prevents unauthor-

;r ,>"~ , 'I, '.\i>-~ '" 
1'-'~i!,Ili~I,;tI:,\ ',I''\~\ r(\ _ ized updates. Source programs 

,~ 
~~ on DASD are less prone to 

scram bling and loss; easy to 
backup with a system utility. 

NO OPERATION HASSLES 
Simple JCL. No special operator procedures. 

DOS version runs in 14K, OS in less than 40K. 
Standard free-format control cards. Uses 

system, not special libraries. 

$4000 Purchase $99 Month-to-month The Sorcerer
TM 

4 

Write or call for more information or a thirty day trial. 

'ro~~. t~~~A!!'~8~i!!fes 
• The Sorcerer • Anyplace II • Catalr 
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When they talk about data base management systems, experts say, 
IIADABAS is IT!-actually better than advertised!1I 

ADABAS 
ADABAS, the lIideal" data base management system, has over a three-year 
proven reliable operation record with a variety of data bases and applica
tions. 

A recent release of ADA BAS provides a substantial improvement in effi
ciency with no changes in existing applications. A natural language query 
capability called ADASCRIPT is now available to complement normaillhost" 
system usage~ ADABAS is the unique cost effective solution for a large num
ber of data bases. . 

With a day's training, people can use ADA BAS effectively. With a week's 
training, a computer center luser staff understands all the major facets of 
ADABAS and can take full advantage of its power. 

ADABAS can convert your files at a rate of approximately 250,000 rec
ords per cpu hour (370/155). Existing programs are converted in hours. New 
applications are developed at a fraction of the cost and time previously 
experienced. Disk space is reduced-even with the DBMS overhead. 

The price ($120,000) is small when you really understand the benefits and 
savings. 

World-wide sales passed 50 during 1973. Users range from a company 
with 300 employees and a 370/145 to large cities, banks, and insurance 
companies with very powerful computing capacity. Users include those 
~witching from IMS, TOTAL, and S2000 to ADABAS. 

WRITE: scftwcre" C9 
Reston International Center 
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive 

Reston, Virginia 22091 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (703) 620-9577 

Attn: John Maguire 

61 Darmstadt 
Hilpertstrasse 20 
West Germany 

Telephone: 6151-82747 
Attn: Peter Schnell 
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When Varian runs a bench
mark, it becomes a milestone. 
As you can see from these latest 
figures comparing the per
formance of our V-741h with 
others. 

It makes the competition's 
claims about their superior 
performance just that. Claims. 

All these tests-and 
more-were run within the 
last 90 days. On the latest 
operating systems and 
compilers. And the saine 

FORTRAN benchmark pro-

How does our 
V-741h deliver so much more 

DRTRMRTION 



bealen Ihelll all. 
Typical FORTRAN execution times (microseconds) 

V74Y2 PDP- Nova Mod H.P. 
11/45 800 Comp II 2100 

A=B+C 7 33 58 19 51 

(double) A=B+C 10 82 61 29 98 

A=B 4 14 35 7 13 

Do Loop 4t 22 10 11 17 

. A(I,J)=B 22 63 39 28 46 

A==Sin(B) 100 251 266 197 1583 

speed than other systems? firmware enhancements. 
The VORTEX operating Especially DEC, Data General, 

system, for one thing. Aug- Mod Camp and H.P. 
mented by the firmware And we have the reports 
FORTRAN accelerator and to prove it. For your copy call 
our new Floating Point your nearest Varian Data 
Processor, no one can argue Machines office. 
with the fact that it's the fastest, Varian Data Machines 
most powerful, most sophisti- 2722 Michelson Drive, Irvine, 
cated FORTRAN IV processor California 92664. ~ 
in the business. 

No one beats the V-74 1h's @ The mini killers 
synergistic combination varian data machines 
of hardware, software and 
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Todays Graphics. 
Becauseyou 
can't wait for 
tomorrow's solutions. 
T~ktronix' Graphic Terminal 
Family is steps ahead of however 

, else you're now using your 
, computer data. 

Providing the most efficient utiliza
tion of that data. Faster than printout. 
More efficient than mere hard copy. 
Making analyzing extremely profit
able. Giving you the 
answers now, when 
you need them. 

Pictured is our 4014-1 
Graphic Display Ter
minal, the biggest 
19-inch, flicker-
free display 
in the busi
ness. 
Priced at 
$9,995. 
Also, our· 

4010 Graphic Display Terminal. An 
11-inch version of the same power
ful Graphics tool, at $4195. Both 
giving you your ideas in pictures. 

Team either of these with our 461 0 
Hard Copy Unit at $4295, and you've 
got a copy to refer to, add to, 
change, and then work with some 
more. Then there's our Flexible 
Disc Memory from $3695 for user- . 
controlled storage, off-line or aux
iliary. Add our Graphic Tablets from 
$2995 for fast, freehand digitizing, 
and your Graphics capacity is 
greater still. 

But there's more to our Graphics 
than just low cost, more than 

advanced problem solving. 
There's more peripherals, 
more strong software 
support, more 

advantages. Call your area 
Tektronix Applications Engineer 
for all the information. 
Or write us, today. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Information Display Division 
P. O. Box 500 
Beaverton, Oregon 97077 

,I)I 
TEKTRDNIX® 
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calendar 
N_OVEMBER 

Fourth Annual Conference, Association of Computer Pro
grammers and Analysts (ACPA), Nov. 20-22, Washington, 
D.C. This year's theme, "Y ou, Your Computer, and Your 
J?b,". will stres~ the practical use of computers in working 
situat~ons. TOPICS scheduled include micro programming 
overVIew, new standard COBOL for minicomputers, career 
development, and privacy. Fee for full conference, lunches 
and banquet: $103, members; $115, non-members. Con
tact: E. Lawrence Doyle, ACPA 4 Chairman, National Insti
tutes of Health, Bldg. 1, Room 212, Bethesda, Md., 20014, 
(301) 496-4602. -

JANUARY 

National Microfilm Association Mid-Winter Meeting, Jan. 
15-17, Atlanta. More than 500 men and women active in 
the micrographics profession are expected to attend the 
meeting. The theme -is "Micrographics-Technology for 
Today and Tomorrow," which will pervade sessions on state
of-the-art trends, application tutorials, advanced' system re
ports, and current events. The formal meeting will be pre
~eded on Jan. 14 by a seminar on the basics of micrograph
ICS; fee $50. One of the highlights of the regular meeting will 
be a.n analysis .of micrograRhic technology in Europe, in
cludmg a look mto the Soviet Union, by a representative of 
Rank Xerox, Ltd., England. Fee: $70 members; $85 non
members. Contact: Conference Director, National Micro
film Assoc., 8728 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
(301) 587-8444. ' 

Winter Conference, Assn. for Development of Computer
Base~ Instructional Systems, .lan. 28-30, Charleston, S.C. 
Sharmg of r.esearch findings, educational strategies, and 
course matenals will highlight this meeting, sponsored by 
ADCIS and hosted by the College of Dental Medicine Med
i~al Univ. of South Carolina. In addition, the Health Educa
tIon Netwo~k Users and'the Systems Implementation groups 
of ADCIS wIll sponsor pre-conference sessions on Jan. 27. 
Fees are $15, members; $20, non-members. Contact: Dr. 
Karen A. Duncan, Office of Computer Resources College 
of Dental Medicine, 80 Barre St., Charleston S.C. 29401 
(803) 792-3211. " 

FEBRUARY 

COMPCON 75 SPRING, 10th IEEE Computer Societv 
Inte.~atio_~al Conference, Feb. 25-27, San Francisco. Re~
ogmzmg this as .an era of widespread service by computers 
and related deVIces to the general public, the society has 
chosen as its theme "Computer Technology to Reach the 
People." Papers will be presented on applications, special 
eqUIpment and products, system components and devices, 
a?d ~rograms and software. About 800 computer technolo
gIStS m hard:vare; sof~ware, and applications are expected to 
attend. RegIstratIOn IS $60 ($50 advance), members; $75 
($65 ad~anc~), non-members, and $15, students. A sepa
rate regIstratIOn of $50 is required for the micro/ mini 
tutorial on Feb. 24, a full-day session covering topics related 
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to the conference theme. Contact: Lowell D. Amdahl 
Compata, Inc., 6150 Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, Cal it: 
91364, (213) 884-5400. 

16th Annual Winter Convention on Aerospace and Elec
tronic Syste~s (WINCON '75), Feb. 5-7, Los -Angeles. 
)'heme of thIS year's meeting, ,"Command and Control and 
~omm~mications," for defense and non-defense applica
tIons, IS expected to attract approximately 500 military, 
government and industry leaders. The conference is co
sponsored by the AES society and the Los Angeles Council, 
IEEE. The three days of classified and unclassified sessions 
will be geared to exchange information that can help trans
fer the military state-of-the-art into the public sector, for 
example "law and order, and public safety" fields. Contact: 
Art Slotkin, WIN CON, P.O. Box 3356, Santa Monica Calif. 
90403. ' 

Third Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manu
fact~ring C~nference and Exposition, Feb. 10-13, Chicago. 
Th.e. ImpreSSIve theme of "increased productivity and profit
abIlIty through the marriage of CAD and CAM" is expected 
to draw more than 1,000 industrialists, manufacturing 
executives and engineers responsible for computer-based 
equipment, systems and software used in industrial applica
tions to the conference. For senior industrial management 
and government officials, there will be sessions such as 
"CAD/CAM and Economic Needs" and "CAD/CAM
Labor, Money & Management," while users/ designers will 
attend more esoteric meetings, including three workshops: 
"CAD/CAM Systems," "Practical Applications," "User 
Experiences," and "Future Trends of CAD/ CAM in the 
'80s." Fee: $235 to members of the Society of Manufactur
ing Engineers and associated societies; $265 to non-mem
bers. Contact: Society of Manufacturing Engineers, Public 
Relations Dept., 20501 Ford Road, Dearborn, Mich., 
48128, (313) 271-1500. 

lfederal Data Processing Expositio~, Feb. 11-12, Washing
ton, D.C. Since this event is being billed as "the first annual 
data processing trade show to be held in the nation's capi
tol," projected attendance figures are meaningless-but the 
sponsors are hoping for two to three thousand users, mostly 
from the Federal Government, to attend. In addition to an 
equipment exhibition, there will be a number of application 
oriented workshops and seminars. The pr~ce is right for 
attendees-free! Contact: Robert E. Harar, Federal DP 
Expo c/o Instrumentation Fair, 5012 Herzel Place, Belts
ville, Md., 20705, (301) 937-7177. 

Computers in Laboratory Medicin{' Symposium. Feb. 15-
16, San Francisco. Approximately 500 medical personnel 
will explore computer applications in clinical and anatomic 
pathology and nuclear medicine under the sponsorship of 
U. of Calif. Extension, Berkeley. Attention will be given to 
new directions in laboratory computerization, the use of 
desktop computers, systems currently available and trends in 
these actively developing adjuncts to laboratory and nu- ~ 
clear medicine. Fee: $125. Contact: Julie Hall or Nathan 
W. Cohen, U. of Calif. Extension, Berkeley, Calif. 94720, 
(415) 642-1061. 

Conferences are generally listed only once. Please 
check recent issues of DATAMATION for addi
tional meetings scheduled during these months. 





people 
A SOMETIMES 
"WHIRLING 
DERVISH" 
Two years ago, A. G. W. Biddle, Jr. 
was fishing in Oregon, happily retired 
from his former seven-day-a-week job 
at his private consulting firm. 

The phone rang and it was his old 
friend Dan L. McGurk, former head 
of Xerox Data Systems, wanting to 
know if Biddle would come out of 
early retirement. McGurk was heading 
up a new organization called the Com
puter Industry Assn. (CIA), and he 

A. G. W. BIDDLE, JR. 
A growth strategist 

thought "Jack" Biddle would be just 
the man to be its executive director. 

"I was' intrigued," recalls Biddle. 
"Back in 1960, I recommended to 
Bendix that they get out of the com
mercial data processing business be
cause I felt it was just about impossible 
to compete with IBM. In more than a 
decade, things hadn't changed, so 
that's why McGurk's offer interested 
me." 

While McGurk got the CIA rolling, 
he has gradually slipped into the back
ground, and Biddle is now the driving 
force behind an organization that has 
become a surprisingly effective voice in 
the industry in just over two years. 

While Biddle and the CIA are often 
accused of possessing a knee-jerk ani
mosity toward IBM, Biddle views him
self as more of a "growth strategist" 
than anything else and, while he con
cedes that the CIA has done its share of 
bad-mouthing IBM - although with 
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what. Biddle maintains has been good 
cause-he thinks that the CIA'S focus 
has been subtly shifting recently. 

In short, then, is there a future for 
the CIA beyond the various IBM anti
trust cases? 

Biddle sees the organization serving 
as a voice for the industry. "We're not 
afraid to take controversial positions," 
says Biddle. "But I think our voice is 
balanced." 

He points out that the CIA'S some 
40 members represent a balanced cross 
section of the industry-a half dozen 
oem's, three data entry firms, five soft
ware houses, a minicomputer company, 
and just about everything else from 
memory manufacturers to plotter 
makers. 

Biddle has had an extensive back
ground in the computer industry, pri
marily as a consultant to computer 
manufacturers. Although the West 
Point graduate got some hands-on ex
perience with some of the pioneering 
computers, and has since done some 
computer modeling, he does not view 
himself as a computer professional. He 
also has an extensive communications 
background from his military service 
days. 

He stresses the idea that his experi
ence in growth strategy and in long
range strategy all come into play in his 
CIA position. 

It might be added that Biddle is rap
idly becoming something of a fixture at 

Congressional hearings and govern
mental regulatory hearings, pounding 
away on this issue or that issue-all of 
import to the computer industry. His 
critics say he is simply attacking IBM

or lately AT&T-but his supporters say 
there is a common thread to all Bid
dle's CIA positions. He is a die-hard 
proponent of what he calls the free 
enterprise system, maintaining that a 
business should be allowed to succeed 
or fail on its merits and not be suscep
tible to outside influences. 

His associates have been awed at 
Biddle's range of expertise, and one 
associate says the normally hard-driv
ing Biddle becomes a "whirling der
vish" while preparing himself for, say, 
a paper he will deliver in Washington. 

The CIA has been making a pitch to 
users which has thus far been less than 
successful, but Biddle is committed to 
pursuing the user until he brings in 
user representation to the CIA. The or-

. ganization has set aside $50,000 to 
stimulate the establishment of a user 
group but, thus far, there have qeen no 
serious takers. 

And what does IBM think of the CIA? 
Armonk doesn't comment on such 
things, but there are indications that 
IBM looks upon Biddle and the CIA as 
public enemy number one. 

For instance; when Control Data 
signed its antitrust settlement with IBM 

last year, IBM stipulated that CDC not 
be permitted to join the CIA. "We think 
that's a compliment," says Biddle. 

THREE YEARS IN ENGLAND 
He's a chemical engineer. He's a lawyer. 
He sells computers and his market is 
the world. 

He's Louis B. Perillo, International 
Director, Data Systems, for Xerox 
Corp. He enjoys selling computers on 
an international scale. Perillo returned 
last April to the EI Segundo, Calif. 
headquarters of Xerox's computer op
eration after three years as managing 
director, data systems, for Rank Xer
ox, a U.K. corporation 51 % owned by 
Xerox Corp. and 49 % owned by the 
British Rank Organization. Rank Xer
ox, says Perillo, handles 90% of Xer
ox's products and accounts for close to 
50% of the corporation's revenues and 
profits. Its marketing area is the entire 
Eastern hemisphere. 

Perillo went to Rank Xerox in 1971 
"to try to get a computer operation 
going." Prior to that time, the British 
company had not handled the comput
er line Xerox acquired with Scientific 
Data Systems (SDS) in May of 1969~ 
In the three years Perillo was with 
Rank, its computer business grew at 

the rate of 30% a year. It now ac
counts for some 30% of all Xerox's 
computer busine'ss, and Perillo predicts 
this share will go to 50% within five 
years. "The growth rate is greater there 

LOUIS B. PERILLO 
" ... a pretty good peddler" 
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people 
(Rank's market area) than here. 
They're four to five years behind us in 
reaching the saturation point for high 
technology products." 

At the time of the sos/Xerox merg
er, Perillo was sos's vice president, 
marketing. After the merger he be
came vp/ international for Xerox Data 
Systems. sos had been doing some 
business internationally. It had a 
branch office in England, a licensing 
agreement with predecessor companies 
of France's Compagnie Internationale 
pour l' Informatique (cn) for manu
facture of Sigma 2's and 7's, and a 
licensing agreement with Japan's Mit
subishi which manufactures and sells 
Sigma 5's and 7's under the Me1com 
label. Perillo said Xerox is still getting 
royalties on Sigmas cn has out on ren
tal and doesn't market 2's or 7's in any 
of cn's marketing areas except Ger
many, where "we bought back our 
rights in 1971." 

From 50 people acquired when it 
assimilated with the sos English 
branch office, the Rank Xerox com
puter effort has grown to 350 people. 

Perillo enjoyed his three years in 
En'gland. "The summers are beautiful. 
The flowers are beautifu1." Via inex
pensive "packaged holidays" available 
there, he and his wife were able to "see 
many places we never would have 
seen." The Perillos lived in the country 
town of Moor Park, 15 miles north
west of London. 

The genial, Italian-born Perillo re
members the dim days of England's 
energy crisis and blackouts. "At first it 
was random," he recalls. "You never 
knew when the lights were going to go 
out. And it was cold." Then came the 
three-day work week, which meant 
three days of normal power. "On the 
other days we worked but we only had 
power for typewriters, no lights, no 
heat." 

While living in England, Perillo vis
ited his native Bellosguardo, Italy, 
which he left at the age of three. 
"Bellosguardo," he says, "means beau
tiful view. It's wrong." 

Perillo grew up in Cleveland, where 
he became a chemical engineer (Case 
Institute of Technology), a lawyer 
(Cleveland Marshall Law School), and 
got interested in computers. He was 
working in engineering construction 
for Arthur G. McKee & Co. in the mid 

IN NEW POSTS 

'50s when the IBM 650 came out. His 
alma mater, Case Tech, got the first 
650 and Perillo saw a use for it in his 
firm's design work. "We rented time on 
Case Tech's 650 for $1,000 a month 
and then we got our own." He later 
pioneered a similar effort for the Ralph 
M. Parsons Co. in Los Angeles, which 
he joined in 1957. 

He finally put it all together-engi-

neering, law, his interest in computers 
-in 1959 when he joined TRW as 
manager of contracts and proposals for 
a process control operation. It was at 
TRW that he met Dan McGurk, who 
subsequently lured him to sos in 1965. 
At the time he made this switch he was 
director of marketing for TRW'S com
puter operation. "I guess Dan thought 
I was a pretty good peddler." 

ALL ABOUT TIME-SHARING 
Cutthroat competition and the eco
nomic crunch of the early '70s thinned 
the ranks of the then-glamorous time
sharing business; but R. Clifton Young 
thinks about 50 companies are still 
around. He and Hillel Segal would like 
to help customers make better use of 
them. 

Late this summer they formed a 
non-profit association, the Assn. of 
Computer Time-Sharing Users (ACT
su) to "evaluate, compare, and im
prove the services offered by the time
sharing industry," and by this month 
hoped to have signed up at least 100 
users at $20 a person (out of the 10,-
000 persons Young estimates use time
sharing services in the U.S.) . 

With that number they think they'll 

VENDORS WELCOME: 
R. Clifton Young (left) and Hillel Segal 
will invite vendors to join time-sharing 
users group. 

I 

be able right away to launch a number 
of surveys. They think the surveys will 
help users learn more about pricing, 
services, program packages, downtime, 
quality of technical support, educa
tional materials, and other characteris
tics of the vendors with which they do 
business. "It's taken me several years to 
get a comfortable overview of time
sharing services," says Segal, who is a 
financial analyst with the Hertz Corp.'s 
Rent a Car division and a user of time
sharing for financial modeling and 
some accounting work. "The associa
tion will help members achieve this a 
lot faster." 

Complaints most often cited by us
ers are over the pricing schemes of 
time-sharing services. "They don't tell 
us how many dollars you spend in a 
day," says Young, who is manager of 
strategic planning at Borg-Warner 
Chemicals in Parkersburg, W. Va. Us
ers signing off a terminal usually get 
from the vendor a log-off message list
ing the connect time and usage of cpu 
units and storage. He'd like to have this 
translated into actual dollars, recalling 
a recent case where a customer was 
billed $20,000 for a two-month project 
for which the vendor bid less than 
$5,000. 

The association won't be used "as a 
club to hold over vendors," says 
Young, who also is opening member
ship to vendors of time-sharing ser
vices. (The group is accepting mem
bership applications at 210 Fifth Ave:, 
New York, N.Y. 10010.) 

Young and Segal have had broad 
experience with computers as users 
and as developers of applications. 
While at the B. F. Goodrich Company 
in Akron as manager of corporate 
modeling, Young created "Case-sIM," 
a programming language for non-pro
grammer planners to use in creating 
financial models and case study simula
tions. His interest in the business dates 
to 1951, when he sold Friden comput
ers and studied business administration 
at Rutgers Univ. Segal left MCI Com
munications to, do financial modeling 
at Hertz in New York. 

Both are convinced that the com
puter - via time-sharing - has only 
scratched the surface as a tool for 
managing large enterprises, and they 
see a bright future for the industry in 
that function. However, they agree 
that the industry is not recession-proof. 
Right or wrong, in a cost crunch re
search is the first thing that is cut and 
the economists are the first to go. It's 
this kind of "blue sky" activity that most 
makes use of time-sharing services. D 

JAMES P. CAMPBELL and CARL D. CARMAN were 
elected vice presidents of Data General Corp .... NOR
MAN HELLER was appointed director of development at 

Nixdorf Computer AG's Costa Mesa, Calif. facility ... ED
GAR L. MOORE was named to the new position of Litton 
Industries' Datalog Div. 
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$51,238 
per month 
rental 

$48,406 
per month 
lease 

ITEL squeezes more out of your computer 
dollar than 18M. Now you can get a whole computer 
system from tTEL for less than what IBM charges for just a 
central processing unit. 

The numbers speak for themselves: For $51,238 a 
month, IBM rents you a single 370/158 CPU (includes two ex
tra shifts). But for $48,406, ITEL leases you that same 370 CPU 
with ITEL Monolithic Memory, 24 tTEL disk drives plus their 
controllers, as well as 24tTEL tape drives with their controllers. 

To put it another way, if you were to rent a comparable 
system from IBM, it would cost you $81,846 a month. Almost 
double our price. 

Furthermore, we'll lease any kind of 370 computer 
package at proportional savings. And we'll make sure that all 
terms and provisions are custom-tailored to meet your exact 
financial objectives. 

At tTEL, we couldn't have acquired over half a billion 
dollars in IBM computer leasing experi-
ence without doing more for your money. :ITEL 

Your financial alternative. ~ 
One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, California 94111, Phone: (415) 983-0000 
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You've already gained speed and 
efficiency in some of your procedures 
by using microfilm. There's even 
more dramatic progress available to 
handle customer inquiries. For example: 

A major retailer failed to find the 
needed records once out of every five 
calls. Now all the records are on film and' 
virtually anyone can be displayed on a 
screen at the touch of a button. 

A telephone company was laboring to 
answer more than 2,000 customer ques
tions every day. The answers are now on 
film and are handled ten times faster 
than before. ' 

More than just lookups: A bank is 
using the same basic method to keep 
track of daily transactions. Having the 
records on film produced a saving of 
$50,000 in the first year. 

To make this kind of progress in your 
business takes your determination to 
seek better answers. The sooner you ask. 
us, the sooner we can help. Just write on 
your letterhead to W O. Fullerton, 
Eastman Kodak Company, Dept. DP4874, 
Rochester, New York 14650. Or call BOO-
447-4700. In Illinois, ca1IBOO-322-4400. 

What you're saving now with microfIlm 
is only the beginning. 

: '.1 • I ~ • ; t; I 
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If you think all premillD1 
com uter tapes are alike 

tea closer look at 
BASF 2000/A.D. 

Because all premium computer tapes 
are 100% certified and meet industry 
standards, you might think they're all 

• equal. They aren't. The important differ
ence is the margin by which a manu
facturer's standards exceed industry 
standards. It's this extra margin that allows 
no margin for errors. Let's look at a few 
superior points of BASF 20001 AD. 
computer tape: 
Debris-free edges 

Rough edges and debris on tapes 
are the resul,t of inferior slitting, which 
causes the coating to overhang the base. 
The projecting edges become detached 
by tape guides and drive rollers. The 
result: loss of head-to-tape contact ... 
and errors. BASF has eliminated these 
problems with an exclusive double-cut 
slitting technique that keeps our tape 
edges perfectly debris-free. 

BRAND A BRAND B 

Straight edges 
Another hassle, even with premium 

tapes, is edge waviness. This causes 
intermittent reading and writing errors. 
Dynamic conditions during tape transport 
can occasionally compensate for the 
waviness, so it's a tough job to track 
down. Again, our double-cut slitting tech
nique keeps 20001 AD. edges absolutely 
straight and symmetrical. 

Uniform width 
Uniform tape width is essential, in 

order to avoid dynamic skew errors. 
According to industry standards, a width 
tolerance of ±.002" is acceptable. We 
peg our 20001 AD. standard at±.001". 
It's a small detail, but it could eliminate a 
few 3:00 a.m. debugging sessions. 

Superior coating 
We've developed a new "hotter oxide" 

BRAND C BASF 

coating ... a higher energy oxide that 
produces an output consistently higher 
than that of the National Bureau of 
Standards reference tape. Then we apply 
this oxide with a unique coating techniquE 
that provides a more even dispersion 
of oxide particles in the binder. For any bi' 
density, including 6250 B.P.I., 2000/AD. 
gives you more reliable writing and read
ing ... better bit-to-bit uniformity ... fewer 
drop-ins and drop-outs. And virtually no 
permanent errors. 
Hard surface 

Head wear is inevitable, but it 
shouldn't be excessive. That's why we 
developed a finishing operation that gives 
20001 AD. a harder, smoother surface 
than anyone else's. It's a lot kinder to 
your tape head, and keeps your main
tenance time to a minimum. 
And in conclusion 

2000/ AD. costs no more than other 
premium tapes. You're already paying for" 
BASF quality ... you might as well have 
it. For the whole story of how 20001 AD. 
stacks up against the competition, write to 
BASF Systems, Crosby Drive, 

::C~:01r:~~:::~~1::R~'~--'l 
You're already paying for BASF quality, you might aswell have it. l.~) _ .. ~ 



~ LOOK AHEAD 
IBM, JUSTICE DIGGING IN AS RUMORS FLY 
IBM has always been a rumor ridden company, but the stories making 
the rounds now are reaching new heights of imagination. First 
there was the rumor, denied strongly by IBM, that Arab oil interests were 
preparing to take over the computer colossus. Then, as the trial date of 
IBM's antitrust case with the government approached, rumors proliferated 
that the firm was working out a consent decree with the Justice Dept. That 
rumor, another phony, was traced largely to a legal advisory service that 
speculated the case would be settled before the announcement of the trial, 
which is slated to begin after Dec. 2. Then there was the rumor that IBM's 
president, John Opel, had move~ to Washington where he was hammering out a 
consent decree. Negative again. Opel has not been hammering out a consent 
decree with the Justice Dept. Indeed, his work activities appear to have 
been normal and we understand that, in recent weeks, he's only been twice to 
Washington where IBM naturally has always conducted a great deal of business. 

Both sides in the case appear to be digging in for the upcoming trial. 
Raymond Carlson, the lead Justice Dept. attorney, normally a quiet and 
unassuming type, is said to be cocky about his case to the point that he 
makes Muhammad Ali look modest. Justice apparently will push for a breakup 
of IBM. Its economists are understood to be sticking to their guns, demanding 
that each "Son of IBM" have a full range of.equipment --- low end to high 
end. 

Meantime, IBM has taken out a one year lease for some 50,000 sq. ft. of 
office space at 100 Church St., near the federal courthouse in New York City 
where the case is to be tried. 

TELEX VS. IBM: THREE BUSY JUDGES 
Remember the IBM-Telex suit? The U.S. Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals 
agreed nearly a year ago to expedite the decision which had favored Telex. 
At this writing there was no decision nor inkling when there might be a 
decision, but those looking for reasons for the slow pace should not have to 
look beyond the activities of Judge William E. Doyle, one of the three judges 
on the Appeals board. Judge Doyle presided over the business plan that 
integrated the Denver Public Schools and that, obviously, consumed much of 
his time. All three judges in the case have a heavy load. Judge A. Sherman 
Christensen, the federal district court judge who rendered the initial decision 
in the Telex case, came out of retirement to hear the case and was unfettered 
by a heavy case load. That may explain his speedy disposition of th~ case. 

CALIFORNIA" S DMV STICKING WITH UNIVAC 
It's still Univac for California's Dept. of Motor Vehicles for at least 
three more years. The conversion of the DMV into the state's first 
consolidated data center, the Stephen P. Teale center, was a critical 
factor in a controversial procurement which stormed for more than two years 
and saw IBM getting a contract largely because they guaranteed to convert 
DMV by July 1. They didn't and the giant now is negotiating with the state 
on its liability for the failure and the state's liability for programs 
which were converted. And Univac has a new three-year contract for a 
"temporary upgrade" authorized by this year's budget bill. The new contract 
ups Univac's revenue from DMV from some $2.5 million a year to about $4.5 
million. New equipment in the upgrade includes three Series 70/6's and 
eight 8440 discs. And Univac has said it can accomplish the state's long 
sought staggered drivers license renewal in 1976. The DMV system provides 
real-time access to 32,500,000 plus driver and vehicle records 24 hours a 
day, 365 days a year. It was to have been the biggest job for the Teale 
center which currently is serving 32 other state departments. And 



LOOKAI-EAD 

controversy about it continues. Assemblyman Mike Cullen called the 
failure to incorporate DMV into Teale "a multi-million dollar ripoff" of 
California taxpayers. 

WHEN THE SWISS BANK BOUNCED CDC 
Control Data may have lost more than the $30.2 million it charged against 
third quarter earnings after losing a lucrative contract to automate 
nearly everything the Union Bank of Switzerland does. It could have lost 
its credibility as a big factor in banking. The Union Bank deal, captured 
from Univac in 1970 after chairman Bill Norris went over to Switzerland to 
sign the order, once involved some 150 programmers trying to come up with a 
workable Transaction Oriented Operating System (TOOS) that would have been 
used to automate not only the bank teller transactions, but also some 34 
back office programs in which the l70-branch Swiss bank was involved. 

CDC is trying to salvage part of the deal ••• as it has since early spring 
when marketing president Paul Miller began making twice-monthly trips to 
Switzerland. Late last month, though, no one at CDC wanted to talk 
about what progress was being made. 

Ironically, CDC's plight in Switzerland might make its fourth quarter 
balance sheet look less than bad. In the writeoff, it's found some 
justification in giving its 26,000 computer employees five days off before 
year-end without pay, and cutting the wages of salaried employees 10%. And 
there were rumors in Minneapolis that another 1,800 are to be dismissed 
indefinitely between now and Christmas. 

SEYMOUR CRAY OF CHIPPEWA FALLS 
If you ever go to Chippewa Falls~ Wise., don't call Seymour Cray. He's too 
busy working on a very big number-crunching computer--but not for CDC, where 
that company's 6000 series, 7600 system and the Star 100 were conceived. 
Stories on why Cray left CDC two years ago to form his own company--Cray 
Associates--are legendary. One has it that he didn't like taking the half
hour air flight from Chippewa Falls to attend CDC directors' meetings in 
Minneapolis. Another is that CDC decommitted itself from big computers. 

The latter explanation has some credibility, considering that CDC last 
month finally closed its Chippewa Falls operation, moving the 39 remaining 
souls to other posts within the company. 

Meanwhile, Cray--who once told a Datamation reporter, "Don't come over 
here to interview me; I'd get a lot of phone calls if you wrote a story 
and couldn't get any work done"--is still in Chippewa Falls and doing well. 
His number-cruncher is underway and we're told he's about to enjoy an influx 
of $20-40 million in venture capital. 

Strange, in these times when venture capital is said to be nil. 

HIGH SPEED PRINTER 
A 45,000 line per minute printer is in operation at a subsidiary of the 
Mead Corp. in Dayton, whooshing out individualized letters and address 
labels for direct mail customers. There were rumors the device runs at up 
to 75,000 lpm, but company spokesmen deny this, although referring to the 
45K lpm rate as a "cruising speed." Paper is fed web fashion, like on a 
printing press, under a row of 500 ink jets, 100 jets to the inch, each 
of the jets spurting drops of ink through what is called a "charger ring." 
Drops that are charged hit the paper, those that are not charged are 
deflected by an opposite charge away from the paper to a "catcher." All 
this is done as the paper flies under the jets at rates of 500 to 600 feet 
per minute (or 36K to 45K lpm). 

(Continued on page 130) 



This $129,500* timesharipg system 
gives you better BASIC than 
any other minicomputer system. 
With batch at the same time. 
HP's 3000 Model 100 lets you do more with BASIC than 
ever before. You can intermix integer, real, long precision 
and complex numbers. Share resources with any kind of 
peripheral. Call subroutines compiled in FORTRAN, 
COBOL, and our Systems Programming Language. 

In batch you get complete multi-language capability 
concurrently. And a file system identical to the one 
used from terminals. 
This innovation works for a living. 

You do. So call us. 

HP minicomputers. 
They work for a living. 
HEWLETTl~!] PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 ·Domestic USA price only. 22416 
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· Introducing Eclipse. 
, Suddenly a lot of computers don't look so bright. 



The most expensive part of a computer isn't the computer 
anymore. 

It's the people who work with it. 
So Data General is introducing a family of medium scale 

computers that cut down on the work people have to do. 
Eclipse. 
You won't have to clean up the mistakes this computer 

makes. Eclipse has automatic memory error correction. 
You won't have to rewrite complicated instructions every 

time you need them. Eclipse's microprogrammed architecture 
includes a comprehensive new set of instructions so powerful 
they do the work of entire subroutines. 

You won't have to lose speed doing special subroutines 
with software. Eclipse has a Writeable Control Storage Unit that 
lets you keep them in the hardware. 

-You won't have to use assembly language to make your 
programs go fast. Eclipse is so fast it can run high level languages 
at assem bly language speeds. (It has a bipolar memory cache 
that makes semiconductor memory alot faster. Plus core and 
semiconductor memory interleavini for even more speed. 
And the fastest Floating Point Processor in the industry. ) 

And even though Eclipse is a brand new computer, you 
won't have to write a lot of systems software or jury-rig your 
peripherals. Eclipse is upwards compatible with the Nova line. 
So all the software and peripherals we've already made can go 
right to work on the Eclipse. 

Write for our brochure. And see how bright an Eclipse 
can be. 

DataGeneral 
The computer company you can understand. 

f. Data General Corporation, Southboro, Massachusetts 01772, (617) 485-9100. Data Gen of Canada Ltd., Hull, Quebec, J8Y3S6, 
Data General Europe, 116 Rue de la Tour, Pa~is 750 16 France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82- f361 /Sydney (02) 908-1366. 
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letters 
Privacy costs 
In the Editor's Readout (Sept., p. 47), 
you subjected Congressional bills SB 
3418 and HR 15528 to severe criticism 
based on the cost and expense involved 
in assuring that computer records are 
used within Constitutional allowances. 

I find that there were no proposals 
made to keep computer ·files from be
ing abused. An individual's rights are 
surely more important than the costs 
of doing business. All of us realize the 
great advantage of computer informa
tion versus manual record keeping, but 
we are also aware of the massive foul
ups that 09cur daily as the result of 
computer errors. When' these errors 
have the impact of destroying an indi
vidual's credit or having raw data fed 
into law enforcement files, any mea
sure of control is better than none until 
a suitable replacement is found. 

The ball is in your court, DATAMA
TION, and with your readers. The un
scrupulous use of inaccurate compu
terized information must be halted. 

F. PETER GRIFFIN 
San Francisco, California 

We share Mr. Griffin's concern with 
privacy legislation; the costs, however, 
are only one of the issues inVOlved in 
the proposed privacy bills. Our edito
rial pointed out: that the poorly worded 
bills actually have broad loopholes 
through which the worst offenders of 
privacy, in the name of national secur
ity and law enforcement, could slip 
through. Though laudable in intent, 
these bills are inadequate to do the 
job intended. 

IBM software 
I read with interest your article in the 
June issue (p. 114) concerning the 
Amdahl-Fujitsu venture. One point 
which puzzles me is the legality of 
running IBM software on another 
manufacturer's machine. Does Am
dahl intend to purchase 168 software 
or simply to use it on his machine? If 
he purchases it, does this constitute 
unbundling of IBM systems software by 
virtue of their putting a price on it? 
Incidentally, what would be a ball-park 
figure for purchase of a major com
ponent such as os? 

IAN CAIRNS 
Arnciifje, Australia 

Mr. Yasaki, the author, replies: 
We don't really know the legalities of 
what Amdahl Corp. is undertaking. 
Late last year, however, the company 
prepared a preliminary prospectus, 
which stated in part: "The Company 
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pians to support the following IBM sys
tem 360/370 operating systems: OS/ 
360 MFT; OS/360 MVT; OS/VS1; and 
OS/VS2. These four operating systems 
provide reasonably comprehensive 
coverage of the competitive IBM Sys
tem 360/370 market. The Company's 
planned ability to support these oper
ating systems derives in large part 
from the fact that IBM has placed 
them in the public domain and imposes 
no restriction on their use and distribu
tion. 

"The Company has completed the 
necessary software modifications to 
the IBM operating systems that it 
plans to support to enable them to be 
used with the Company's planned 
products ... " 

Unfortunately I don't know what 

IBM might charge for something like 
OS MFT, but development costs are 
said to exceed a million dollars. Chalk 
up an equal expenditure for the latest, 
VS2 Release 2, which is a start-from
scratch replacement for OS MVT, 
rather than a patched up version of 
VS2 Release 1. 

Wynne's law 
You've heard of "Murphy's Law," 
"Jones' Law," etc.; now I give you 
"Wynne's Law," namely that "negative 
slack tends to increase." 

Once a programming effort is re
ported "x" weeks behind schedule at 
midpoint, then you can pretty well bet 

DONT COME FROM (OR GO BACK TO?) 
The staff and students of this department have been following the COME FROM 
controversy (Dec. 1973, p. 62) with considerable interest. We feel that with 
a little ingenuity one can devise a whole spectrum of new programming con
structs of equal value; by analogy with divergent thinking, this is referred to 
as "divergent programming." Here are some examples: 
(1) The prefix DONT, e.g. in FORTRAN 

IF (X.GT.Y) DO NT COME FROM 100 
This is as good a method as any of avoiding explicit transfers of control. Its 
equivalent in COBOL is IGNORE (as opposed to PERFORM). 
(2) The pseudo-variable SEVERAL, e.g. 

DO 99 1= 1 ,SEVERAL 

99 CONTINUE 
This is of considerable value when it is uncertain how many times a loop 
should be executed; variants include ENOUGH and PLENTY. 
(3) The structured analog of COME FROM, in ALGOL-60, is the AFTER state

ment: 
<after statement> : : = <statement> AFTER <statement> 

Whenever the second <statement> happens to be executed, then the first 
<statement> will be the next one executed. Of course the definition is re
cursive so we might have 

x:=10 AFTER x:=20 AFTER x:=30 AFTER x:=10 
or even better 
BEGIN REAL x; 
x: =0 AFTER BEGIN 

if x > 100 THEN x:=1 AFTER x:=O 
end; 

BEGIN 
x:=O; 

BEGIN 
IF X > 100 THEN x:=1 AFTER x:=O 
END 

END AFTER x:=900; 
x:=900 
END 

It is clear from a detailed study of these examples that the side effects of 
structured divergent programming have even greater potential than those of 
self-modifying machine code; for this reason if no other we expect such 
constructs to have a wide appeal to a certain section of the programming 
community. 

P.S. On reflection, certain troublesome questions have occurred to us. Is a 
BRIEF CASE statement a computed GO TO, and what is the effect on it of a 
LOCK statement? What is NAMED UNCOMMON? And is a DURING loop exe
cuted by a During machine? 

B. E. CARPENTER 
Department of Computer Science 

Massey University 
Palmerston North, New Zealand 
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letters 

that it will be "2x" weeks or so behind 
schedule by completion time. What is 
the explanation of this phenomenon? 
There are at least three reasons: (1) 
First, no one will ever admit to the true 
amount of time he is behind, so every
thing else being equal, the negative 
slack will appear to grow larger as the 
delivery date approaches. (2) Second, 
if one is dumb enough to get behind, 
he is not smart enough to catch up. 
(3) Finally, whatever elements made a 
programmer late in the midpoint will 
probably continue to do so in a pro
portional manner over the remaining 
scheduled time. 

You'll find this "law" somewhat 
more pessimistic than the guy who said 
"software schedules are incompress
ible"; rather, as the law states, once 
you're behind, the schedule tends to 
continue to expand. I discovered this 
law in 1962 while working on the Po
laris real-time program. 

DONALD M. WYNNE 
Hydrospace-Challenger, Inc. 

Rockville, Maryland 

Structured programming 
Mr. Tenny, in his article in the July 
issue (p. 110) on structured program
ming in FORTRAN, uses more or less 
exactly the same ideas for implementa
tion of SP in FORTRAN that I have been 
using for almost a year. However, I let 
a preprocessor do the translation from 
the source program, which is written in 
ANS FORTRAN extended with IF-THEN
ELSE, CASE-, WHlLE- and REPEAT-blocks, 
into ANS FORTRAN. 

There are at least four advantages as 
compared to translating by hand from 
what Mr. Tenny calls IPL (Idealized 
Structured Programming Language) 
to FORTRAN. 

1. The readability of the source pro
gram is increased because in itself the 
source program contains the high-level 
concepts WHILE, IF-THEN-ELSE, etc., 
which are closer to the human way of 
thinking, rather than the low-level 
concept GO TO. Thus there is no need 
for a parallel IPL-version of the com
ment cards. 

2. You do not have any temptation, 
as Mr. Tenny puts it, to "improve" the 
program while translating it, simply 
because the translation is out of your 
reach. An "improvement," in this 
sense, very often turns out to be de
stroying the structure of the program. 

3. The source code can be edited 
automatically by a program that in
dents the rows of the source program 
according to its block depth. 

4. When modifying a program you 
do not have to bother with "non-con
sistent" labels, if for example, you 
would like to insert a WHILE-block 
within another WHILE-block, etc. 

The only disadvantage that might be 
claimed against this procedure is that 
the cost for compiling will be increased 
because of the preprocessor. This is 
true, of course, for one compilation. 
But experience has shown that the 
number of compilations is significantly 
reduced and thus the total cost consid
erably decreased. So the alleged disad
vantage actually turns into a fifth ad
vantage to which all managers are sen
sitive: better economy. 

LARS MOSSBERG 
Technical and Scientific Data 

Processing 
Volvo Flygmotor AB 
Trollhiittan, Sweden 

DATAMATION welcomes cor
respondence about the compu
ter industry. Please double
space your letter when you write 
to 1801 S. La Cienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90035. 

Suddenly, a small plotter with speed 
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The first real breakthrough in 12-inch incremental plotters in 15 years. 

The Zeta Model 1200. As much as 21/2 times faster than other 
small plotters - with sharply improved line quality. 
With operating speeds up to 3000 increments per second at 2.5 

mils (1500 at 5.0), the Model 1200 delivers 7.5 inches 
per second (10.5 diagonal). The standard Was 

3 inches. 
What's more, the Model 1200 is compatible 
. with existing interfaces and software. 

Unit cost is low. Attractive OEM 
discounts are available. If you 
like fast-moving plots, call or 
write Zeta Research, Inc., 1043 
Stuart Street, Lafayette, Cali
fornia 94549, 415-284-5200. 

t Zeta Research 
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Now ... mainframe architecture in a 
remote communications processor! 

COPE@t600by HARRIS· 
The COPE 1600 is all new, from its 
mainframe architecture and 
communications-oriented design to its 
built-in capacity for growth. This enables 
you to start with a basic RBT and expand 
as your volume and applications 
increase. All in all, COPE 1600 is your 
best way to achieve cost-effective 
communications! 

What do we mean by cost effective? 
Read on. The minimum COPE 1600 
system is a high-performance RBT in the 
COPE tradition. Then through expansion 
you can operate, 16 asynchronous 
circuits concurrent with 
HASP Imultileaving at 9600 bps with no 
degradation. Asynchronous speeds are 
available from 75 to 9600 bps. The 1600 
will also operate up to 4 synchronous 
communications interfaces from 2000 to 
50Kbps. 

Wondering about operational 
flexibility? Compare these features. The 
1600 incorporates a multi-task 
communications operating system 
enabling you to control up to 16 
concurrent program operations. The 
initial system accommodates five 
different emulators: HASP Imultileaving, 
3780, 2780, 1004 and 200UT. These 
emulators can communicate 
concurrently with two mainframes (of 
different protocols if desired). IBM SDLC 
hardware is built-in to accommodate· 
future requirements. 

Want to know more about the 1600? 
Then consider these advantages: 
expandable memory from 16K to 65K in 
8K byte modules. Direct memory 
addressing. Comprehensive repertoire of 
104 instructions. Structured 
programming language. Plus, there's a 

full complement of peripherals, of course, 
including magnetic tape and disk. And' 
back-up support nationally by Harris' own 
Field Engineering Department. 

That's only part of the COPE 1600 story. 
For more details on how you can 
1) eliminate redundant system hardware, 
2) reduce line costs, and 3) improve your 
overall network performance call your 
nearest Harris office. Or contact Harris 
Corporation, Data Communications 
Division, 11262 Indian Trail, Dallas, Texas 
75234, (214) 241-0551. 

HARRIS 
COMMUNICATIONS AND 
INFORMAnON HANDUNG 

HARRIS CORPORATION Data Communications Division 
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TermiNet® Printers 
GE QUALITY is ... 

101 tests ·at the factory 
... exercised, vibrated, inspected, verified, bum-in 
tested, and run-in tested, TermiNet printers get 101 
different tests to insure customers they're reliable, 
quiet, fast and easy to operate. "Quiet room" noise 
testing and life testing are other ways General Electric 

. makes sure TermiNet printers meet your management's 
functional requirements within budget. It's all aimed 
at saving you money by KEEPING YOU ON-LINE. 



keep you on-line 
GE SERVICE is ... 

local response nationwide 
... but nothing is perfect. Sometime your TermiNet 
printer may malfunction. If it does, General Electric's 
nationwide service is ready. In 92 locations (30 added 
in 1974 and growing), fully trained and qualified 
servicemen are at your call to diagnose and solve your 
printer problems. Each serviceman is equipped with 
his own spare parts kit to keep your terminals up 
and running - minimum down time. GE service 
is aimed at KEEPING YOU ON-LINE. 

For more information on TermiNet printers and the 
TermiNet service center nearest you wrife TermiNet 
794-14. P.O. Box 4197. Lynchburg. Virginia 24502. GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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This 
$4,000,000 baby 

is not paid to 
lie around. 

Insist on ACE-SIC rubber battery separators. 

When a $4,000,000 computer Hgoofs
off" you've got problems. People scream. Every
thing backs up. And the cost of downtime can 
keep you awake at. night. Sure, some computers 
are backed up by fail-safe standby systems. But, 
unfortunately, a standby system is only as good as 
its batteries. And a battery is only as good as its 
separator. 

That's why most premium battery-makers 
choose Ace-Sa microporous rubber separators for 
critical applications. Their highly uniform micro-' 
porous structure permits freer flow of acid ions 

between plates. Electrical resistance is consistently 
low. The separators function efficiently over wide 
temperature ranges and variations in acid concen
tration. And short circuits are forestalled because 
the separators are shock-proof and abrasion
resistant. How long do these properties last? 
Throughout the longest possible battery life. 

Wouldn't it be silly to have a $4,000,000 
computer lie down on the job because of a 40¢ 
separator? If you're concerned about your Hfail_ 
safe" system write us now for full information. 
Ace-Sit. Performance-tested for over 20 years. 

r-=l MICROPOROUS 
L/ U PRODUCTS DIVISION 
ame~eL-__ ~ ________ ~ 

Amerace Corporation 
Microporous Products Division, Ace Road, Butler, N.J. 07405 
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source data 
o 

SOURCE DATA provides information 
on literature, books, films, courses, 
bibliographies, products, services, and 
other aids to professional develop
ment. 

Implications of Using Modular Pro
gramming 

Central Computer Agency Guide No.1, 
Civil Service Dept. Her Majesty's Sta
tionery Office, London, England, 1973 
£ 1.50 (approximately $3.50) 

The authors of this book set forth quite 
clearly its purpose, namely: . 

"to provide the programming man
ager with information on the impli
cations of using modular program
ming. It should assist him to assess 
the value of modular programming 
for his own installation." 
If you are a programming manager 

preparing to justify a decision to use, 
or not to use, modular programming, 
this is a book for you. It is, in fact, a 
very good book, if you remember its 
purpose. 

However, if you don't already know 
what modular programming is--':"""if, for 
example, you don't know how to de
cide which of two decompositions of a 
program (to use Dave Parnas's termi
nology) is to be preferred-this book 
will not help you. On the other hand, 
you may be aided by the book if you 
are prepared to accept the book's defi
nitions: 

"Modular programming is the or
ganising of a complete program into 
a number of small units (those units 
can be sections, subroutines, seg
ments, etc.) where there is a set of 
rules which controls the character
istics of those units." 

The authors compare this definition 
with a number of others to illustrate 
(and compound) the confusion; I can 
find the courage to quote only one: "A 
module is sometimes defined as being 
the code which corresponds to an A4 
flowchart sheet [size: approximately 
21 x 31 cm.]." 

What might some of the controlling 
characteristics of modular program
ming be? Part 2 of the book presents 
the results of a survey of almost 1,000 
data processing users in the U.K. and 
the U.S., the results of 16 man-months 
of research, and attempts to answer 
this question. Respondents to the sur-
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vey identified 17 "necessary" or "most 
desirable" characteristics, listed here in 
decreasing order of necessity or desira
bility: 

• Modules are independent 
• Each module is called and is 

capable of calling 
• Modules are closed 
• Modules have a single entry point 

and single exit point 
• Modules have a standard inter

face 
• Modules exist in hierarchies 
• Each module undertakes a single 

logical task 
• Modular programs are entirely 

constructed of modules 
• Modules are small (less than 100 

COBOL statements) 
• Modules are separately compiled 
• Modules are separately coded 
• Modules are parameter-driven 
• Modules are separately tested 
• Modules are capable of recursion 
• Module coding is re-entrant 
• Modules have a uniform work 

content 
Some of the conclusions of the sur

vey, and therefore of the book, which 
give implications of modular program
ming, are: 

1. "Modular programming was 
found to be used for program design 
purposes by 96% of modular installa
tions and better program design was 
considered to be the second most im
portant benefit of modular program
ming. 85 % of modular programming 
installations thought that modular pro
gramming improved program design. 
More efficient maintenance, which was 
found to be the greatest advantage of 
modular programming, is achieved 
largely as a result of improved design." 

2. " ... 78% thought that testing 
was easier using modular programming 
and 64% thought that program relia
bility was improved as a direct result of 
using modular programming." 

3. The profiles of staff experience at 
installations using modular program
ming differs from those at other instal
lations: 

Programming Modular Non-Modular 
Experience Installations Installations 
> 3 years 25% 40% 
1-3 years 5% 30% 
< 1 year 70% 30% 

4. "The failure of modular program
ming in an installation was more often 
found to be the result of unpopularity 
with programmers than for any tech-

nical reasons. . . . [But] most of the 
objections to the use of mo~ular pro
gramming advanced by programmers 
are seen as advantages by managers, 
particularly more exhaustive testing, 
use of standards, tighter management 
control and using personnel to under
take the tasks in which they have most 
expertise. " 

5. Finally, " . . . 65 % of modular 
programming users had obtained in
creased productivity which they at
tributed to the· introduction of the 
technique, that 29% detected no dif
ference ... " 

-Robert M. Gordon 
Mr. Gordon is director of the 

Computing Services Centre at 
Victoria Univ., in Wellington, New 

Zealand. Previously he held a similar 
pOSition at the Irvine campus of the 

Univ. of California. 

Systems Analysis Techniques 

J. Daniel Couger and Robert W. Knapp, 
ed. 
John Wiley & Sons, 1974 
509 pp. $14.95 

This is a unique and useful book, offer
ing to the systems analyst or student of 
systems analysis a comprehensive sur
vey . of techniques applicable to all 
phases of systems analysis. The empha
sis is on computer-assisted techniques, 
with coverage of those which are well 
established and accepted as well as 
those still in the experimental or theo
retical stage. 

The book also provides an historical 
summary of the evolution of systems 
analysis techniques from unit record 
days up to what the authors choose to 
call "fourth generation" techniques. 
Couger's masterful introductory paper 
provides a well-balanced summary of 
every major advance in systems analy
sis methodology. 

The book is organized into three 
parts, with the first providing a system 
theoretic introduction to the subjects, 
the second (which comprises the bulk 
of the text) presenting the specific 
techniques for systems analysis, and 
the third containing papers on cost 
effectiveness analysis. The last part 
could well have been omitted, as it 
pertains only indirectly to the perfor
mance of systems analysis. 

Part two is divided into four sec
tions, each preceded by a brief intro
duction. The 20 papers reprinted here 
are grouped into categories according 
to the "generation" to which they be
long. The authors identify these gen
erations according to a time scale 
which places the first generation as tak
ing place prior to 1960, the second 
generation spanning 1960 to 1970, and 
the third occurring from 1970 to the 
present. The fourth generation is char-
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The KIT·aLA component computer 
gives you minicomputer power at 

• • a microprocessor prlc;e. 

S57i--in quantities of a hundred. 
(CPU & 1K RAM.) 
We've put the world's most experienced minicom
puter, the PDP-8, on a single board and called it the 
KIT-8/A. 

And we've done it using proven, readily
available, multi-source MSI semiconductor 
technology. 

TheKIT-8/A will 
give you speed and 
performance at a very 
low price. It's a full
scale 12-bit computer, 
the latest in thePDP-8 
family. With 1.5 
/Lsec cycle time, a The KIT-8/A and option boards. 

huge, healthy software library, and the same power
ful instruction set as the PDP-8/E. And it's fully 
compatible with most PDP-8 family hardware, 
operating systems, and high-level programming 
languages like BASIC, FORTRAN IV, and 
FOCAL. 

The Omnibus ™ backplane makes it easy to inter
face the KIT-8/ A directly to more than 60 PDP-8 
options and peripherals. 

To make your life even easier, we've made the 
seven most-requested options available on two 
option boards. On one board, we've put the serial
line interface, 12-bit parallel I/O, front-panel 
control and real-time clock. On the other, we've put 
the bootstrap loader, power-fail/auto-restart, 
and memory extension. 

We've employed expandable semiconductor 
memory to enable you to tailor your memory capac
ity to your needs, from 1K to 32K words. Choose 
ROM, RAM, PROM, or ROM/RAM combina
tions - mix and match to suit your application. 

The KIT-8/ A will enable the sophisticated user 
to give his system true computer capability at a 
very low price: $572 in quantities of a hundred 
(for CPU and 1KRAM). 

We start delivering in late 1974. We're accepting 
volume orders right now. To place yours, call 
800-225-9480. Toll-free from 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM 
Eastern time. (US only. Massachusetts residents, 
please dial (617) 481-7400, extension 6653.) 

We're the Components Group of Digital Equip
ment Corporation, One Iron Way, Marlborough, 
Massachusetts 01752. 

In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada 
Limited, P.O. Box 11500, Ottawa, Ontario, 
K2H8K8. (613) 592-5111, extension 154. 

mDmDD~D 
ENTS 

GROUP 
Unbundling the world's most 

popular minicomputer systems. 
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This is what all the talk is about: 
the new Dataspeed®40 service from the Bell System. 

Lots of people have been talking about our Dataspeed 40 data terminal. 
That's because one integrated design now includes a visual-display unit, a 
keyboard and a I i ne-at-a-ti me impact printer. 

But since this design consists of separate modules, you can select only 
the capabilities you need now at each of your installations, and add others later. 

Dataspeed 40 service combines high-speed transmission with easy 
preparation and editing of data. 

It operates at 1200 b.p.s. over either the switched network or· private 
line. And the printer offers you speeds of 5.2 lines per second in mono case and 
3.7 lines per second in upper/lower case. The terminal was human-engineered 
for maximum operator ease and minimum fatigue and error. 

In addition to its innovative technology, Dataspeed 40 service brings you 
the assurance of equipment builtto Bell System standards. And installation and 
maintenance by your local Bell Company. Check with your Communications 
Consultantfor further details and availability. @ 

You've been saying you need service just like this, We hear you, 0 . 



source data 
acterized as providing techniques for 
integrating each of the phases of sys
tems development to produce a com
plete system. Although Couger states 
rather optimistically that "enough re
search has transpired to recognize the 
direction of the next step in evolution 
of systems analysis techniques," it is 
significant that only one fourth genera
tion paper is provided-a reprint of 
Teichroew's and Sayani's 1971 DATA
MATION article on "Automation of Sys
tem Building," which describes the 
Univ. of Michigan's ISDOS project. 

In any work of this kind, one could 
fault the selection of articles included 
as well as the author's evaluation of the 
efficaciousness of various techniques. 
For this reviewer, the authors perhaps 
treat too generously such notable fail
ures as the information algebra and the 
study organization plan, while neglect
ing coverage of more modest but prac
tical techniques like the IBM System/3 
application customizer. There is, per
haps necessarily, a tendency to cover 
techniques which, while interesting 
theoretically, have failed to gain wide
spread acceptance. Couger concludes 
his introduction with the rather plain
tive statement that "it is simply amaz
ing that the systems profession delayed 
so long in using the computer as an aid 
in systems analysis." But he goes on to 
assert that "the gap between develop
ment of hardware and systems analy
sis/ design techniques will be substan
tially narrowed by the advent of the 

" fourth generation of computers." 
-Robert V. Head 

Mr. Head is a special assistant 
within the Dept. of Agriculture and 

has served as a contributing editor of 
DATAMATION. He is founder and 

past president of the Society for 
Management Information Systems. 

[--------------------~-, 

Top Edp Executives 
Vice Presidents, Directors, and Man
agers of Information Systems or Data 
Processing in corporate staff positions 
are listed in the latest semiannual edi
tion of Directory of Top Computer 
Executives, published by Applied 
Computer Research. Organization is 
alphabetical by company name within 
eight industry classifications: manufac
turing and service, commercial banks, 
diversified tinancial, insurance, retail 
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chains, transportation, utilities, and 
educational institutions. ACR also pro
duces EDP Performance Review and 
Quarterly Bibliography of Computers 
and Data Processing. The directory, 
published in February and August, is 
$50 for a single copy, $80 for an annu
al subscription, APPLIED COMPUTER RE
SEARCH, Phoenix, Ariz. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 250 ON READER CARD 

Programmer Job Analysis 
iWhat does a programmer do? Are pro
grammers professionals, technicians, 
or laborers? Will there still be an occu
pation called programming in ten 
years? Answers to these and other 
questions are given in a report, Com
puter Programmer Job Analysis, which 
presents the results of a study per
formed by the AFIPS Professional Stan
dards and Practices Committee, di
rected by Donn Parker. The report was 
written by Raymond Berger. 

The purposes of the study are to 
develop programmer job descriptions, 
to define needed areas of programmer 
training, and to help in the develop
ment of comprehensive examinations 
for programmer certification-or, in 
short, to provide standards for the pro
fession. Three groups-programming 
managers, senior programmers, and a 
cross section of programmers in gener
al-participated in a nationwide sur
vey to evaluate tl,1e tasks and skills 
which define the programming job. 
The project resulted in a set of job 
descriptions which the researchers 
hope will make for a consistent stan
dard throughout computer technology. 
Price: $6. AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 
INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETIES, 
INC., 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, 
N.J. 07645. 

Computer Inventory 
The 1973 edition" of the NASIS annual 
report, Information Systems Technol
ogy in State Government, presents es
sential facts on computers in various 
government facilities in the 50 states. 
Along with the names and addresses of 
prime contacts for the many state 
agencies using computers, the type, 
make, and number of computers at 
each agency are listed. Information on 
funding and expenditures, personnel, 
data security and privacy, applications, 
and difficulties experienced in dp man-

"agement is included. Price: $10. NA
TIONAL ASSN. FOR STATE INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, P.O. BoJ\, 11910, Lexington, 
Ky. 40511. 

Computer Security 
Can data in a security system be com
pletely protected? "No" is the answer 
given by Executive Guide to Computer 

Security, a 16-page primer issued by 
the National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS). Safeguards and procedures to 
assure protection of computerized in-" 
formation are discussed in a question 
and answer format. Material in this 
guide is drawn from a report of a 
computer security workshop held in 
Rancho Santa Fe, Calif., and spon
sored by. NBS and the Assn. for Com
puting Machinery. Available from the 
Systems and Software Div., Institute 
for Computer Sciences and Technol
ogy, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, 
Washington, D.C. 20234. 

Buyer Guides 
Two Datapro reports analyze mInI
computers and edp media. All About 
Minicomputers, a 50-page report (a 
reprint from the Sept. Datapro 70 sup
plement), surveys the minicomputer 
field. Covered are 167 minicomputers 
and microcomputers from 54 manu
facturers, with comparison charts and 
a summary of the field experience of 
213 survey respondents with 633 mini
computers. 

All About EDP Media and Supplies, 
also a reprint from Datapro 70 (Aug. 
supplement), summarizes the product 
lines of 155 vendors and gives brand 
ratings based on a survey of users. The 
30-page report contains detailed com
parison charts listing disc packs, mag
netic tapes, printer forms, cards, paper 
tape, microforms, and other products. 

Each report is priced at $10. DATA
PRO RESEARCH CORP., 1805 Under
wood Blvd., Delran, N.J. 08075. 

Eurodata Communications 
A 150-page report, EURODATA-
Data Communications Outlook in 
Europe, summarizes conclusions of a 
study performed for telecommunica
tions authorities in 17 European coun
tries. The report is intended as a guide 
to penetration into the markets for ter
minals, modems, computer services, 
communications services, and network 
services. An analysis of user require
ments through 1985, a description of 
current national carrier services, and 
projections of new demands over the 
next decade are provided by the study. 
Price: $500. QUANTUM SCIENCE CORP., 
245 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10017. 

Analog Market Study 
Although sales of general-purpose ana
log computers have bottomed out at 
$25 million annually, the market for 
special-purpose analog devices and sys
tems is at $400 million and rising. So 
finds the Industry Profile Study of the 
General and Special Purpose Analog 
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source data 
Computer Markets, a 51-page report 
of analog products which includes pro
files of suppliers and a bibliography of 
current literature. Price: $50; six-page 
summary available free. ICON/ INFOR

MATION CONCEPTS, INC., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD 

UPS 
A 12-page brochure gives a manage
ment overview of the need for uninter
ruptible power systems (uPs). Power 
quality needs of computers and the 
means to meet those needs are dis
cussed. INTERNATIONAL POWER MA

CHINES CORP., Mesquite, Texas. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 251 ON READER CARD 

Interface Manual 
An interface manual prepared specially 
for plug-compatible manufacturers de
scribes the I/O structure of the 
System/ 3. This manual includes infor
mation on signal descriptions, timing 
considerations, pin numbering, voltage 
levels, and physical cable layouts, plus 

tips and precautions. This information 
is not available elsewhere, since IBM 

does not publish System/3 interface 
descriptions. Price: $5,000. COMPATA, 

INC., 6150 Canoga Ave., Woodland 
Hills, Calif. 91364. 

Image Processing 
A six-page monograph describes the 
GRAFIX I image processing system for 
reading printed multi-font text, com
plex page formats, and hand-printed 
text. The system is designed for pro
cessing and analyzing filmed images, 
particularly material essentially binary 
(black and white), including line 
drawings, fingerprints, certain bio
medical images, etc. GRAFIX I incor
porates a large-scale general purpose 
time-shared computer; a fast, high
resolution flying-spot film scanner; and 
a "Binary Image Processor" for data 
collection and manipulation. (The 

monograph is reprinted from the AFIPS 

Proceedings of the 1974 National 
Computer Conference.) INFORMATION 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 253 ON READER CARD 

Software Booklet 
Everything there is to know about the 
software available with Prime Com
puter Inc.'s line of small- to medium
scale computer systems is found in a 
48-page guide. All system software 
components-operating systems, lan
guage processors, utility packages, and 
libraries-plus what software is sup
plied with the user's hardware config
uration, are described. Also included is 
a listing of system software subroutines 
available, media volumes where the 
routines are located, and data formats 
used. PRIME COMPUTER, INC., Fram
ingham, Mass. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 254 ON READER CARD 

Mini Options 
Apparently deciding that most of the 
dp community knows about its minis, 
Varian has released a six-page bro
chure describing only the options for 
the V -70 Series. The list would make 

• The quiet, reliable AJ630 

The AJ630 is a solid state, non-impact 
printer terminal that has a lot to offer
• speeds up to 30 cps • prints 140 
characters to a line. holds a 15", 400' 
roll of paper. provides all 128 ASCII 
characters. two character buffer, plus 
options such as internat modem for. 
DAA or acoustic coupler. There's a lot 
more in our 4 page brochure, it's yours 
for the asking. 

iii Anderson Jacobson 
1065 Morse Ave: • Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 734-4030 
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source data 
most auto manufacturers blush. In
cluded are semiconductor memory 
modules (rated at 330 nsec), a f,ast 
FORTRAN IV (claimed to produce code 
which can be twice as Jast and efficient 
as other F IV'S), memory mapping, 
ar:ithmetic firmware (with instructions 
for floating-point and memory-to
memory moves), accelerator firmware 
(with incantations like "stack pop 
double"), and a floating-point pro-

cessor. VARIAN DATA MACHINES, Irvine, 
Calif. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD 

Minicomputers 
Data sheets on Rolm's 1602 and 1603 
minicomputers provide technical spec
ifications and pricing information. 
Included is information on computer 
power, software, reliability, interfac
ing, and military specifications. The 
central processors, control panels, and 
core memories are described in detail, 
as well as the 1602's microprogram 

Like a key, 
IU8cardTopens doors. 

That's where 
the similarity ends. 

Security access 
control starts in 
the parking lot. 
The RUSCARD "key"activates parking gates. 
elevators, doors and entrances of all types. It con
trols who goes where and when from the moment 
the employee enters the parking lot. Park-O-Matic is 
another division of Rusco, manufacturing a com
plete line of automated parking gates, controls 
and equipment. 

luscard doubles 
as a photo 
IDbadge. 

luscard systems 
provide data collection 

You won't blow 
a fuse when you 

hear the price. 
Cost is low. Just pennies a day can pro
vide you the most advanced security sys
tem on the market. The RUSCARD rep
resentative in your area will tailor a 
program to suit your needs. 

It controls access for 
1 to 20,000 cardholders, 
1 to 100 entrances, 
It07work 
shifts. 

Write Mr. B. Martin, Rusco Electronic 
Systems, P.O. Box 28480, Pasadena, Ca. 
91105. Or call toll free: (800) 423-4194. 

~t:;:~~~~~::::::::~ In California, call direct or collect: 
(213) 682-3601. Sales and service 
throughout the world. 

Keys can easily 
be duplicated 
by anyone. The 
RUSCARD 
"key" defies 
duplication. A 
lost key compro-
mises your entire security system. 
Then you have to change locks 
and reis~ue keys. With the RUS
CARD "key" you "rule out" the 
lost card instantly and it will never 
open anything again. The RUS
CARD system can also provide a 
permanent record of all personnel 
movement within your facility. 

lJivision of Rusco Industries, Inc. 
American Stock Exchange 
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module and the 1603's extended arith
metic unit. ROLM CORP., Cupertino, 
Calif. . 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 255 ON READER CARD 

Disc Packs Refurbished 
Rebuilding, converting, repairing, and 
recertifying any make or model disc 
pack or ca'rtridge to its original factory 
specifications are services offered by 
Precision Methods, Inc. PMI also offers 

on-site inspection and preventive main
tenance. Claiming to be the largest in
dependent disc repair facility in the 
U.S., PMI cites rapid turnaround time. 
PRECISION METHODS, INC., P.O. Box 
232, Lorton, Va. 22079. 

Tool Catalog . 
A 112-page tool catalog describes over 
2,500 items of particular interest to 
electronic technicians, engineers, 
scientists, and instrument mechanics 
working on fine assemblies. The tool 
kit section should interest field engi
neers and service engineers especially. 
Four pages of technical data on tool 
selection, which also serve as a glos'
sary, are useful. JENSEN TOOLS AND 

ALLOYS, Phoenix, Ariz. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 256 ON READER CARD 

Programmer Aids 
The summer issue of Applied Data Re-
search's Software News, aimed at dp 
management and programmers, de
scribes that company's software prod
ucts. Cited are facilities for a Metaco
BOL Translator which adapts COBOL to 
structured programming, and simula
tion models of IBM system software, 
stich as vs 1, CICS, TSO, and ASP, for use 
with the System Analysis Machine 
(SAM). APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC., 

Princeton, N.J. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 252 ON READER CARD D 
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We Ihink oar dala lerminal syslem 
is so good liolhing even comes close. 

In fact, we believe the Teletype® model 40 system is so good it'll 
change~the way business looks at data. We're that sure it's that good. 

Here's why: 

It's a complete, versatile, reliable terminal system delivering maximum 
efficiency in a wide range of applications. From message communications to computer 

input/output on switched network or private-line systems. Right now, the 
model 40 system is being used by airlines, news services, brokerage firms, 

manufacturers, law enforcement agencies and time-sharing services. 

Significant features of the system are speed, ease of data preparation 
and editing, compactness and extremely low maintenance. And since the model 

40 is completely modular, you can forget about obsolescence. 
It's designed to grow as your needs grow. 

o 

Data is presented with extreme clarity on the big, 13-inch screen. Characters 
are 35 percent larger than standard print size and are formed on a 7 x 9 dot matrix. 

Screen capacity is 24 lines of 80 characters each for a total of 1,920.' 

Teletype's exclusive solid-state design makes the model 40's fast 
(up to 2400 wpm), heavy-duty impact printer the most cost-effective unit 

on the market. Its simplicity of design makes it one of the most reliable printers 
we've ever made. And after more than 60 years experience building printers 

tha t set the standards for reliability, that's saying something. 

It took a total corporate commitment to come up with something 
as good as the model 40. For example, we had to develop and manufacture 

our own MOS. It didn't come easy, but we think it's worth it. Because the solid-state 
components throughout the system deliver exceptionally high reliability. 

And the self-diagnostic circuitry and design modularity Significantly 
reduce downtime and maintenance costs. 

Operator comfort and efficiency are increased by human-engineering 
efforts like a brightness control and screen tilt, plus a glare-reducing display tube 

and an easy to operate keyboard. 

The Teletype model 40 data terminal system. TEL E TV P E 

It's every bit as good as you've heard. ~ 
And probably even better. . ...£.1®. 

The Teletype model 40 system. 





3 ni~-gritty reasons 
why sliipping on United 

tnakes tnore sense than ever, 
these days. 

2. 
CLOSER CONTROL-THANKS TO A.F.I.S. 

United's A.F.LS. (Air Freight Information System) 
gives you the airline industry's most advanced 

computerized control system. While you're on the 
phone, the A.F.LS. agent can tell you exactly where your 

shipment is, how it is, who has it. Invaluable these 
N7~~""'T"'l'77"'~~ days, when you need to 

tighten your control over 
every detail. 

3. 

1. 
'VE STILL FLY MORE 
PLANES TO MORE 
PLACES, MORE OFTEN 
than any other airline, and 
every single plane carries 
freight. Even with the 
recent flight reductions, 
our schedules still fit yours. 
And United connects with 
every other U.S. airline, 

and every international 
irline. 

SMALL PACKAGE DISPATCH. 
This dependable, same-day way to rush important 
small shipments to 113 cities can be' a lifesaver, 
today. And it's surprisingly inexpensive. 

r-------------------~ 
I United Airlines, Inc., III N. Canal St., FL-ll I 
I 12th Floor, Chicago, Illinois 60606. I 
I PleaSE) send me United booklets on these subjects: I 
I 0 Cargo Timetable 0 Small Package Dispatch I 
I 0 Lower Deck Container Savings 0 A.F.LS. I 
I 0 Have your Sales Rep give me a call. 0 Seal Air I WHENEVER YOU 

I NAME I NEED HELP. Call a friend-I COMPANY I United. For more friendly facts 
STREET ADDRESS about United services 

I I that can help you more 
I CITY/STATE/ZIP I today than ever, just check 
L ___________________ ..J and mail the coupon. 

No.1 in the US. sky 

UniTED AIRLinES CARGO 
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the new "Silent 700" 
programmable 
data terminal. 
$4,925 
Now, intelligence in a terminal is 
truly affordable! The new "Silent 
700*" Programmable Data 
Terminal combines powerful 
microprocessing capabilities with 
the proven "Silent 700" features ... 
at virtually half the price of 
comparable intelligent terminals. 

Improved data entry efficiency 
The powerful and easy-to-use 
TICaL language allows the user to 
generate "fill-in-the-blank" data 
entry forms, automatically check 
data for correctness, perform 
standard arithmetic functions, 
and tailor data formats for the 
user's system. All this can be 
accomplished locally ... without the 
aid of a central computer. 

Applications versatility 
As an intelligent communications 
terminal, the new "Silent 700" 
model is ideally suited for such 
applications as catalog order entry, 
remote batch processing, 
inventory data collection and 

reporting, and virtually all kinds 
of branch office data preparation. 

Single data entry package 
The compact desktop unit contains 
all the standard features ... dual 
magnetic tape cassettes; quiet, non
impact 30 characters-per-second 
printing; USASCII keyboard with 
built-in 10-key numeric cluster; 
plus a hard-working microprocessor 
and 10K of memory. 

Communications flexibility 
Data may be transmitted at rates up 
to 120 characters-per-second, either 
simultaneously with new data 
preparation or unattended at night. 
To add both flexibility and security 
to communications systems, you have 
a choice of switch-selectable ACK/ 
NAK block or continuous transmis
sion communications protocols ... and 
multidrop or dial-up line disciplines. 
Options include answerback 
memory, internal modem and a 
reverse channel feature. 

The new "Silent 700" 
Programmable Data Terminal has 
a low, quantity-one purchase price 
of $4925. Economical monthly lease 
rates range from $175 to $205, 
including maintenance. 

For more information, contact 
your nearest TI office listed below 
or Texas Instruments ~ 
Incorporated, P. O. Box 'n 
1444, Houston, Texas, VI 
77001, (713) 494-5115, 
ext. 2126. 

Arlington, Va. (703) 527·2800 • Atlanta, Ga. (404) 458·7791 • Boston, Mass. (617) 890-7400 • Chicago, III. (312) 671·0300 • Clark. N.J. (201) 574·9800· Cleveland, Oh. (216) 464·2990 • Dallas, Tx. (214) 238·5318 • Dayton, 
Oh. (513) 253·6128 • Denver, Co. (303) 751·1780 • Detroit, Mich. (313) 353·0830 • Hamden, Conn. (203) 281·0074 • Houston, Tx. (713) 777·1623 • Huntsville, Ala. (205) 837·7530 • Indianapolis, Ind. (317) 248·8555 • 
Milwaukee, Wis. (414) 475·1690 • Minneapolis, Minn. (612) 835·5711 • New York, N.Y. (212) 541·9540' Orange, Ca. (714) 547·9221 • Orlando, Fla. (305) 644·3535 • Philadelphia, Pa. (215) 643·6450 • Phoenix, Az. (602) 
249·1313 • Rochester, N.Y. (716) 461·1800 • San Francisco, Ca. (408) 732·1840 • Seattle, Wash. (206) 455·1711 • Amsteiveen, Holland 020·456256 • Bedford, England 58701 • Beirut, Lebanon 353188· Copenhagen, Denmark 
(01) 917400 • Essen, Germany 02141120916 • Frankfurt, Germany 0611/39 9061 • Friesing, Germany 0816117411 • Manchester, England 33411 • Milano, Italy 683034 • Montreal, Canada (514) 332·3552 • Paris, France 
(I) 630·2343· Stockholm, Sweden 67 98 35· Sydney, S. Australia 837-015' Toronto, Canada (416) 889-7373 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
"Trademark of Texas Instruments INCORPORATED CIRCLE 39 ON READER CARD 



There are several ways to organize 
systems and programming functions-depending on workload, 
users, and other factors-and probably 

<----=-----=~ ..... only one right way for the computer center. 

ORGANIZING THE DATA 
THERE ARE MANY WAYS IN 
WHICH DATA PROCESSING OR
GANIZATIONS ARE STRUC
TURED. Like most things in life, each 
way will have some good points and 
some bad points, but the choice be
tween two structures is not arbitrary. 
Seldom are two structures equally 
"right" for any situation. A proper 
choice of structure depends on the size 
of the installation, and on its age too, 
among other factors. The purpose of 
this article is to make the choosing 
easier. 

The data processing function is car
ried out by a company group I'll call 
the data processing division. (Of 
course in many companies this func
tion is performed at the department 
level, while at service bureaus it consti
tutes the major company operation.) 
The head of the data processing divi
sion will be referred to as the data 
processing director. 

The objectives of the data processing 
division are two: (1) to develop and 
maintain data processing systems, and 
(2) to process data. Around these 
objectives, two groups are usually 
formed. The group addressing the de
velopment and maintenance of systems 
will be referred to as the systems and 
programming department; the group 
which takes care of processing data I 
will call the computer center. Heads of 
these groups are the systems and pro
gramming manager, and the computer 
center manager, respectively. 

The organization of both groups is 
the subject of this discussion, and what 
is said should apply equally to govern
ment and nonprofit organizations, and 
to commercial enterprises,_ 

Systems and 
Programming 

As mentioned, the systems and pro
gramming department develops and 
maintains data processing systems. To 
rea,ch this objective the department 
must perform five functions: 

1. develop new data processing sys-
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tems 
2. maintain existing dat~ process

ing systems 
3. develop systems-and-program

ming personnel 
4. develop and enforce systems and 

programming standards 
5. research new systems-and-pro

gramming equipment and tech
niques 

There are four main types of organi
zational structure adopted by systems 
and programming departments to car
ry out these five functions: 

1. -. Application organization 
2. Functional organization 
3. Project-functional organization 
4. Project-staff organization 

Application organization 
A schematic of a systems and pro

gramming department with an applica
tion organization is shown in Fig. 1. 
The basic principle of application or...; 
ganization is that a supervisor is in 
charge of the data processing done in 
each of the company's major applica-

-tion areas. Each supervisor has a num
ber of people-analysts, designers, and 
programmers-assigned to him. Re
sponsibility for all new system devel
opment and system maintenance in 
each application area falls to the su
pervisor of that area, and he allocates 
work to the people in his group. Per
sonnel development, development and 
enforcement of standards, and research 
into equipment and techniques are 
staff functions. 

The main advantage of application 
organization is that it is user oriented. 
Each application group consists of a 
number of analysts, designers, and 
programmers (or the same people per
forming -two or more of these func
tions) who work only on applications 
related to a given user area. As a _ con
sequence, they build up a knowledge of 
the user's operations that becomes in
tegrated into the systems they develop. 

An application organization works 
well in the systems and programming 
department of a company that is just 
beginning to automate its data process-

ing systems. At that time, the systems, 
which tend to be the bread-and-butter 
applications such as payroll and ac
counts receivable, do tend to follow the 
company's organizational lines; and 
since there are no existing automated 
systems, each of the applications 
groups has plenty to do. 

However, as the company's data 
processing systems mature, the organi
zation of the systems and program
ming department along application 
lines tends to become creaky. New sys
tems under development encompass 
ever widening scope. Application orga
nization works well when order pro
cessing and accounts receivable are fi
nancial applications, and inventory 
and production control are manufac
turing applications. However, when 
these four areas converge to one inte
grated application, control of system 
development becomes diffkult under 
rigid application organization. 

Furthermore, some application 
groups become inundated with work, 
while other groups, subjected to lower 
demands, have little to do. 

The only wayan application organi
zation can continue to succeed in a 
maturing systems and programming 
department is if the organization is 
deliberately kept flexible, and the sys
tems and programming manager is 
strong enough to make organizational 
changes as required, that is: 

1. If a large number of previously
independent accounting, engineering, 
manufacturing and marketing applica
tions are to be integrated into one new, 
all-encompassing system, the manager 
must establish a new applications 
group (the supervisor of which would 
be responsible for the development and 
maintenance of the integrated system), 
and staff this group by transferring 
people from the old accounting, engi
neering, manufacturing and marketing 
groups. This may also mean abolishing 
one or more of these old groups. 

2. If one application group becomes 
overloaded with work and another 
doesn't have enough to do, the manag
er must have the fortitude to transfer 
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PROCESSING FUNCTION 
people from the underworked to the 
overworked group. 

Functional organization 
The functional organization of a 

systems and programming department 
is shown in Fig. 2. This is the classic 
organization structure where each 
functional supervisor has the responsi
bility for a given specialty and has a 
number of' people permanently report
ing to him. The purpose of functional 
organization is to develop highly 
skilled specialists by means of concen
tration. People in the analysis group do 
nothing but analysis; people in the de
sign group, nothing but design; etc. 

Personnel development, responsibil
ity for standards, and research are the 
responsibilities of each functional su
pervisor. Thus, the analysis supervisor 
is responsible for developing analysts, 
developing and enforcing analysis 
standards, and research into analysis 
equipment and techniques. The design 
supervisor is responsible for developing 
designers, developing and enforcing 
design standards, and research into de
sign equipment and techniques. And so 
on. 

There's no one way to set up a func
tional organization. Some departments 
use the organization shown in Fig. 2. 
Some have an analysis and design 
group, and a programming and instal
lation group. Another permutation 
would be an analysis group, and a de
sign, programming and installation. 
group. Still another: an analysis and 
installation group, and a design and 
programming group. 

Functional organization works well 
in a production environment. Thus, 
the classical manufacturing organiza
tion is divided into engineering, manu
facturing, marketing, and accounting 
divisions, each of which is headed by a 
different virce president. 

In a functional organization, re
sponsibility for system development 
and maintenance is split between func
tional supervisors and is controlled by" 
procedures. For example, when a new 
system is developed, the analysis super-

November, 1974 

visor takes initial responsibility for the 
development. He assigns analysts to the 
effort, who develop functional specifi
cations. The functional specifications 
and the responsibility for system devel
opment are then passed on to the de
sign supervisor, who then assigns de
signers to develop design specifications. 
The. design specifications and the sys-

ANALYSTS 
, AND 

PROGRAM
MER$ 

by Thomas R. Gildersleeve 
tern development responsibility are 
then passed to the programming super
visor, who assigns programmers to de
velop and test the system. The next 
step is to the installation supervisor, 
who assigns installation personnel to 
install the system. 

This split of the responsibility for 
system development and maintenance 

Fig. 1. The big advantage of the appl ications organization is that it is user oriented. 
Data processing personnel build up a knowledge of the user's operation which shows 
in the systems they develop. 

Fig. 2. Functional organization works best in a production environment, but it creates 
problems of control over system development and maintenance. 
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ORGANIZING THE DP FUNCTION 

between functional supervisors creates 
problems in the ·control of such work. 
Since most of the work in the systems 
and programming department is devel
opment and maintenance, functional 
organization doesn't work well here. 
In general, functional organization 
doesn't work well for any group whose 
primary work is of the project type. 

Project-functional organization 
A schematic of a systems and pro

gramming department with a project
functional organization is shown in 
Fig. 3. With such a setup, the depart
ment's functional organization is re
tained, but superimposed upon it is a 

The reason for the separate report
ing paths for project leaders and func
tional supervisors is that the purposes 
of project and functional groups are 
sometimes crossed. Only through sepa
rate reporting lines is the systems and 
programming manager guaranteed an 
objective enough report of any conflict 
to resolve it in the best interests of the 
department as a whole. 

In general, each system development 
effort is large enough to justify ap
pointment of a project leader to man
age the effort. Some maintenance ef
forts also fit into this category. How
ever, many maintenance efforts aren't 
large enough to justify a special project 

ANALYSIS DESIGN PROGRAMMING INSTALLATION 

Fig. 3. A project-functional organization, sometimes called a matrix organization, can 
give the advantages of both project and functional structures, but it has to be 
handled just right. Its disadvantage is high overhead. 

project organization. This type of or
ganization is often also referred to as 
"matrix organization." 

In the project-functional organiza
tion, each functional supervisor retains 
his responsibility for personnel devel
opment, standards, and research. 
However, for each project (system de
velopment or maintenance), a project 
leader is appointed, and he assumes the 
responsibility for seeing the project 
through from beginning to end. 

It's important that in project-func
tional organization the project leaders 
report to the systems and programming 
manager through a line of authority 
which doesn't thread through the func
tional supervisors. Fig. 3 shows the 
project leaders reporting directly to the 
manager, and if the number of projects 
is small enough, this is a feasible ap~ 
proach. If the number is too large, 
then the project leaders report to one 
or more project supervisors, who in 
turn, report to the manager. If there's 
more than one project supervisor, the 
projects can be assigned on an app1ica~ 
tion basis, which gives some of the user 
orientation flavor of the applications 
organization to the project-functional 
organization. 
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leader. As a consequence, it is not un
usual to find a supervisor of small proj
ects in a project-functional organiza
tion, who reports to the manager and 
who manages all these smaller project 
efforts. However, with the exception of 
his special work assignment, the super
visor of small projects functions in all 
other respects like a project leader. 
Similarly, a project leader's responsibil
ity isn't necessarily confined to one 
development effort. If the development . 
efforts are small enough, one project 
leader manages more than one such 
effort simultaneously. 

Project organization is effected in 
one of three ways: 

1. Individuals from the various 
functional groups are selected to 
serve on a give·n project team; 
they report to the project leader 
who plans and directs their a,ctiv
ities. 

2. The functional supervisors plan 
and direct the activities of their 
group members as they work on 
the various projects. The project 
leader of a given project sees 
that the planning and directing 
for his project in the various 
functional groups is coordinated 

in such a fashion that his proj
ect's goals will be met, on time, 
within cost, and according to 
specifications. 

3. Some combination of the above 
two approaches: some people 
work directly for the project 
leader; others work on the proj
ect but continue to be supervised 
by their respective functional su
pervisors. 

The first type of project organiza
tion is typical of small projects-proj
ects involving no more than 15 or 20 
people at one time. The second type is 
typical of large projects-projects in
volving hundreds of people. The third 
type is typical of medium-sized proj
ects. Since the typical system develop
ment project is, by these standards, 
small, the first type of project organiza
tion is appropriate. 

A person is a project leader only 
during the life of his project. When his 
project is complete, he returns to his 
position as analyst, designer, program
mer, what have you. Thus, at one time 
a person can be a project leader on one 
project team, while at another time, he 
may be a team member on another 
project. 

The purpose of the project-func
tional organization is to gain the ad
vantages of functional organization 
without its disadvantages. The func
tional part of the organization main
tains the emphasis on developing high
ly skilled specialists, while the project 
part provides the mechanism for effec
tive control of project work. 

Project-functional organization may 
be appropriate for a large, mature sys
tems and programming department 
made up of several hundred profes
sionals. A department with a smaller 
staff generally cannot justify the cost 
of several functional supervisors, or the 
duplication involved in several person
nel development, standards develop
ment and enforcement, and research 
efforts. 

Project-staff organization 
Fig. 4 shows a schematic of a sys-

tems and programming department 

Fig. 4. The project-staff organization, 
shown here in- its simplest form, puts 
special burdens on the manager. 
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with a project-staff organization. With 
this type of organization, the staff has 
the responsibility for personnel devel
opment, standards, and research. For 
each project, a project leader is se
lected and a project team is formed 
from the pool of analysts, designers 
and programmers. 

If the number of projects is large 
enough, one or more project supervi
sors sits between the project leaders 
and the systems and programming 
manager. Similarly, if the staff is large 
enough, a staff supervisor sits between 
the staff and the manager. The existence 
of a permanent supervisor of small proj
ects who draws his manpower from the 
pool, is also a. possibility. 

Project-staff organization is appro
priate to a mature systems and pro
gramming department of too small a 
size to justify a project-functional or
ganization. The weakness of the proj
ect-staff organization is that, in con
trast to the case under project-func
tional organization, the people respon
sible for the enforcement of standards 
(the staff) have no line authority over 
people who should comply with the 
standards. Consequently, the systems 
and programming manager must see 
that the standards enforcement func
tion is carried out properly. This is also 
true with application organization, 
where enforcement of standards is also 
a staff responsibility. 

Finally, under project-staff organi
zation, the systems and programming 
manager must personally assign per
sonnel in the pool to projects and other 
appropriate activities. 

The Computer Center 
The objective of the computer cen

ter is to process data. To reach this 
objective the center must perform four 
functions. 

1. process data 
2. develop computer center person

nel 
3. develop and enforce computer 

center standards 
4. research new data processing 

equipment and techniques. 
The computer center shares the 

functions of personnel development, 
development and enforcement of stan
dards, and research into new equip
ment and techniques with the systems 
and programming department. A com
mon solution to these organization 
problems will be discussed below; first, 
let's concentrate on the function 
unique to the computer center, the 
processing of data. 

The processing of data is a produc-
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tion operation, and for this reason, the 
appropriate organization for the com
puter center is functional. 

What functions are necessary to 
production? In general, there are 
three: 

1. the production function itself 
2. the function of ,con trolling the 

production process 
3. the inventory function-supply 

of raw material and storage of 
finished goods 

The Computer Center should then 
be organized into three functional 
areas: 

1. the Computer Floor, on which 
the data processing equipment is 
located 

2. a Control Room, which controls 
the flow of data before, during 
and after processing on the 
Computer Floor 

3. a Library, which stores files, 
programs, operating instruc
tions, and all supplies, such as 
blank tapes and forms, used in 
the production process on the 
Computer Floor 

These three functional groups are 
shown symbolically in Fig. 5. Also 
shown in this figure is the computer 
center's customer, the User, and one of 
its suppliers, the Systems and Pro
gramming Dept. The arrows in Fig. 5 
show the flow of material (primarily 
information) between these groups. 
The arrows are lettered to key them to 
what follows: 

1. Specifications (A) for a data pro
cessing system flow from the User to 
the Systems and Programming Dept. 

2. The Systems and Programming 
Dept. develops programs and operating 
instructions (B) to implement the sys
tem on the Computer Floor. These 
programs and operating instructions 
are turned over to the Control Room, 
which reviews them for completeness 
and useability. When they have been 
deemed acceptable, they're stored in 
the Library. 

3. With help from the Systems and 
Programming Dept., the User's data 
files (C) are converted to the form 
required by the new system. These 
converted files are catalogued into the 

Fig. 5. The processing of data is a production operation; consequently, the appropri
ate organization for the computer center is functional. This simplified work flow and 
interface diagram shows the functions involved. 
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Library under the supervision of the 
Control Room. 

4. On a predetermined schedule, the 
User submits system input (D) to the 
Control Room, which reviews it for 
completeness and useability. 

5. The Control Room then attaches 

output and the log to see that process
ing has been done properly. It then 
files the log and passes the output on 
to the User. 

10. If the Computer Floor runs into 
processing problems, it passes a trouble 
report(I) back through its channels of 

DATA 
PROCESSING 

DIRECTOR 

SYSTEMS AND 
PROGRAMMING 
DEPARTMENT 

STAFF 
COMPUTER 

CENTER 

" Fig. 6. In the ideal division, the staff manager and the computer center manager sit 
at the same level as the systems and programming manager. The real world doesn't 
often work this way, yet. " 

a Computer Floor schedule (E) to the 
input and passes these to the Library 
together with an, indkation of what 
files, programs, operating instructions, 
and supplies are needed to process the 
input on the Computer Floor. 

6. The Library attaches the indi
cated files, programs, operating in
structions, and supplies (F) to the 
package received from the Control 
Room and "delivers the resulting pack
age to the Computer Floor. 

7. The Computer Floor uses the in
put, files, programs, operating instruc
tions, and supplies to do the processing 
indicated by the schedule. The Com
puter Floor then returns to the Library 
the input, updated files, programs, op
erating instructions, and unused sup
plies, such as unused forms and to-be
blanked tapes, together with a log (G) 
of the processing performed and the 
output (H) produced on the Com
puter Floor. 

8. The Library checks the package 
returned by the Computer Floor to be 
sure it has received back everything it 
should. It then catalogs the input (for 
temporary retention until no process
ing or legal restrictions prevent its de
struction), files, programs, operating 
instructions, and supplies, and passes 
on to the Control Room the output 
and the log. 

9. The Control Room checks the 
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the Library and the Control Room to 
the Systems and Programming Dept. 
The Control Room sees to it that a 
response is forthcoming in the form of 
modified programs and operating in
structions, which are reviewed and rcat
alogued. The aborted processing on the 
Computer Floor is then reinitiat'ed. 

Organization of the computer center 
on a functional basis automatically 
provides for many aspects of process
ing security: 

1. Division of duties-the group 
that prepares the processing (the 
control room) is distinct from 
the group which performs the 
inventory function (the library), 
and both these groups are dis
tinct from the group which does 
the processing (the computer 
floor) . 

2. Limited access - few people 
need access to the control room, 
even fewer to the computer 
floor, and the library can be the 
most secure area of all. 

The Staff 
The computer rcenter and the sys-:, 

tems and programming department 
share the responsibility for personnel 
development, development and en
forcement of standards, and research 

into new equipment and techniques. 
This suggests the data processing divi
sion organization shown in Fig. 6, 
where the personnel, standards and re
search functions are performed by the 
staff. The computer center then con
'centrates on processing data; the sys
tems and programming department, 
on developing and maintaining sys
tems. With this type of division organi
zation, the systems and programming 
department can be organized on either 
an application or pool basis. 

Notice in Fig. 6 that both the staff 
manager and the computer center 
manager sit at the same level as the 
systems and programming manager. 
This is appropriate, since both the staff 
and processing functions are as impor
tant to the data processing division's 
success as the system development and 
maintenance functions. 

Conclusions 
Good men will usually get their jobs 

done regardless of the organizational 
structure they find themselves in. But 
good organizational structure, consis
tent with the objectives and functions 
of the group, can provide the support 
n~cessary to make good men super
performers, to transform the average 
man into an exceptional one, .and to 
turn the mediocre into producers. Al
though the range of feasible possibili
ties may not be large, the advantages to 
be reaped by management with good 
organization are considerable. 0 

Mr. Gildersleeve has been a consul
tant for the past five years, spe
cializing in conducting organization 
studies, and in developing project 
manag~ment procedures and sys
tem development standards. His 
clients have included very large 
banks, oil companies, publishers, 
communications companies, and 
computer mainframe manufactur
ers. He also conducts workshops 
on both project and dp division 
management, and is the author of 
"Data Processing Project Manage
ment" (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
1974). He previously worked for 
Univac for 14 years. 
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100% uptime is an unreasonably 
expensive goal; a better one can be 
derived from day-to-day operating statistics. 

DESIGNING FOR 
MINIMUM. DOWNTIME 

WHY SHOULD YOU ACQUIRE a 
backup computer? Because it is a re
quirement? Because the competitors do 
it? Because it is a real-time computer? 
All of these are weak arguments for 
huge investments. The only reason to 
duplicate anything is to save money by 
doing so. And the only savings you can 
achieve here come from avoiding the 
expenses caused by outages. Let me ask 
one question: "Do you require 100% 
uptime in the sense that the system 
should never fail?" If you say "yes," 
you might' be able to save a few million 
dollars for your ,company by reading 
further. 

We are surrounded by technical de
vices which almost never fail, such as 
telephones, tv sets and watches. Some 
of these things are less reliable than 
others, but breakdowns are accepted if 
they occur rarely. You might think it is 
reasonable if your tv set fails once in 
five years, but if your real-time com
puter is out every second day, you start 
grumbling and think people in the 
computer area know nothing about 
how to handle the problems; 

One should remember, however, 
that increasing complexity often means 
decreasing reliability. A good measure 
of the complexity of a system is the 
number of components included. How 
many more components do you think 
your real-time computer has compared 
to your tv set? Perhaps 10,000 times 
more~ If you answer yes, then a simple 
calculation can tell that it should fail 
every fourth hour. I am not trying to 
indicate that this is a normal figure for 
computer performance. I just want to 
say that the requirement for '100% 
uptime is really a tough demand. . 

One can do a lot to improve uptime. 
One can duplicate the hardware, install 
an Uninterruptible Power Supply 
(uPs), even run a second site as a 
backup installation. But he would still 
not be up to 100% uptime and, I bet, 
will never get there. But while he tries, 
it will be rather expensive for his com
pany. It may be cheaper to accept 
some downtime and have the organi
zation live with it. 

In short, irrespective of how much 
one invests to avoid downtime, he will 
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never get rid of it entirely. And this 
leads to the first of two difficult ques
tions which this article will try to an
swer: "How much will my downtime 
be decreased by an investment in facili
ties or equipment to duplicate my 
present computer?" 

Collecting statistics 
To answer this question, the man-

ager will have to organize the history 
of his installation's experience along 
statistical lines. The first summary he 
should produce is a graph of system 
outages. I suggest the following meth
od (see Fig. 1). 

Let each line represent one day, and 
let a full sheet contain 31 lines to equal 
one month. A horizontal scale indi
cates the time of day. Now mark the 
time and duration for every outage. Be 
careful to get all kinds of outages: cir
cuits, concentrators, and terminals, as 
well as computer outages. Try to report 
the average number of outages. If, for 
example, you have three remote con
centrators, pick one of them and re
port the outages. If the three are very 
different, try to simulate something 
that looks like an average perfor
mance. (Complex networks will create 
difficulties here, but as you know all of 
the particulars, find a suitable defini
tion.) , 

I recommend this exercise be per
formed for a period of at least three 
months. The months may be chosen at 
random. Then have a look at another 
couple of months, one really bad one 
and a really good one, just for com
parison. 

If scheduled outages are less harmful 
to users than unscheduled ones, you 
may earmark them if possible. It is up 
to you to define what you mean by 
"scheduled stops." Just make sure that 
scheduled stops are no more expensive 
in terms of cost per hour than un
scheduled ones. 

Now mark what you consider to be 
Expected Working Hours (EWH), the 
particular hours when you operate. 
Within that frame you can count 
Number Of Stops (NOS) which will 
give Mean Time Between Failures 
(MTBF) for the whole system as seen 

by Lars Persson 

from a user's point of view. Also by 
adding all the Outage Time and divid
ing the total by the Number Of Stops, 
you can get the Mean Time To Repair 
(MTTR), and finally your percentage 
uptime: 

EWH 
MTBF=-

NOS 

MTTR=~ 
NOS 

(TOT = Total Outage Time) 

TOT 
Percent downtime = -- X 100 

EWH 

Percent uptime = 100% - percent 
downtime 

You may be astonished when you see 
your MTBF. We were when we saw 

. ours. 
Here is another suggestion: Take all 

your stops, sort them in order of dura
tion and list them, stating the reason 
for each stop. I suggest the following 
possible list of reasons: 

software including utilities 
application programs 
cpu 
peripherals 
drcuits 
concentrators and terminals 
configuration changes 
operator mistakes 
other manual mistakes 
power air conditioning 
firt.!, water, sabotage 
unknown 

Most of the stops will probably fall ' 
under the first two headings. But where 
do you have your long stops? The long 
stops probably are the important ones 
and they· indicate where to attack your 
problems. 

If the human mistakes appear to be 
few, persons other than operators 
should record the statistics in the fu
ture; and in case the "unknown" figure 
is zero, your troubleshooters should 
either get a reward for excellence or 
get fired for lying. 

From the duration list one can make 
a graph as shown in Fig. 2. Here each 
peak indicates the number of stops of a 
certain duration. 

MTTR for a system and for a unit in 
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a duplicated system is not the same. 
There is not even any dependence. I 
have seen a power interrupt of 0.1 sec 
cause an outage of two hours for a 
system. On the contrary, a hardware 
error in a duplicated cpu could just 
cause a switchover, and the system is 
up again within a few minutes. If this 
does not happen, possibly not only the 
hardware but also the data base re
covery system (software) may be to 
blame. The repair time for the cpu 
itself might well be five hours, perhaps 
even more. 
Wha~ we really want out of all this, 

is a graph of downtime per year versus 
investment. We already have one point 
on that curve since we calculated .our 
actual percent downtime; and we 
should know, at least after consulting 
our accounting deparment, the total 
cost for the present installation. 

We can work in two ways with this 
graph. We can either estimate what 
some other precautions will give us and 
how much they will cost, or we can tell 
about the bad performance we should 
have had if it were not for our excel
lent Uninterruptible Power Supply and 
the standby compressor in our central
ized air conditioning system .. 

In both cases, the technique is basic
ally the same. The difference is that 
the first method asks for some expe
rience which. we do not have and' 
therefore we have to substitute facts 
with estimates, while the second meth
od could easily be built up from our 
statistics. 

How expensive is backup? 
So let us make a list of the things 

which we wish to study and, for exam
ple, take UPS, the diesel-powered gen
erators (assuming they are not a part 
of the ups), and the spare compressor. 

Yes, I realize most people are more 
interested in a duplication of the cpu, a 
spare disc drive and another front-end 
communications processor. Unfortu
nately computer manufacturers do not 
give figures indicating the MTBF for 
their equipment. In this regard they 
differ completely from aircraft manu
facturers. Many aircraft components 
are sold with a guarantee of reliability 
which is given even before the compo
nents are manufactured. There is a 
design goal for MTBF as well as for 
performance of any other type. I think 
that computer manufacturers will 
eventually have to change their attI
tude and disclose performance figures. 

Table 1 presents an example of a 
cost! performance calculation. To get 
the figures for outages per year for a 
device, I have used the formula: 

Outages (hours per year) = EWH X MlTR 
MTBF + scheduled maintenance 
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To calculate the outages due to power 
failures, the performance of the main 
power equipment must be known and 
the figures treated accordingly. Re
member that even extremely short 
power breaks might really impair 
the system. Unfortunately big power 
plants never worry about disturbances 
of less than several seconds, so their 
statistics are of little value. 

The last column in Table 1 indicates 
a considerable difference in perfor
mance improvement per dollar invest
ment among the three examples. If a 
choice must be made, the obvious ones 
would be those giving the best im
provement per dollar first. I have al
ready sorted my list of devices in order ' 
of improvement per $1,000 of invest
ment. 

N ow we are dose to the answer to 
our first difficult question, and that 
answer is shown in Fig. 3. I have arbi
trarily chosen 50 hours per year for the 
lowest point of the curve. This figure 
will differ according to calculations 

based on other system downtimes per 
year. 

The "ideal" limit 
If more points have been calculated, 

the curve will probably look more like 
the following formula: 

D=D ·e-~ 
o A (See Fig. 4) 

where 
Do = 130 hours per year 
and 
A = $200,000 

which would be a reasonable 
approximation. 
Do and A are important constants for 
an installation and I recommend you 
estimate a minimum value for A from 
your graph. 

Outage costs 
N ow to the second of the two ques-

tions: "What is the cost of an 
outage?" If you insist on saying 

EWH shaded Examples indicate 
outages in minutes Hour 

Day 

Sun1 
M2 
T3 

W4 
T5 
F6 
S7 

SunS 

T31 

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 

Fig. 1. The first step in calculating how much outages cost, and what to spend on 
hardware redundancy, is to collect statistics on all kinds of outages. The shaded por
tion of the form used for this purpose represents working hours; the dark numbers, 
minutes of downtime. 
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that you do not know and you will not 
even try to find out, I will insist on my 
suspicion that you have been investing 
the money of your company for a sec
ond ICPU just to be able to show your 
own management that you are capable 
of giving them a high uptime, which is 
not always the same as a good uptime. 

You might be right in your feeling 
that a second cpu was needed but you 
have no facts whatsoever behind the 
multimillion dollar investment neces
sary to get it. And you have no facts 
either behind your decision not to 
make another safety investment of the 
same size, such as employing a few 
more systems programmers. 

I can see you wriggling while trying 
to say that it depends on so many 
things. For example once you lost 
$10,000 just because of a computer 
stop, but it happened just once, and 
you do not know how to get any aver
age out of that. 

Let us see, how many stops have you 
had since you started that application? 
(Just multiply the average number of 
stops per month by the number of 
months until now.) It happened to be 
exactly 1,000? That means an average 
$10 per stop. What is the average 
length of your stops? 15 minutes? That 
means $40 per hour outage. 

What you have done now is that you 
have taken the cost of an unlikely but 
rather expensive situation and multi
plied that cost by the probability that 
this situation should occur in connec
tion with a stop. You now have the 
average cost per stop. Finally you con
verted it into cost per hour by dividing 
it by your average stop duration. Now 
add the cost per hour figures for all the 
rare occasions you have found, and 
also for the ones you feared, and you 
have the first part of the total outage 
cost figure. 
. You can use this method also for 
costs which are not related to any stop. 
Just pretend there was a stop of dura
tion zero. But you should forget about 
small figures like the one above. If you 
need a second computer of any consid
erable size, your ICOSt per hour is' of 
another order of magnitude. 

Then try to catch tangible costs like 
overtime payment, loss of interest and 
other solid costs meaning real money 
out of your pocket. These costs are 
easier to find; just look into the cost 
accounts for yourself and for your 
user. 

Finally, estimate carefully the risk of 
a lost opportunity for good business 
and similar intangible things. Now try 
to add them to an average cost per 
hour of outage. Did you say that short 
stops like a minute or two will not cost 
you anything? I was afraid you would 
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say so because that means' that you 
would have to reconsider your down
time and go through your statistics 
again, omitting stops which are so 
short that the .costs are negligible. 

I hope you can agree with me that 
there is something Icalled average cost 
per hour for the rest of the stops, and 

that it is much easier to make these 
calculations if we can allow ourselves 
some approximations. It is better to 
accept approximations and use them as 
indications than not to calculate them 
at all since exact calculations are too 
difficult. 

Many of your precautions will 

System outage hours/year 
Hours 

Device With Without Cost for improve-
this this Improve- unit in ment per 
unit unit ment $1,000s $1,000 

Spare com-
pressor .06 45 45 $ 45 1 

UPS 2 24 22 $110 .2 

Diesels 0 5 5 $100 .05 

Total: 72 $255 

Table 1. It. is possible to determine how many hours uptime each investment in equip
ment has yielded, showing which expenditures have the greatest leverage. Presumably 
it is most helpful to study the operating statistics of shops which have already made 
the investments. 

No.of 
stops 

15 

10 

5 

Duration 
in minutes 

Fig. 2. Step two is to collect data on how much time is usually lost due to an outage. 

Fig. 3. Each piece of backup equipment will contribute something to system reliability, 
but there is a diminishing .return on investment. In the case shown, investments be
yond $200,000 yield very little in additional reliability. 
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transform a stop from a long one to a 
short one, for example, adding another 
cpu, but the number of stops will be 
the same and your MTBF will not im
prove. It may even be worse if you 
introduce too many new components. 
U nIess, of ,course, you agree to change 
your definition of a stop, as I hope I 
persuaded you to when you agreed not 
to include short stops in your calcula
tions. 

Other precautions will substantially 
change your MTBF, such as, software 
improvements and redundant units 
sharing the load. 

Duplication of the cpu is just one of 
maybe one hundred actions you can 
take to improve your uptime, and it is 
most likely not the first or most urgent 

. one to take. 

10% interest gives T = .273. Finally, 
A is an improvement sensitivity factor 
which can be estimated as in Fig. 4, 
where A appears as the denominator in 
the exponent of 

D=Do·e-~ 
A 

(in Fig. 4, A = $200,000) 

If you have made that investment you 
can expect a downtime per year of 

A·T 
D= -

C 

and you should not try to get a better 
uptime than this because that would be 
too expensive to be worthwhile. 

Let me give you some figures as an 
exarp.ple. Let us assume that your 

Fig. 4. It is possible to formally calculate the limit of reasonable investment in 
backup hardware; the plot will look very much like the empirical data graphed in 
Fig. 3. 

There is something we can call op
timum downtime, which is the best 
goal you can settle on. Let me explain 
it in this way. Too Iowan uptime 
means expenses for outages. Too high 
an uptime means that you have paid 
much more for protection than you 
will ever get back in terms of lower 
cost for the outages. 

Here are some formulas whkh are 
usable to find your best strategy. Your 
optimum investment X opt can be 
found from the formula 

(
C. Do) 

Xopt = A ·In A. T 

Here C is the cost per hour of outage, 
Do is the downtime per year without 
any precautions, T. is a factor which 
depends on the length of the expected 
depreciation period and the rate of in
terest used for the calculation. A de
preciation period of five years and 
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outage cost is $10,000 per hour and 
that your improvement sensitivity fac
tor A is $1 million. The value of Do is 
dependent upon the Icomputer vendor 
you chose. I will use 1,000 hours 
downtime per year as an example. If 
you think this figure is too high, you 
can just use your own slide rule and 
recalculate my figures. 

X o" = $1,~O,OOO' 10 ( .~~3) 
= $3.76 million 

Dopt = 27.3 hours per year. 

This means that you can pay up to 
$3.76 million and still get your money 
back in five years with 10% interest. 
You will get a downtime amounting to 
27.3 hours per year. Do not try to 
"improve" this figure; you will just lose 
the money. 

If you have a batch system, your C 
figure (cost per hour outage) is prob-

ably very low. If it is less than 

A • T (in this example, $273 per hour) 
Do 

you should not invest in any redundant 
equipment whatsoever, not even in a 
spare tape drive. 

The most important message of this 
article is that there is a goal for uptime 
which is not zero, a goal which will 
give the best possible performance 
from an economic point of view. This 
goal can be calculated, but it is neces
sary to Icollect information from which 
the improvement expected from a cer
tain investment can be estimated. It is 
also necessary to know what this im
proved uptime will give in terms of 
lowered cost for outages. 

Once this information is collected, 
which is not easy, you can use the 
formulas above to calculate how 
worthwhile it is to spend on improve
ments and what uptime that will give 
you. 

Remember that the formulas are 
approximations. If you think you will 
need better accuracy, you should solve 
this problem graphically but you will 
have to collect the numbers anyway. If 
you have a. friend with a shop similar 
to yours who will share his statistks 
with you, ask him for his daily run 
sheets. Don't feel frightened when he 
comes up with a stack of papers three 
feet high; it is a sort of a gold mine. 
The more operating history you can 
collect, the better your estimates will 
be. 

I leave you here with perhaps some 
new problems. You may have realized 
that your statistics were not what they 
ought to be. I hope though that I have 
provided some new tools which are 
usable when you have to convince 
your management that your uptime 
should not be higher than what it is 
today. 0 

Mr. Persson is a technical consul
tant with the data services depart
ment of Scandinavian Airlines Sys
tems. He has an M.S. from the Inst. 
of Technology in StockhC?lm. 
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Site preparation must begin as 
early as system selection, sometimes earlier. 
There are good ways to assure facilities 
will be adequate; overbuilding is not one of them. 

FACILITIES PLANNING 
All too often the planning of an ade
quate site for a computer center takes 
a back seat to the selecting of com
puter equipment, system and software 
design, and to other activities. Facility 
siting issues are frequently slighted un
til a problem becomes evident after the 
entire system is operational. Unfortu
nately, post-installation solutions are 
more expensive and riskier once opera
tions begin. The importance of proper 
and early facility design cannot be· 
overemphasized. 

Problems that designers encounter 
when planning a new facility· include: 

1. Specifying power and air condi
tioning requirements for a com
puter system in the evaluation 
stage. 

2. Selecting an economical and re
liable auxiliary power generating 
system. 

3. Deciding to use overhead or un
derfloor air distribution. 

4. Designing grounding, static elec
tricity, and acoustics systems. 

These problems can be solved 
through special design preparation in 
the early planning stages. At Telepro
cessing Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Western Union Corp., we were as
signed such a task as part of a mod
ernization program. The job included 
doing the system. design, software de
sign, hardware design,· installation, in
tegration and testing of wu's message
switching computer complex, In
foMaster*,· at Middletown, Va. This 
facility handles Mailgram, telegraphic, 
teleprinter and other related communi
cations trafik. 

*This is a trademark of Western Union Corp. 
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Phase I of InfoMaster was launched 
in the late Sixties. There were original
ly four switching centers. (At present 
there are three-in N ew York, Chica
go, and San Francisco-one in Atlanta 
was retired in 1972 after the Phase II 
InfoMaster absorbed some of the 
Phase I traffic.) 

InfoMaster (Phase I) 
A· typical switching center configu

ration included three Univac 418-11 
processors, each with 65K of memory. 
One was the processing computer, one 
the communications computer, and 
the third a backup. In addition to 
computer-controlled Telex and TWX 
traffic, each center handled. Info-Com, 
a record communications system for 
businesses on which each user has a 
private network. 

In setting up Phase I centers, we 
used existing buildings and facilities. 
Space was remodeled to accommodate 
computers, peripherals, and the com
munkation equipment. Building air 
conditioning was already in, but had to 
be upgraded to handle the additional 
heat load of the equipment and per
sonnel. A decision had to be made to 
upgrade existing central systems or to 
go with the free-standing room air 
conditioners. 

We decided to upgrade the central 
air conditioning equipment since space 
was tight and the free-standing units 
could not have been easily accommo
dated. We also decided to go with 
available commercial utility power, be
cause brownouts were still rare. We felt 
that the reliability of utility power 
would be high in the heart of large 
cities. 

by David A. Reisman 
Through the late Sixties and into the 

Seventies these assumptions held up. 
Power requirements for typical Phase I 
Center were relatively small, about 55 
to 60KW and 15 additional tons of air 
conditioning. Three of the four ,centers 
had ceiling-supply air, the other had 
an underfloor plenum. 

Phase" 
Early in 1970 Phase II InfoMaster 

began to take shape. The first Phase II 
center was to be the world's largest 
commercial communications/ computer 
center with a capacity for over a 
half-million messages per day. There 
was no existing building which had to 
be remodeled to accommodate new 
equipment. We had complete flexibility 
to design and install air conditioning, 
power, and grounding systems. 

The first problem at the outset in the 
design for the center was to specify 
power and air conditioning require
ments for a system not to be ,cut over 
for two years. However, since the 
building had to be built, these require
ments had to be identified early. An 
estimate was made of what the ulti
mate equipment configuration would 
be, and based on this estimate, the total 

. power and air conditioning require
ments were figured. The estimates 
turned out to be conservative. 

Details of the complement and con
figuration of a Phase II center are 
shown in Fig. 1. At Middletown we 
have three Univac 1108s and three 
418-ms connected through intercom
puter couplers. The front-end equip
ment consists of C2000 preprocessor 
multiplexors of our own design. Traffic 
from a C2000 preprocessor is fed to 
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the 41S-m for input to the 11 OS pro
cessor. Two pairs of machines are al
ways on-line, another stands by as a 
backup machine and can be used for 
off-line batch processing. 

Tied to the 110Ss through Shared 
Peripheral Interfaces (SPIS) and trans
fer switches are twelve 432 drums, 
twelve 17S2 drums, six Fastrands, 35 
tape drives, four 1004 processor print
ers, and two Data Products printers. 
There are three C2000s tied to the 
11 OS to accommodate traffic from in
ternational carriers and public tele
grams phoned into central telephone 
bureaus. Each 41S-m's peripherals 
consist of a Univac 6C tape drive, 
three unitized channel storage subsys
tems, and 16 C2000 preprocessor mul
tiplexors. The C2000 front-ends are 
arranged in four groups of three, each 
group backed up by one reserve C2000 
which can be switched in and out of 
the group by a peripheral device line 
switch (PDS) also designed by us. 

The entire equipment complement is 
controlled by Teleprocessing's master 
console (LIOOO) providing for display 
and control of the site's configuration. 
Any cpu or peripheral can be switched 
from this master console, allowing con
figuration changes with relative ease. 
The ,console also monitors environ
mental conditions such as temperature 

and humidity, and special fault and 
warning signals from the computers 
and peripherals. 

Power generation 
Power requirements were estimated 

at 700 KVA plus contingency for expan-' 
sion. On this basis, SOOKW diesel gen
erators were specified. Three SOOKW 
diesel generators were ordered with the 
idea that one unit would drive the 
computer equipment, the second unit 
drive the housekeeping load or be a 
standby in the event the first one mal
functioned, while the third could be 
down for maintenance. The total 
equipment load now is under 400 KVA 
which can create an undesirable situa
tion since running a generator under 
too Iowa load can result in increased 
maintenance diffi,culties. In this case, 
the high estimate was partly due to the 
still undefined system design. Only 
about 25% of the overage can be at
tributed to unknown system factors, 
the other 75% must be attributed to 
ultraconservative power consumption 
figures provided by Univac. Univac 
had not completed the power-con
sumption tests they were conducting in 
time for us to use the results. 

The facility designer should learn 
from this experience not to depend on 
available documentation but to plan on 

INFOMASTER-PHASE II HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 

BULK 
CORE 
262K 

ON-LINE 
418111 
CPU 
131K 

ON·LlNE 
1108 
CPU 
196K 

ON-LINE PERIPHERALS 

C2000 MULTIPLEXORS 

BULK 
CORE 
262K 

ON-LINE 
418111 
CPU 
131K 

ON-LINE 
1108 
CPU 
196K 

BULK 
CORE 
262K 

SHARED PERIPHERAL INTERFACES 

Fig. 1. InfoMaster centers are designed to accommodate over a half-million messages 
per day on TWX, Telex, telegram, and specialized business message service networks. 
The centers have three sets of Univac 418s and 1108s. 
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submitting his best estimate of the 
equipment, either with or without 
power estimates, to the computer 
manufacturer for concurrence. Nat
urally, since power requirements were 
overestimated, so were air conditioning 
requirements. 

Fortunately, the Middletown facility 
was designed to accommodate future 
expansion. The computer center has an 
expandable wall, the five acre plant site 
can be readily expanded to nearly 200 
acres. Any future expansion could easi
ly be absorbed by present power and 
air conditioning equipment. 

There are many trade-offs which 
confront the site designer early in the 
preconstruction period, for example: 
( 1 ) Should the center operate on 
commercial power or by auxiliary 
diesel generators? (2) If diesel gener
ators are used, what fuel? (3) Should 
the equipment be capable of operating 
on natural gas as well as on diesel fuel? 
(4) Should air distribution be over
head, underfioor, or a ,combination of 
these? 

Auxiliary power 
If reliability is not a consideration, 

then utility power is least expensive
that is if there is no energy crisis. Since 
InfoMaster was to be tied to 100,000 
terminals throughout the country, and 
since it would be initially switching 
250,000 messages/ day with a goal of 
doubling that figure" reliability was of 
paramount importance. Since the 
Middletown center was planned to be 
on-line seven days a week, 24 hours a 
day, the decision was made to use aux
iliary power. 

The question arose: Why not have 
the auxiliary equipment available for 
power failures, but operate normally 
with utility power? At the time, this 
was not the most economical ap
proach. 

When the utility company servicing 
Middletown was advised that the facili
ty would require SOOKW, they indi
cated this was more power than was 
available in that entire area. Therefore, 
in order to provide utility service for 
the center, a monthly electric energy 
demand charge was imposed, regard
less of whether the center used the 
utility power at any given time. This 
was necessary to have utility power 
available as an additional standby. 

Looking at the costs of auxiliary 
power versus commercial power (Fig. 
2), the least expensive approach was to 
run one 600KW generator on dual fuel, 
diesel or natural gas, to drive the entire 
facility at a cost of $7,100/month.* 

·See note on all costs at bottom of Fig. 2, opposite 
page. 
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AUXILIARY POWER VS. COMMERCIAL - MONTHLY COST 

600KW ...................................................... EQUIP ........ , ............................ .. 
& 

BLDG 

600KW 
EQUIP 

& 
BLDG 

$7,100 DUAL FUEL 
($9,600 DIESEL FUEL) 

$7,500 DUAL FUEL 

$9,000 

$9,700 DUAL FUEL 

*NOTE: These cost figures were valid prior to the re
cent energy crisis. For comparable costs today, the 

figures must be adjusted in accordance with actual 
fuel costs now being charged. 

Fig. 2. In choosing between on-site auxiliary generators and commercial utility power, 
several trade-ofts must be made, especially between the monthly costs shown and re
liability. Dual on-site generators appear to be the best choice for a site of this size. 

Running purely on diesel fuel would 
cost $9,6001 month. The least expen
sive approach was a single generator 
using dual fuel. This, however, was not 
the most reliable approach; any prob
lem that took down the generator 
would most assuredly knock the system 
off the air until the second engine 
could be started and power transferred. 

The next approach was running the 
computer equipment on one generator 
and the housekeeping load on the sec
ond generator using dual fuel. This 
costs approximately $7,5001 month. 
To run the entire building and its 
equipment on utility power would cost 
about $9,0001 month ... Each approach 
includes the $1,6001 month electric 
energy demand charge. 

The fourth and most expensive ap
proach was to run equipment on one 
generator and the building load on util
ity power. This costs about $9,7001 
month. It appeared that the optimum 
approach considering both reliability 
and economics is to run one generator 
for the computer equipment and the 
other for the housekeeping load with 
dual fuel. 

The ultimate in power reliability is 
an Uninterruptible Power System 
(ups). ups provides well regulated 
power and is 100% uninterruptible re
gardless of a utility failure or a failure 
in auxiliary power generating equip
ment. The second InfoMaster facility, 
in Bridgeton, Missouri, will have an 
uninterruptible power system. 

Air distribution 
The air-distribution system for the 

center has the air supplied into an 
over-head plenum. From there it is 
pumped down through the ceiling and 
dispersed into the room to provide 
the required ambient environment. It 
mixes with the right amount of out
side air and is returned to the air han
dlers and cooling coils. 

9VERHEAD VS. UNDERFLOOR AIR DISTRIBUTION 

OVERHEAD 

Fig. 3. How air is to be distributed is a separate problem. Over
head and underfloor plenums each have advantages. Under
floor ducting, for instance, is less susceptible to bad effects 
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from short-circuiting (where the exhaust of one piece of equip
ment is swept into the intake of another). 
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Overhead air systems have both ad
vantages and disadvantages. In an 
overhead system the air enters the 
equipment at the nominal room condi
tions. If the computer room is to be 
maintained at 72°F. and 50% relative 
humidity for operator comfort, that is 
how the air enters the equipment 
for cooling purposes. Normally, this 
should not present a problem if hot 
spots are avoided. 

On the other hand, an underfloor 
system can provide air to the equip
ment at 55°F. and 95% humidity.
This is not acceptable for Univac 
equipment; the 1108 requires cooling 
air no lower than 60°F. and no higher 
than 70% humidity. 

Therefore, when using underfloor 
cooling the air must be reheated prior 
to entering the plenum to raise its tem
perature to specifications. Alternately 
it can be united with room air before 
the air enters the equipment. 

For equipment that is temperature':' 
sensitive and requires cooler air, an 
underfloor supply can work well. The 
underfloor system requires better filter
ing since the likelihood of dirt ~ntering 
the false floor is greater, unless the 
floor panels are sealed tightly. Normal
ly, with overhead systems, operator 
comfort is better and there are fewer 
complaints about cold air at ankle lev
el. The overhead system normally re
sults in more pronounced hot spots 
than the underfloor system. An under
floor system is less susceptible to the 
effects of short-circuiting of air; that is, 
the exhaust of one. equipment swept 
into the inlet of another (Fig. 3). Al
though this can happen in an under
floor system, the exhaust could be 
around 10° colder than the same ex
haust in an overhead system. The 
overhead system results in the equip
ment being affected by changes in the 
ambient conditions, whereas, the un
derfloor air distribution system can 
accommodate ambient changes with 
little effect on equipment cooling. 

It becomes obvious that the-decision 
to use Iceiling or underfloor plenums is 
not obvious. The trade-off that the fa
cility designer must consider is which 
approach offers more advantages (or 
less disadvantages) for his particular 
application. These relative advantages 
and disadvantages are listed in Table 
1. 

Air conditioning 
A facility designer needs to deter

mine the approximate air conditioning 
capacity required prior to performing 
the rigorous calculations. A rough es
timate may be made in minutes by 
using the following rules of thumb. 
• Each KW of equipment power con-
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sumption results in 3413 BTU per 
hour heat load. 

• The other heat sources (lighting, 
outside air, conduction, radiation, 
et,c.) can be estimated at 30 BTU per 
hour for every square foot of floor 
area. This assumes standard con
struction materials and techniques 
and one air change every hour for 
ventilation. 

• The heat output from people can be 

assumed to average 300 BTU per 
person per hour. 

• 10% contingency is added to ac
count for fan energy, duct losses, 
and leakage. 

• 10% is added to account for latent 
heat gains. 

This approach should be accurate to 
within 20% provided there are no un
usual conditions. 

The Middletown computer facility 

OVERHEAD UNDER FLOOR 

MAY REQUIRE REHEAT OF SUPPLY AIR NO YES 

GREATER OPERATOR COMFORT 

~AY REQUIRE SPECIAL FIL TE;RS , 

MORE. SUSCEPTIBLE TO HOT SPOTS 

~IR SHORT-CIRCUITING PROBLEMS 

CHANGES IN AMBIENT, EFFECT EQUIPMENT 

LENDS ITSELF TO ACOUSTICAL - :rREATMENT 

[fable 1. Overhead vs. underfloor plenums. 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

NO' 

NO 

YES 

COPPER GRID GROUND SYSTEM 

9300 
CPU 

FACILITY 
GROUND 

1108 
MEMORY 

1108 
MEMORY 

9300 
SUBSYSTEM 

PLATE 

1108 
MEMORY 

1108 
CPU 

.1108 
CONSOLE 

Fig. 4. Most electrical grounding systems have a single large central plate to which the 
subsystem plates attach. A central grid system like this one works better; but must be 
installed before other cabling, making it apoor choice for existing facilities. 
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was designed for an equipment load of 
approximately 630 KW. The computer 
center occupies 17,000 sq. ft.; the 
remainder of the conditioned office 
space occupies 23,000 sq. ft. The esti
mated total tonnage (BTUS divided by 
12,000) cooling capacity required was 
340 tons; the actual capacity installed 
was 330 tons. 

Grounding 
A computer signal reference ground 

system will reduce the possibility of 
unwanted electrical transients inter
rupting the· operation of a computer 
system. It is built by establishing a 
common signal reference for each 
computer system module. Connecting 
all common signal references to earth 
ground provides a shunting path for 
most e~ectrical transients. 

In March of 1970, Univac was 
asked to provide the criteria for a sys
tems grounding plan for the Middle
town center. Univac responded by 
formulating a new grounding phil os
ophy called the "coppe1r grid sys
tern." This system differs dramatically 
from the standard Univac grounding 
method. 

In a typical 1108 computer system 
signal reference ground scheme the 
signal reference or logic ground for 
each module in a subsystem is con
nected to a subsystem ground plate, 
and each subsystem ground plate is 
connected to one main system ground 
plate. The system ground plate is nor
mally connected to the facility ground 
at a common point where the AC neu
tral and building safety ground are 
joined. All electrical connections are 
te~mifo1ated by lugs; insulated copper 
WIre IS normally used to connect all 
subsystems. This grounding method 
has been in effect for a number of 
years. 

The main difference between the 
two grounding systems is the use of a 
copper grid instead of a system ground 
plate. Fig. 4 illustrates the identical 
equipment with a copper grid in place 
of. a system ground plate. The grid is a 
thm sheet of cop'per installed" on the 
computer room subfloor. It is insulated 
by plastic sheeting and has brackets 
soldered on to make electrical connec
tions. Each equipment subsystem is 
connected to a subsystem ground plate; 
the subsystem plates are connected to 
the copper grid. In some instances 
where a single cabinet comprises a sub
system, the cabinet is connected direct
ly to the grid. All connections are 
made with lugs and insulated wire. The 
joining of the copper grid to the facili
ty ground is made in a similar manner 
as when the systems ground plate is 
used. 
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The advantages of the copper grid 
system are: 
1. The copper grid provides a lower 

impedance path to ground for a 
larger spectrum of transient fre
quencies which reduces the num
ber of computer system interrup
tions rcaused by unwanted electrical 
transients. 

2. The copper grid system is more 
desirable for larger computer in
stallations having· multiple cpu's 
and switched or shared periph
erals subsystems because a systems 
ground plate wouIa produce a 
complicated array of grounding in
terconnections between the equip
ment and ground plates. This is not 
desirable since tr~nsient noise gen
erated from one system could be 
introduced into other systems. 

The disadvantage of the copper grid 
system is that it is necessary to install 
the copper grid on the computer room 
subfloor prior to the installation of any 
obstructions such as power or com
puter cables. The most desirable time 
to install the grid is when the false floor 
is being installed. It would be difficult 
to install the grid in an existing facility. 

At the InfoMaster facility at Mid
~letown, we found that the copper grid 
system thus far has proven itself supe
rior to a main systems grounding sys
tem. The second InfoMaster computer 
facility will also have a copper grid 
system. We attribute the success of the 
copper grid grounding system to Uni
vac's research in this field and the ex
pertise provided by Univac for these 
installations. 

Acoustics 
Even with only part of the complete 

complement of equipment installed at 
the Middletown computer center, a 
problem existed with the noise level. 
When the entire ,center was up and 
running, the average sound level was 
78db, a level not only disruptive to 
conversation, but also impairing oper
ator efficiency. This occurred even 
with the equipment laid out with 
acoustics in mind, segregating high 
noise contributors in one area to 
minimize the effects of sound re
bound and using sound absorbing ma
terial wherever possible. The most 
effective surface to treat with sound 
absorbing material, the ceiling, could 
not be treated because it was per
forated to provide the conditioned air. 

The sound level was reduced to 71 db 
by use of floor and wall carpeting and 
by acoustic kits for the 1004 printers. 

Serious rconsideration should be giv
en by the facility designer to the use of 
carpeted computer floors. This not 
only helps reduce sound levels, but is 

aesthetically appealing as well. 

Static electricity 
It is not unusual in facility design to 

find the resolution of one problem be
coming the direct cause of an entirely 
different problem. So it was with car
peting to reduce sound levels. 

Even"though the carpeting was spe
cifically selected for anti-static proper
ties, "with metallized filament woven 
into the fabric, the center experienced 
static electricity problems shortly after 
its installation. This problem not only 
annoyed operators, it also caused data 
errors and blown components (silicone 
control rectifiers) in the operator's 
console. 

Since anti-static chemicals and 
metallized casters on console chairs did 
not help, the solution was to maintain 
the relative humidity above 50% . 

Conclusion 
I have attempted to summarize our 

five years of experience in facility and 
site planning. The most important 
things learned from these experiences 
are: 
• to start facility planning concurrent

ly with system design. 
• to try not to oversize plant equip

ment. 
• to maintain close contact with the 

computer vendor. 
• to try for identification and resolu

tion of potential problems such as 
acoustics, static electricity, and 
grounding. 

• if high reliability is a must, to con
sider the use of backup equipment. 

. Finally,. the importance of proper 
SIte plannmg should not be underesti
mated; it is as much a factor in suc
cessful operations as any other design 
discipline. 0 

Mr. Reisman is manager of product 
and facility engineering at Tele
processing Industries, Inc., a West
ern Union subsidiary. He has been 
inVOlved in the design of digital 
equipment and computer based 
communications systems for 16 
years. 
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"Upgrading" with peripherals, memory, 
and packaged software from independents can yield better 
throughput and lower costs than acquiring a bigger mainframe. 

GETTING MORE 
FROM YOUR COMPUTER 
MANY ORGANIZATIONS are get
ting computer indigestion. They have 
not had the time, and in some instances, 
the capability of obtaining and digest
ing the fun potential benefits of their 
present computer systems because ven
dors are ever setting the table with new 
and seemingly succulent delights. The 
resulting situation is a continuous influx 
of new and more complex computers 
to the dp center, because managers so 
often equate effective use of the com
puter with acquisition of a new one. 
The real test for management is strik
ing a balance between managing over
all systems (e.g., financial, operatiqns) 
and exploiting the latest technology. 

The problem 
The information systems manager 

does not have the same problem that 
managers in production do, for exam
ple, because there is very little absolute 
degradation of a computer system over 
a long period as there is with most 
mechanical devices. However, it is 
difficult to find "old" computer instal
lations in many organizations. It is 
even more difficult to find new com
puters used both efficiently and ~ffec
tively. 

With respect to costs, in some com
panies computer budgets have had a 40-
to-one growth over the past decade. In 
other companies, revenue has in
creased at an annual rate of 10 to 
12 %, while budgeted costs for com
puter processing have jumped to over 
30% a year. Yet in spite of all this 
increase, some companies would be 
economically and operationally better 
off if they were still using an earlier 
computer system. 

In addition to failing to exploit the 
full potential of one computer system 
before acquiring another, there are 
also these dysfunctional effects accom
panying the new acquisition: 
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• the change can be too fast for 
smooth assimilation of new oper
ations into the organization; 

• the conversion may cause disrup
tion, general confusion, and cost
ly human errors; 

• changes in job relationships· may 
cause human shock. 

Rethink the system 
Even if it appears that the capacity 

of the current computer is approach
ing saturation, the information sys
tems manager should ask two ques
tions: Are we using the full potential 
of the computer? Are there areas of 
the system that can be streamlined? 

Regarding the second question, 
there are, for example, a number of 
business and nonprofit organizations 
producing monthly, and sometimes 
weekly, bound copies of printed pages 
8 to 12 inches thick, which no one ever 
uses! 

First, the overall information system 
must be put into shape. Steps should be 
taken to find out what the users need, 
and when and where they need it. 
Improvements in the organizational 
structure may be needed, and quality 
standards, documentation, and main
tenance procedures should be estab
lished. Security procedures and 
processing controls should be imple
mented. And finally, a monitoring pro
cedure should be installed which 
insures that the system is operating in 
accordance with established proce
dures. After these things are accom
plished, and only at that time, should a 
determination be made on a cost-effec
tive basis about what kind of computer 
configuration is required to support the 
system. Chances are that the present 
computer, if utilized properly, is more 
than adequate to meet system require
ments. 

A key to full computer utilization is A case· in point 
cost-effectiveness analysis which would A year ago, a medium-size manufac-
encompass the entire information sys- turing company in New England faced 

and not 'ust the co ter alone. a decision on future 
~~~mm~ ~~--=== 

64K 

Fig. 1. The "before" situation in which the company's needs have outgrown the current 
system's capacity. 
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ment. The basic questions were: 
Where are we? 
Where would we like to be? 
How do we get there? 
The company's hardware configura

tion at the time was as outlined in Fig. 
1. This configuration operated in two 
partitions-background for produc
tion and foreground for a spooling sys
tem. For software, the installation used 
COBOL and ran under DOS Release 26 
(the final IBM enhancement for the 
360 DOS supervisor). The 360 was used 
24 hours a day, five days a week, and 
serviced the following applications: 

1. accounting 
2. material and inventory manage

ment 
3. work scheduling and control 
4. order entry and marketing statis-

tics 
5. budgets and forecasting 
6. cost control 
At the time, it was evident that the 

company was experiencing problems in 
information flow and responsiveness in 
three major areas: order release, inven
tory movements, and in-process work 
control. The following objectives were 
established for achievement within one 
year: 

1. On-line order entry 
• to speed order processing 
• to improve customer service 
• to reduce the expense of mar

keting services 
2. On-line inventory movement 

• to speed information flow be
tween warehouse and produc
tion location 

• to eliminate voluminous paper 
flow 

• to make information available 
at a time when corrective ac
tion is still possible 

• to improve controls 
3. On-line work scheduling and 

control 
• to report performance by em

ployees every two hours 
• to provide fo.emen with time

ly feedback of significant 
variances from standards 

• to provide machine utilization 
and performance information 

By achieving these objectives, a base 
would be established for application 
of sophisticated management science 
models (such as forecasting) to be 
used in production and materials re
quirement planning. Once the objec
tives were set and the system designed, 
the question arose: What kind of a 
computer configuration is required to 
support the system on a cost-effective 
basis? Obviously, the computer had to 
possess the following characteristics to 
meet system requirements: (1) multi
programming capability, (2) on-line 
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capabilities, (3) reasonable speed, (4) 
reasonable capacity, (5) reasonable 
cost, and (6) room for expansion. 

A study was initiated in the data 
processing dept. to recommend hard
ware. The results of this study listed 
three mainframe alternatives: 

1. To upgrade and utilize the 
360/30 more effectively. (This alterna
tive was the least expensive but would 
force a conscientious use of resources 
and would pose some constraints on 
the projects.) 

2. To upgrade to a 360/40 or 
360/50. (This alternative was more 
expensive and would require careful 
conversion and installation planning.) 

3. To convert to a 370/125 or an 
equivalent. (This alternative would re
quire both the greatest cost and more 
stringent conversion and installation 

CONTROL· 
LER 

planning. However, such a computer 
promises the largest room for expan
sion. ) 

The decision was made to select the 
first alternative for the following 
reasons: 

1. No major conversions were re
quired, which would free the profes
sionals to spend more time on improv
ing the overall system applications, 
procedures, and operations. 

2. The company's information sys
tem professionals wanted to challenge 
the 360/30 capacity and constraints. 

3. It was the least costly alternative. 
4. It is not the speed or performance 

characteristics of equipment compo
nents that is important, but how the 
entire information system is perform
ing. 

5. Finally, why bother to convert to 

2540 R 2540P 

READER PUNCH 

1403 

PRINTER 

Fig. 2. After upgrading with additional peripheral equipment and memory, the refur
bished "old" system operates at a fraction of the cost of a new one. 
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GETTING MORE 

a new computer configuration, with 
its inherent cost and disruption, while 
a backlog of applications is still on 
the drawing board? 

Once the decision was made, things 
started rolling. Project leaders were as
signed to each of the applications de
fined earlier. Upgrading the 360/30 
and installation of system design appli
cation were spread over a four-month 
period. On the computer side, the ma
jor upgrading features were installed in 
the following order: (1) installation of 
additional 32K of core supplied by CIG 

Computer Services, Inc., (2) imple
mentation of the communications 
network, and (3) addition of disc 
capacity. 

The present upgraded 360/30 con
figuration is represented in Fig. 2. 
Five 2314 Memorex disc drives were 
added, and some of the sequential files 
were converted to direct access, and 
index-sequential. The overflow area on 
ISAM files was reduced from the stan
dard four tracks per cylinder to one 
track per cylinder. Logical ,files were 
organized so that no pack mount or 
dismount is necessary at any given 
shift. 

A package called "Datamacs" was 
also purchased, which is a revolution
ary automatic test data generator. The 
programmer, using a language similar 
in syntax to COBOL, places control 
cards in his source deck, then follows 
his normal pattern of compiling and 
testing. This procedure in effect means 
that no program testing is done on real 
files; however, sufficient test data is 
generated for testing purposes. 

When terminal selection took place, 
the choice at first appeared to be IBM 

2260 or 3270. An interesting terminal 
manufactured by Courier Terminal 
Systems, Inc. was found (Model 250 
for local mode and 260, for remote 
mode) which is plug-to-plug and pro
gram compatible with the IBM system; 
however, Courier. offers many of the 
special features (e.g. editing, format 
mode) found on the IBM 3270 but for 
the price of the IBM 2260. All the 
terminals which are located within 
2,000 feet of the computing center 
run in local mode; those which are 
further away, in the warehouse, for 
example, run in remote mode. The TP 

system (written in BAL) is designed so 
that from a programming point of 
view there is no difference between a 
local or remote terminal. 

Primary core storage of 96K is di
vided as follows: 

12K supervisor 
54K background to compile ANSI 

COBOL 

6K foreground 1 for Spooler 
24K foreground 2 
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--On-line partition 
-TP system which requires 6K 
-Application programs which 

require 18K 
The spooler used is SPRINT which 

starts with a minimum 4K and goes to 
a maximum 12K. This program dy
namically allocates disc buffers, and 
is completely self-relocatable. SPRINT 

runs simultaneously with the user pro
gram. Reading, printing, and punching 
are "trapped" by SPRINT and read, 
printed, or punched in its partition, 
allowing the batch job partition to run 
at disc speed. This operation increased 
throughput by 70 to 80% . 

The TP monitor purchased from 
Programming Methods is called MINI

COMM, and needs neither BTAM nor 
QTAM in the DOS supervisor. As many 
as 99 different crt application programs 
may share the same core within a par
tition. MINICOMM occupies 6K of F2, 
and relieves the application pro
grammer of all the device-dependent 
considerations of the crt terminals by 
doing all of the reading, writing and 
error recovery work. MINICOMM main
tains its own high speed roll-inl roll-out 
library of user application programs on 
disc. This facility increases the speed 
of processing and eliminates the con
stant contention for the DOS logical 
transient area. 

Final remarks 
The company found that in renegoti

ating its third-party lease the cost of 
the original equipment could be re
duced by 20%, which made the costs 
of the new configuration, though higher, 
less painful. Computing power has in
creased by 50% at an increase in cost 
of 30%. (Going to fourth-generation 
equipment would have driven the costs 
up by 70-80%.) 

Today, with one project completed 
and others in the test phase, response 
time on terminals is good, and both 
information flow and speed have im
proved. Cpu utilization has gone up, 
but is still not at full capacity; this is 
also true of channel utilization; And 
the company thinks there is still a long 
way to go before reaching full capacity. 

If the promised performance en
hancements of new computers-such 
as throughput, reduced overhead, sim
ple system conversion, and more user 
oriented software systems-are proven 
through benchmarks and other hard
nosed analysis, then it is possible that 
the acquisition of a new computer 
could show a better cost savings than 
one's present computer. However, we 
suggest that the analysis should be 
based on a conservative attitude which 
ignores rosy predictions by salesmen. 

For us, members of the information 
systems profession, it is always interest
ing to challenge a machine and get the 
maximum from it. Why then rush to 
get the newest equipment when the old 
equipment is still performing? This 
question is particularly' applicable 
when, in many organizations, adequate 
systems analysis has not been per
formed first, and a rigorous effort has 
not been made to fully exploit the cur
rent configuration. 0 
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YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF ... 
to get the most from your computer! 

You've invested a lot of money in your data 
processing system. It's important to you 
that it deliver the performance you've paid 
for. 

Our Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS) 
can protect your computer's performance 
by eliminating power related problems. 

Lost hours of processing time due to 
commercial power fluctuations are 
prevented: Damaging commercial power 
transients never reach your computer. 

You spend more time processing data, less 
time on reruns and maintenance. 

In many instances, our customers break 
even on their UPS investment in the first few 
months of operation. The rest of the savings 
is money in their pockets. 

You owe it to yourself to investigate our line 
of Uninterruptible Power Systems. Write or 
call for our Brochure and information on our 
next UPS Application Seminar in your area. 

~ 
International Power Machines Corporation 
3328 Executive Blvd .• P.O. Box 724 • Mesquite. Texas 75149 
214/228-7501 • Telex: 73-0992 
Contact Frank Perkins 
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IF WE CAN'T HELP YOU . 
MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS, 

NOBODYCAN. 

What would it mean if your key people could 
know the status of every department in your 
company any minute of the day? No matter 
where the department is or 
what it does? No matter 
what kind of business 
you're-in? 

On top of that, what if 
each individual department 
not only knows where it 
stands on an up-to-the
minute basis, but also 
knows the status of all 
related departments? 

What if we told you 
General Automation has a 
brand new answer for these 
questions and a lot of others 
just like them? 

A new ending for an old story. 
\ 
J~ 

Data management, or the lack of it, isn't a 
new problem. 

What we offer is a totally new network 
approach. One that replaces a lot of time
consuming, non-productive status 
meetings, paperwork and guesswork with 
simple, economical, automated systems that 
tell everyone who needs to know, everything 
they need to know, whenever they need to 
know it. No matter where they are or what 
they do or how they do it. 

Right about here, it would be wonderful if 
we could stop philosophizing . and tell you 
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about a magic computer that does everything. 
But, it's not that simple. 

Don't buy a computer. 
Buy a solution. 

Forget about mini 
vs. maxi, batch vs. 

real-time and first decide 
what you want to 
accomplish. What kind of 

information has to flow? 
Where is it coming from? 
Where is it going? What 
are you going to do 
with it when you get it? 

What can be processed 
in batches? What do 
you have to know 
right now? 

Do you want to do a 
. few jobs fast? Or a lot of jobs not-so-fast? 

And so on. 

When you've pinned down all the questions, 
we know where you can get all the answers. 

We've got data management sunounded. 
General Automation can approach your 
data management requirements from your 
point of view. 

If you're interested in high-performance 
systems offering decentralized control and 
custom applications software, our new 
DM-I00 family is the rightwuy to go. 
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If moderate performance, more centralized 
processing and a vast library of standard 
applications packages will work for you, 
you'll be interested in our DM-200 family. 

The perfonnance-oriented family. 
Our DM-I00 family consists of systems for 
remote job entry (DM-120), satellite 
processing (DM-130) and powerful central 
processing centers (DM-140)-each built 
around our high-performance SPC -16 
computer. When tied together, they form a 
compatible network of products that can 
communicate with each other and provide 
upward expandability where you need it 
when you need it. 

A number of specific industry
oriented application 
programs are available 
for use with the DM-I00 
family. We also offer 
general libraries for 
statistical analysis, 
operations research and 
financial planning. If 
needed, we'll work with you 
to develop custom solutions 
for your particular applications. 

We also make a special 
low-cost, highly interactive 
system. It's called the 

The DM-200 family includes systems for data 
transfer (DM-220L high-throughput batch 
processing (DM-230) and basic batch 
processing with on-line interaction (DM -240). 
We also offer the DM-230/2-the world's 
number one IBM 1130 replacement system. 

One answer for a dozen questions. 
This ad only scratches the surface of our new 
approach to data management. 

So, in the space we have left, we'd like to 
impress you with the heart of our message: 

General Automation is the only computer 
company that offers total as well as isolated 
data management solutions at a price that 

makes sense. Someone else may claim 
to be the expert at solving the 

piece of the puzzle troubling you 
today, but what about tomorrow? 

If you consider the total package 
of system growth, compatibility, 

stability, power, software, 

/ 
field support, manufacturer 

i involvement and price, 
. nobody can beat us. 

Nobody. 

Challenge us to prove it 
Write for specs. 
Talk to our salesmen. 
Compare us with our 

1 competition. . 
DM-130/2 and has just about the 
same specs as the DM-130, but 
without the range of expand ability. 
(It is available through a separate, 
nationwide network of distributors 
established to handle the special 

--------.. , For further information 

tum-key business system requirements 
of first-time users.) 

The application-oriented family. 
Lots of applications and less decentralization 
calls for our DM-200 family. It is based 
on our 18/30 computer and a vast 
library of standard software for applications 
in manufacturing, distribution, finance, 
engineering and publishing. To name 
just a few. 

. on data management systems, write 
General Automation, 1055 South East Street, 
Anaheim, California 92805. 
Or call (714) 778-4800. In Europe, write 

. General Automation, S.A., 24 rue du Sergent 
Bauchat, 75012 Paris, France. 
Telephone (1) 346/7973. In Canada, write 
G.A. Computer Ltd., 880 Lady Ellen Place, 
Ottawa KIZ5L9, Ontario. 
Telephone (613) 725-3626. 

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS BY 
GENERAL AUTOMATION 
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Precisely what are you looking for 
in an intelligent terminal? . 
r-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--, 

DE-523 Intelligent Data Entry Terminal for 
recording, reading and verifying data on 
magnetic tape cassettes under rigid 
program control. 

D To insure capturing correct data at remote 
locations for later transmission to a central site. 

D To use in off hours for unattended reception of 
data processed at a central point, insuring 
maximum use of the terminal for data entry 
operations during working hours. 

D To use in remote job entry environments: 
(IBM 2780, Univac OCT 2000) with card reader 
and 300 or 600 line per minute printer or magnetic 
tape cassette- replacing either the printer or 
card reader. 

D To use as a media conversion tool: 
OFrom paper tape into compatible mag tape, 

7 or 9 track, 800 or 1600 bpi. -

Tev 270 Series Video Display Terminal. Plug-to
plug compatible with IBM 3270 System, but with 
powerful additional programm'ing features 
that give it greater capability. 

D To use as anlBM 3270 replacement. 
(In every respect but cost!) 

D To use as an IBM 3270 replacement- but with 
future capabilities. (When you are ready we can 
upgrade your machines with up to 6K additional 
memory and teach you the simplest programming 
language in the world. This will reduce response 
time, make better use of the line, reduce the editing 
problems of your main frame, and rigidly control the 
operator to insure accurate data at the source.) 

D To use not only as an interactive terminal but also 
as a data collection device, with a random access 
memory connected to the terminal for off and 
on line operations. 

olivetti 

I 
I 

o From mag tape to printer at 125, 300, or 
600 LPM, freeing main frames from time- Olivetti Corporation of America, 500 Park Ave., I 
consuming print operations. New York City 10022 

In Canada: Olivetti Canada Ltd., EDP Marketing I 
o From 80 column punched cards 1390 Don Mills Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B2X3 

into mag tape or printed lists. 
Attn: On Line Systems Division I 

D For commercial banks: installment loan, general I've checked the areas I'm interested in. Here is a I 
ledger, new account data entry applications- brief outline of my precise system requirements: 
and many more uses. 

D For food manufacturing industry: entry of I 
incentive payroll, quality control information- I 
and many more uses. I already am using the following Olivetti equipment: 

D For ocean freight handling: bills of lading, arrival I 
notices, billing, manifest preparation- I 
and many more uses. 

NAME TITLE I D To use in remote job entry applications-
for payroll, accounts receivable, etc., etc. COMPANY I 

D To use as an intelligent terminal, with powerful I 
program control of data entry, flexible printing ADDRESS CITY _____ _ 

high speed communlcatlons- and much more. 
a~d forms handling ~ap~bility, cassette output, STATE ZIP PHONE I 

~--------------------------~~ 
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Their influence over data processing 
makes the attitudes of controllers important. 
At present, the controllers don't feel 
anyone ma.!:5~s really good use of computers. 

WHICH 
DEPARTMENTS USE 
THE COMPUTER BEST? 
The title of this article was one of the 
questions asked controllers of 150 
large and medium-sized companies 
(with average 1972 sales of $425 mil
lion) involved in a variety of manufac
turing, retailing, and service endeavors. 
The question was one of a number 
included in a mail survey designed to 
detect changes in the role and respon
sibilities of the corporate controller, 
especially in the controller's relation
ships with the computer and his firm's 
management info'rmation system. 

Why were controllers chosen for this 
survey? Historically, the computer/ 
systems efforts of most companies have 
"grown up" under the controller or 
somewhere else within the finance 
function. In fact, 50% of the control
ler respondents stated the dp function 
is now assigned to them although all 
had someone else overseeing the day
to-day operations. Additionally, be
cause accounting departments, large 
inputters and users of computer data, 
are almost always responsible to the 
controller, he is vitally concerned with 
improving the effectiveness of this ver
satile but high-priced tool. 

The controllers, all members of the 
Financial Executives' Institute, . were 
asked: "Which department(s) (if any) 
in your firm uses the computer best 
for: 

short-range planning 
long-range planning 
control of operations 
day-to-day decision-making 
major decision-making 
automation of jobs previously done 

manually" 

Parameters for the term "best" were 
not spelled out for the controllers, so 
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exactly how each interpreted its mean
ing for his particular situation is not 

Management Task 

Short-range planning 

Long-range planning 

Control of operations 

Oay-to-day decision-making 

Major decision-making 

Automation of jobs 
previously done manually 

by Charles Waldo 
really known. However, Table 1 shows 
that most seemed to feel, whether the 

"Best" Departmental User 

Controller/Finance (43%) 
Manufacturing (32%) 

Controller/Finance (40%) 
Manufacturing (21%) 

Manufacturing (43%) 
Controller/Finance (24%) 

Manufacturing (54%) 
Controller/Finance (24%) 

Controller/Finance (48%) . 
Mariufacturing (20%) 

Accounting/Controller (54%) 
M~nufacturing (25%) 

Table 1. The 150 controllers surveyed had definite ideas about who "best" used the 
computer, although they were not pressured into defining their criteria for judging. As 
can be seen, they rated themselves highly. . 

"Of course it's only the basic system." © DATAMATION ilIi 
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IT 
PAYS FOR ITSELF 

AND 
THINKS FOR ITSELE 

MINIPLUS: 
The complete message switch. 

MINIPLUS comes with the 
RCA Globcom communications 
team to analyze your needs and 
recommend the most efficient net
work configuration, free of charge. 

They'll provide whatever 
peripherals you need, tailor a 
software package that doesn't turn 
into a surprise package later on. 
Even marry your circuits (any 
combination of simplex, half-duplex, 
full-duplex, telex, 1WX, Dataphone). 
When it's time to order lines, RCA 
will interface with the telephone 
company and, if requested, negotiate 
with foreign carriers on your behalf. 

The result? MINIPLUS can save 
yo~ more than enough to pay for its 
installation and operation. (MINIPLUS can even be 
installed on our premises to save you up to half on your total 
system overhead.) 

MINIPLUS can be used as a self-contained message switch, 
front-end processor to large data processing systems, or a concentrator/ 

. deconcentrator for complex switching systems. 
Details? Contact: Tony Annibell, RCA Global Communications, Inc., 

60 Broad Street, New York, N.Y. 10004. Phone (212) 363-2270 . . no I" Global 
•• Communications 
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WHICH DEPARTMENTS 

feeling was subjectively or objectively 
based, about the same way as to the 
"best" computer users. The number in 
parenthesis behind each department 
indicates the percentage of controllers 
who "voted" for that department. 

The results show that the business 
functions of Finance/ Accounting/ Con
troller and Manufacturing were felt to 
be the best users of the computer in 
each category. Almost down at the 
bottom of the list was "Top Manage
ment." Marketing and Long Range 
Planning Departments, which would 
seem to be perfectly suited for prime 
use of the computer, did not fare well 
either. Perhaps the respondents were 
biased or just more familiar with their 
own operations, but they did see them
selves in a very favorable light; the 
results, however, were not unanimous. 
Unfortunately, too many controllers 
concluded as did one: "Noone uses 
the computer very well around here." 

Other parts of the survey attempted 
to find out what the controllers felt 
were the chief hindrances to maximiz
ing the effectiveness of the computer. 
Here are the main problems as the 
respondents saw them: 
1. A big problem, 45 % of the con

trollers surveyed said, is "putting 
prime emphasis on the computer 
as a data processing device rather 
than as a planning and control 
tool." One respondent remarked, 
"In spite of the increasing volume 
of data inputted and reports gen
erated, too much of our planning 
is done on the basis of intuition 
and hope, and too much of our 
attempts at control come after the 
damage is done." 

2. "Failure to properly evaluate the 
profit contribution of edp systems 
versus their costs" is believed to be 
a prime problem by 50% of the 
controllers. Costs are relatively 
easy to assign, but what about bene
fits? How does one measure the 
marginal profits presumably added 
by new or more current reports? A 
controller asked, "How do you go 
about capitalizing the cost of a new 
report?" , 

3. A big need for "better edp plan
ning, organizing, setting of objec
tives, and control" is seen by 73 % 
of the respondents. Just plain bet
ter management tactics are indi
cated here. 

4. "Lack of top management involve
ment, understanding, or encour
agement" was alleged by 75% of 
the controllers. As in other situa
tions, if the president and other top 
managers don't get behind a pro
gram, it won't go far. Perhaps 
some managements see too much 
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of the costs and too little of the 
benefits of computers (see point 2 
above) . 

5. The biggest and most frequently 
mentioned problem area bore that 
all-encompassing title, "poor com
munications." Fully 80% of the 
respondents said getting other de
partmental personnel to define and 
articulate their present and future 
dp needs is a major challenge. Po
tential users don't know enough 
about the computer and its char
acteristics, and, at the same time, 
systems managers don't understand 
enough about the needs and prob
lems of the line departments. 

Line operations and systems groups 
must become' better acquainted with 
each other. The controller of a very 
large retail chain remarked, "The pres
ent head of our edp systems group 
does a good job of walking the narrow 
line between the merchandising and 
operations departments and his own 
staff. Others before him were not quite 
so adept and could not seem to under
stand or adapt to the tremendous pres
sures in today's retail world under 
which our people must perform." 

Here are the characteristics which 
controllers believe a successful dp de
partment manager must possess: first, 
he must be a solid manager and admin
istrator; second, he should have a 
broad business background and a 
working understanding of his firm's to
tal operations and its competitive envi
ronment; and third, he must be a capa
ble technician, able to stay up-to-date 
with rapid changes, in hardware and 
software. Last, and maybe most impor
tant, he must be a good communicator 
and somewhat of a salesman, able to 
sell other departments on the use of the 
computer as a valuable control, plan
ning, and decision-making tool. D 

Mr. Waldo has been a business con
sultant, and worked for eight years 
in various marketing and staff posi
tions for Sherwood Medical Indus
tries. Presently he is an asst. pro
fessor of business administration at 
Hanover College in Indiana. 

It's a 
teleprocessing 

terminal. 
It's a 

printer. 
It's a 

plotter. 
II's a 

Ivpewriler, 

and much, 
much more! 

The Qualterm X100 teleprocessing 
terminal. A new and nimble micro
computer controlled terminal. The 
hfghly successful QUME printer is 
incorporated in such a way as to take 
maximum advantage of its capabili
ties. 30 cps plus plotting. Horizontal 
and vertical tabbing. True propor
tional spacing. And many features 
more. Plus, a print quality usable as 
an office typewriter. 
The field proven microcomputer has 
ROM's for program control and 
RAM's for data manipulation. The 
X100 communicates via ASCII code 
in an asynchronous mode using the 
RS232C interface. 
The X100 offers much, much more 
than its modest price has ever bought 
before. Send for details and see. 

2005 O'Toole Ave. 
San Jose, CA. 95131 

(408) 263-7800 
CIRCLE 16 ON READER CARD 
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CORPORATE OFFICES: Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 (313) 971-0900. DISTRICT SALES OFFICES: Atlanta (404) 457-1166 • 80ston(617)890-
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50% and guess 
data entry costs? 

COSts are reduced and so are errors. Use of 
Sycor's 340 intelligent terminal with dual flexible disk in 
a typical order entry application can, in fact, reduce 
keystrokes by 50%. 

And fewer keystrokes means greater throughput with 
fewer operators and a sharp reduction in error rates. 

Our Model 340 with dual flexible disk may be 
used to automatically retrieve the kind of data that 
an operator would normally have to key-in. These two 

IBM-compatible diskettes put 
500,000 "fill-in-the-blanks" characters 

at your operator's fingertips. This new system J'~'" ~~~.:'II!I.!~~"';':: 
. allows you to store customer, product/price and salesman files /';L 
right where you need them most-at the source of the data. ,i~~' ~~ ... ~.;;;;:;:"<::::;:o.,7~ 
And you' can use it not only to retrieve data, but also to CI

';" 1>, ,.,~ ... ~ ... ~~"';":::';::' 
maintain and update files - even generate reports. And 
you can do it fast .... because the Sycor flexible disk has 
the fastest access time in the business. 
Hard disk, too. For larger file applications, our 
Model 340 with its new hard disk drive per
forms all the functions of the dual flexible disk 
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system, but with a capacity of 
272 million characters. All of 

which can extend your remote data 
base management capability into 

new cost-saving applications. 
From the people whO brought 
you intelligence. This new concept of 
remote data base management wouldn't be possible 
without the intelligence of our Model 340 and its 
powerful TAL programming language. 

The Sycor 340 and its .wide variety of peripherals 
is part of the family of intelligent terminals that have made us 
the leader in the field. For more information, contact your 
nearby Sycor representative. He's got all the answers for 

reducing your data entry costs. 

SYCOR 
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Wherein one Megma, Chief Systems Designer 
and High Priest, is brought to understand 

the. advantages of Structured Programming. 

A 
Socra!}~nniPG~,elogue 

The following translation was provided by a member of the department of 
archeology of the university to which the author is attached. Mr. Geller 
kindly allowed DATAMATION to reprint it in view of its important historical 
perspective on the early concepts of computation. 

Megma~ Socrates, I would speak with 
you. 

Socrates: Yes, Megma? I am always 
glad to speak with you. How can I 
help you? 

M: Socrates, I heard you the other day 
in the agora; speaking to the chil
dren about Structured Program
ming. 

S:. Yes, that .must have been yester
day. I would be anxious to know 
what you thought of it. 

M: Socrates, I have no wish to offend. 
Yet I must speak my feelings. 

S: Indeed, Megma. Whose feelings 
can we speak, if not our own? 

M: I must question your teachings, 
Socrates. For, while you can al
ways be very persuasive, I cannot 

The documentation shows the "ideal" program, Socrates, not the real one. 
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agree with your teachings on this 
one subject. 

S: Pray, enlighten me, Megma. I am 
often wrong, and it is only by dis
cussions such as these that I can 
correct my errors .. 

M: Socrates, I see advantages to 
Structured Programming. It makes 
for readable code, and perhaps for 
code that is easy to modify, as you 
claim. Although I must admit that 
I have not verified this, as my code 
never needs modification. Where 
I cannot be content, however, is 
when you suggest that these ideas 
can be put to use in real-life pro
gramming situations. It is clear 
that the very techniques which you 
profess are incompatible with ef
ficiency. Surely you do not argue 
that we should sacrifice efficiency 
for beauty in this case. That argu
ment is acceptable for the arts, but 
certainly not for more mundane 
matters. The Pythagoreans teach 
us that there is much beauty in a 
triangle, but you would not suggest 
that we make our wagon wheels 
from equilateral triangles. 

S·' Megma, you ask many questions 
at once. May I respond to one at 
a time, or shall I answer all at 
once? 

M: As you wish, Socrates. 

S: I thank you. I am quite happy for 
you, that your code never needs 
modification. You must indeed be 
blessed by the gods. And yet, was 
it not you who wrote the program 
which answers the questions put to 
the oracle at Delphi? 

M: Indeed, it was. That was done at 
the request of the oracle itself. The 
order was transmitted to me by the 
priestess, Eliza. 

S: A rare honor. Was it not decided 
recently that the oracle was pro-
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viding responses which were too 
depressing? 

M: Yes. And it was necessary to re
vise the program, so that the an
swers were· more cheerful. That 
was last year, Socrates, and every
one in Athens knows about it. I fail 
to see where you are leading. 

S: Then please bear with me. If this 
program needed to be revised, 
then was that not a modification? 

M: To be sure. 

S: But you told me that your pro
grams never needed to be modi
fied. I must admit that I am con
fused. 

M: I apologize, Socrates. You phi
losophers are always so precise. I 
meant that I never had to modify 
my programs. 

S: But then, how were these revisions 
done? Did the oracle itself dictate 
the correct code to you? 

M: Now I know that you are jesting, 
Socrates. We are all aware that the 
oracle has not passed the Turing 
test and could not be trusted to re
program itself. I simply gave the 
job to my assistant, Kobol. You 
know him, I am sure; he was in the 
group to which you were lectur
ing. 

S: Yes, he joined my group just this 
past month. By the way, Megma, 
I see that you are unfamiliar with 
my methods. I never lecture, as I 
am far too ignorant .. My purpose 
in forming these groups is only to 
ask questions, so that I can learn 
from others. 

M: A strange idea, Socrates. I, for one, 
have no such need. As a chief sys
tems designer and high priest, it is 
to me that people come for knowl
edge. 

S: Yes, I see that. But, to continue, 
I was speaking to Kobol and he 
told me that your code was as ex
cellent as anything he had ever 
seen. He said that it was fast and 
almost error-free. But he was sur
prised when you gave him that 
job, for he found that he had to re
write many parts of the system 
without being able to make use of 
your code. 

M: Did he tell you why, Socrates? 

s: He did. It seems that your code 
was so efficient that it was hard to 
see where to make the patch. And 
since it was written in the oracle's 
own language, he could not tell to 
what use you were putting many 
of the registers, or even what the 
logical flow of the program itself 
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was. 

M: I must admit that I never did fin
ish the documentation. But what 
is the point? Why do we have as
sistants, if not for such tasks? 

S· I hope to be able to answer that 
question, but first let me ask an
other. What did you do before you 
were wealthy; surely there was a 
time ·when you had no assistants. 
How did you manage then? 

M: Well, Socrates, my first job was in 
Sparta. I was hired by the govern
ment there to write the program 
which chooses their king. After I 
wrote the program, I took my 
earnings and came to Athens. So 
there was only one time when I 
could not afford assistants. As you 
know, the government in Sparta 
paid very well in those days. 

S: Yes, but now they have fallen on 
leaner times. I understand that 
they now have two kings. 

M: That is true. It happened soon af
ter I left. I've always wondered 
Why. . 

S: I was trying to see if there was 

ever a time when you yourself had 
to do the work that you now give 
to your assistants. I see, though, 
that you became rich too quickly 
for that to happen. Let me try a 
different approach. Is your busi
ness doing well? 

M: Indeed, it is. 

S: Is there ever a time when you have 
too much to do? 

M: In truth, Socrates, that does hap
pen. Right now, in fact, I am be
hind on a large project. 

S: Do you know how this happened? 
I assume that you do not like to 
miss deadlines. 

M:: I do not. It is a strange coinci
dence, but Kobol is involved in 
this, too. It took him so long to 
finish that project we were dis
cussing earlier that I could not 
start him on this one. 

S: You mean to say that if he had 
been able to modify the program 
in less time you would not be so 
far behind today? 

M: Yes. 

The program for the oracle at first produced too many depressing responses. 
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s: Would you say that he is a back
wards assistant, or that he shows 
some small talent? 

M: More than that. He is perhaps the 
most talented assistant I have ever 
had. .. 

S: So that it was not due to his 
stupidity that the modifications 
took so long? 

M: I cannot see how that could be the 
case. 

S: Where, then, could the problem 
have been? 

M: I do not know, Socrates. Can you 
enlighten me? 

S:: Perhaps you do know. If the fault 
was not with the programmer, or 
with the modifier, then what can 
be left? 

M: I know you do not want me to 
blame the machine, Socrates. 

S: Indeed, I would never suggest that 
anyone blame the machine. 

M: But then, I don't-oh, I see, you 
are suggesting that the program it
self could have been at fault. 

S: I suggest nothing, Megma. What do 
you think about the program? 

M: I see now, Socrates, how the pro
gram must be the culprit. For we 
cannot blame my assistant, and I 
trust that I myself am above sus
picion. 

S: No such suspicions ever entered 
my mind. 

M: Yes, I see now that some programs 
must be easier to modify than 
others. Of course, there is a price 
that we must pay for efficiency, 
and that is unmodifiable programs. 

S: Slow down, Megma, you think too 
quickly for me. We have, I think, 
agreed that the program must 
have been especially difficult to 
modify. But why do you then state 
that a program cannot be both ef
ficient and easy to modify? 

M:: But surely it is clear to you, Soc
rates. The two cannot coexist in 
one program. Let me reason as 
you so often do, by analogy. Con
sider the new confection that was 
introduced last year, the dark food 
that they call chocolate. And con
sider also another food, milk, 
with which we are all familiar. 
Surely you see that efficiency and 
modifiability are .like these two iIi 
being exactly opposite: one is dark 
and one is light; one is hard and 
one is soft. Certainly it is impossi
ble to conceive of combining the 
two in any way. 
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S: I grant what you say about foods, 
Megma, but I do not find the 
analogy a strong one, upon which 
we could build a tall argument. 

M: Explain to me, Socrates, how a 
program can be both modifiable 
and efficient. 

S: I cannot do that as easily as you 
can ask it. I fear that I do not know 
enough to convince one as expert 
as you are. I do not disagree with 
you, as you seem to think. Perhaps 
you can ~xplain to me in clearer 
terms what it is that makes the two 
inc om patible. 

M: I will try, Socrates. A program, 
to be efficient, must run quickly. It 
must use the best instruction at 
each step. It must use its storage 
without waste, never using two reg
isters when one will do. 

S: I will grant that this describes ef
ficiency in programs. 

M: To be modifiable, I see that a pro
gram must be structured, as you 
were teaching the students. But 
such a program, by your own ad
mission, must be readable. It must 
be easy to see why things are being 
done at all times. 

S: Yes, I am in agreement. But I fail 
to see the contrast. When you talk 
about efficiency you talk about the 
ways that the machine uses 
the program. When you talk about 
modifications, you refer to the pro
grammer. Where is the conflict? 

M: I can see why you are confused. 
Perhaps an example might help 
you. In the same program we were 
discussing earlier, for the oracle, 
there were many patches. It was 
necessary to write the code in the 
oracle's own language, and then, as 
errors were found, I had to add 
many patches to correct for them. 
I am sure that you understand, as 
any programmer would, how this 
makes for code which is not suited 
for mere mortals to read easily. 

S: I see what you mean. But did you 
not say that you had intended to 
document your program? 

M: I said that. 

S: Can you see that the modification 
task would have been easier if the 
documentation had been pre
pared? 

M: I cannot see that yet, Socrates. For 
the documentation would have 
shown the "ideal" program with 
actions in logical sequence. This 
would not help anyone read the 
code with all its patches. 

S: Megma, think on what you just 
said. There is an inconsistency 
there which I would not expect 
of an expert programmer such as 
yourself. 

M: Socrates, I do see it, and my face 
is red. You mean, of course, that 
I should document my programs 
as they actually are, not as they 
should be. This is a great revela
tion to me, Socrates., I am sure 
that it will help my business tre
mendously. I cannot know how to 
t~ank you. 

S:: Wait; Megma. I feel that I deserve 
no thanks at all, for I have been 
such a failure at explaining my 
thoughts to you. 

M: Socrates, that is not so. I see things 
much clearer now. 

S: Perhaps you do, but what you say 
does not indicate that to me. Un
less, perhaps, it is just my stupid
ity intruding again. 

M: Socrates, if what I say sounds 
wrong to you, I beg you to tell me 
how. Were we not trying to see 
how code could be produced 
which was both efficient and modi
fiable? And did you not make it 
clear to me that if I documented 
my code well, it could be both? 

S: There is truth to what you say, but 
I fear that you are like the Per
sians, who were so intent on travel
ing through the pass at Marathon 
that they did not see our soldiers 
on either side. 

M: Then show me how I err, Socrates. 

S: You do not err, Megma. You are 
just not paying heed to your own 
words. You said that the documen
tation you now have shows the 
ideal program with actions pre
sented logically. And you also said 
that the real program has many 
patches which make it much dif
ferent from the ideal. 

M: I said that, Socrates. 

S: Where my understanding fails 
me, Megma, is in this: why does 
the code not look more like the 
documentation? 

M: Now I am lost, Socrates. I cannot 
comprehend what you are saying. 

S: It is simply this, Megma. Could 
not the code itself be made to pro
ceed in logical ordering? Could not 
similar actions be grouped? In 
other words, if you can write the 
documentation to show how the 
actions should go, can you not 
write the code that way as well? 
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M: Now I perceive what you are say
ing, Socrates. It is an understand
able mistake for a lay person such 
as yourself. Not being a program
mer, you do not know how code 
is written. First, I write a rough 
outline of the final program. This 
is, you might say, a first approxi
mation. Then I test this code. 
Every time I find an error, I put 
in the patch which corrects it. 
Thus, when I am done, the final 
code is not in logical sequence as 
you would like to see it. 

S: But, can you-

M: I know what you are going to say, 
Socrates. Why not rewrite the 
code, so that it mimics the docu
mentation? Socrates, you must 
know that we programmers have 
a religious law, that we shall not 
touch working code. 

S:: That is not what I meant to ask, 
Megma. Rather, it was this: Could 
you not write the completed code 
at once? Let me ask, do you put 
in patches to correct for syntax 
errors? 

M: No, Socrates, we do not. It is only 
logical errors which require 

patches. 

S: Would it not be possible to write 
code so that there were only syn
tax errors on your first approxi
mation? Would that not be a way 
to achieve our goal, and blend 
modifiability with efficiency? 

M: I now perceive a great light, Soc
rates. Is it what you are suggesting 
that to take more care in the de
sign of the program is a way to 
achieve our goal? I see that this is 
one way out of the difficulty. For, 
if we devoted more time to design
ing our program, before coding 
it, then we might get, to use my 
analogy again, a sort of chocolate 
milk. 

S: And would not the time lost in de
sign be made up when it carrie to 
debugging? 

M: I perceive that it would indeed, 
Socrates. This has been an enlight
ening talk to me, and I must rush 
off to think about what we have 
said. 

S:, I was only too glad to talk with 
you, Megma. 

M: I am afraid that our talk was not 
satisfying to you, Socrates? 

S: Why do you say that, Megma? 

M: Well, we were going to talk about 
Structured Programming, but all 
we ended up doing was talking 
about how I could write bet
ter programs. Perhaps some other 
time we could talk about what you 
want. 0 

Dr. Geller is an assistant professor 
in the School of Advanced Technol
ogy of the State Univ. of New York 
at Binghamton, where he claims to 
have recently mOdified the, PL/l 
compiler to accept the COME 
FROM statement. He is also a 
member of EthnoTech, Inc., a con
sulting consortium specializing in 
continuing education for program
mers, and the author of "Structured 
Programming in APL." 

Our new high-performance, automatic loading" fourth gen
eration magnetic tape subsystem. We call it the Life Preser
ver because it brings new breadth to your Honeywell Series 
200 or 2000 Computer System. 

Enhancing it with a range of features and options you 
can't find anywhere else-even from Honeywell. Allowing it 
to continue to do everything it's been doing ... while enab
ling it to tackle those jobs you've always wanted to do. But 
COUldn't. 

Until now. 
Until Formation, Inc., e'ngineered a magnetic tape sub

system that's plug-compatible with your Honeywell 200 or 
2000 Computer System. Including eight Honeywell-equivalent 
modes, such as seven-channel (at 200, 556 or 800 bpi), and 
nine channel (800 bpi NRZ or 1600 bpi PE) ... and at speeds 
from 70 to 150 ips. 

It's all available on the same controller, it's software-com
patible with the Series 200 and 2000 systems, and it utilizes 
that same software to be industry-compatible with S-6000, 
EBCDIC, and ASCII tapes. 

For Honeywell 
200 & 2000 Systems. 

If you w'ant to preserve the substantial programming in
vestment in your Honeywell Series 200 or 2000 Computer 
System, if you'd like to improve performance, reliability and 
maintainability, and if you want some room to grow beyond 
all that, we think our magnetic tape subsystem is the Life 
Preserver you've been looking for. 

From FORMATION. 
We're Formation. And we deliver proven peripheral sub

systems for RCA Spectra/Univac Series 70, RCA 3301, DEC 

W. One computer Drive 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
609/424/1713 
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You golla believe! 

The 8400 Datacassette. 
A new digital cassette recorder. 

Technically superior, yellow priced. 
Slightly unbelievable. 

But true. 

The price. 
As low as $889.00 in OEM quantities. 

Complete. 

The standard features: 
High storage-145,OOO characters per cassette 

Full remote /control 
High speed search-1000 c/s* 

Edit features-character and line correction * 
Partial rewind, code controlled* 

Remote interrupt feature 
Selectable speeds-llO/300/1200/2400 Baud 

CR delay, automatic sensing 
Code transparent (BINARy) mode 

Re-transmission feature * 
Terminal and Modem/CPU interfaces 

Fast 120 IPS rewind speed 
Fully buffered for high reliability 

and recording precision * 

(*Features unique to the 8400) 

The new 8400 Datacassette from Techtran. 
Technically superior, yet low priced. 

Slightly unbelievable. 
But.true. 

For further iriformation: 

Techl,an 
INDUSTRIES INC 

580 Jefferson Road, Rochester, New York 14623 (716) 271-7953 Chicago, Illinois (312) 671~3220 
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Sales and Service Offices: New York, Washington, D.C., Houston, St. Louis, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. 
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By overlaying contemporary hardware 
on an obsolete telephone network, GM built 
what may be the world's largest teleprocessing system. 

GM'S PARTS 
ORDERING SYSTEM by David A. Barr 

As most car owners know, the problem 
of getting parts for a recalcitrant auto
mobile when the dealer's out of stock 
can often be an exercise in frustration, 
frequently ,compounded by long peri
ods of anxiety. To expedite the parts 
ordering. process for customers served 
by more than 4,500 participating deal
ers throughout the country, General 
Motors Parts Div. has built a nation
wide multiplexed data communications 
network which some observers believe 
may be the world's largest teleprocess
ing system. 

Called RAPID (for Remote Automat
ic Parts Input for Dealers) the GM tele
pro~essing network brings eight IBM 

360 computer systems located in four 
regions and a 370 computer, located 
in Flint, Mich., to the parts depart
ments of GM auto and truck dealers. 

N ow accommodating more than 
4,500 terminals spread across the na
tion, and capable of being expanqed to 
handle a total of more than 12,000 in 
the months to come, this massive data 
network evolved from overlaying con
temporary communications technology 
on an older, established framework. 

In this respect, the GM team assigned 
to deal with the RAPID, project had to 
consider two important factors: First 
was the fact that each General Motors 
division is an autonomous profit center 
which must weigh all aspects of invest
ment, risk, and return on investment 
before embarking on any project. (The 
present General Motors Parts Div. 
which holds responsibility for RAPID 

operations, represents the amalgama
tion of separate parts organizations 
which previously served the five GM 

auto divisions and the GM Truck and 
Coach Div.) Second was the obviou~ 
need to make the best possible utiliza
tion of a nationwide system which was 
already operational, using leased tele
phone lines, foreign exchange (FX) 
lines, and a few low-speed asynchro
nous time-division multiplexors. 

Briefly, the objectives outlined by the 
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GM RAPID team were to: 
1. reduce total data communications 

costs. 
2. improve network reliability 
3. improve network manageability 
4. create a framework for orderly 

growth and change. 

Concentrators vs. multiplexors 
With these objectives in mind, there 

were two principal approaches that 
could be considered as means of opti
mizing the network, its computer re
sources and most of its ,communica
tions facilities. These were, simply; the 
use of either programmed concentra
tors or sophistkated, time-division 
multiplexors to facilitate the handling 
of data traffic moving from thousands 
of terminals into 28 parts distribution 
and remote job entry centers, and from 
there into four major regional process
ing centers, and from there, in some 
cases, to a central processing site. 

The application of concentrators to 
the problem would have required a 
major undertaking in rewriting existing 
software and upgrading a large num-

ber of RJE terminals, because theap;.. 
plications software had evolved over a 
number of years and had been highly 
optimized for its ,cpu/ terminal envi
ronment. 

But the applicability of time-division 
multiplexors was also questioned be:-: 
cause the existing communications sys
tem used two synchronous communi-
cations line protocols; binary syn
chronous and ST.R (6-bit transc.ode), 
which would have to be intermixed 
with asynchronous protocoL In addi
tion, the system had been optimized 
for the terminal-modem-phone line
modem-270X environment which pre~ 
sented some very tight timing con
straints. 

Analysis indicated that time-division 
multiplexors, which would not only 
accommodate existing protocol and si
multaneously handle synchronous and 
asynchronous data traffi,c but would 
also operate nationally synchronized in 
a "masterclocked" mode to minimize 
network delays, could be implemented 
quickly and meet all of GMPD'S objec
tives. 

Terminals in 4,500 GM parts departments are the base of a communications hierarchy 
which includes 29 cpu's at parts warehouses, at least eight more at four regional cen
ters, and one at the GM Parts Div. headquarters in Flint. 
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The RAPID system now accommo
dates anywhere from three to four mil
lion orders for individual parts re
ceived each month from dealers who 
have elected to be plugged into the 
network through teleprinters installed 
in their parts departments. These deal
ers are now able to advise their cus
tomers as to the availability of parts for 
their vehicles within one hour, and 
they can fill any order from parts 
stocked in parts warehouses within 24 
hours. In addition, parts that must be 
shipped from the headquarters facili
ties in Flint are in the dealers' hands 
within as little as four days. 

In some cases, dealers enjoy the 
same-day delivery of parts shipped 
from warehouse or distribution centers 
located 40 miles or more from their 
shops. They also frequently have or
ders filled only a few hours after the 
parts managers submit their orders. 

There are additional benefits for 
dealers as well as car owners. For ex
ample, the network serves to expedite 
warranty service because, in addition 
to submitting parts order entry data, 

. dealers are able to transmit warranty 
claims information directly to the OM 
Parts Div. This service provides dealers 
with immediate verification of OM ac
ceptance of a claim for warranty ser
vice, and they can receive credit for 
parts issued under warranty service 
within four or five days, instead of four 
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to six weeks. This not only eliminates 
potential delays on warranty service 
for new car owners but also eradicates 
dealer bookkeeping problems. 

At least 38 mainframes 
As it stands today, the RAPID telepro-

cessing network is overlaid on an orga
nizational alignment of parts ware
houses called Parts Distribution Cen
ters (PDC) and data processing centers 
called Area Processing Centers (APCS). 

The PDC is a parts warehouse serving 
OM dealers in specific geographic areas. 
The network links 29 of these centers 
with its 4,500-plus participating deal
ers. Each PDC is equipped with an RJE 
terminal, either an IBM 360/20 or an 
IBM 1130 processor with several 110 
bpsautoanswer dial-up ports; the num
ber of the ports available at any PDC 
depends on dealer traffic for a given 
distribution center. The 360/20 pro
cessors use STR communication proto
col (6-bit TRANSCODE), a code whkh 
preGeded the IBM bisynch protocol 
used by the 1130 processor. Asyn
chronous data bound for the Area Pro
cessing Centers from the dealer termi
nals and synchronous data from the 
RJE terminals at the PDCs are multi
plexed and cascaded to an APC over a 
single telephone line by Computer 
Transmission Corp. 2100 Series time
division multiplexors, which are in
stalled in the PDCS and APCS (See Fig. 
1.) 

Number of RAPID dealer ports 
varies. Three are shown 

Fig. 1. A dealer's parts order is routed through his nearest parts distribution center, 
such as in Chicago or Indianapolis, to an area processing center, such as the one in 
st. Louis. The APe checks all its local distribution centers for the parts and may for
ward the order to the division's headquarters cpu in Flint. 
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The Area Processing Centers are re
gional centers equipped with either two 
IBM 360/40s or a 360/40 and a 360/ 
50 which are on-line to the IBM 370 
processor at the Parts Div. headquar
ters in Flint, via a 4800 bps telephone 
line, using bisynch protocol. (This 370 
processor is not directly accessible by 
dealers, although it may be made 
available to them in the near future.) 
There are four Area Processing Cen
ters in RAPID, each of which provides 
the order processing support for a 
group of PDCS. APCS are located in At
lanta, Oakland, Calif., Newark, and St. 
Louis. 

For dealers, the network's operation 
is transparent. For all intents and pur
poses, each dealer has direct access to 
the APC computer, and the parts service 
man who actually places the order 
needs no specialized training to com-
municate with it. . 

Typically, parts department person
nel prepare their orders on paper tape 
on the tty, then dial a local number to 
reach the distribution center which 
regularly supplies their parts. Incoming 
data from dealers is mUltiplexed along 
with RJE data for the PDC. This com
bined data stream is transmitted to an 
APC through a single modem over a 
leased telephone line operating at ei
ther 2400 bps or 4800 bps, depending 
on the number of computer ports pro
vided. 

In some cases, 7200 bps lines are 
used for tandem operations. In this 
situation, traffic from one PDC is 
routed through a second PDC, instead 
of going directly to the APC. Data from 
both PDCS are mUltiplexed and trans
mitted in tandem to the appropriate 
APc, to provide line savings. 

At the Area Processing Center, 
another 2100 Series Multitran demul
tiplexes incoming PDC data streams, 
routing the traffic to the center's 360/ 
40 processors through either a Memo
rex 1270, an IBM 3705 or an IBM 2701 
communications controller. 

The RJE data from the PDCS are also 
demultiplexed and either routed to one 
of the APC computers for processing or 
sent on to OMPD headquarters at Flint. 

After receiving the parts orders from 
the dealers, the APC automatically 
checks stored data on the inventories 
contained at all the PDCS within its 
region to determine if the needed parts 
can be supplied by any of these cen
ters, starting, of course, with the PDC 
nearest the dealer, then moving on to 
the next closest, and so on. 

If an order cannot be filled from one 
of the distribution centers within an 
APC'S jurisdiction, the APC. processor 
forwards unfilled portions of the order 
to the central 3701155 processor at 
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Flint, which in turn automatically de
termines if the needed parts are 
stocked at other locations, such as the 
Michigan parts plants. The GMPO pro
cessor will also survey other APe pro
cessors if necessary, so that wanted 
parts may be shipped from an APe area 
other than that serving the ordering 
dealer. 

Occasionally, a desired part may not 
be stocked in inventory, in which case. 
GMPO headquarters calls for the part to 
be manufactured and dispatched to the 
dealer originating the order. The dealer 
is notified of the scheduled delivery 
date. 

Once a dealer's order has been pro
cessed through the network, the APe 
automatically transmits answerback 
information to the dealer's terminal via 
OutWATS (Bell's outgoing wide area 
telephone service). The answerback 
contains such data as the packing slip 
number and detailed information ,con
cerning all the parts ordered, includ
ing where the parts are being shipped 
from, whether the part number has 
been changed recently, and if so, the 
new part immber. 

The built-in feature for updating 
parts numbers provides the dealer with 
an additional advantage. For example, 
in cases where parts numbers have 
changed and the' dealer's order cites 
outdated numbers, the' APe automat
ically updates the number and notifies 
the dealer in the answerback. In many 
cases, dealers have found needed parts 
in their own stockrooms after being 
made aware of such changes. 

Continuous error-checking is anoth
er built-in feature of the network. 
RAPID incorporates a trouble-shooting 
system which monitors all network 
components, isolating and identifying 
faults whkh' might crop up between 
APes and .poes. This involves the appli
cation of Checktran test sets which are 
installed at all four APes to 'test net
work components concurrent with 
(and transparent to) data being trans
mitted, continuously looping signals to 
the poe mUltiplexors, monitoring er
rors by time periods on communica
tions lines. 

However, there are several far
reaching advantages for all· concerned 
with RAPID operations, including obvi
ous benefits to dealers who no longer 
need maintain extensive stocks of low
volume, big-ticket parts. 

Another benefit for General Motors 
is the savings realized in equipment 
and telephone line costs, through hav- ' 
ing the multiplexor equipment use 
existing hardware and software. For 
example, the multiplexors incorporated 
into RAPID are flexible enough to han
dle any communications code, such as 
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the outdated STR protocol, as well as 
any facility speed. In addition, supple
mentary multiplexor modules can be 
added at any poe or APe installation as 
the need arises. The multiplexor net
work also alleviates the need for multi
ple telephone lines to serve tty and RJE 
traffic between poes and APes. 

12,000 phone lines? 
Equally significant is the fact that 

the alternative solution to the imple
mentation of a mUltiplexed network 
carried implications of heavy expendi
tures for manpower as well as telephone 
lines and equipment. 

The alternative available at the time 
RAPID evolved was simply having peo
ple call in and give their orders over 
the telephone. Because RAPID was be
ing geared to handle 75% of the vol
ume from 12,000 dealers, this ap
proach would have entailed massive 
expenditures and facilities not only for 
communications equipment but for the 
people required to answer. those tele
phones and process the orders as well. 

Originally, however, RAPID began as 
a test program comprising a few deal
ers in a limited area, using private tele
phone lines and some asynchronous 
multiplexed 1200 baud lines for the 
teleprinter traffic, and two networks, 
'one for tty input and one for WATS out. 
However, this was long before the evo
lution of the GM Parts Div. and the 
advent of integrated digital communi-' 
cations serving dealers for all divisions. 

The first field-testing of the initial 
concept began about six years ago, us
ing some GM dealers in Newark. 
About. a year later, the service was 
offered to all Newark area dealers; 

At that time, RAPID was still basically 
a short-range tool, and participating 
dealers for some time to ,come resorted 
to the telephone to place orders and 
receive either confirmation or informa
tion on how the various segments of 
the order might be accommodated
by manufacturing or searching 
through distant parts inventories. 

However, RAPID spread quickly 
throughout the East, gaining about 50 
participating dealers a month. 

Up to 1969, parts distribution was 
under separate car division ,control. In 
1969, and continuing through 1974, 
these responsibilities were consolidated 
within the newly organized GM Parts 
Div. 

With the creation of the division and 
a nationwide distribution system, GM 
addressed the problem of data commu
nications between dealers, pries and 
APeS. 

The decision was made to seek an 
alternative to the private telephone' 
lines; the limited-performance, low-

speed asynchronous multiplexors and, 
eventually, the tty-in, WATS-out net
works. 

By fall of 1973, previous multiplex
ing equipment had been replaced, re
dundant lines eliminated and bidirec
tional communications provided on all 
lines. 

The network was built in a very 
short time. First installations were 
made approximately nine weeks after 
the order was placed by GM, and the 
final phase was completed eleven 
months from the date of the order. 

The GM RAPID project team con
sisted of only three members of the 
GMPO computer operations department 
staff. This was probably the key factor 
in the sUoccess of the project; these peo
ple were deeply involved with the 
users, understood their problems, and 
were able to effectively communicate 
with them; this was vital considering 
the myriad of small, but annoying, lo
gistical and technical problems that 
could (and did) occur in a conversion 
of this magnitude. 

The resulting network made use of 
existing equipment that included data 
sets from four different manufacturers, 
a· variety of central processing units 
and communications processors, along 
with synchronous and asynchronous 
terrriinals and telephone lines of vary
ing data speeds. 

Plans are now being considered to 
provide telecom links between dealers 
and the Flint cpu, via poe and APe 
multiplexors, and to enable the APes 
to make return calls to dealers and the 
poes they service via the multiplexed 
links, instead of through W ATS lines, 
thereby further reducing long distance 
calls. 0 

Mr. Barr is vice president, market
ing, for Computer Transmission 
Corp. (TRAN). His previous posi
tions were with Honeywell in sys
tems and sales, with Drakes Hotels 
as director of management infor
mation, and with Executive Com
puter Systems as director of cus
tomer operations and product de
velopment. 
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'filE SL1\Sn 4 VMS. It's Time-Sharing PLUS .... 
.. , Data Base Management ... Data A.cquisition ... 

Real-Time Control ... Multi-Level Batch. And all can be 
conligured to operate concurrentl~. Or independentl~ .It depends 

on ~our needs. What makes all thiB possible is our exceptionall~ 
efficient operating s~stem. VULCAN. With its Bi-Entrant 
Processors. Demand Paging. Remote Job Entr~. Multi-Tasking. 

And Multi-Programming· Along with VULCAN, ~ou have a multi-task 
oriented architecture boasting the d~namic use of memoJ1 
allocation that virtuall~ eliminates software penalties. Then 
there is a wide selection of peripherals. And a range from9SK 

to 76S1\. b~es of memor~. 
/ 

All thiB makes the SL1\Sn 4 VMS efficient. 

Ettective. EXllandable. And Usable. 
Because it does the lob ~ou want it to. With ease· 
For more information on wh~ the SL1\Sn 4 VMS is 

the Usable Computer S~stem, write Rarris Computer S~stems 
Division, 1200 Gatewa~ Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309. 
In Europe, write Techmation N.V., Gebouw 105/1OS. 

Schiphol-Oost, The Netherlands. 

_ • A. ~QIS m CONlNlUNlCA-noNS AND ~-w~~ 
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Why Crime Pays Less Than Ever 
In Lake County, Illinois: 

INCOTERM:· 

In an inflationary economy, it's nice to see someone 
holding the line on the wages of sin. 

That's what they're doing at the Lake County 
Sheriff's Office. With a little help from INCOTERM. 
A powerfullNCOTERM SPD@10/20 Intelligent Display 
terminal serves as controller for 50-odd mobile tele
printers in local and county police cars covering 
nearly 500 square miles of northern Illinois. 

The officers on the road call in verbal reports and 
queries; they get hard-copy responses right in the 
cruisers. For the first time, police can receive such 
transmissions with. no risk of unauthorized 
interception. 

At the other end, INCOTERM ties into the Illinois 
LEADS system in Springfield, to access the state's 
fast-growing criminal data bank ... about crimes, 
about vehicles, about stolen property, about guns. 

Through INCOTERM, the officer on the street can 
also communicate with law enforcement agencies 
in surrounding states-Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana, 
Kentucky-over the high-speed lines of the new 
ALECS system. And INCOTERM also ties him into 
the NCIC system of the FBI. 

Even if a suspect is seated in the cruiser beside 
the officer when the return message comes in, 
INCOTERM screens the information in the station 
house first to permit the encoding of data critical 
to the officer's safety. 

And it does all this while cutting typical trans
mission times in half. Plus ... the built-in INCOTERM 
memory lets the officer in the car interrupt incoming 
messages for emergency voice transmission
without missing a word. 

INCOTERM: 
More Power 
To Your 
Tertninal. 

~'?~'i,'?r?:~RAd® 
6 Strathmore Road 
Natick, Massachusetts 01760 
Tel. (617) 655-6100 
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By converting to remote job entry service, smaller dp shops save 
money, speed turnaround, cut headaches-and can use specialized software 

WHO NEEDS 
A COMPUTER? 

Today's manager needs timely and ac
curate information to base his business 
decisions and corporate strategy on. 
The data processing function primarily 
has the responsibility to provide this 
service to management. Unfortunately, 
although the promise of data process
ing may be great, the actuality is often 
not. 

We at Crompton & Knowles' Chem
icals Group have gone through a very 
e~citing and rewarding experience for 
the past thirty months-namely shift
ing our dp activities to a computer 
organization with Remote Job Entry 
(RJE) service. You might say that we 
have a 360/85 computer in our office 
and love it. With it, we can provide 
management with needed information 
in very little time. Furthermore, we use 
the computer when we want to, and as 
much as our needs demand. I consider 
this "demand processing" to be one of 
the most promising developments in dp 
today. In the future, I think we shall 
see more large computer utilities ser
vicing many small-to-medium sized 
users with RJE for everyday commer
cial work. And the user will find RJE 

more economical, in most cases, than 
having an in-house computer. 

Our applications 
Previously, our company was 

known as Intracolor, and was owned 
by clBA/Geigy. (It was sold to Cromp
ton & Knowles in 1971.) Intracolor 
supplied dyestuffs and chemicals to the 
textile, paper, leather and other miscel
laneous industries such as soap and 
detergent manufacturers. 

As part of the CIBAI Geigy organiza
tion, our applications were processed 

. on the parent company's System/360 
Model 50. This was a DOS system with 
256K, 2314 discs, two 1403 printers, 
two card readers and eight tape drives. 
We were not especially advanced in the 
state of the art, but we did have an 
. excellent working relationship with our 
parent company, although it was 32 
miles to the data center. Submission 
procedures were straightforward with 
keypunch sheets and computer paper 
tapes sent by mail from locations· at 
Fair Lawn, N.J., Providence, R.I., and 
Chicago, Ill. Response from our corpo
rate group was good and turnaround 
was acceptable, but there were always 
a number of reruns. Also, when we 

November, 1974 

had specific large projects to be han
dled, we often had conflicts of priority 
at the corporate dp location for sys
tems analysis, programming, and extra 
computer time. 

Costs were, of course, charged back 
to the Intracolor Div. We spent about 
$7,0001 month including charges for, 
among others, maintenance program
ming, systems analysis and program
ming, and computer use. As a result, 
we gained a good understanding of our 
out-of-pocket dp costs, which were 
lower than those charged on the open 
market. 

Listed below are most of the appli
cations handled for us by the corporate 
computer, accounting for over 300 
programs. The list shows the volume of 
reporting as well as our division's de
pendence on these reports. (Many of 
these systems were quite sophisticated 
when they were installed in 1967 to 
1969.) 
Daily 

sales processing 
file maintenance 
accounts receivable update 
inventory update 
pur,chases update 

Weekly 
inventory reporting and tracking 

sales vs. forecast 
accounts receivable report 
trial balance (AIR) 

Monthly 
open purchase orders and purchase 

variance . 
accounts receivable trial balance and 

critical accounts 
aocounts receivable statements 
financial sales closing and cost re

ports (5) 
financial inventory closing, cost and 

transaction reports (10) 
sales history and analysis reports 

(11 ) 
Quarterly & Miscellaneous 

purchase order writing 
sales forecasting and requirements 

(4) 
distribution system replenishment 

report 
customer potential 
customer profitability 
salesmen's call reporting 
sales budgeting 
Prior to the sale of Intracolor, our 

department looked after product and 
customer file maintenance, and control 

by H. Lawrence Abbott 
of data flowing to the computer center. 
In addition to regular reports, we fur
nished management with special re
ports such as on annual purchases, 
sales .tax, and royalties. We were not 
involved in payroll, accounts payable 
or general accounting since these were 
corporate systems. 

Our dp staff consisted of a super
visor of business information who 
maintained the division's product mas
ter and handled all sales analysis, 
a systems information coordinator 
(II 0), and a recording clerkl typist 
who was responsible for maintaining 
the ,customer files, and I. When we 
learned our division would be pur
chased but not who the purchaser 
would be or what his dp capabilities 
were, we couldn't make long range 
plans other than to prepare for a move 
to another data center. We did hire a. 
programmerl analyst, however, who 
would be responsible for this move. 

Buying time 
When Intracolor was purchased by 

Crompton & Knowles on Nov. 1, 
1971, we had approximately two to 
three months to prepare for the trans
fer to the new data center. Some 
tough, important decisions had to be 
made quickly. The Chemical Group, 
which we were to join, had a facility at 
Reading, Pa. with a 16K Honeywell 
115 and five tape drives. This installa
tion did accounting, accounts payable, 
payroll, manufacturing inventory con
trol, bill of materials, accounts receiv
able, sales analysis and billing. There 
was little possibility of quickly expand
ing this installation to handle our sales, 
inventory, or AIR. As a consequence, 
we were faced with a very pressing 
question: What shall we do with our 
existing workload? 

We decided to split the workload 
into three components. The first in
volved shifting our accounting and ac
counts payable into the system's stream 
at Reading, and this was easily accom
plished. The payroll was farmed out to 
a payroll service. But for the balance 
of our work-principally the accounts 
receivable, inventory control forecast
ing, sales budgets and sales analysis
we considered renting time or using a 
service organization. We wanted to set 
up a viable dp plan which would stand 
the test of time and allow ample oppor-
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tunities for applications. Using com
puter utilization reports" we mapped 
out our computer time requirements 
load, excluding accounting, payroll, 
and accounts payable. This amounted 
to 80 hours of 360/50 time per month, 
but on a day-to-day basis, it varied 
from a half hour to eight to ten hours a 
day at month-end. (We still do about 
one-third of our month's billing, for 
example, in the first week of the 
month.) This bumpy load was of con
cern to us and would later be a factor 
in our decision to go to RJE. 

We knew we would need to aug
ment the existing staff, and planned to 
hire a computer operations coordi
nator and one keypunch operator only, 
since our major card input comes from 
a tape-to-card converter. Both were to 
start work Jan. 2, 1972. We also ar
ranged to fill the programmer position 
in March. 

By mid-November, we were in a 
position to search for dp services that 
would help us meet our tight deadlines 
and provide a good enough level of 
service so we would not need our own 
computer installation. We had a pro
gram, our financial inventory or '200' 
stream, that we wanted to use for 
benchmarking purposes. (It consisted 
of 13 programs, used both tape and 
ISAM files, and took 11/2 hours on the 
System/ 360 Model 50.) 

At the time of Intracolor's sale, 
Crompton & Knowles retained a con
sultant to review the existing corporate 
effort. Since we were actively bench
marking the '200' stream at local Sys
tem/360 Model 30, 40, and 50 instal
lations, the consultant suggested we 
consid~r RJE. We contacted SDL for 

this since ClBA/ Geigy had previously 
used them. (SDL is an Ottawa-based 
company which offers services using a 
360/85.) We did not fully understand 
on-line RJE and were apprehensive 
about dealiQg with an organization 
whose computer was so remote from 
our own location. However, the fact 
that SDL had aNew York office with 
representatives, technical counselors, 
and a back-up 360/20-type terminal 
allayed our fears. 

Advantages over batch 
After the initial meeting and presen

tation, a schedule was established for 
benchmarking. Since we were a DOS 
operation, we tried our programs un
der os using a DOS simulator. The re
sults were most encouraging: 13 min
utes run time compared to 11;2 hours. 
The resulting costs, particularly of the 
benchmark, reassured us that RJE was 
the right approach. There were also 
these other favorable considerations: 

1. Since demand was bumpy, we 
would not have to worry about 
prescheduling time. 

2. With a terminal on our premises, 
we would have the equivalent of 
an in-house computer without 
the personnel and site costs. 

3. We would be in complete con
trol of our runs and not depen
dent on a disinterested operator 
to run the jobs correctly. 

4. We could devote our limited 
personnel resources to applica
tions (once converted) rather 
than operations. 

5. Turnaround time would be fast 
with the large computer. 

JUNE 1973 

Once the decision was made to go 
with SDL, orders were quickly placed 
for a Badger DTs-lOO terminal and 
2000 baud reverse FX (foreign ex
,change) line to Ottawa. The dataset, 
terminal and line were all scheduled 
for delivery in mid-January, and in the 
meantime, we used the vendor's data 
center in New York City. The reverse 
FX line proved handy since we could go 
off-line with the terminal and, for the 
price of a local call, talk to the tech
nical counselors or console operators 
in Ottawa. 

The conversions 
There was a great deal of initial 

detailed planning to do. Essentially, we 
divided our operations into daily, 
weekly, biweekly, monthly, quarterly 
and semiannual program streams, and 
attacked the ,conversions in that order. 
This gave us some maneuverability 
since we could keep our monthly 
processing and year-end quarterly 
processing at the ClBA/ Geigy data cen
ter until the end of January. 

Because our terminal and line were 
not scheduled to be operational until 
Jan. 21, our systems/ analyst, the oper
ations coordinator, an outside consul
tant/ programmer, and I went to Ot
tawa for a week of formalJcL and 
introduction to os instruction. 

By the end of January, conversion 
of the daily and weekly programs ap
peared in order, and we arranged to 
have the ending files copied and deliv
ered by hand to Ottawa. We planned 
to implement and run using the DOS 
simulator. Since our programs con
tained many console messages that had 

Monthly $ Effects of 

At Fair Lawn At Reading Total 

leased equipment 

high-speed service 

low-speed service 

storage 

300 Ipm terminal 
data entry 

systems activity 
systems occupancy 
operator activity 
software usage 

tape 
on-line 

No. of jobs processed/month by SOL (b) 
cpu plus 110 time. 
cpu time 

(b) normally 2 million lines/month are processed 

$1,176 
521 

$1,697 

$2,873 
2,083 

331 
85 

$5,372 

$ 279 
1,140 

$1,419 

Honeywell 115 
data entry 

$4,223 
278 

$4,501 

Total Service from SOL 
Total OP Costs 

$ 6,198 

$ 5,372 

$ 1,419 
$ 6,791 
$12,979 

841 
13.7 hours 

1.5 hours 

Table 1: Costs were lower after consolidating the Fair Lawn and Reading RJE centers, 
even though more work was being processed and additional low-speed services had been 
added. Some of the difference might have been due to an abnormally low level of use by 
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to be removed anyway, we estimated it 
would take only two to three days 
longer per program to convert to os 
and save the simulator overhead. So we 
converted to os, except for the '200' 
stream which SOL had used for the 
benchmark. 

Some glitches 
Transition was extremely smooth, 

and things went well until the end of 
February. Then it happened! Suddenly 
inventory appeared in the wrong prod
uct and at the wrong location. The 
balancing programs indicated every
thing was fine, but this was obviously 
not the case! After we worked on the 
problem unsuccessfully at our end, the 
vendor brought in one of its technical 
experts from Toronto. What happened 
was that the DOS COBOL F programs 
when compiled for os caused changes 
in several of the symbolic keys as they 
were being built by the program. As a 
consequence, when the file was being 
written, the product reference may not 
have been on the proper product or 
location. By the time this problem was 
fixed, it was the end of March and we 
had to rerun February and March data 
to correct past errors. With access to a 
System/360 Model 85 and its tremen
dous capacity, we did these reruns in a 
week and a half. The availability of 
(ast turn-around, on both compiles and 
regular processing, allowed us to meet 
our schedule. 

Another problem occurred each 
month. We had trouble with the '200' 
stream under simulation. Since this 
was a program problem, we decided to 
convert the program that gave us the 
problem so that by year-end, the '200' 

stream would also be os. Admittedly, 
our conversion costs were considerable 
because we were converting "on the 
run" with only half the programs run 
in parallel. 

We had only two programmers, 
both new to the company, and pro
grams four to five years old that were 
not efficient on the third generation 
computers. During the conversion 
process, we had the usual requests for 
information not covered by our library 
of report programs; For these, we re
lied on a retrieval and data base pack
age called OATAMAN that was available 
from SOL. Once our files were defined, 
we were able to write a new retrieval 
report, debug it and have it working in 
about an hour with the 85's fast turn
around. Other packages such as 
WATFIV helped in debugging several 
FORTRAN programs. 

Having made the transition to an 
outside organization, we were then 
able to get on with the serious business 
at hand. The supervisor of our systems 
programming section headed the con
version effort. He determined from the 
detailed accounting statistics from the 
85 that there were a great many ineffi
ciencies in our programs. As a conse
quence, we were paying quite a bit 
more to run the jobs than we had 
anticipated. ACCOUNTP AK, the service's 
billing algorithm, provided us with 
weekly accounting statistics which al
lowed us to pinpoint those jobs that 
were most costly to run. It was then an 
easy matter to concentrate our atten
tion on optimizing these particular 
jobs. The results were gratifying. 

Just as we were getting our heads 
above water with the ,conversion to Os, 

Consolidating RJE Centers 
JUNE 1974 

management decided to unify the Al
thouse Div. (at Reading) and Intra
color into the Dyes and Chemicals 
Div. We proceeded to eliminate re-' 
dundancy between the operations. All 
sales analysis and history, accounts re
ceivable and distribution inventory 
work was consolidated into the Fair 
Lawn SOL operations, and the payroll 
system at Reading was revised to in
clude the former Intracolor payroll on 
Jan. 1, 1973. 

By the end of September, conversion 
of all daily, weekly, monthly and quar
terly programs was completed. In 
addition, we added one or two new 
systems, combined operations with the 
Althouse Div. and absorbed their sales 
history, accounts receivable and fin
ished goods inventory files. Even with 
this added volume and programming 
changes, we began to reap the true 
benefits of our RJE operation during 
the fourth quarter. We ,contracted for 
a terminal plan and pegged our month
ly payment at $9,000. 

To our great pleasure, we began 
building credits of $500 per month. As 
we reviewed our costlier jobs, as iden
tified in the charge by ACCOUNTP AK for 
each job, we were able to make addi
tional changes to further reduce our 
operating costs. We then approximated 
the costs charged by CIBA/ Geigy 
which, incidentally, could not have 
been matched by local computer instal
lations just selling machine time. 

It was at this point that we looked at 
the $4,200 monthly rent for the H115. 
A technical representative estimated 
that we ,could convert these programs 
in four man-months and run at an 
estimated cost of $1,900 to $2,950 per 

Fair Lawn Accounts Reading Accounts Total 

high-speed service 

low-speed service 

storage 

600 Ipm terminal 
crt (low-speed) 

systems activity 
systems occupancy 
operator activity 
software usage 

terminal connect 
systems activity 
systems occupancy 
I/O 

tape 
on-line 

No. of jobs processed/month by SOL (b) 
cpu plus I/O time 
cpu time 

(a) low-speed service not available in 1973 
(b) normally 2 million lines/ month are processed 

$1.761 
110 

$1,871 

$2,216 
1,527 

291 
35 

$4,069 

$ 285 
56 
35 
14 

$ 390 

$ 326 
1,442 

$1,768 

(a) data entry 

systems activity 
systems occupancy 
operator activity 
software usage 

tape 
on-line 

$ 625 
$ 625 

$ 916 
752 
123 

13 
'$1,804 

$ 96 
559 

'$ 
Total Service from SOL 
Total OP Costs 

655 

systems personnel in June 1974, but the conclusion of more jobs for less money is ac
curate in spite of this abnormality. 

November, 1974 

$ 2,496 

$ 5,873 

$ 390 

$ 2,423 
$ 8,686 
$11,182 

960 
15.4 hours 

1.7 hours 
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month. With the cost of a terminal at 
$1,100 and communications figured at 
$500 per month, our estimated costs 
could be: slightly higher than that of 
the in-house machine. Conversion 
would involve an extra expenditure for 
training and parallel running of about 
$15,000. Having Reading on RJE also 
would give us the following additional 
advantages, which we felt would more 
than offset any added costs: 

1. reduction in overtime 
2. earlier month-end closings 
3. the ability for each installation 

to produce reports for them
selves as well as to route print to 
the other terminal 

4. the ability to originate input at 
either terminal for use in the 
other's programs by creating a 
data set at SDL for common use 
(This beats sending cards by 
mail at month's end.) 

5. the opportunity to upgrade '.our 
entire system to third generation 
computer usage. 

We started conversion in May and 
on Oct. 1 shipped out the H115, leav
ing a Series 74 Data 100 in its place. 
(The Fair Lawn Badger terminal was 
replaced with a Data 100 terminal in 
spring of 1973.) The job took five 
man-months. Accounting reclaimed 
one programmer, but the section chief 
kept the shop running smoothly and 
converted the systems almost single
handedly. 

By year-end, we proved that this was 
a good decision. Running costs had 
been a little higher at first, due to ex
tensive debugging, but we had most 
programs 'fine-tuned' to acceptable 
cost standards. 

As we began preparing 1974 bud
gets, with the energy crisis beginning, 
we started to look at possible cost sav
ings and other efficiencies of operation. 
An obvious one was to combine the 
Fair Lawn and Reading operations, 
and eliminate some redundancy in 
operating personnel and unit record 
equipment. With the controller's office 
and all manufacturing located in Read
ing, that rCity became the logical choice 
for our new computer information 
center. Fair Lawn's center would be 
closed. 

People problems 
Although five people were asked to 

move, all declined except myself, and 
we had to replace our programming 
staff and one person in operations for a 
net savings of 2112 persons. To carry 

·the heavier print load, we replaced the 
two Series 74 DATA 100 terminals with 
one 600lpm Series 78 and a 4800 baud 
leased line at Reading. 

Beginning in mid-December, we 
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targeted April 19 as the move day, but 
by late February, we lost so many of 
our personnel that we moved on 
March 15. 

Fortunately, documentation was 
good and the Reading personnel ex
tremely competent so that transition 
went without a hitch. Now, the opera
tion has become even more efficient. 
Our costs (exclusive of personnel) are 
less than a year ago, even with the 
addition of the low-speed terminal and 
service in 1974 (see Table 1). 

The results 
Our original communications facili

ty was a 2000 baud, reverse FX line. 
Since we were printing about 1.25 mil
lion lines per month, we converted to a 
2400 baud, full-duplex line in May, 
1972, and to 4800 baud in April, 1974. 
Should our volume require, we can 
upgrade the terminal and line to 9600 
baud. We are in complete control of 
our costs and can relate them to devel
opment, standard operation, and stor
age charges. We maintain a 150-reel 
tape library in Ottawa plus consider
able on-line storage for our main files 
and object library. The production 
control and library systems at SDL take 
care of almost all librarian duties at 
relatively low cost. At the moment, our 
costs are within the original bench
mark estimate even with new applica
tions added. 

We use the overnight 15% discount 
processing as much as possible, and in 
2112 years we have used the ultra
priority daytime rate only 10 to 15 
times. This kind of control allows us to 
grow in orderly, planned fashion. We 
can cut back when necessary, and zero 
in on and improve these programs 
which are most expensive. In addition, 
without the available speed for running 
our programs, we could never meet the 
two-day month-end closing schedule 
required by Reading. 

The vendor also helped us to arrange 
Computer Output Microfilm (COM) 

facilities for putting some of our re
ports on microfiche. They coordinated 
this with COR Systems in Montreal. 
Now we have a report which is on 
tape; the tape is flown to Montreal, the 
microfiche is made and mailed to us in 
Reading. This takes three work days. 
Having a 1600-page report on 8 fiche 
(4" x 6") saves us print time, paper, 
and storage space. Besides, the users 
like it. 

Some applications on our drawing 
boards may require a mini-intelligent 
terminal to be used as a concentrator 
or processor for editing functions off
line, and as a communicator to the 
computer site. In any case, we would 
always consider using RJE to a big 

computer as a must for development 
work, testing and debugging. In addi
tion, a study showed that our break
even point for an in-house computer 
would be reached in late 1975 at the 
earliest. We continue to better our 
long-range projected costs and see no 
reason for an in-house system at this 
time. 

We are firmly committed to RJE and 
anticipate that it will satisfy our re
quirements into 1975 and possibly 
through 1976. On completiori of a 
feasibility study with three mainframe 
vendors, nothing in their proposals en
ticed us to commit all our resources to 
one slower in-house computer, with all 
the added costs and personnel prob
lems that would bring. 

Advantages over in-house 
In making this feasibility study, we 

considered the following list of ad
vantages of RJE over an in-house 
computer. 

1. no site preparation costs or air
conditioning requirements 

2. lesser space requirements 
3. minimum operating personnel 

required 
4. no capital investment 
5. no maintenance cost 
6. no special training needed 
7. no tape and disc librarian re

quired 
8. no operating systems program

mer required 
9. variable cost by volume rather 

than fixed overhead cost 
10. no long-term binding contracts 
11. no computer "scheduling prob

lems" 
12. most powerful equipment 

available for performance with 
latest peripherals and versions 

13. elimination of idle computer 
time 

14. fast recovery if reruns are re
quired 

15. availability of many software 
packages at low royalty sur
charge costs 

16. many utilities available at no 
cost 

A comment about service levels: 
When first going on the system in J an
uary, 1972, the service level and turn
around time was ex,ceptional. COBOL 

compiles printed out within 1-2 min
utes after the last card. Production 
work took a few minutes longer be
cause of tape mounts. Then, as the 
number of jobs the vendor's system 
was handling increased from 2,0001 
day to 3,000-3,500 in June, 1973, 
turnaround slowed to 5-15 minutes. 
However, with the addition of a 
370/155 in December, replaced by a 
158 in June and a 168 in August, 
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"My new micro-programmable Super Bee 3 provides 
a Daisy Chain Port for POLLING yet requires NO CONTROLLER UNIT! 

A 9600 baud asynchronous/synchronous data transmission 
combines with the many other exceptional features 

and functions offered in my other Super Bee terminals 
to give you an unmatched price to performance ratio." 

SUPER BEE 

p.s. 
We can a/so custom program 
to your polling requirements. 

~.\ 
~ 

EAST: 

CENTRAL: 

WEST: 

CANADA: 

EUROPE: 

Another QuaJity Product from 

BEEHIVE TERMINALS 
BEEHIVE MEDICAL ELECTRDNICS,.lnc. 

870 West 2600 South· Box 18244 • Salt Lake City, Utah 84120 • (801) 487-0741· TWX 810-825-5271 

Maryland, (301) 588-8134; New York, (516) 487-0690, (315) 437-6666, (716) 328-2230, (607) 785-9947; Delaware, (302) 731-0573; 
Pennsylvania, (215) 265-1020; Florida, (305) 425-5505, (305) 776-4800; Georgia, (404) 939-1674 

Alabama, (205) 539-4411; Illinois, (312) 298-3600; Indiana, (317) 244-2456; Kansas, (913) 362-2366; Louisiana, (504) 366-5766; 
Minnesota, (612) 884-4336; Missouri, (314) 938-4992; North Carolina, (919) 768-3600, (919) 489-1546; Pennsylvania, (412) 366-5056 

Arizona, (602) 956-5300; California, (415) 321-2414, (213) 937-0790, (714) 544-5121; Colorado, (303) 355-3521; Oregoil, (503) 646-3004; 
New Mexico, (505) 265-5655; Texas, (214) 231-4846, (713) 661-4501, (512) 732-7176; Washington, (206) 624-9020 

Toronto, (416) 742-8015; Ottawa, (613) 729-4004; Montreal, P.Q. (514) 488-0404; British Columbia, (604) 526-3312 

Great Britain, 01-952-8471; Benelux, (020) 151602; Sweden, 08/820410; Denmark, 01/804200; Norway, 02/282624; Finland, 460844; 
France, 16/861547; Switzerland, 22/332329 
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WHO NEEDS A COMPUTER? 

turnaround is excellent again. 
Reliability has also been excellent 

--'-':"higher than most in-house systems. 
Since night jobs are entered during the 
day, in chains when necessary, no sec
ond shift is required for the same' 
production. 

With the advent of 3330's in 19.12, a 
disc sort utility was provided which 
increased production considerably. We 
like os also and doubt tl\at we would 
ever revert to DOS. 

Savings 
From Table 1, our cost savings in 

the Fair Lawn system stream alone are 
apparent. Although we added several 
new systems since June 1973, we also 
improved efficiencies in the system. 
This efficiency improvement may be 
due to a very low rate of systems use 
for development work, compiles, and 
debugging, during June 1974. Under 
normal operations, we found that a 
programmer accounts for about $500/ 
mo. of computer charges. 

The equipment consolidation has 
reduced our monthly rentals from 
something like $6,200 a month over a 
year ago down to $2,500. When sav
ings from our systems and application 
program activities are added, we are 
more than happy with the overall fl-

nancial saving. 
We get eXtcellent assistance from our 

vendor, plus outstanding turnaround at 
an attractive price. Additionally, we 
have access to an extensive range of 
software including DATAMAN, MARK IV, 

TOTAL, and unique utilities, and we are 
continually encouraged to optimize 
and further reduce the costs of running 
our jobs. From a cost-allocation view
point, we have extremely good control 
since we are able to charge back to the 
user groups the costs associated with 
their programs, furnishing detailed 
documentation on those ICOStS. Our 
management. is also pleased with the 
day or more speed-up in month-end 
closings and delivery of reports. 

Conclusions 
That is our story. We defined man

agement's requirements in terms of 
their needs-performance at a realistic 
and controllable price; reports that are 
timely and accurate. In short-value 
for money. 

The RJE user gets big computer 
speed at small computer costs, expen
sive software packages for a fraction of 
the usual cost, and he never needs to 
worry about idle capacity or hours 
waiting to schedule a time slot. He can 
control costs by limiting on-line stor-

age and using overnight processing. 
And finally, he enjoys the advantages 
of in-house computing with few of the 
disadvantages. 

In summary, I feel that RJE, with 
one of the large computer utilities, is 
the most viable and economic ap
proach to computing for the small-to
medium size user. D 

Currently the manager of the com
puter information center for Cromp
ton and Knowles Chemical Group, 
Mr. Abbott originally came to CIBA 
in 1966 as manager of inventory 
and distributiqn, then moved to 
manager of information services 
when the sale of his division to 
Crompton and Knowles became im
minent. 

LET YOUR MINI 
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That's Manpower. Because we're the 
world's leader in providing temporary help. 

No matter what's bugging your system. 
Whether the answer is a single keypunch 
operator or a full conversion team, we deliver. 

When and where you need it. 
We have specialists in all 

types of systems. Pre-screened for 
skills and experience to match 
your requirements. And that's data 
worth storing in your memory. 

So, look for us in your 
white pages. 

MANPCWVER~' 
TEMPORARY SERVICES 

DATAPOWERe 

SERVICES 

We'll give you all 
the help' 

. younecil. 
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PUNCH CARDS 
DGP-' CARD READER/PUNCH 
80 AND 96 COLUMN MODELS 
OPTIONAL KEYBOARD AND PRINTING FEATURE 
SEMI-INDEPENDENT READER AND PUNCH 
INTERFACES FOR MOST MINIS 

READ 

PUNCH/PRINT 

PURCHASE PRICE 

80 
200 cpm 

45-75 cpm 

$10,500 

96 
300 cpm 

60+ cpm 

$10,000 

REPRESENTATIVES IN MOST AREAS 

MNTL Logic Laboratories 

North Brook Street, Hampton, Connecticut (203) 455-0008 
Custom Hardware Software and Systems 
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A disk file system for Xerox 
computers that's better than Xerox' own? 

Heresy] 
But Telefile offers systems like 

this (to Xerox users and users of other 
computers as well). Here's why: 

More storage, less money. 
Only Telefile provides quad-density 
disk systems (116M bytes per spindle) 
to Xerox users. In dollars, that means 
twice the storage for about the same 
price, or the same storage capacity 
for half the price. 

Telefile disk systems can 
drive up to eight spindles. Data is 
transferred at 624K bytes per second. 
That's precisely the rate Xerox 
computers like best. 

Faster delivery. Telefile has 
these systems in stock now. So· you 
can get this extra added capacity on 
line in just 30 to 60 days, No broken 
promises. We deliver. 

More features, better 
reliability. You have a choice of 
drives (single, double or quad-density) 
and a tailor-made state-of-the-art 
controller that boosts· standard system 
performance. A special maintenance 
panel lets you check out circuits, 
perform diagnostics or format disk 
packs - off line. Without bothering 
the processor. 

The system even comes with 
Rotational Position Sensing (RPS)for 
speeding data retrieval. ' 

Teletile 
I Disk systems for non-IBM users. 
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Comparison-shop the new.KEY-EDIT®50 
against all competition. 
KEY-EDIT 50 is alow cost, high volume key-to-disk data entry system 
that is especially designed for small-to-medium users. Even if you 
have as few as five keypunch operators, KEY-EDIT 50 was designed 
with your needs in mind. The system can have as few as four visual 
display data terminals, and can be expanded up to a maximum of sixteen. 
There is also a central processor, a disk, a 7 - or 9-track magnetic tape 
unit, and a supervisor control console. Other optional hardware features 
include line printers, matrix printers, and up to four tape drives 
per system. 
Three things set KEY-EDIT 50 apart from other systems that compete 
with it: 
The most powerful, sophisticated and flexible software in its price 
category. The KEY-EDIT Input/Output Editor can give you increased 
throughput, decreased turnaround time, and a significantly lower cost 
of data preparation and entry. 
On-line communications concurrent with data entry. This growth
oriented option makes KEY-EDIT 50 more than just a data entry system. 
You may not need a communications capability today, but you will 
tomorrow. So meet tomorrow's needs at today's prices. 
KEY-EDIT 50 is easy to learn and easy to use. Your present operators 
can learn to use KEY-EDIT 50 in a few hours. And because it's so 
easy to use, the productivity of your operators will increase almost 
immediately. 
That's just three good reasons to look at KEY -EDIT 50 when you're 
shopping for a replacement for your punched cards. But there are 
many others. To learn about them, call or write today. 

«I(-~ CONSOLIDATED 
~ COMPlITERINC. 
In the United States: 275 Wyman Street, Waltham, Mass. 02154 (617) 890-7100 
In Canada: 50 Gervais Drive, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 1Z3 (416) 449-1120 
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_ SHOPPING LIST 

POWERFUL SOFTWARE 
REDUCED NEED 
FOR VERIFICATION 
RELIABILITY . 

FASTER THROUGHPUT 
LOWER DATA 
PREPARATION COSTS 

LESS FLOOR SPACE 

LOWER PERSONNEL 
TURNOVER 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CAPABILITY 

if 
v/ 

J 
if 
tI 
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Canada and Japan presently lead 
in telecommunication technology, 
while other countries attempt to catch up. 

INTERNA TIONAl 
CONFERENCE ON 
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 
The second International Conference 
on Computer Communication was 
held in Stockholm on August 12-14, 
following the joint IFIP 74/MEDINFO 
74 meeting. The setting was the same 
-the International Fairs and Activity 
Centre, south of Stockholm. Attendees 
at IFIP and MEDINFO exceeded 4,000, 
and counting exhibition personnel, 
some 5,000 people milled about the 
conference center that week. Ieee 74 
drew about 800 registrants and had no 
exhibit-the atmosphere was almost 
eerie after the mob of the previous 
week. But though fewer in number, 
Ieee attendees were just as enthusiastic 
as, and looked much like, those of IFIP. 
However, it was easy to spot the poli
ticians and government employees who 
also turned out for Ieee. Communica
tions are regulated almost everywhere 
while the computer industry in general 
is not; consequently Ieee drew a much 
higher percentage of bureaucrats and 
government technical experts than did 
IFIP. This was especially true since 
communications facilities in Europe 
are often not only government regu
lated but also government run-usual
ly by the Post Office. 

Ieee is held every other year, com
pared to IFIP'S three-year cycle. The 
first such conference met in Washing
ton, D.C. in October 1972, and the 
next will meet in August 1976 in 
Toronto, just after the Olympic games. 
Ieee has no member societies nor in
dividual members. Rather, it is a float
ing crap game with no fixed meeting 
place or agenda, and covers topics 
which neither IFIP nor any other inter
national group seems to deal with ade
quately. It is a nonprofit corporation, 
incorporated in Washington, D.C., and 
run by a self-perpetuating international 
council, whose president is Dr. Stanley 
Winkler. There is no paid staff or 
bureaucracy, and each conference's 
national organizing committee is given 
considerable autonomy in making con
ference arrangements. The program 
committee has representatives from 
many countries. Ieee publishes no 
journals other than its conference pro
ceedings, although it is considering 
several publishing options. There are 
no technical committees; however 
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there obviously are committees to put 
on conferences, and at times, to form 
ad hoc committees. For example, at 
present Ieee is exploring the notion of 
providing workshops for developing 
countries. 

Of the three· conference days, more 
than half the time was devoted to a 
single stream of sessions consisting of 
welcoming addresses and amenities, a 
keynote speech, five invited speeches, 
and two panel discussions. The bulk 
of the papers given were therefore 
crowded into four parallel sessions on 
the second day and half the third day. 
This scheduling angered some of the 
attendees, especially the speakers, 
when as many as five papers were. 
shoehorned into a 90-minute session. 

Telecommunication policies 
The keynote address was given by 

R. E. Butler of the International Tele
communications Union (lTV) in Ge
neva. lTV attempts to allocate fre
quencies, develop standards, and, in 
general, coordinate communications at 
the international level. Butler reminded 
his audience that telecommunications 
is more than 100 years old; lTV itself 
was formed in 1865. About 30 billion 
dollars is invested each year world
wide in meeting conventional telecom
munications needs. 

Butler stated the obvious: "the time 
has come to recognize that it is of 
national and international interest to 
agree on certain principles and policies 
on computer communications ... " 
And lTV has had a committee at work 
which agreed that a world-wide Inte
grated Services Digital Network 
(ISDN) would be ideal, but the ideal is 
not achievable at this time since each 
country goes its own way. So com
mittee members have agreed to dis
agree until 1976 at least, and will try to 
keep each other informed of their 
countries' plans and developments. 

Butler pointed out that no country 
has yet fully developed communica
tions policies nor has plans to deal in 
an integrated manner with both tradi
tional and new (i.e., digital) telecom
munication services. He gave kudos to 
Canada and Japan for being further 
along than other countries. He was 

by Paul Armer, Contributing Editor 

mercifully silent about the U.S., where 
the communications satellite was in
vented but where commercial domestic 
utilization is hamstrung by our 
bureaucracy and special interests. 

Technical aspects 
Butler emphasized that several tech

nical directions are possible. There are 
questions about the extent to which 
data transmission should be integrated 
with regular telephone service (the big 
boys refer to that as "telephony"). 
While the integration is technically 
feasible, integration cannot be per
mitted to increase telephony costs. And 
just what technology should be used 
was a much debated topic at the con
ference. The two positions most often 
advanced for networks are packet 
switching (a la the ARPA network-see 
the March issue) by which a fixed 
number of bits are packaged together 
and the "packet" is pushed around the 
network until it reaches its destination. 
Thus a long message is broken up into 
a number of packets. Packet switching 
is actually a subset of the store-and
forward network idea. In this more 
general concept, packets can be of any 
size rather than fixed. 

The other position is that of circuit 
switching, akin to the way the present 
telephone system works. That is, if a 
message is to go from A to B, a virtual 
pipe (direct connection) is electron
ically put together from A to B and all 
the bits in the message are spewed 
down the pipe consecutively without 
interruption. 

The disadvantage of packet switch
ing is the cost of the hardware/ soft
ware to do the buffering and process
ing of the packets. The advantage is 
that much greater line utilization is 
achieved. Neither scheme is in the po
sition at the moment to satisfy the 
whole range of demands equally well. 

Canada's policies 
The conference was told about the 

national plans (sometimes· "thinking" 
or "wishing" would be better words 
than "plans") of a number of coun
tries. Descriptions of what is taking 
place in Canada (where they've had a 
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Ieee 
domestic communications satellite for 
sometime-using U.S. technology-and 
the world's first digital data network) 
and Japan, received a .special place in 
the program since no other sessions 
were scheduled while they were being 
given. Similar treatment was given to a 
survey of Western Europe. 

Canada has an interdepartmental 
committee concerned with computer/ 
communications policy with repre
sentatives from 40 government de
partments and agencies. It has a per
manent full time chairman, a steering 
committee, and a permanent secre
tariat attached to the Department of 
Communications. The committee has 
identified a number of key policy 
issues: 

• Should telecommunications car
riers be allowed to provide com
puter services too? 

• Alternatively, should computer 
service bureaus be allowed to pro
vide communication services al
so? 

• Should private networks for user 
organizations (e.g., airlines) be 
allowed to proliferate, or should 
there be a common user network 
shared by all, large and small? 

• Is there room for several indepen
dent public networks, and, if so, 
should there be a requirement for 
compatibility and/ or interconnec
tion? 

• Should import duties be applied 
to hardware, software and data in 
order to encourage domestic cap
abilities in these fields? 

Canada has plans for a hybrid 
packet and circuit switched network 

CSI,----1L~~:::::=:;;:;: 
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scheduled to begin operations in 1976. 

Elsewhere 
Japan has decided that the manage-

ment of its data transmission network 
will be in the hands of its common 
carrier monopoly with a tariff system 
separate from the telephone rates. The 
Japanese seem headed for a hybrid ap
proach as well, since they believe that 
each scheme has its own appropriate 
application region, although the area 
where circuit switching shines (long 
duration calls greater than three min
utes in length with high traffic intensity 
per terminal) is comparatively small. It 
is the latter fact which leads packet 
switching advocates to argue for a pure 
packet system. 

France has an experimental packet 
system under construction (called 
RCP), due to become operational in 
January 1975. They are also planning 
a separate circuit switched system for 
future implementation. The British 
Post Office hopes to have an experi
mental packet switched service (EPSS) 

operational by mid-1975. Spain has 
had a packet switching network (2 
nodes in Madrid and Barcelona with 
some 500 terminals) in operation since 
1971. 

The Nordic countries (Norway, Fin
land, Sweden, and Denmark) have de
cided that there is virtue in coopera
tion and are planning a joint network 
which they describe as being circuit 
switched but having a packet switching 
capability. Specs are due soon. The 
Deutsche Bundespost of the Federal 
Republic of Germany has decided to 
go the circuit switch route. 

II 

"Now, this company will not try to influence your vote in the coming election. I want 
to make that perfectly clear!' 

© DATAMATION \D 
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Other topics 
Since the telecommunications indus-

try has, in general, failed to keep up 
with the technology and demand with 
respect to data communications, sev
eral new organizations have put to
gether their own systems, some inter
national and some national. The larg
est of these is the international packet 
switched system SITA (Societe Interna
tionale de Telecommunications Aero
nautiques), which runs for some 170 
airlines. Another international system 
in the planning stages is SWIFT (Soci
ety for Worldwide Interbank Financial 
Telecommunications) . It will have 
more than 235 member banks in 13 
European countries, the U.S., and 
Canada. Within Sweden, the Swedish 
Power Generating Stations are con
structing a store-and-forward system. 

Lest the reader get the impression 
that there were no papers from the 
U .S.--46 of a total of 74 were from 
the U.S. while only one highly theo
retical paper was from the USSR, and 
none came from developing countries 
-the conference heard about Ma 
Bell's Dataphone Digital Service, 
Western Union's International Digital 
Data Service, and Computer Sciences' 
INFONET System. Bell's Dataphone 
Digital Service is functionally discrete 
but physically integrated with the Bell 
System's existing telec.ommunications 
facility network; it's referred to as 
"digital under voice" and is circuit 
switched. 

Although it wasn't on the program, 
it was most interesting to learn that the 
charges of American Packet Com
munications Inc. will be based on the 
number of packets sent regardless of 
distance. Now there is a harbinger of 
the future. 

Most of the 46 papers from the U.S. 
originated from universities, consulting 
firms, or government agencies. Of the 
10 which came from companies with a 
commercial stake in the future of digi
tal communications, four were pre
sented by IBM'ers with the balance be
ing made up of one each from AT&T, 

Western Union, RCA, ITT, Hughes, and 
Computer Sciences. Besides, three 
European IBM'ers were also on the 
program. Will IBM come to dominate 
the digital communications field as 
they do the computer field? Trey ap
pear to be working harder and proba
bly more intelligently than their U.S. 
competitors. And if one were to look 
for an indication as to how they are 
betting in the packet vs. circuit switch
ing game, there were two papers from 
their lab in Riischlikon in Switzerland 
describing an integrated system which 
would support both packet and cir
cuit switch traffic. D 
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Has ach wo reputation as the 
standard (ANSI and ECMA) against which the 
performance of all other cassettes is mea
sured. More in use than any other digital 
cassette. 

R300 Certified 
Data Cassette 

R Series: Lower-cost certified cassette, also meeting 
ANSI and ECMA standards. 

H Series: Operates in extremely hostile environments-
65° to 160°F, where performance standards 
substantially exceed that of normal usage. 
Compatible with ANSI, ECMA and ISO 
standards. 

WP Series: High quality cassette for word processor 
or text editing systems using ten inches of 
clear leader and one-mil recording tape. 

.,:::'---"" "'~~<:"ij'~~"""--- _ •• -.... ~ .• ~.~-:. 
..... ~ " "' 

NLT Series: Leaderless design for use in Wang or equiv
alent programmable calculators. Same 
high-performance features as T Series. 

These five cassettes 
represent more than half 
of all the certified digital 
and word-processing 
cassettes in use 
throughout the 
world today. 

Just something to think 
about when you buy 
cassettes ... tomorrow. 

Information Terminals Corporation 
323 Soquel Way 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

Call toll free (800) 538-7938 
In California (408) 245-4400 
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Oh. sure, our GTE 18/1500 key-to-disc systems are 
competitive in price. But we feature some other things 
that put us way above most other systems: 

A brilliant 12" screen (not the usual 9"). 
Card reader and high-speed printer capability 

(which most competitors don't offer). 
Up to 32 terminals per system (twice what you'll get 

with most others). 
And, if operator comfort means more data on the 

disc, we think nothing touches our stations. From the 
wrap-around modesty panel to doubly-backed-up 

error alert, everything's designed to keep things 
moving fast and accurately. 

But the biggest extra you get from us is our software 
package. It's a whole bundle of add-ons at no added 
price ... 

Reformating capability (with one competitor, it 
costs $50 a month; another doesn't offer it at all). 

Plus tape-in capability. Batch balancing (including 
data validation). Operator statistics. Multiple format 
levels (up to 8 levels with intermediate level tab 
stops). 

Our key-to-disc system has a lot 



All this would cost you hundreds of dollars a month 
from someone else. From us, it's part of the deal. 

And here's something nobody else can offer you at 
any price: the unmatched GTE service 
organization, with more than 700 people 
at key locations around the country. 

When you want an updated data
entry system, look at more than just price. 

Now, more than ever, GTE Information 
Systems belongs between you and 
your computer. 

GTE Information Systems: One Stamford Forum, Stamford, Conn. 
06904. Atlanta, 404-688-1670; Boston, 617-237-5222; Chicago, 
312-332-7800; Cleveland, 216-771-8455; Dallas, 214-741-4361; 

Detroit, 313-353-5494; Hartford, 203-563-3767; 
Houston, 713-626-1713; Los Angeles, 213-380-
2309; Minneapolis, 612-854-2898; New York, 212-
486-3290; Philadelphia, 215-649-7410; Pittsburgh, 
412-391-4170; St. Louis, 314-863-0330; San 
Francisco, 415-349-2600; Seattle, 206-283-3103; 
Washington, 202-293-2800; Montreal, 514-866-
9324; Toronto, 416-362-1541 ; GTE/IS Europe 

S.A., 412 Ave. de Tervuren, 1150 Brussels, 
Belgium. CIRCLE 73 ON READER CARD 
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WE CALL ITTHE HAZELTINE 3000 

YOUfLL CALL IT FANTASTIC! 
The Hazeltine 3000 terminal has a programmable micro- display, uncluttered moveable keyboard, and a full range 
processor-based communications interface that makes it of options. It's a "custom" terminal at an "off-the-shelf" 
compatible with communications disciplines of most ~n s;;; price: $125 per month (12-month rental, maintenance 
computer manufacturers. It has the features that ~~\s==,l2-::::,U@~ included) ... and it's backed. by worldwide sales, 
make communicating so much easier - powerful 1c;lJ ~ ~~~ service and technical support from the Company 
local ~ditin~ cap~bility, prot~cted formatting with C:S'~, '" ~ \')\l\l with a. half-century o! leadership in electronics 
dual-intensity video, full-size 1998-character @l ~ !lY2.tJ~j§)'l4 ~ ~ and displays! Fantastic! 

©~~. {)J~ 
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Corporation Computer Peripheral Equipment, Greenlawn, N.Y. 11740 (516) 549-8800 Telex 96-1435 

East: N. Y .. (212) 586-19700 Boston (617) 261-58670 Phila. (215) 676-43480 Pittsburgh (412) 343-44490 Wash., D.C. (703) 979-55000 Rochester (716) 254-2479 
Midwest: Chicago (312) 986-14140 Cleveland (216) 734-53630 Detroit (313) 355-3510. South: Dallas (214) 233-77760 Atlanta (404) 393-14400 Greensboro, N.C. (919) 855-030i 
o Houston (713) 783-17600 Orlando (305) 628-0132. West: San Mateo (S.F.) (415) 574-48000 L. A. (213) 553-1811 0 Denver (303) 770-6330 0 Seattle (206) 242-0505 



news in perspective 
Interviews with users of IBM's 
virtual storage (VS) operating 
system indicate that VS can 
increase (and decrease) 
throughput; that VS is more 
efficient in its management of real 
storage than OS; and that the 
longer you run under VS, the better 
your experiences. These and other 
results of a survey of VS users are 
reported on this page .... 

A Justice Dept. comment on a 
proposal by the Securities and 
Excharige Commission for 
development of a computerized 
system for securities transactions 
precipitated a bit of a battle 
between the New York Stock 
Exchange and vendors of on-line 
securities information services, 
page 102. It also indicated the Ford 
Administration is going to go along 
with Congress in favoring more 
competition in the way securities 
are traded .... 

We're a long way from voting by 
telephone but cr.mputerized vote 
counting played a bigger-than-ever 
part in this month's general 
election, page 106 .... 

Funny little symbols prOliferating 
among supermarket items herald a 
faster-than-expected move toward 
automated checkout in spite of 
some opposition in Washington, 
page 111 .... 

Speakers at a Computer Law Assn. 
meeting in Washington tossed 
about the pros and cons of privacy 
legislation, page 112. Rep. Edward 
Koch said of the bill he authored 
with Rep. Barry Goldwater, Jr., "I 
am as proud of that as anything I 
have ever done in the 
Congress." ... 

IBM introduced its long awaited 
3850 cartridge mass storage 
system .. page 118. User reactions to 
the gargantuan system were 
mixed .... 

ICL has introduced its New Range 
and now is free to go on with its 
profitable business in current 
models, page 120. New Range is 
equipped with ample changeover 
aids .... 
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VS Users Find Throughput 
Balances Higher Overhead 
At Least That's the Case for Some in Recent Survey 
A survey of users of IBM's virtual 
storage (vs) operating systems shows 
clearly a wide diversity of experiences, 
probably about as diverse as the users' 
experiences with the os that preceded 
the change. Some admit to having prob
lems with high paging rates, easily 
reaching that point at which the com
puter is said to be thrashing. Others have 
avoided this bottleneck. Some acknowl
edge having a high system overhead, but 
feel their higher throughput more than 
compensates for this. 

At a 370/145 installation in the Mid
west, running under vs 1, a site that in
sists on anonymity, they got around the 
overhead problem by enlarging the 
256K of main memory to 512K. At the 
lower increment, a _ spokesman says, 
their overhead "was fantastic. It must 
have run 70%,80%. But once we opened 
up real memory the paging rate went 
down and our problems went away." At 
another 145 installation, this one run
ning under vs2 Release 1.6, cpu utiliza
tion measured-over two 30-day periods 
was said to have moved from an average 
of63% to 95% after vs was installed. "I'd 
say there's a bit of overhead in there," 
a systems programmer says with under
statement. "And our throughput has 
probably declined about 10-15%." 

At Skelly Oil Co. in Tulsa, Okla., 
they're running vs2 Release 1.7 on a 
one-megabyte 158, an upgrade from a 
155 under MVT. A spokesman there says 
he's very pleased with vs. "I think we've 
been able to do things with this one that 
we could never have got to with MVT. 

We brought up an RJE (remote job 
entry) network that we had difficulty 
even selling the idea of before-and are 
supporting about 13 terminals now." 
They frequently run a reservoir model 
that requires a lot of core, a job that 
purportedly couldn't be run without vs. 
But with the intention of making this 
and other jobs run better, they're plan
ning to upgrade to at least 1.5 mega
bytes, considering even going to two 
megabytes next year. 

Virtual storage is IBM'S name for what 
Americans originally referred to as vir-

tual memory. An early implementation 
of it was on the Burroughs B5000, which 
means some people have approximately 
10 years of experience with it. But it was 
not until IBM began delivering some of 
its System 370s that the concept of virtu
al and real memory got wide exposure. 
Currently vs is available in one form or 
another on the 370 models 115, 125, 135, 
145, 158, and 168, as well as the 155 and 
165 with the DAT (direct address transla
tion) box. 

Indicating the extent to which more 
IBM users will be migrating from the use 
of os, the operating system for 360s, to 
os / vs on 370s is a recent market study 
by International Data Corp. Earlier this 
year IDC found that "IBM will generate 
a growth rate in excess of 50% in 
numbers of 370 systems installed this 
year." The study also forecasts that by 
the end of 1976, total 360s and 370s in
stalled will reach almost 19,000, and 
during that period the number of 360s 
will decline by 45%. Foreseeing an in
creased user emphasis on very large and 
very small computers, IDC estimates that 
158s and 168s, both of which feature vs, 
will account for more than half the total 
dollar growth in 370s between 1972 and 
'76. 

How they migrate 
Available to 370 users are vsl and 

vs2, the latter having a few more fea
tures than the former. It is difficult to 
specify the conditions under which a 
user should opt to run under one and 
not the other. But generally speaking 
those who ran under os/360 MFT (mul
ti-function tasking) migrate to vsl, 
while those with os/360 MVT (multi
variable tasking) go to vs2. 

Some 360 users opt not to make the 
conversion to a 370, what with their 
enormous investment in 360 hardware. 
(September, p. 122) And some with 370s 
continue to run under os rather than vs, 
even though this newer system is avail
able to them. 

But there's a California utilities com
pany that late last year switched from 
a 155 under MVT Release 21.7 to a iwo-
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news in perspective 
had they not spent so much time with 
early bugs in the software. 

"I think our 10% was modest as hell," 
Ebbitt exclaims. "The major question 
such (smaller) shops should ask is, 
what's it going to buy them? If they're 
running really well with MFT, if they're 
not running out of storage, and they're 
happy with their cpu utilization, then it 
would buy them relatively little. But if 
their job stream has become bigger than 
their machine can handle-say, they 
have a 256K 135 with cpu cycles left but 
can't run enough jobs at one time-and 
they have a 24-hour work cycle that 
won't satisfy their needs, then they can 
probably go to vs 1 and add one or two 
partitions and get that job done without 
going to a larger machine. But they must 
examine whether one or two partitions 
will do the job for them." 

megabyte 158 under vs2 Release 1.6. 
The dp manager who asks not to be 
identified says they got their MVT to a 
point where they would go for months 
without an unplanned IPL, compared 
with some 75 fixes that the staff had to 
perform in the first couple of weeks 
under vs2. 

"There's no doubt about it, vs does 
add to your overhead, but ... " he says 
with a shrug. "We have the type of pro
file that says don't go to VS, because 
we're running such a high cpu utiliza
tion anyway. We chose to go because 
we knew that's where all the enhance
ments would be." 

For the first five weeks with VS, he 
adds, they had four or five unplanned 
IPLS a week. Now it's down to one a 
week, still not as reliable as MVT was. 

In small bites 
Those who are making their initial 

plunge from MVT to vs2 should go first 
to the older Release 1 "before they try 
to bite off Release 2," says the spokes
man for Skelly Oil. "It's much better to 
get your feet wet in a simple system be
fore you jump into the middle of 'all the 
rest of that," he adds. At Skelly, whose 
spokesman asked not to be identified, 
a one-megabyte 158 is running vs2 Re
lease 1.7. The plim is to upgrade to at 
least a 1.5-megabyte system next year, 
possibly going up to 2 megabytes. And 
they're trying to get Release 2 of vs2, 
which purportedly will not be out until 
next January. In contrast to the mini
mum of 256K bytes of main memory 
required to operate under MVT, the user 
needs at least 768K with vs2-2. 

Some advice for the smaller shop is 
offered by C. R. Gib~on, manager of MIS 
at Information Handling Services, 
Denver, Colo. They have a 320K model 
135, enlarged early last summer from 
240K (vs users typically find they need 
more main memory than anticipated). 
Gibson talks about his dislike of chang
ing software and his preference for stay
ing with OS-MFT. "Unless you have some 
extensive experience with os, I wouldn't 
even recommend thinking about vS," he 
says. "DOS shops certainly shouldn't 
even be thinking about vs because they 
will not utilize the benefits of the sys
tem, most of which are in os." 

He explains they went to vs only so 
they could run batch jobs simulta
neously with CICS, a data com
munications monitor that allows file ac
cesses, on a small machine. 

What to gain 
"Anytime you're going to change 

software," he adds, "the primary ques-
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tion is one of necessity. If you' can get 
along without doing it, I would very 
much recommend doing so. Unless 
there's some great performance benefit. 
But there isn't under VS. I mean, you're 
not going to take a 500-hour shop and 
cut it to 400 hours. You might cut it to 
480, but before that you're going to run 
700 for a couple of months." Gibson 
acknowledges that in moving from DOS 
to OS one can get added features. "But 
the benefit of a vs system is simply that 
you can use a lot more core than you 
have." 

Gibson's operations manager, Fenton 
Miller, adds, "As far as I'm concerned, 
the only reason to be on vs is to get 
to VSAM (said to be an improved access 
method over ISAM) and some ofthe good
ies that are becoming available. From 
an operational standpoint, there's no big 
advantage to being on vsl." He adds 
that there could be some significant ad
vantages to being on vs2 with a larger 
machine, saying: "In the case of a ma
chine as small as ours, it appears to me 
that to do the job right we almost have 
to be at zero paging." 

Larry Ebbitt, senior systems program
mer at On-Line Business Systems in San 
Francisco, thinks the small 135 and 145 
shop should get a significant improve
ment in throughput by running under 
vs-if it approaches the conversion in
telligently. In the early stages after its 
migration, OLBS is said to have experi
enced a 10% increase in throughput with 
VS, a figure that could have been higher 

Ebbitt adds, "If they jump right in 
and begin running six partitions where 
they had been running two or three, and 
intend to generate a 4-megabyte system 
with 256K, they'll probably be worse off 
than they were before." 

He also says there's a big payoff in 
relatively large applications, particu
larly the scientific shop using FORTRAN 
and PL/I with a lot of arrays. Whereas 
such a user may now be putting part of 
his arrays in his program, part out on 
disc, with vs he can put them all in his 
program. 

Shun subroutines 
In the matter of programming stan

dards under VS, Ebbitt recommends 
against the use of subroutines, saying it 
is better to have small pieces of coding 
repeat themselves in the program as 

MODEL 158: IBM announced the 370/158 and other machines with virtual memory nearly 
10 years after Burroughs offered concept with its B5000. But it wasn't until IBM began 
deliveries last year that the concept got wide exposure. Some see 158s and 168s account
ing for more than half total dollar growth of entire 370 line. 
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Facil4553 Alphanumeric Serial Page Printer 

Facit 4070 Tape Punch 

Facit 4020 Paper Tape Reader 

We'll read, type, 
record, print, punch, spool and 

reproduce for·just about anybody. 
In our eyes, just about every

one is created equal. 
Because our peripheral data 

components-alphanumeric page 
and strip printers, punches, readers 
and recorders, tonamejustafew
are designed and engineered to fit 
into just about any configuration. 

And, while being easy to get 
along with, our equipment is also 
dedicated to working tirelessly to 
give you top performance and long 
service, with a minimum of main
tenance. 

In fact, we honestly feel that no 
other OEM manufacturer offers a 
better performance to price ratio. 

To show you just how open
minded we are about helping just 
about anybody, we1re asking 
everybody to fill out the coupon 
and send it to us. 

Weill be very happy to send 

you all the information you need on 
the equipment that was brought up 
to be compatible just about any
place it goes. 

F aci t. A leading man ufacturer 
of peripherals for all types of com
pu ter and data recording systems. 

BJII=.AC::I-r I 
DEDICATED TO EFFICIENCY. 

)1174 

501 Winsor Drive 
Secaucus. New Jersey 07094 

Gentlemen: 
Please send information on peripheral data 
equipmenf that will perform well in just about 
any situation. 
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news in perspective 
This is confirmed by IBM'S Richard M. 
Lonergan of the firm's educational fa
cility in San Francisco. He says he has 
encountered sites where things were 
"super" at a 4: 1 ratio and others not 
working at all at 2: f. He adds that the 
ratio is dependent on the operating sys
tem, the use of such things as the time
sharing option (TSO). 

they occur. The name of the game, ap
parently, is to eliminate page faults. 

"It turns out that structured program
ming is quite a boon for the virtual envi
ronment," he observes. "There are 
things I used to do (in writing programs) 
that I don't do anymore, because they're 
bad in the virtual environment." In as
sembly language programming, he ex
plains, one should be careful in the use 
of literals. "You use constants instead, 
so you can keep them close to where 
they're referenced." 

Didn't change programs 
At Information Handling Service, 

they've gone to structured programming 
since the change to VS, but IRS'S Gibson 
adds, "We were a very modular pro
gramming shop to start with." He says 
they didn't have to change any of their 
old programs. (Other shops report hav-

External 
page 
storage 

,..-------.,,~~----.,.--j~ ~"'----"''''--'''''-------''~--'''-----';r.....---. Real 

~~~~-"+---+---+=""~--+--+m~""+-~ storage 

PAGING PROBLEM 
Users seek more real memory 
so paging rate will go down 

ing instituted no change in their pro
gramming standards.) At the time of 
their conversion from os to VS, they ran 
some tests at IRS and found that individ
ual programs might run slower under 
vs-but overall throughput was said to 
be much greater. Gibson says they ran 
similar job streams under both os and 
vs. One such mix ran two hours and 40 
minutes under os, but about an hour 
and 45 minutes under vs. That was a 
mix of 10-15 jobs. 
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However, the execution time of a job 
stream can be misleading. A West Coast 
utility company had a benchmark that 
consisted of some 32 jobs. Under MVT 
its execution time was some 56 minutes, 
while under vs2 it was closer to an hour 
and a quarter. But a closer examination 
showed the longer jobs ran longer and 
the shorter jobs ran more quickly. "Job 
28, say, under vs started like 28 minutes 
into the benchmark, compared with 43 
minutes into the benchmark under 
MVT," says the center's dp manager. "And 
it completed sooner, so we were getting 
more work through the machine." At a 
number of vs installations, this is the 
attitude: the increased throughput 
makes up for the overhead or the high 
paging rate or the added increment of 
real memory required. 

As with everything else, there's also 
no agreement on the ideal ratio between 
real memory and virtual memory 
among those contacted for this story. 

Wall Street 

Still, a few things become evident 
after interviewing a number of vs users. 
Depending on the types of jobs run, vs 
can increase (and decrease) one's 
throughput. Too, vs is said to be more 
efficient in its management. of real 
storage than OS. The longer you run 
under VS, generally speaking, the better 
your experiences. But it's also expen
sive. "I don't know how you determine 
the costs (of going from os to vS), but 
just put big dollar signs on it," says one 
user. No one else could venture a guess 
on this expense. But Larry Ebbitt of 
On-Line Business Systems says, "Hap
piness is a large chunk of cash for more 
real memory, so you can watch the pag
ing rate go down." 

-Edward K. Yasaki 

Automation: Conflict With Fixed Interests? 
The Ford Administration seems to be 
going along with Congress in favoring 
more competition in the way securities 
are traded. 

First sign of the Administration's atti
tude is in a recent Justice Dept. com
ment on a proposal by the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) to de
velop a composite, computerized system 
for processing and disseminating securi
ties buy and sell offers to all traders. 
The proposed order, issued last summer, 
would require all traders to exchange 
bid-asked quotations on a "real-time, 
current and continuing basis." 

The order has precipitated something 
of a battle between the N ew York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE) and vendors of on-line 
securities information services. The 
issue: who will provide quotations cov
ering securities traded on the Big 
Board-the NYSE or the vendors? 

The SEC has asked interested parties 
for their comments and the "self-regula
tory" organiza tions-National Associa
tion of Securities Dealers (NASD), and 
the New York, American and regional 
stock exchanges-were asked to develop 
specific systems plans. The commission 
added that if these organizations failed 
to come up with a suitable plan by Feb. 
I, 1975, vendors of securities informa
tion services and/or equipment could 
submit proposals. 

To no one's great surprise, the New 

York Stock Exchange said the commis
sion should not adopt the order, which 
is known officially as "revised proposed 
rule 17a-14." 

The NYSE'S opposition is understand
able. It controls, exclusively, the distribu
tion to securities traders of bid-asked 
quotations covering securities traded on 
the Big Board and earns substantial rev
enue from the service. If the SEC'S pro
posal is implemented, NYSE would have 
to share control with other market oper
ators, the commission would gain signif
icantly greater supervisory authority, 
and NYSE'S present earnings from distrib
uting bid-asked quotations probably 
would decline substantially. 

Central market element 
The system proposed by SEC is merely 

one element of the "central" securities 
market Congress has been promoting 
for several years (April 1973, p. 108). In 
such a market, any registered broker or 
dealer could buy or sell any security. He 
no longer would have to be a member 
of the New York Stock Exchange, for 
example, to trade NYSE-listed stocks 
with other exchange members. Buyers 
and sellers would be able to make more 
profitable trades as a result, and a varie
ty of preferences now enjoyed by in
siders would be eliminated. At least, this 
is what central market proponents 
claim. But the NYSE now collects a hefty 
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The Acco concept is simplicity itself. 
Three binders from our complete 
data line are versatile enough to 
handle virtually all your data binding 

. and binder retention needs. P1 P 
(Heavy-duty, rigid 90 pt. Accohide*), 
P4P (Economical 20 pt. genuine 
pressboard), and P6P (Flexible 23 pt. 

P1P/90 Pt. Accohide 
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Accohide). All feature our extra
strong Dataflex® polypropylene 
covered steel posts with 8" burst or 
unburst binding capacity: top and 
bottom loading. All feature multi-hole 
punching so one binder can hold a 
wide range of different size data 
forms. The Acco concept is simplicity 
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itself. And, all our 14'l'8" x 11" P1 P, 
P4P and P6P Accodata binders come 
with retractable hooks for hanging at 
no extra cost. Ask your Acco dealer 
for details, or write for our 4/ color 
catalog showing the complete 
Accodata line. You only need 3. The 
Acco concept is simplicity itself. 

ACCO INTERNATIONAL INC. 
5150 N. Northwest Hwy., Dept. 
Chicago, Illinois 60630 
New York. Los Angeles, Boston, Canada/England/Holland 
Mexico/Venezuela/EI Salvador /Jamaica/Japan/ New Zealand 
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IIIDING DAILY DOUBLE 
SAVES YOU A BUNDLE. 

Running true to form, we've come up 
with a couple of breakthroughs that not 
only enhance our performance, but also 
make it possible f~)f us to save you 
a bundle of money. 

First 32K word core 
memory board. 
When we were first with the 16K word 
core memory board in 1971, it sent a lot of 
people scurrying back to their drawing 
tables. 

Now, just when they thought they were 
catching up with us on that one, we proudly 
announce our latest achievement. 

32K words of core memoryon a single 
board. Same size as our 16K board. Fits 
the same rack. But with 32K words. 

Lower prices. More efficient planning, because you 
Because we can put together the new can add on satellite systems as you need 

32K word memory board for a lot less them. Rather than trying to figure out now 
money than two 16K boards, it means what your needs might be five years 
we can actually lower the price of a from now. 
ModComp computer with 32K (or more) Better economy, because you don't 
words of memory. Not just a little. A lot. have to buy a whole lot of little-used 
Eighteen to twenty-five per cent. peripherals for each individual system. 

For example on a MODCOMP II with These and a lot of other advantages 
32K words of memory, plus all the features make network systems the way to go. 
needed to run our super-powerful MAX III Now, and for the years ahead. 
operating system, the price drops $3,000 But, much as you may be sold on the 
(to as low as $13,000). Double the memory network concept, you're not all that 
(64K words) and you more than double * interested in having a bunch of hardware 
the savings. $8,000 (to as low as $21,000). dropped on your doorstep, and you have 

These days, with the price of just about to figure out how to tie it all together (or 
everything going out of sight, that's good waste a lot of time and more money having 
news in itself. But there's more. someone else figure it out for you). 
Another first. MAXNET. What MAXNET does is provide you 
Those of you who've been around with a standard off-the-shelf operating 
awhile know that our MAX III real time system that lets you plug in your ModComp 
executive is just about the best software network and get it going. Now. Not maybe 
operating system in the industry. And our a year and a zillion dollars from now. 
MAXCOM, for communications applica- So you get higher performance out of 
tions, beats the best anyone else has your network at less cost than anyone else 
to offer. in the world can offer you. Bar none. 

So the stage is all set for our latest We put it all together. 
software breakthrough. MAXNET. Our new 32K word memory board 

MAXNET is a standardized operating gives you drastically lower prices for 
system designed to run multiple ModComp high performance, big memory host and 
computers linked together in a satellite computers. 
distributed network. MAXNET ties your system together 

The advantages of distributed networks in an efficient distributed network at lower 
in large systems are by now well cost. With no delays. No headaches. 
established. Any time you can do all that in one fell 

Better reliability, because tasks can be swoop, you deserve a medal. 
distributed among several satellites. So For ourselves, we don't care that much 
that if one computer shuts down it doesn't about medals. But we can help you 
shut down the whole system. win yours. 

Faster response, because you can 
assign a smaller number of tasks to 
satellites, instead of dumping the whole 
load on one large computer. 

*Prices are even lower on 
volume orders. 

ifdiiciiiip~~ 
';'MODULAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 1650 West McNab Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309/Phone: 305-974-1380/TWX 510-955-9820 

European Marketing Headquarters: 103 Mytchett Road, Mytchett, Surrey, England/Phone: Farnborough, Hants 514-251/Telex: 85631 
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news in perspective 
fee for renting seats on the Big Board, 
and has been reluctant to accept the 
central market concept because it would 
make these seats far less valuable. 

Despite this opposition, legislation 
authorizing establishment of a central 
market is now approaching a final vote 
in Congress. 

The first major step toward imple
mentation of the scheme has been 
taken: last month, the New York ex
change, in cooperation with operators of 
other securities markets, began offering 
a composite last-sale transaction tape to 
the nation's securities traders. But the 
tape encompasses only a small number 
of securities, and the service is to be 
provided on terms which for the most 
part were specified by the NYSE. SO the 
exchange seems to have lost little if any 
leverage. 

The Issues 
Issues still to be resolved concerning 

the SEC proposal for a composite bid
asked quotation system include: who 
controls the price of the service; 
whether independent vendors will be 
able to process as well as distribute bid
asked quotations in competition with 
NYSE and other market operators; and 
the amount of federal regulation. 

The Justice Dept., in its response to 
the SEC request for comments, has urged 
the commission "to consider selecting 
processors (of bid-asked quotations) that 
would function independent of any 
self-regulatory organization." 

"We do not believe the self-regula
tory organizations, acting on behalf of 
their membership, will necessarily have 
the same economic incentive as an in
dependent processor," the Justice 
Dept.'s statement contends. It adds: 

"Not only has the exchange commu
nity been slow to institute technological 
innovations in a non-competitive envi
ronment, but automation may be in 
direct conflict with the "fixed" econom
ic interests of certain segments of the 
exchange community. If the operation 
and future development of the automat
ic quotation system is left to competing, 
independent entrepreneurs, the broker
age industry would be better assured of 
economic prices, quality service and the 
most technologically advanced equip
ment." 

Wants competitors 
The Justice Dept. also advocated de

velopment of multiple, competing sys
tems for processing and distributing 
bid-asked quotations. It said that service 
vendors, as well as the self-regulatory 
organizations, should be allowed to per-
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form the processing function. It adds 
that if the commission decided, instead, 
to make processing a monopoly, the 
"monopoly processor should be barred 
from competing at the vending level." 
A basic aim of these recommendations, 
the Justice Dept. indicated, is to elimi
nate the "pervasive SEC regulation" that 
would be needed if competition were 
restricted. 

Several other respondents also wor
ried about restrictive regulations. 

Bunker Ramo criticized the commis
sion for insisting that all terminals at
tached to the bid-asked quotation sys
tem must be capable of displaying all 
competing quotes and identifying the 
market each comes from. The company 
contended that many users can be 
served adequately by a cheaper terminal 
capable of displaying and identifying 
only the highest bid price and lowest 
offer price. It added that the SEC termi
nal requirement would "render obsolete 
a large number of existing systems and 
brokerage office display devices." 

Second fiddle 
GT&E echoed this argument, and also 

objected to the SEC'S decision allowing 
NASD and the exchanges to submit their 
system plans first. "The qu.otation ven
dors should definitely participate in spec
ifying displays," GT&E added. "The 
various methods of ranking quotations 
of market makers in a security . . . all 
have different cost considerations ... 
which must be taken into account with 
other considerations if a viable system 
is to result." 

Autex, a major vendor of securities 
market information, said "the rule 
should certainly make it clear that the 
intention of the commission is for quo
tations to be available to all broker
dealers on a fair and non-discriminatory 
basis. 

"Language should also be included 
that no plan will be accepted unless re
strictions imposed by self-regulatory or
ganizations, including insupportable 
proprietary claims to quotation data, are 
eliminated," Autex said. 

The easiest way to resolve all of these 
complaints would be to adopt the Jus
tice Dept's prescription, encourage max
imum competition among suppliers of 
bid-asked quotation services, and let the 
market, rather than the SEC, control 
price, quality, the kinds of hardware 
and software offered, and other contro
versial features. 

That approach isn't probable, given 
the SEC'S historic sympathy for the views 
of the New York Stock Exchange. But 
it's possible the commi~sion will become 

less solicitOlis than it has been. The Jus
tice Dept. comments represent the first 
statement of the Ford Administration 
on the central market. Clearly, the 
White House, as well as Congress, 
favors far greater competition than 
NYSE does. 

-Phil Hirsch 

Vote Counting 

The People's Choice 
. . ~ Some Anyway 
Long before the dust settled on the po
litical races in this month's election, 
computerized vote counting was way 
out ahead in terms of acceptance and 
extent of use. 

It's a long way from predominating 
in U.S. voting precincts yet, but it's 
creeping up. And a quick tap of vote 
counting officials in mid-October indi
cated public confidence in the computer 
as vote counter also is creeping up. 

"Controversy' is built into compu
terized vote count systems," said one, 
"because voting is where government 
starts, but this year nobody seems fear
ful, not even candidates." 

The most popular form of automated 
vote count systems is the punched card 
system. The biggest supplier of punched 
card equipment for vote counting is 
Computer Election Systems, Inc., Berk
eley, Calif. Donald Dunbar, CES presi
dent, said his company's equipment was 
installed in some 15 to 16% of the na
tion's voting jurisdictions for this year's 
general election compared to 13% in 
1972. This iIicrease could be due, in 
part, to the fact that punched card vot
ing is legal in 31 states this year, up from 
some 25 in 1972. 

CES systems were used this year in 250 
jurisdictions in 27 states. The basic sys
tems use a generalized COBOL program 
and have been used with DEC, Control 
Data, . IBM, Honeywell, Burroughs, NCR, 

and Sperry Univac computers. 
Los Angeles county, the nation's larg

est voting entity, with more than 3 mil
lion ballots cast in the average general 
election, has been using the' CES voto
matic systems since 1968. This year the 
county tried something new. Where it 
had used IBM 360/20s to transfer data 
from the punched card ballots to tape 
to be run on the summary computer, an 
IBM 370/155, this year it used CES system 
770s equipped with Documation card 
readers, for a "significant" increase in 
throughput. 

New products 
Similar systems were used this year 

in Seattle, Stockton, Calif., and Phoe
nix. Seattle, along with Chicago, tried out 
another new CES product this year, a 
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Re-starting.allover is all over. 

You're running a critical production job. 
And suddenly the equipment or the 
program bombs out. You know the 
problem. 
So you restart again and again, at the 
cost of valuable programmer and 
computer time. 
With ucc FIFTEEN, restarting is a matter 
of seconds, not hours. You restart at the 
proper job step. The OS catalog is 
corrected. Unnecessary direct access 
data sets are automatically deleted. 
And GOG biases are properly altered 
for the rerun. 
The manual errors that normally occur 
when a job is restarted are eliminated. 
The choice is yours. You can start over 
when something goes wrong. Or, there's 
UCC FIFTEEN. And the problems of 
starting all over will be all over. 

D Please send me more information on: D Have someone call me about: 
D UCC ONE (Tape Management Software). A system that protects your data under 

as operation. Provides real-time record of tapes, jobs. 
D UCC TWO (DOS under OS). Lets you run DOS programs under as control with

out reprogramming. Puts you in charge. Saves time, money. Prevents confusion. 
D UCC TEN (Data Dictionary/Manager). For IMS users, this system centralizes, 

controls data definitions, provides powerful cross reference features, auto
matically generates data base control statements, facilitates new systems design. 

D UCC FIFTEEN (Restart Management System). 

Name ________________________________________________ ___ 

Title __________________________________________________ __ 

Company ______________________________________________ __ 

Address ________________________________________________ _ 

City/State/Zip ___________________ _ 

Telephone ______________________________________________ _ 

OM 1174 

Mail to UCC, Software Products, P.O. Box 47911, 
Dallas, Texas 75247. Or call (214) 637-5010. 

) 

When you have the best people, 
you have the best product 

UCC 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING COMPANY 

7200 Stemmons Freeway • P.O. Box 47911 • Dallas, Texas 75247 
. A Wyly Company . 
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Lease a Ylarehouse 
from CalComp. 

More than 100 years ago, 
during the Franco-Prussian 
war, Rene Dragon 
photographed some 1,000 
messages on a film two inches 
wide. He then strapped his film 
to a pigeon's leg and his 
message flew to Paris where it 
was projected by lantern on a 
screen and read. 

That was the beginning of 
microfilm. 

Today's microfilm systems 
allow you to store information 
in 1/56th the space you're 
used to. 

1400 lbs. of paper will fit 
in your hand as 5 lbs. of 
microfiche. 

A warehouse-full of 
computer printouts can be 
stored in a single room. 

And as paper becomes 
increasingly more expensive 
and more difficult to get, the 
use of computer output micro
film becomes a necessity. 
The MMS COM System 

It's Calcomp's way of 
putting together a COM 
printer, a controller with 
built-in magnetic tape unit and 
tape-cartridge drive, a key
board printer, and the software 
you need for a microfiche 
management system. It 
stands alone. It does not 
require a host computer. 

The CalComp system 
uses either 105 mm. micro
fiche or 16 mm. roll film. It 
can reduce images 24,42, or 
48 times. And the output 
emerges titled and indexed. 
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Job instructions can be 
typed in from the keyboard 
printer. This saves you costly 
re-programming. 

Examine the CalComp 
system. We think you'll find 
the best performance for price 
in the industry. 

Call your local CalComp 
office, or contact California 
Computer Products, Inc., 
DM-Mll-74, 2411 West La Palma 
Avenue, Anaheim, California 
92801. (714) 821-2011. 
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news in perspective 
precinct ballot counter, on a pilot basis. 
These units, Dunbar said, will sell for 
less than $1,000 apiece. They are com
posed primarily of card readers and 
strip printers and enable precinct of
ficers to tally ballots right in the precinct 
at the end of election day. The totals 
can be turned over to central counting 
centers in strip tape form. 

Still another relatively new CES prod
uct, the System 330, based on a Data 
General Nova minicomputer and pri
marily designed to count ballots for 
small jurisdictions without access to big 
computer systems, was used this year in 
some 100 jurisdictions, mostly with 
fewer than 250,000 registered voters. 

Data General mini's are the basis of 
another vote counting system that saw 
a considerable increase in use this year. 
It's the Datavote, produced and market
ed by Diamond International, a heavy 
supplier of paper ballots for many years 
which gives it a leg into the market and 
a reason to want to supply its needs 
whatever they might be. Diamond's 
Dave Fry estimates the company has 
about $2 million worth of Datavote 
equipment installed in such far flung 
places as New Jersey, Alaska and 
Hawaii. 

The Datavote system originally was 
designed and put together for Diamond 
by Standard Logic Systems of Santa 
Ana, Calif., which still provides some 
software and support. Diamond now 
buys the computers directly from Data 
General and assembles the systems in its 
own facilities. Fry said systems range in 
price from $26,000 to $170,000 for a 
multi card reader system. In some pre
cincts, he said, Datavote units are used 
in tandem with CES equipment. 

Fry said Diamond has been actively 
marketing the Datavote systems for only 
a year although they have been around 
since 1968 and have been used in the 
entire state of Hawaii since that time. 

Names on the ballot 
He mentioned as an advantage of the 

Datavote system the fact that the names 
of candidates are printed right on the 
punch card ballot which makes them 
legal in some states where other punch 
card systems, where the names are in 
an accompanying booklet but not on the 
ballot, are not. Also, he noted, Datavote 
cards are not pre-punched, meaning 
there are no pre-scored indentations 
around the punch areas which he feels 
eliminates danger of chad. 

CES' Dunbar sees the total voting pre
cinct marketplace in the u.S. as shaping 
up this way this year: CES, 15-16%; lever 
machines produced by Shoup and by 
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Automatic Voting Machines Corp., 
60%; paper ballots, 20%; and the re
maining 4-5% split among Datavote, 
Cubic Corp.'s Votronics, and Gyrex 
(formerly Coleman). 

The latter two systems have been 
around the longest but have never come 
into widespread use. One satisfied user 
of the Votronics system is C~lifornia's 
Alameda county which has been using 
it since 1966. The system uses hand 
marked ballots marked with a special 
black ink. These are fed into a unit 
which optically scans them then stores 
totals on a drum memory. In some cases 
summary paper tapes are prepared for 
the final tallies and in some cases units 
are on-line to a computer, a 370/155. 
Jim Riggs of the Alameda County Reg
istrar of Voter's office, said Alameda 
county has had no problems with the 
system. Software used is a county modi
fication of basic Cubic Corp. software. 

Riggs said he understands Califor
nia's Contra Costa county had some 
problems with a Votronics system it 
tried to use initially on-line to a com
puter but the problem was software, not 
hardware. 

The Gyrex (nee Coleman) system is 
in use in only two jurisdictions this 
year, Orange County, Calif. and Mult
nomha County, Ore. Orange County 
Registrar of Voters, Jim Mayer, is not 
unhappy with his equipment, only with 
the amount of it. "We have the same 
equipment used to count 300,000 ballots 
in 1964," he said in mid-October, "and 
today we have 600,000 registered voters. 
We'll probably be the last California 
county reporting in the November elec
tion." The Gyrex system, like the Votron
ics system, uses optical scanning to read 
ballots. 

Another system using optical charac
ter recognition, one which utilized a 
laser for the OCR, produced by Control 
Data Corp., was used by the District of 
Columbia in the 1972 Presidential elec
tions. The D.C. Board of Elections last 
month cancelled its contract with Con
trol Data for counting this year's general 
election returns following a dispute be
tween the board and CDC over responsi
bility for a breakdown in counting pro
cedures for the Sept. 10 primary. 

Someday there may be crt's in polling 
places where a voter can, vote with a 
light pen or maybe there'll be voting 
from home by telephone using voice 
print identification techniques, but for 
now, both producers and users of com
puterized voting systems are satisfied 
that both use and acceptance is 
spreading. 

-Edith Myers 

Retailing 

UPC Moving Faster 
Than Expected 
Those funny line symbols that look 
somewhat like distorted piano key
boards are proliferating so fast in gro
cery stores that even their sponsors are 
surprised. 

They're the grocery industry's Uni
versal Product Code (upc) selected as 
a standard by the industry in April 1973 
for source marking of supermarket 
products. The unexpectedly rapid im
plementation of source marking will 
open up a potential $7 billion market 
for systems which will scan the upc at 
checkout stands, faster than was expect
ed. 

Distribution Code Inc., Washington 
D.C., which is implementing and ad
ministering the UPC, was predicting last 
spring that 50% of supermarket items 
would be source marked by the end of 
the year. Now the firm is looking for 
65-75%. Three firms, Hunt Wesson, 
Green Giant, and William Wrigley Jr. 
Co., are anticipating 100% source mark
ing of their products by year end. 

John Strubbe, of Kroger Co. in Ohio, 
chairman of the grocery industry's UPC 

Council, is more conservative than Dis
tribution Code. He looks for 65% source 
marking this year. But he's pleased. "It's 
going much better than we expected it 
to go both in terms of source marking 
and in terms of the amount of equip
ment being offered by responsible com
puter companies. When we started this 
effort we weren't even sure there'd be 
one company offering equipment. Now 
there are eight or nine." 

Strubbe's pleased. Distribution Code 
is pleased. Jay Beck of The Beck En
graving Co., Inc., Philadelphia, one of 
many companies selling film masters for 
source marking is pleased. Sale of film 
masters "started out slowly but now the 
momentum is building up," said Beck, 
"and I expect them to continue at a fast 
pace through next year." 

Pass along what? 
Not so pleased is Sen. Frank E. Moss 

(D-Utah). Sen. Moss, Chairman of the 
Senate Commerce Subcommittee on 
Consumers, has asked President Ford's 
Economic Summit Conference to "in-

. vestigate the potential inflationary ef
fect of this substantial investment at a 
time of high interest rates, tight money, 
and marginal profits." He is concerned 
that costs to the grocery industry for im
plementation of the UPC, which he sees 
as a possible $3 billion, could be passed 
on to the consumer." 

"I think he is misinformed," said 
Strubbe of the Utah legislator. The gro-
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news in perspective 
cery industry today is operating on a less 
than 1% profit margin. "Our ability to 
pass along our current increased costs 
to consumers is severely limited," he 
said. "We're not going to install these 
things unless we can save money and 
hold costs down." Strubbe is convinced 
that scanning will hold costs down. He's 
also convinced that another of Sen. 
Moss' fears, that the use of laser scan
ners has the potential for high energy 
consumption, is without foundation. 
RCA, IBM, and others who have devel
oped scanning systems, he said, did a 
lot of competitive evaluation of scan
ning technologies and decided lasers 
were clearly economically the best. 

As for the cost of the source marking 
itself, Beck's company charges from $15 
to $25 for one film master for the UPC, 

sold to. packagers of grocery products. 
In producing the masters, Beck Engrav
ing works with Philco-Ford Computer 
Services, and The Max Levy Co., an 
88-year-old firm with a background in 
the manufacture of precision images in 
glass, originally used for photomechani
cal glass halftone screens. 

A manufacturer who wishes to source 
mark applies for membership in the 
Universal Product Code Organization 
through Distribution Code. At the end 
of September the organization had 1900 
members representing combined sales 
of $65 billion annually. Distribution 
Code issues members a manufacturer's 
code which is the first five digits of the 
UPC. The manufacturer uses the last five 
to identify the various products in his 
line. 

Computer generated 
If a manufacturer selects the Beck 

firm to produce his film master, he turns 
his code over to Beck which sends the 
code numbers to Philco-Ford via a ter
minal in its data processing department. 
A Philco-Ford computer program cal
culates the coordinate geometry of UPC 

master bar modules representing the 
code and computes the correct module 
check character digit. The magnetic 
tapes thus generated are delivered to 
The Max Levy Co. The tapes drive a 
Levy Autograph Engine, a $750,000 op
tical plotter that produces a chromi
um-on-glass master image of the code 
in nominal size. It is precise to .0001 
inch. The glass master plate is trans
ferred to Beck for manufacture of the 
film master. 

Beck .said there are "all kinds of 
methods" for producing film masters 
but he believes computer generation is 
"the only way to go." He feels firms 
taking this route are the most successful. 
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Distribution Code, in addition to up
ping its predictions for source marking, 
has increased its prediction for scanning 
installations. In August it was looking 
for 20 to 30 full blown supermarket 
scanning system installations within six 
to nine months. 

Strubbe of Kroger, which tested 
Sperry Univac's Accuscan system 
(April, p. 149) for one and one-half 
years when it was still the property of 
RCA, said his stores have no scanning 
systems installed to date but "we defi
nitely will have one or more next year." 
He said Kroger already has agreed to 
evaluate IBM'S 3660 grocery store sys
tem. "And we definitely will go with 
several others next year." 

In addition to IBM and Sperry Univac, 
firms offering grocery store point-of
sale systems are Bunker-Ramo, NCR, 

Singer, MSI Data Corp., National Semi
conductor Corp., Litton/Sweda, and 
Data General/Dymo. 

They're all counting on the market to 
develop, in spite of Sen. Moss. To another 
of the Senator's concerns-that the 
elimination of the need to stamp a price 
on each package would be a disadvan
tage to a careful shopper who keeps 
track of how prices are increasing-a 
consumer responded, "prices are chang
ing so fast today what's stamped on this 
week's package means nothing next 
week." -E.M. 

Privacy 

All That's Missing 
In the Legislation 
The pros and cons of privacy legislation 
now making its way through both 
houses of Congress was the primary 
subject of discussion by speakers at the 
Computer Law Assn.'s fall meeting in 
Washington, D.C., last month. One 
speaker was Rep. Edward Koch, who, 
along .with Rep. Barry Goldwater, Jr., 
introduced an omnibus privacy measure 
into the House of Representatives. That 
bill got hung up in the House Judiciary 
Committee but another, HR 16373, in
troduced in the House by Rep. William 
Morehead with Koch and Goldwater 
among its co-sponsors, was to appear on 
the House floor for a vote the day of 
the CLA mee.ting, but instead got lost in 
the shuffle of other pre-recess business 
and won't be seen again until the House 
reconvenes after the November elec
tions. 

Rep. Koch said of HR 16373, "I am 
as proud of that as anything I have ever 
done in the Congress." Still, he did con
cede that the bill "is not as good as it 

could be," adding that very rarely does 
legislation go through Congress that is 
as good as it could or should be. The 
bill provides that individuals be allowed 
access to information about themselves 
in record keeping systems; that they be 
permitted to correct an inaccurate 
record; that they be able to prevent in
formation from being improperly dis
closed and that reasonable precautions 
be taken by the custodian of data files 
to assure that data is reliable and not 
misused. 

Rep. Koch said a similar bill, intro
duced in the Senate by Sen. Sam Ervin 
as SB 3418, includes a provision for es
tablishment of a Federal Privacy Board 
to oversee governmental agency privacy 
protection. HR 16373 provides that each 
agency make and publish its own rules 
and regulations. "There is no uniformity 
in the House bill," Rep. Koch pointed 
out, "so there will be an amendment 
offered on the House floor to establish 
a Federal Privacy Board." Another dif
ference between the two bills is that the 
Senate bill requires the government to 
discontinue its practice of selling mail
ing lists. The House bill is silent on that 
issue. 

A short five years 
Rep. Koch first introduced a bill on 

the privacy issue in 1969. He told the 
CLA meeting that he was amazed to see 
such legislation reach the point of enact
ment in such a short time. "Five years 
is not a lot of time in the Congress, un
fortunately," he commented. The Con
gressman's initial purpose of sponsoring 
the legislation was to limit information 
gathered on individuals. "I am fed up 
with the government's involvement in 
the private lives of people past the point 
of balance," he said. 

Estimates of the cost of compliance 
with HR 16373, made by the Office of 
Management and Budget, run between 
$200-300 million a year with a one-time 
start up cost of $100 million. The five 
year estimate ranges from $1.1-$1.6 bil
lion, which according to Koch is "a lot 
of money, but worth every nickel." 

Questions concerning possible serious 
omissions by the bill and other current 
privacy legislation were raised by an
other speaker, Susan Nycum of Mac
Leod, Fuller, Muir & Goodwin, prin
cipal legal consultant to the Stanford 
Research Institute, NSF sponsored, 
Computer Abuse Project. She pointed 
out that the bills lack a reporting or 
feedback mechanism, something similar 
to special reports required by the comp
troller of the currency from banks which 
have been robbed. "Information con
tained in that data base has been con
taminated, and there is no guarantee 
that it is the same as it was before in
trusion," she told CLA members. 
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IF WE CAN'T MAKE 
YOUR· MINICOMPUTER SYSTEM 

DO MORE WORK FOR LESS MONEY, 
. .. NOBODY CAN. 

When we introduced the SPC-16, we promised 
it would be the world's most powerful, versatile, 
cost-effective family of minicomputers. 

I t was. It still is. 

The SPC-16 isn't the lowest priced hardware you 
can buy. But it will give you the lowest cost 
solution. 

Through advanced systems architecture, 
simplified interfacing and a powerful instruction 
repertoire, the SPC-16 allows you to minimize 
programming, interfacing and memory 
costs no matter what size your system is. 

Six mighty minis. 
The SPC -16 family consists 
of six minicomputers offering 
a choice of three memory 
cycle times (800ns, 960ns 
and 1440ns), memory 
expansion to 128K using 
efficient 16K boards, and two 
different packaging configurations. 

If you build a system around the SPC -16, 
it will do more work for less money than any 
other system you coiIld build. 

And that translates into more profits. 

We know it for a fact. In the past few years, we 
helped a lot of OEMs get the edge on their 
competition by designing our product into their 
products. We helped a lot of end users solve a 
lot of tough, tight-budget applications. And, we 
produced some cost-effective systems of our own. 

Two hard working systems. 
Take RTOS II for exan1ple. It's a multi
programming system offering real-time event 
driven foreground processing concurrent with 
background job development and computation. 

You couldn't buy a better price/performance 
solution for applications such as process control, 
data acquisition, laboratory research, material 
handling, communications or overall 
manufacturing automation. 

We also built a powerful disk-based general 
purpose system around the SPC -16. D BOS II 
lets you do more computation with less memory, 
in far less time, at a lower price than any system 
on the market. It offers both scientific and 
commercial languages and acorn bination of 

interactive and batch operation. 
This system is perfect for service 

centers, research and 
development groups and 

system house dedicated 
applications. 

That's the short form. 

To really appreciate 
how much power 

we can deliver for your 
money, write for our book 

"The Value of Power:' It will give 
you the facts to back up our claim: 
If General Automation can't make your system 
do more work for less money, nobody can. 

Write General Automation, 1055 South East 
Street, Anaheim, California 92805. Or call 
(714) 778-4800. In Europe, write General 
Automation, S~A., 24 rue du Sergent Bauchat, 
75012 Paris, France. Telephone (1) 346/7973. 
In Canada, write G .A. Computer Ltd., 
880 Lady Ellen Place, Ottawa KIZ5L9, Ontario. 
Telephone (613) 725-3626. 

POWERFUL MINICOMPUT,ERS BY 
GENERAL AUTOMATION 
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· Sanders/50.QGrap'hics: 
the answer toautlllty'S mghtmares. 

Storm damage to overhead 
wires. Uprooted buried cable. 
Ruptured water lines. New-con
struction planning needs. 
Hundreds of maps and draw
ings to be updated by yester
day. Paperwork. Paperwork. 

Sandersj500 interactive 
computer graphics can help 
you cope with these nightmares. This ad
vanced turnkey system expedites distribu
tion network maintenance, emergency re
pairs, new-facility location. It digitizes source 
data i~to geographical information systems 

and thematic maps that show 
densities, gradients, relative 
magnitudes and spatial rela
tionships on a CRT screen. 
Data can be edited, updated or 
retrieved in high-resolution 
hardcopy form in seconds. 

The system automates 
drafting and mapping - can 

save hundreds of man-hours per project. 
A demonstration tells it all. Write Sanders 

Data Systems, Inc., Graphic Systems Mar
keting, NHQ 1-379, Daniel Webster Hwy.-So., 
Nashua, NH 03060. Oreal! (603) 885-5280. 

Sanders •.• the intelligent answer 

European Sales Offices: Sanders Data Systems, Ltd., 51/53 Brick Street; London WI Y 7DU, England; Sanders Data Systems, GmbH, 
6000 Frankfurt/Main, Rennbahnstrasse 72/74, West Germany. ' 
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A total systems approach 
to data processing .and· computer services: 

On Site/Remote Batch Processing 

System Design 

Programming Services 

Application Analysis 

Facilities Management 

PRO's Information Systems and Services 
Group has three (3) Univac 1108 com
puter systems-each with 131,000 words 
of core storage; millions of words of user 
storage (Fastrand lis and Disc Packs); 
twenty-six (26) 7- and 9-track tape drives; 
high speed printers, COPE 1200's, 
COPE 65, and assorted peripheral equip
ment. Software capability includes a 
variety of assembly and high-level source 
languages, a vast applications library 
to handle both scientific or business
oriented needs, and both Executive II 
and VIII services. 

PRO's Computer Center is easily 
accessible via remote batch terminals 
with leased or dial-up telephone lines. 

Let us prove what we can do for you by 
demonstrating our high quality and 
dependability, and low cost data 
processing services. 

Clip and send us this coupon. Better 
still, phone our Marketing Manager, 
Computer Services at (516) 364-0400 
Ext. 398 or 465. 

HARRIS 
COMMUNICATIONS AND 
INFORMATION HANDLING 

PRO Electronics, Inc. 
a subsidiary of Harris Corporation 
6801 Jericho Turnpike / Syosset, LI., New York 11791 

PRO Electronics, Inc. 
Computer Service Center 
6801 J~richo Turnpike 
Syosset, N.Y. 11791 

Okay, gentlemen, tell me more. 

Tell me about PRO's D Computer Time D Systems De
sign D Consulting Services D Facilities Management 
D Scientific Applications D Business Applications 
D Programming Services D Other ______ _ 

I now use: D In-house computer D Service Bureau 
D Manual system. 
Type of Computer System(s) ________ _ 
Access is by Don-site 

o remote terminal (type) _____ _ 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 
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ADDS new Consul 980. 
It'll take on anybody in the magazine. 

Round 1. 
This is the tale of one 
tough terminal. 

It seems like a month . 
of Sundays since ADDS 

was just a new kid on the 
block. Back then, all we had were 

, big ideas and a reputation to earn. 
Well, we earned it. And the 

story of our new 980 TTY com
patible terminal is a good example 
of how. 

A Technical Knock-out. 
If you've ever eyeballed our 

Consul 880, you know how the 
980 looks: the "Gorgeous George" 
of CRT terminals. But these two 
have a lot more in common than 
good looks and 1,920 characters; 
they share a reputation built on de
sign, engineering and service. Not 
to mention some 100% pure sweat. 

But the Bully goes an extra 
round. 

A very famous fighter would 

have probably put it this way: 
Now inserting or deleting 

characters is fme, but the 980 also 
edits a line at a time! 

Our character set displays a 
black on w~ite face, and it comes 

in upper and lower case! 
The computer can read the 

cursor position, and that is 
certainly a welcome addition! 

Besides all that, if you please, 
protected formatting; graphics 

and function keys! 
Printer and cassette ports, and 

just in case, current loop as well as 
EIA interface! 

As if all these features didn't 
suffice, it's an entirely remotely 

controllable device! 
Now we hope you understand 

fully, just why we call 980 the 
Bully. 

Hitting below the belt. 
If you're expecting a cham

pionship terminal like the 980 to 



cost you an arm and a leg, hold on 
to your socks. $2800. Everything 
included. With OEM discounts of 
·over 30%. Need we say more? 

The Title. 
We think we've got one un

beatable terminal in our corner. If 
you'd like some more information, 
or even a ringside seat demonstra
tion, call the Bully's manager at 
516/231-5400. Or write Applied 

Digital Dat~ Systems, 100 Marcus 
Blvd., Hauppauge, New York. 

Every contest has one winner. 
Sometimes it's a tech
nical decision. Some
times it's a knock-out. 
And sometimes it's botn. 

Consul 980. 

ADDS 
Applied Digital D_ata S ystems ~nc. 
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news in perspective 
Vague on penalties 

She also criticized the legislation for 
not spelling out specific penalties for 
criminal activity towards the perpetrator 
of unauthorized or criminal access to 
computer systems. The custodian of the 
data base, in many cases, is being held 
absolutely liable for providing protec
tion, Nycum said. Further uncovered 
areas cited included the absence of guide
lines as to what levels of protection should 
be instituted and what consti
tutes a regulated data base in terms of 
size. Nycum commented that to date, 
efficient methods to apprehend the 
computer criminal are unavailable, so 
that most of those caught today are ei
ther "stupid or unlucky." Such appre
hensions are "by accident, rather than 
because someone set out to audit or de
tect what had occurred," according to 
Nycum. 

Voicing support of privacy legislation 
was Douglas Metz, deputy executive 
director of the Domestic Council Com
mittee on the Right of Privacy. He 
warned that if Congress does not enact 
some form of privacy legislation by the 
end of the current session, President 
Ford will issue an executive order to 
enact similar measures. "It will include 
definitive guidelines for government 
agencies and establishment of access 
rights, the challenge rights for the citi
zen," he told the audience. 

Metz also reported that the Domestic 
Council Committee is moving ahead on 
recommendations made to it in July by 
interagency task forces it had appointed. 
One recommendation, that the Federal 
government establish policies and pro
cedures to insure the establishment of 
privacy safeguards in new telecommuni
cations and data processing systems or 
substantial modifications to existing sys
tems, has been expanded. The mandate 
to review all existing systems of the Fed
eral government, a massive undertak
ing, has been added. The Office of 
Management and Budget is now clear
ing with government agencies interim 
guidelines for such privacy screening. 

Banking information 
Additional privacy legislation sought 

by the Domestic Council Committee 
would provide further restrictions on 
federal, state and local officials' access 
to bank information. Such legislation 
would amend the Bank Secrecy Act to 
require court approval for record exam
ination and notification to individuals 
that access to their bank records is 
sought. Metz said that a planning com
mittee will meet to arrange a December 
conference for state and local officials 
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to acquaint them with privacy issues. 
The meeting will seek to avoid potential 
conflicts between federal, state and local 
legislation. 

The need for more actiori at the local 
level by privacy enthusiasts was also ex
pounded by another speaker, Alan F. 
Westin, professor of law and govern
ment at Columbia Univ. "One of the 
major places where we should be work
ing where we are not is at the local level, 
because the Congressional legislation, 
no matter which of the bills manages 
to emerge, is not going to touch local 
data bank activity unless it is part of 
some kind of interstate federally sup
ported network," Westin noted. "And 
that can only cover a minor part of the 
large scale files about people that are 
being kept." 

In contrast, the greatest amount of ac
tual passage of legislation and other ac
tivity has taken place at the state level, 
Westin told CLA members. He cited a 
survey which reveals that between 1973 
and 1974 state legislatures have intro
duced 101 privacy bills. As of Sep
tember 1974, 35 privacy measures had 
been adopted. Eight states had created 
study commissions to look into privacy 
and data collection, which Westin pre
dicted will result in still more state pri
vacy legislation in the future. 

The private sector 
An opponent to privacy legislation as 

it is now drafted is Francis M. Gregory, 
Jr., of Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan, a 
Washington, D.C. law firm. He said 
more information about private enter
prise and the way it operates with regard 
to handling information is needed by 
Congress before privacy legislation is 
adopted. "The greatest danger for pri
vate enterprise in the entire privacy area 
is legislation through ignorance," he 
warned. Gregory cited the lack of Con
gressional hearings on the activities of 
private industry in privacy related areas. 
"The Committees recognize that, which 
is a principal reason why the current 
version of SB 3418 in the Senate does 
not cover private industry other than 
covering to some degree government 
contractors or private industry working 
with the government." 

Gregory complained that "no Con
gressman interested in anything except 
immediate retirement will vote against 
a privacy bill-the abolition of Mother's 
Day is more likely." Therefore, he con
tinued, any input to be had by the pri
vate sector into Congressional determi
nations involving privacy has to occur 
"somewhere down the legislative line." 
Private enterprises with interests in pri-

vacy must provide input at the initial 
stages of consideration of legislation. He 
predicted that any privacy bill reported 
by a committee will be enacted. Greg
ory also urged that the economic cost 
of potential legislation be carefully con
sidered, adding that the dollar figure in 
HR 16373 "gave me a little bit of pause." 

Dr. Ruth M. Davis, director of the 
National Bureau of Standards' Institute 
for Computer Sciences and Technology, 
questioned the practicality of a provi
sion in some legislative proposals that 
would require maintenance of records 
of certain access granted to information 
files. Still to be determined would be 
how many persons are allowed access, 
how often, how much detail would the 
record contain and how quickly would 
the system manager have to respond to 
a request by an individual to see that 
record. 

By recording only a·small number of 
accesses to a file (one access every nine 
months for each person's record, for ex
ample) would cause the file to double 
in size every seven years with a corre
sponding increase in data storage and 
operating costs. "Therefore, unless rea
sonable retention periods are permitted 
by law and established, these costs could 
become quite burdensome to the indi
vidual computer installation,'.' she 
pointed out. 

Dr. Davis thinks the costs of confi
dentiality and security of information in 
automated information ·systems are not 
well understood, well documented or 
well quantified. Significant changes in 
the way personal data systems are de
signed will have to be made to respond 
to private concerns em bodied in part in 
proposed legislation before Congress. 
"An important action that needs strong 
support now is the determination of the 
costs of individual privacy and decisions 
on how to allocate those costs," she said. 
The next meeting of the Computer Law 
Assn. will be held March 20, 1975, in 
Washington, D.C. 

-Pam Evans 

Peripherals 

A Mass Market 
for Mass Storage? 

With user reactions ranging from "it's 
the first true technological advance in 
mass storage in years" to "it would cost 
our installation nearly twice as much 
per month to use it", it's clear that IBM, 

with its 3850 cartridge mass storage sys
tem, has introduced yet another contro
versial product. The system uses a fist
sized data cartridge as the basic storage 
medium, with each cartridge (one user 
thought they looked like Coors beer 
cans) storing 50 million characters of 
information in 3330 format. When a 
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INTERDATA ANNOUNCES 
THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST 
32·81T MINI 

FOR UNDER $10,000. 

With up to a million bytes of directly 
addressable memory. 

Minicomputer myths you can live without: 

1. There's no such thing as a 32-bit minicomputer. 
2. Minicomputers have an absolute 64K addressing 
limit. 3. The only way to even access more is to 
resort to some sort of hardware kluge with a hairy 
software scheme that'll cost you an arm and a leg. 

All wrong. Because now there's the Interdata 7/32-
a powerful new 32-bit minicomputer with main 
memory expandable up to a million bytes and 
direct addressing up to 16 million bytes. 

Big it is. But hairy it isn't. 

Because it's simple, straightforward and efficient. 
And it's the industry's first uncomplicated 
extended-memory software environment. 

Backed up by a lot of hardware muscle like thirty 
two, 32-bit registers, 1024 I/O interrupts with 
automatic vectoring, 239 instructions. And a lot 
more. All of which would lead you to expect to pay 
a lot more money, right? Well, that's also a myth. 

Perfonnance 7/32 Nova 840 POP-ll/4O 

Word length 32 16 16 

Memory speed 
(nanoseconds) 750 800 900 

Maximum memory 
capacity (bytes) 1,048,576 262,144 262,144 

Addressing range (bytes) 
Direct 1,048,576 512 65,536 
Relative ±16,384 ±256 ±32,768 
Indexed 1,048,576 65,536 65,536 
Double indexed 1,048,576 No No 

General-purpose 
registers 3232-bit 416-bit 816-bit 

Index registers 3032-bit 2 l6-bit 816-bit 

Vectored interrupt 
levels Yes No Yes 

Minimum interrupt 
overhead time (usee) 6.5 47.5 46.5 

Price 7/32 - Nova 840 PDP-ll/4O 

32 KB processor $ 9,950 $12,930 $15,345 
64 KB processor 14,450 19,330 26,925 

128 KB processor 23,450 35,630 44,725 
256 KB processor 41,450 61,230 80,825 

I Megabyte 
processor 171,650 Not available Not available 

Source: Data General Price List, 5/15/73. DEC PDP-I 1/40 Price List, 6/73. DEC 
OEM & Product Services Catalog, 1972. Auerbach Minicomputer Characteristic 
Digest, June, 1973. "How to use Nova Computers", 1973. 

The software muscle is all there, too. A new 
FORTRAN V compiler. An optimizing assembler 
called CAL. And the first extended operating 
.system that's both powerful and simple - OS/32. 
Plus all the other field-proven Interdata software -
it's all compatible. 

The new Interdata 7/32. 

We put our muscle where their myth is. 

2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, New Jersey 07757 (201) 229-4040. 
Boston - (617) 89(H)557. Washington - (703) 525-4806. Philadelphia - (215) 436-5579. 
Orlando - (305) 851-6962. Chicago - (312) 437-5120. Detroit - (313) 356-5515. 
Dayton - (513) 434-4193.-Kansas City - (913) 384-1606. Houston - (713) 783-3060. 
Dallas - (214) 238-9656. Denver - (303) 758-0474. Los Angeles - (213) 640-0451. 
Phoenix - (602) 968-2477. San Diego - (714) 565-0602. San Francisco - (415) 969-1180. 
Seattle - (206) 455-0680. Toronto - (416) 677-8990. Tokyo - (270) 7711. 
Sydney - 439-8400. London - Uxbridge 52441. Munich - 081F8543887. 
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news in perspective 
user program on a 370 145-168 model 
calls for certain files, or portions of files, 
a modified version of the 3330 disc con
troller (called the 3830 Model 3) deter
mines which cartridges contain the in
formation. A cartridge accessor is then 
instructed to retrieve the cartridges and 
mount them on a read/write station. 
The cartridge is then opened, and the 
3x770-inch tape strip's contents are 
transferred to 3330 discs, a process 
called staging. After processing is com
pleted, only altered records are written 
back to the cartridges. 

The system is gargantuan in size. A 

libraries in many departments, might 
seem a likely candidate for the 3850, but 
initial reaction at the Social Security 
Administration was subdued. "So 
they've finally announced the pigeon 
coop," said one dp official, who has 
been busy evaluating potential mass 
storage systems and wished to remain 
anonymous. 

Ampex for flexibility 
"I think it might be a very good system 

for installations running only one or two 
mainframes," he adds. "Here, we have 
to be flexible enough to run any job on 

WHAT'S THIS? Inside the starship Enterprise's photon bomb magazine? No, this is a view 
of the IBM 3851 cartridge storage device. At left is one of two accessors in each system 
that move cartridges to read/write stations and return them to the "pigeon coop." A 
minimum 3850 system capable of storing 35 billion bytes rents for $12,455, plus $4,240 
for the modified 3330 disc controller required. 

minimum system of 35 billion charac- anyone of 17 cpu's. That can't be done 
ters can be expanded through several with the IBM device. We've come to the 
models up to a maximum of 472 billion conclusion that the best solution for our 
bytes. That's roughly equivalent to hav- particular needs is an Ampex Terabit 
ing 4,7203330 packs on-line, or enough Memory that Westinghouse is willing to 

. storage to give every living human being interface to all our computers by using 
130 bytes of storage. DEC PDP-II minicomputers." 

Still another way to comprehend the Talks with other users makes it appar-
system's size is to say that it approxi- ent that there are other potential prob-
mates a tape library containing 47,200 lems for IBM in marketing the 3850. One 
reels of tape-of which there are a sig- source, the dp director at a "highly in-
nificant number-and that is the market tegrated manufacturing firm" based in 
IBM is going after. Many large install a- the midwest, shared these thoughts: 
tions had been briefed on the 3850 with- "Maybe we're unusual, but most of our 
in days of the announcement. The Fed- files are set up in sequential order, and 
eral government, with prodigious tape we can load sequential files into our 
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370/158 faster using 6,250 bpi tape 
drives than from 3330 discs. And the 
product wouldn't completely replace 
tape drives anyway. The IBM salesman, 
in figuring out how much a 3850 would 
cost us admitted that we'd probably 
want to keep roughly six tape drives and 
controller. The price increase would be 
$ 19K/month! And that doesn't even 
take into consideration conversion costs 
from tape to disc format!" 

Other users were concerned with dif
ferent aspects of the 3850. "It's not a 
comfortable thought that if the 3850 
goes down, 1 can't walk in and grab the 
cartridges 1 need to continue process
ing," said one. Along similar lines, an
other user was concerned with potential 
security problems despite the fact that 
the 3850 can be located up to 200 feet 
away from the computer and be 
equipped with special features to detect 
the presence of any foreign magnetic 
device, to sense fire and fumes and to 
trigger a user-supplied fire suppression 
system. Access to information in the 
3850 is controlled through password 
protection programming. 

It will be interesting to see how well 
the 3850 sells, as no installation contact
ed after the announcement considered 
it the solution to its particular problems. 
Still, those IBM marketing men do have 
ways .... 

-Michael W. Cashman 

International 

ICL's New Computers: 
Half a Range Ahead 
ICL'S apocryphal new range of com
puters became ICL'S real New Range, 
alias 2900 series, last Oct. 24. 

By announcing the long-discussed 
products, ICL thereby gained the free
dom to go on with its profitable business 
in the current models for several more 
years, since New Range comes 
equipped with ample changeover aids 
and a splendid , communications proces
sor for use on any range. Like other 
announcements these days, New Range 
carried the guarantee to users that the 
only surprises in the future will be 
pleasant ones-there are obviously a 
few mid-life kickers built into the tidy 
circuits. But ICL'S promises are retroac
tive to users of the old 1900 and System 
4 ranges as well. Both will be developed 
and manufactured until the very late 
'70s, and supported well into the '80s. 

ICL'S new team is intrigu-
ing-ex-IBMer Tom Hudson (chairman), 
ex-Univac Geoff Cross (managing 
director), and a team of key men that 
not only includes ex-Univac stars but 
has found some stars from among the 
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More good reasons . 
for Datapoint leadership 
in dispersed data processing 
Datapoint Corporation continues as the leader in dispersed data processing because 
we offer the best and broadest product line in the industry, a product line 
incorporating both hardware and software and which is being constantly 
expanded and improved. 

300 CPM Card Reader 

Hardware-the user requirement here is for 
increased mass memory capability. To meet this 
need Datapoint has added two new disk units to 
complement its well established 2.4 megabyte 
cartridge disk system. They are: ~ A new 
DISKETIE memory with up to four diskette drives, 
each offering over 256,000 characters of 
storage and interchangeable with IBM 3741 
diskettes; and ~ a new high capacity 20 MILLION 
CHARACTER DISK which utilizes a standard 2314 
type disk pack. These new disk memory systems 
may be employed with either Datapoint 2200® 
or 5500 processors. 

In addition, Datapoint is making available 
~ a new industry-compatible 1600 BPI 
9-CHANNEL MAGNETIC TAPE SYSTEM to 
meet the need for high density bulk data 
storage, and ~ a new 300 CPM CARD 
READER for remote batch and remote job 
entry applications. 

Software-another major factor in 
Datapoint's leadership in making 
dispersed data processing a commercial 
reality has been our emphasis on, and 
success at creating user-oriented 
operating software and programming 
languages. Recent additions to 
Datapoint's extensive software library 
include ~ a DISK-BASED DATAFORM 
LANGUAGE for use in intelligent data entry 
applications; ~the RPG II LANGUAGE with C 

20 Million Character Disk Unit 

Index Sequential Access Method (ISAM), and ~DATASHARE III, a 
new version of the Datapoint 2200 control program which makes it 
possible for as many as eight remote, low-cost video terminals to act 
and function as 2200 terminal processors in a manner akin to time-sharing, affording many 
operating economies and other advantages. 

With ourtrio of dispersed processors, the Datapoint's 1100,2200 and 5500, along with our 
expanding family of peripherals and extensive software library, we can readily identify the 
reasons for our leadership in dispersed data processing. For more information on any of these 
new products, and on Datapoint's total family of dispersed processing systems and 
peripherals, contact the sales office nearest you or write or call D b 
Datapoint Corporation, Attn: Marketing Administrator, a 0po·lnt 
San Antonio, Texas 78284, (512) 690-7173. 

Diskette 

The Leader in Dispersed Data Processing 

Home OHlce: 9725 Oatapoint Drive/San Antonio. Texas 78284/(512) 690-7173. Sales Offices: Atlanta/(404) 458-6423· Austin (512) 452-9424· Baton Rouge/(504) 926-3700 
Boston/(617) 890-0440· Charlotte/(704) 527-3302. Chicago/(312) 298-1240. Cincinnati/(513) 421-6122. Cleveland/(216) 831-0550· Oallas/(214) 661-5536· Oenver/(303) 770-3921 
Des Moines/(515) 225-9070· Oetroit/(313) 557-6092· Hartford/(203) 677-4551 • Honolulu/(808) 524-3719. Houston/(713) 688-5791· Los Angeles/(213) 645-5400· Minneapolis/(612) 854-4054 
Nashville/(615) 385-3014· Newark/(201) 376-1311 • New York/(212) 759-4656· Orlando/(305) 896-1940 • Philadelphia/(215) 643-5767· Phoenix/(602) 265-3909· Pittsburgh/(412) 931-3663 
Puerto Rico/(809) 783-5320 • Saint Louis/(314) 291-1430· San Oiego/(714) 460-2020· San Francisco/(415) 968-7020 • Seattle/(206) 455-2044· Washington. 0.C.I(703) 790-0555 
International: TRW /Oatacom-International/Los Angeles. California. TELEX 691286 (213) 475-6777. Sydney. Australia/922-31 00. Vienna. Austria/022Z1362141 • Brussels176 20 30 
Rio de Janeiro. Brazil/246 7661 • Toronto/(416) 438-9800· Copenhagen/(01) 965-366· Guayaquil. Ecuador/394 844· London 9036261 • Helsinki/90-661 991· Paris/581 1270 
Hanover. Germany/(0511) 634011 • Rotterdam/(010) 216244· Tel Aviv.lsrael/(03) 410565· Milan/316 333· Tokyo/264 6131 • Kuala Lumpur. MalaYi:'ia/21416· 0510/153490 
Makati Rizal. The Philippines/877 294· Singapore 10/378165· Johannesburg1724 9301 • Stockholm/(08) 188295. Lyss/Berne/(032) 844240 
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news in perspective 
ragbag of Ferranti, Powers-Samas, El
liotts and half a dozen others that were 
forcibly welded together through eight 
mergers to become Britain's single com
puter company in 1968, with govern
ment midwifery. 

It was obvious that the ICLers had 
picked up some techniques from IBM for 
the first major launch in ten years. The 
slogan, for example, preempts IBM'S FS 
range, still under wraps: "YOUR FUTURE 
SYSTEM" blares the motto in two-foot 

DELIVERY IN DECEMBER: ICl's 2970 system with operating console, order code proces
sor at left and all the peripherals. Introduced last month, the first delivery is next month. 

-------.--_ .. _-----_. 
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Free Handbook Has Answers 
"Process Cooling for the Data Center Environment," published 

by the world's leading manufacturer of computer cooling 
equipment, is now in its third printing. Covers such subjects 

as problems caused by wrong environment, economics of the 
proper system, and design criteria. Get a copy free from 

your local EDPAC sales representative, or by writing direct to 
AC MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Old Cuthbert & Deer Roads, 

Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034. Phone: 609-428-9800. 

R[Q)~-)~n ::J I j, ::.... ::~ \, lJ7 L._~ _,.___ _,J ~ "-_,, 

PROCESS COOLING FOR COMPUTERS 
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letters on the podium at ICL'S system 
development lab in Bracknell, near 
Windsor Castle. 

Business as usual 
Partly because ICL'S original brilliant 

announcement strategy for New Range 
was to have no announcement (a strate
gy somewhat bruised by 1970 testimony 
to a Parliamentary subcommittee about 
"Project 52"), the ICL happening was 
somewhat more low-key than usual for 
the industry. There were less fancy bro
chures-though a two-foot stack of user 
documentation was available-no pre
tentious ads, and a business-as-usual 
flavor, though one could detect jubila
tion and optimism, at a time when the 
company had just reported record reve
nues-well over $500 million-for the 
1974 fiscal year. 

By a happy accident and a happy mis
hap, the company was able to show real 
machines. "You can go downstairs and 
kick it if you like," said one cheerful 
marketeer, so the first-time viewers at 
the launch duly traipsed into Europe's 
largest computer room at Bracknell, and 
kicked or stroked production model 11 
on the big £21h million 2980 model, and 
production model 15 or so on the 
smaller £ 1 million 2970. 

The accident, from an announcement 
viewpoint, was the 1968 merger that 
created an ICL with two incompatible 
product lines ( one of them, the 
IBM-compatible System 4, very popular 
in Eastern European countries). From 
that point on, plans for a New Range 
were absolutely necessary, even though 
they were out of step with IBM and ev
erybody else in the industry and thus 
unable to fit in with the Unidata prod
ucts. The happy mishap was of course 
the ill-fated non-announcement strate
gy, by which several years of embar
rassing silence could be followed by a 
credible and creditable revelation in Oc
tober, with first delivery of the 2970 
scheduled for December-IcL's inad
vertent answer to the old paper tiger 
phenomenon. 

Not only was the machine at the an
nouncement real, but ICL'S entire speci
fication was a real and visible com
puter-"the architectural model". All 
New Range specs were based on this 
full-scale model, and changes were first 
made on the physical machine, then 
checked and incorporated in the paper 
descriptions, which had to match exact
ly-a reversal of the usual specification 
process and a living symbol within ICL 
that there really WAS aNew Range, 
during all the years the press kept de
manding an announcement. 

Virtual virtuosity 
The New Range itself is pleasant for 

its modularity as well as its compati-
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To fiche, or not to fiche: that is the question: 
NCR Data Centers is the answer. 

William Shakespeare wrote more than 102,000 lines of verse in his plays 
and sonnets. Yet, these volumes of dialogue can be held in the hand 
of this actor, thanks to COM. 

You may not want to put the works of Shakespeare on Micro-fiche, 
but you can see the advantages of COM in your business. 

Now, NCR Data Centers are able to provide a Micro-fiche 
Recorder/Processor you can own-the NCR 643-105. 

NCR's Micro-fiche Recorder / Processor is the first to 
produce fiche completely cut and dried. There's no chemical 
handling, because all the film is processed right within the 
system. Expensive renovations are unnecessary-there's no 
dark room, plumbing, or special power to install. Simply plug it 
in, and in less than four minutes, a complete one-fiche report 
is ready to display or duplicate. Additional fiche are then 
produced every 60 seconds, or 12,000 pages per hour. 
And because it's so easy to operate, no 
extensive training is needed
almost anyone can do it. 

Service and support is as
sured. A network of stra
tegically located NCR 
Data Centers provides 
COM services throughout 
the world. And each NCR 
Data Center is backed by 
more than 88 years of 
business experience. 

The choice is yours ... you can 
fiche for yourself, or NCR Data 
Centers will fiche for you. 

For your answer, call the 
nearest NCR Data Center. 
Or write directly to 
NCR Data Centers, ~ 
Dayton, Ohio 45479. 

Complete Computer Systems 
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news in perspective 
bility. Both the hardware and software 
were designed from the first in sensible 
pieces-a top-down kind of systems 
thinking that impressed the new tech
nical people when they swept in with 
the Hudson/Cross team in 1972. The 
System B operating system at the heart 
of New Range uses virtual virtuosity to 
build protection into any combination 
of code, data, and communications. En
vironments are changed easily by creat
ing new virtual machines. In the event 
of something going wrong, it can isolate 
the affected parts and log and analyze 
the errors, creating a new virtual ma
chine from other parts of the system to 
carry on working. 

small computer in a simple little table
top box, costing as little as $12,000 (with 
8K and one crt), but it can connect to 
any of the ICL machines, or any other 
machine, for terminal handling, concen
trating, or even remote job entry work 
on a modest basis. It is a range indepen
dent device, with up to a megabyte of 
(range independent) storage and intelli
gence. Its innards are, according to 
Mack, "Well ahead of IBM" -similar to 
the 2903 technology that has attracted 
so many new users. A single card holds 
the entire cpu, with all modern conve
niences including lots of registers, some 
interrupts, and odds and ends of rams 
and proms. 

SOME OF THE STARS ON ICl'S TEAM 
. Geoffrey R. Cross, 40, Brian O'Heron, 36, and Ed S. Mack, 38 

Product development director Ed 
Mack gets .credit from Geoffrey Cross 
for saving the company at least a year 
and a half on New Range software de
velopment. Although the old ICL group 
had designed New Range, it was after 
the new team came in that software de
velopment was cut down into managea
ble projects that could be separated, 
then put back together again sensibly. 
While. Mack sorted out the puzzle of 
modularizing the software develop
ment, ICL'S director of New Range pro
grams Brian O'Heron built in a matrix 
organization for project management, 
with checkpoints and occasional uproar, 
imposing an American style and mo
mentum on theindubitably British proj
ect. 

At the New Range announcement it 
was clear that Mack's enthusiasm en
compassed hardware as well as soft
ware. The product that captured his 
imagination most was the little 7500 
communication system-the "leading 
edge" of an airplane wing encompassing 
2970/80, 1900/System 4, and the highly 
successful little 2903 system that has al
ready contributed to ICL'S current opti
mism by bringing in 750 orders-three
fourths of them from users new to ICL, 

and almost two-thirds of them from 
users outside the U.K. The 7500 is a 
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If ICL'S technology is as advanced as 
New Range seems to imply, several ob
servers wondered why the company 
(whose parents Plessey and GEC are al
ready in the components business to 
some extent) doesn't go into the compo
nents business for itself instead of de
pending on the vagaries of American 
suppliers, which have several times held 
up New Range production. That may 
be another question that is easier to re
solve in the post-announcement eu
phoria than it was in Cross's two and 
one-half year uphill battle to gain cre·di
bility for ICL. 

Technical details of the big New 
Range machines are impressive. Al
though the technology is still short of 
full LSI, it's half-a-range ahead of almost 
everybody else these days, and designed 
so full LSI can be added without chang
ing range when it becomes feasible. 
Both the 2980 and the 2970 can have 
one or two central processors and store 
access controllers. The big machine han
dles from one to eight million bytes of 
main storage, working at 600 nanose
conds for 16 bytes for a peak data 
throughput of 16 million bytes per sec
ond per Store Access Control (SAC). It 
can handle 16 trunk links (controllers) 
per SAC. 

The cheaper 2970 has main storage 

from three-quarter to six million bytes, 
at 500 nanoseconds for eight bytes, and 
only eight trunk links per SAC. The 
range of peripherals includes all existing 
1900/System 4 models, plus the CPI 

range from ICL'S forthcoming ventur~ 
with CDC and NCR, not to mention a few 
new printers, card readers, paper tape 
equipment and so on. The crt terminals 
are handsome and easy to read and use, 
but ICL will depend on other suppliers 
to furnish the special terminals for pro
duction control/manufacturing, re
tail/distribution, and banking applica
tions that constitute the main target in
dustries in most countries. 

The U.S. with 2903 
The American thrust will, for the time 

being, concentrate on the tried and true 
2903, pointed particularly at the finan
cial marketplace in the N ew York area. 
This month chairman Tom Hudson of
ficially opens ICL'S new 2903 marke
ting/service center in New York, and it 
is under-stood that ICL already has a few 
2903 installations up and running in the 
area. Eventually, acceptance of the 2903 
might lead to other New Range offer
ings in the U.S., probably after some of 
the smaller machines between 
2970/2980 and 2903 have been 
unwrapped. 

New Range support and software 
have been unbundled to a large extent, 
though System B, data management 
software, utilities, and essential docu
mentation are included in the orginal 
price tag. Languages (for which there 
will be a charge) include COBOL, 

FORTRAN, ALGOL and interactive BASIC, 

plus a full package of file and source 
code converters for both 1900 and Sys
tem 4 machines, as well as hardware 
emulators. The 2900 application sys
tems, in addition to existing rahge(s) 
systems, are pointed at the three target 
areas, with particular emphasis on man
ufacturing, where ICL'S NIMMS has al
ready built a body of devoted followers. 

The most visible manifestation of 
New Range's reality-besides the re
freshing ability to see and "kick" the 
production models-was the announce
ment that ICL has already booked about 
£21 million worth of orders (for 17 sys
tems) from a variety of commercial and 
government customers. . 

Cross maintained with absolute assur
ance that his company would be known 
by its deeds rather than its predic
tions-and with equal assurance point
ed to the 25% per year growth rate and 
reaffirmed the prediction he made in 
1972 (when ICL'S orders were about 
£ 106 million, or $255 million) that ICL 

would double by 1976. From the current 
results and the current ambience around 
ICL, he may make it a year early. 

-N.F. 
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Design-
The new MARK IV /270 is the only 
high-level language system designed 
specifically for VS users. The MARK IV 
System now takes advantage of the 
inherent capabilities of VS for 
optimized storage allocation. 

• informatics inc I 
MARK IV Systems compan~" i 

p, ,'~~ r J,'\l "w I 

•. / Jw 1.1 ... , ... ~ .. " 

Compatibility-
Introduced in late 1973, this new 
model of the MARK IV System is now 
in use on IBM System 370 equipment 
in 20% of the more than 800 world
wide MARK IV installations. All exist
ing MARK IV programs are fully 
compatible with the new model. 
MARK rV/270 is for IBM OS/VS1, 
OS/VS2, and DOS/VS, and fully 
supports the new Virtual Access 
methods. 

North American Headquarters 
MARK IV Systems Co. 
21050 Vanowen Street 
Canoga Park, California 91304 

Offices: 
• Chicago (312) 648-0280 
• Dallas (214) 233-6861 
• Los Angeles (213) 822-3552 
• New York (201) 488-2700 
• Washington D.C. (301) 770-5951 
• Toronto, Canada (416) 493-9716 
CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD 
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Throughput-
All of the proven automatic program
ming and file handling efficiencies of 
MARK IV are added to the power of 
Virtual Storage. Available now with 
on-site support, training and 
documentation. 

International Offices 
Informatics S.A. 
18 Rue Camille Martin 
1203 Geneve, Suisse 
Telephone 022/45 22 00 
London • Paris • Copenhagen 
Rome • Dusseldorf • Mannheim 

and 
Computer Applications Co., Ltd. 

2-3-1 Hitotsubashi, Shogakukan Bldg. 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
Telephone 263-7241 



New IBM system 
gives direct access to 
massive amounts of 

stored data. 
It combines the economy of tape processing 

with the flexibility of disk. 
It can put unprecedented volumes of data

from 35 to 472 billion bytes-on line to the com-
$25.00 $13.00 $6.80 $.50 puter. 

I t can end practically 
all manual handling of tape 
reels and disk packs and 
greatly lower the cost of 
maintaining a library. 

And it can dramatically 
reduce the actual monthly 
cost for storing a megabyte 
of data down into the 20-

_ to-50 cent range. 
2314 2319 3330 3850 In essence, the IBM 

Mod 1 MSS 3850 Mass Storage System 
is for organizations that need computer access to 
vast numbers of different records. The 3850 acts 
like a very large lending library for IBM 3330 Disk 
Storage. "Data stored in the System's data 
cartridges is temporarily transferred to the disks 
for direct computer use. The system runs auto
matically, with practically no manual intervention 
required. 

For large installations 

With its massive amounts of economically 
stored data on line, the 3850 is well suited to a 
variety of large organizations. 

Among them may be banks, for check records; 
utilities, for engineering records; manufacturers, 
for sales history data; organizations referencing 
lengthy texts, such as medical records; and many 
others. 

Such users can benefit from the new accessi
bility of their files. At the same time, they can hold 

down costs through reduced tape and disk inven
tories and handling, as well as more efficient com
puter system use. 

Because it vastly reduces the cost of storing 
data, the 3850 can improve productivity by remov
ing restraints that may have hampered the start 
of new applications. Conversion of existing instal
lations to 3850 storage is essentially a tape-to-disk 
procedure, with few or no programming changes 
necessary. 

Im.proved physical data security is another 
benefit, since extensive data files formerly 
in library areas can now be contained in one place. 
Other safeguard options are intended to bar un
authorized system use through user defined pass
words; prevent unauthorized alteration or removal 
of data, and limit access to data to one user at a time. 

One or two 3850s can be linked to as many as 
four virtual storage IBM System/370 computers, 
Models 145 through 168. 

Not so long ago, the introduction of virtual 
storage provided greatly increased storage ca
pabilities for System/370 computers. And Ad
vanced Function for Communications, which is a 
logical extension of the virtual storage base, pro
vides one teleprocessing network for many uses. 
Now the 3850 Mass Storage System extends the 
virtual storage concept to direct access storage 
devices. 

Virtual Storage, Advanced Function for Com
munications, the Mass Storage System - three 
powerful links to the computing potential of the 
Seventies. 

For further information, contact your local IBM 
Data Processing Division office. Or write IBM 
Corporation, Dept. 83F-D, 1133 Westchester Ave., 
White Plains, N.Y. 10604. 

IBM,. 
Data Processing Division 
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The IBM 3850 Mass Storage System uses a new data cartridge, approximately two inches in 
diameter and four inches long, which can hold up to 50 million bytes. Two cartridges have a 
storage capacity equal to that of an IBM 3336 Modell Disk Pack-100 million bytes. 

Inside the system, the cartridges are stored in a "honeycomb" of cells. When data is needed for 
processing, a cartridge is removedfrom its cell by an automatic mechanism and the data is 
temporarily read onto an IBM 3330 Disk Storage for computer use. 

The IBM 3850 Mass Storage System, shown at the far end of this room, is linked to the IBM 3330 
Disk Storage (right), which in turn is on line to a virtual storage IBM System/ 370. Maximum 
capacity of the 3850 system is 472 billion bytes. 
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News in Perspective 

BENCHMARKS • • • 

FTC Opposed IBM-CML Plans: IBM'S 
plans to enter the domestic satellite 
business with Communications Satellite 
Corp. have come up against opposition 
from the Federal Trade Commission. 
The FTC has asked the Federal Com
munications Commission, which is re
viewing the proposed joint venture, to 
deny a Comsat-IBM application. The 
Trade agency said the IBM plan could 
have "a serious anticompetitive im
pact in various communications
data-processing markets. IBM'S plan is to 
enter the satellite communications field 
by taking over 55% of CML Satellite 
Corp. Comsat, Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp., and MCI Communications Corp. 
currently own equal shares of CML. MCI 
and Lockheed have proposed sale of 
their interests to IBM and Comsat. 

Where's the Business Plan?: The 
price of money and equity market 
conditions have upset a lot of business 
plans-particularly those of computer 
vendors whose products are mostly on 
lease. Computer Machinery Corp., the 
key to disc manufacturer, had to pour 
cash into its European operation when 
its borrowing capacity overseas was 
sharply curtailed. Then it ran into bank 
borrowing problems in the U.S. and 
these were aggravated by a decline in 
cash-producing third-party leases. This 
resulted in a "substantial" third quarter 
loss that forced the company to reduce 
its U.S. work force 10%. The company, 
which in three years has boosted reve
nues to $53 million from $3 million, 
thinks it might be able to recover its 
losses in the fourth quarter if a third
party leasing deal it was negotiating is 
successful. 

Not Enough: Business is good, but not 
good enough, for Computer Automa
tion, the Irvine, Calif., manufacturer of 
minicomputers chiefly for oem markets. 
The company has reduced its work force 
to 360 from 430, but hopes to rebuild, 
"if the economy doesn't go to pieces," 
said president David H. Methvin. Reve
nues in the first quarter of its 1975 fiscal 
year were up 30% over the same period 
last year, but earnings dropped 50% be
cause it had increased its staff to meet 
an anticipated higher level of business. 
The company looks for another growth 
year, but one that will lag behind the 
previous year when its sales rose 13%. 

Merger Partner Sought: Problems in 
raising capital and interest costs on 
loans caused two-year-old Intelligent 
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Memory Systems, Santa Ana, Calif. to 
close its doors last month and file for 
protection under Chapter XI of federal 
bankruptcy laws. President Calvin Le,e, 
who had been a founder of General Au
tomation, said the company had stopped 
production, terminated its work force, 
failed in its negotiations for a moratori
um with creditors, and was seeking po
tential merger partners. The firm had 
been making and marketing head-per
track, fast-access discs for minicom
puters and microprocessors. It had some 
40 employees. 

Honeywell Elevates Spangle: Clarence 
W. Spangle, 49, an executive vice presi
dent with responsibility for Honeywell 
Inc.'s computer operations, was elected 
president of Honeywell Information 
Systems. He continues as an executive 

Irl "~ 
vice president of the parent firm. HIS 
contributes about half of Honeywell's 
$2.4 billion in annual sales. Spangle has 
been with Honeywell since 1947. He 
was named vice president and general 
manager of the computer business in 
1965 and had an active part in 1970 in 
Honeywell's acquisition of General 
Electric's computer operation, an acqui
sition which gained Honeywell the No. 
2 spot in computers. 

AT&T Rates Deemed Too Low: Rates 
filed last March by AT&T for its Data
phone digital service have tentatively 
been labeled too low by the Federal 
Communications Commission. The 
rates asked by Ma Bell are about half 
those charged by competitors. FCC hear
ings on the proposed rates will go on 
for about a year, it is anticipated. In the 
meantime, the agency will allow AT&T 

to offer its new service in five cities but 
at rates higher than those the phone 
company has proposed. A decision on 
the temporary rates was expected late 
last month. 

Counterclaim: Although felony charges 
were dropped for lack of evidence 
against six of ten persons indicted in 
1973 for the alleged theft of drawings 
and specs from the IBM plant in San 

Jose, IBM is still sticking to its charges 
against one of the six. He's Philip J. 
Kronzer, vp of K&K Manufacturing Co. 
of Campbell, who last summer filed a 
$161 million suit against IBM for mali
cious prosecution (August, p. 113). The 
company 'has filed a counterclaim in 
San Jose federal court in which it reiter
ates most of the charges that claim 
Kronzer and his company misused se
cret IBM documents. Kronzer's company 
also is named in the countersuit which 
asks that damages be set at a later date. 

Xerox Into Word Processing: Xerox 
Corp. has gone up against IBM in still 
another area, word processing. It intro
duced last month an electronic typing 
system that operates automatically up to 
350 words per minute. The Model 800 
system comes in four variations and 
runs about twice as fast as comparable 
IBM systems, according to the copying 
machine giant. Lease prices for the new 
system range from $210 per month. 
Xerox, at first, will offer systems only 
through lease. First deliveries will be 
this month in Dallas and Houston. The 
system was test marketed in Dallas. The 
Model 800 operates automatically from 
data stored on magnetic tape or magne
tic cards. It prints with a rotating wheel 
that moves across the paper carriage, 
rather than with individual type bars or 
the revolving Selectric ball that IBM in
troduced in 1960. 

POS for TRW: TRW Inc., already heavi
ly into automated retail credit authori
zation, has plunged into the retail 
point-of-sale (pos) market through an 
agreement with The May Department 
Stores Co. under which it will assume 
responsibility for the manufacture, 
maintenance, future development, and 
worldwide marketing of the May com
pany's Mark 2000 electronic pos com
munications system. The System was 
developed for May by a subsidiary, Sys
tems, Science and Software (S3), La 
Jolla, Calif. 

Easy on the Eyes: Dr. Richard Hopping, 
a consultant to the Society for Visual 
Care, says personnel working in' cli
mate-controlled computer rooms may 
have healthier eyes than their counter
parts working in other locations. The 
cooler temperatures and higher humidi
ty required in computer rooms, he said, 
have a beneficial effect on the eyes. 
"High humidity and cooler tempera
tures alleviate some discomfort for 
those individuals who have a lowered 
tearing and blinking rate. While warm, 
dry air tends to make the eyes' naturally 
moist lubricating surface evaporate, the 
computer room climate allows for much 
greater moisture retention." 0 
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Documation makes 36 models of 
vacuum system card readers. 

Each reader has more than 
1,000 parts. 

85% of all those parts are 
interchangeable ... 
and proven. 

That's one of the design reasons why Docu
mation readers have such a good track 
record for continuous duty and little or no 
maintenance. And all 36 models of the 
Documation vacuum system card readers 

I 
I I 

II DOCUMATION 
I 

INCORPORATED 
POST OFFICE BOX 1240 
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA 32901 
TELEPHONE (305) 724-1111 
TWX 510-959-6286 

This is the basic configuration 
for high speed Documation 

card readers. Look for 
it in your system. 

are plug and signal compatible from 285 to 
1,200 cards per minute. 

Important items to consider when you 
specify anyone of the 100 plus major com
puter companies of the world that use 
Documation card handling equipment. 
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LOOKA~AD 

(Continued from page 18) 

RETAIL STANDARD CALLED UPC COMPATIBLE 
The National Retail Merchants Assn.'s identification standard, announced 
late last month at the NRMA's edp conference in Quebec, can definitely be 
compatible with the grocery industry's UPC (see p. 111), said one member of 
the committee which helped develop the standard during an eight year 
research and development effort. "The numbers across the bottom of the bar 
code, now in OCR font B, only have to be changed to OCR A, moved down, and 
where necessary expanded." The retail OCR-A Size I type can accommodate 
from 20 to 25 characters. The grocery code currently is limited to 10. 

NEW TENANT FOR THE TAJ MAHAL 
Information International, Inc., moved last month into the "Taj Mahal," 
a plush 86,000 sq. ft. plant atop a hill on an eight acre site in Culver 
City, Calif. The naming of the plant after a famed mausoleum was the work 
of employees of Computer Communications Inc. which vacated the plant last 
summer after almost expiring there (October, p. 118). Triple I's financial 
vp, Terry Taugner, hopes his company will "change the luck of the building" 
(the first occupant waS a division of the Schick razor company which was 
dissolved) and isn't bothered by the fact the "Taj Mahal" sits next to a 
Los Angeles cemetery. III, a 230 employee developer of computer-based 
microfilm and printing systems, has spent some $250,000 remodeling the 
posh facility which is equipped with outdoor tennis courts, a baseball 
diamond, and an aviary. The firm hasn't decided if it will resurrect 
the tennis courts, recently paved over by the building's owners. Taugner 
thinks there are at least 160 baseball players "of triple I caliber," so 
the diamond probably will be used. As for the aviary, which Taugner says 
is without birds ("the previous occupants may have eaten them during hard 
times"), the company will use it if it finds an appropriate bird. He 
thinks a contest among employees ("the first prize is a week in Philadelphia") 
might be a good idea. It could be a Condor, he warns. 

RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA 
We hear the processing language on IBM's FS (future system) will be APL. 
Which prompts one wag to ask: "Is that the language the Arabs speak?" ••• 
We also hear IBM salesmen were asking' this question last month following 
rumors that a consortium of Arab oil interests were going to buy IBM: 
"Do you suppose they'll require salesmen to make calls on a camel to save 
gas?" To which one replied, "That might be a good idea. Camels have 
virtual store too" ••• The ACM says its membership this year was 28,315, 
down slightly from 28,675 the year before. Yet, other ACM sources continue 
to boast that ~ memberships rise by 8,000 every year.' .• Since no one else 
will listen to them, Artificial Intelligencers in the San Francisco area 
are planning a regular series of local meetings of inner circle-ites. No 
doubt, one topic of discussion will be where to get funding •.• Those bright 
people at Informatics (800 installations of Mark IV file management 
language) now are coming out with six applications products written in 
Mark IV, the first being an accounts payable package already installed at 
six customer sites. The company claims the product adapts to the way 
the customer arranges his input instead of the other way around ••• The 
eight-year-old Honeywell Computer Journal published its last issue this 
summer. The death of the journal, described as an economy measure, had to 
be a surprise to the staff whose editorial in that final issue reads, 
"Our cover is the first in a new series that will feature the avocations of 
people in the computer industry." 
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hardware 
Off-line 
The communications front-end for 
Honeywell equipment featured in 
our August issue (p. 127) does not 
affect the integrity of the main
frame, and Honeywell has not 
balked at its installation so far, 
the manufacturer wishes us to 
point out. 

Free while they last to Nova 1200 
and Digital Computer Controls D-
116 users: a paper data lamp de
coder template that affixes to the 
front panel to provide systems 
programmers with interpretations 
of the computer's lamp indicators. 
Contact Digital Computer Controls, 
Inc., 12 Industrial Road, Fair-. 
field, N.J. 07006, (201) 227-4861. 

Microprocessors may have an unex
pected positive impact on the 
utilization of minicomputers-says 
Dr. William S. Meisel, Manager of 
Data Sciences Division of Tech
nology Service Corp., Santa Monica, 
Calif. While microprocessors have 
been touted as a threat to minis, 
Meisel thinks the micros and the 
minis may team up together to take 
business away from larger comput
ers! "In certain dedicated appli
cations, microprocessors may be 
able to absorb a sufficient pre
processing burden to allow the 
main processing to be handled by a 
smaller computer," says Meisel. 

Remember the F-lll fighter bomb-
er with its manually movable wing 
that allowed it to take off from 
short fields (straight wings) and 
still exceed Mach 2 when the wings 
were swept back? The Grumman Corp. 
has improved on the basic concept. 
An aerospace computer has been 
installed in the F"';'14 Tomcat 
fighter (just now becoming oper
ational with the Navy) that con~ 
tinually and. automatically 
adjusts the wing settings to op
timize the performance of the 
craft to whatever maneuver the 
pilot calls for. Interestingly, 
a plane with the same performance 
characteristics, but without the 
movable- wings and computer, would 
have weighed 1,700 pounds more 
than the F-14, and cost the Navy 
$200K more per plane, says Grumman. 

Analysis of existing earthquake 
computer codes in a form usable by 
structural engineers is underway at 
Systems, Science & Software, San 
Diego, under a contract from the 
National Science Foundation. 
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Computerized Filing 
One day, all our office files, including 
paper files, card files, tape and film 
files, will be on-line, and the System 
5000 is one of the most serious at
tempts to come up with such a system 
to date. Up to 32 users can be access
ing the 5000, simultaneously creating, 
modifying, and interrogating infor
mation files through microprocessor
equipped crt terminals that perform 
the users' commands. One of the sys
tem's best features will probably· hold 
down rapid market acceptance: all 
software will -be generated by the 
manufacturer, and the user won't be 
able to "get his hands on it" (i.e., 
clobber the logic). The initial applica
tions discussed are accounts payable, 
purchase orders, blueprint record files, 
bank customer (OOA) files, and bad 
debts. Next up are BOMP, manufactur-

-ing inventory control, job shop man
agement, and product distribution 
routing. 

Instead of a high-level user lan
guage, the user uses commands such as 
"UR" for update record. The micropro
cessor, in conjunction with a 64K 

word minicomputer and disc file, can 
then access up to 140 information files 
containing as much as a million rec
ords. A maximum of 11 files' can be 
open at anyone time, but only one 
particular file is open to a user at a 
time, making file -mergers difficult at 
best; but the types of files mentioned in 
the first software releases are seldom 
merged anyway. A 25-megabyte disc 
drive is standard, as is a tape drive for 
data logging and control, and security 
features to control access to sensitive 
files-a good idea. Hard copy printers 
are available for the terminals. 

The developers are the first to admit 
that the 5000 will have some initi~l 
image problems, trying to be all things 
to all people. But· they are willing to 

listen to suggestions for specific soft
ware and hardware capabilities to 
make the system cost effective in spe
cific applications. A typical system, 
consisting of a minicomputer con
troller, disc, and two operator stations 
rents for $1,878/month on a three
year lease, or can be purchased for 
$84,450. INFOREX, INC., Burlington, 
Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 271 ON READER CARD 

Multiprocessor Systems 
Burroughs, which has offered multi
processor machines for years, has 
added a new top of the line model 
oriented toward very large scale scien
tific and commercial applications. The 
7700 looks big enough to be a descen
dant of the Illiac IV, but Burroughs 

spokesman say that, if anything, the 
Illiac IV was designed after the B 6700 
and B 7700 models. Some heritage. 

Essentially, the four models of the 
7700 are upgraded processors from 
the previous 7700 models. One starts 
to build on one cpu and on one 1/0 

processor with 24 channels. From 
there, there's a choice of a multipro
cessor model 7760 with two 110 pro
cessors, each with 24 channels; a triple 
processor, two I/iO model 7770; and 
the 7780 with four cpu's and two 1/0 

processors. All model changes can be 
accomplished on-site up to and includ
ing an eight _ cpu machine for which 
there's no model number yet. The basic 
architecture of the machine remains 
48-bit words, but there are byte
oriented instructions. The memory 
sizes go up to 6,291,456 bytes on the 
series, with memory interleaving tech
niques yielding effective access times 
on the order of 88.5 nsec. The pro
cessors have small cache memories (6 
kilobytes) that run at an effective rate 
of 42 nsecper byte. In this cache 
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With a family of computer peripherals that read, store, 
print, and display data. 
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Peripherals that perform with a wide range of computer and 
minicomputer systems, in a broad spectrum of applications, 
and in environments that vary from supermarkets to factories. 

Okidata peripherals are working today for OEM firms 
and end users throughout the world. 

And they're ready now ... to work for you. 

CIRCLE 7 ON READER CARD 

Okidata Corporation 
111 Gaither Drive 
Moorestown, NJ 08057 
Tel: 609/235/2600 
TVVX:710/897/0792 
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hardware 
memory are held program units that 
are segmented by logical unit (entire 
subroutine or program nucleus) as op
posed to having a fixed page size, a la 
IBM. Some new instructions have been 
added, mostly vector mode operators, 
and others have been modified to take 
better advantage of the 7700's inherent 
speed. Burroughs can now boast that 
they have a product line ranging from 
the equivalent of a 3701135 through a 
370/ 168 that is completely object code 
compatible. The machines are high
level language computers (you can't 
even obtain the assembly language!) 
that support COBOL, ALGOL, FORTRAN, 

pL/ 1, BASIC, and APL. A starter set 
7750, with 250,000 48-bit words 
(about equal to 1.5 megabytes), eight 
tape drives, a billion bytes of disc stor
age, and data communications features 
lists for $3,760,000, or $80K/ month 
on straight rental. The new models are 
available for immediate delivery. BUR

ROUGHS CORP., Detroit, Mich. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 276 ON READER CARD 

Two Terminals 
IBM'S recent terminal announcements 
have really been good for users (its 
users, anyway) because they all can 
use a common communication tech
nique, SDLC, synchronous data link 
control. The 3767 communications 
terminal and the 3770 data communi
cations terminals are no exception. 
While the 3767 can work with start
stop communication lines, and the 
3770 can use bisynchronous com
munication lines, it's clear that IBM'S 

plan is to get most, if not all, its termi
nals talking the same language with 

common protocols, which benefits 
practically everybody. 

The 3767 is basically a high-speed 
keyboard/ printer terminal for interac
tive applications. It uses a bidirectional 
matrix printer with speeds of 40 and 
80 cps. A 512-byte buffer is optional 
on the 40-cps unit (standard on the 
higher-speed model) to allow editing 
of data before it is transmitted. Several 
other interesting options include an off-
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line calculator package that can do 
such complex computation as square 
root, logarithmic, and trigonometric 
functions; and a security key/lock and 
magnetic stripe card reader to control 
access to the terminal and its associated 
computer. The 3767 operates at up to 
2,400 baud to 370 models 115 through 
168 equipped with vs or VM operating 
systems. Basic 3767s rent for $189/ 
month and go up to $336/month. 

The 3770 essentially uses the 3767 as 
a component in a larger system capable 

product 
spotlight 

New Minicomputer Line 
One of the best kept secrets in the 
rumor-filled minicomputer industry 
was that Data General had been refin
ing the architecture of a new line of 
minis for the past several years. The 
new series, called the Eclipse, line, is 
clearly revolutionary in, the minicom
puter. Such features as cache memo
ries and substantial built-in error cor
rection mechanisms promise users and 
systems designers both increased per
formance and reliability. 

As in the Nova series, the Eclipse 
series is basically 16-bit design, but 
when ordered with error checking and 
correcting (ERCC) core and semicon
ductor memories, the memory word 
lengths are actually 21-bits. A hard
ware encoder uses the extra five bits to 
make an arithmetic computation on 
the 16 data bits when they are written 
into memory, and again when they are 
read out. If the encoder detects a dis
agreement on read-out, an error code 
is automatically generated that speci
fies where the error is, and the memory 
corrects it. 

There are two models in the initial 
Eclipse announcement. The S/ 100 is 
an oem version capable of addressing 
64K bytes (32K words.) The S/200 is 
a larger model for use by system build
ers or sophisticated end users. This 
model can address up to 256K bytes of 
mem'ory. 

The memory offerings are probably 

of handling various combinations of 
peripherals such as floppy discs, card 
readers and punches, and has two 256-
byte buffer memories for temporarily 
storing keyed data. The largest model 
of the 3770, the 3775, can have two 
flexible disc drives and a 120 lpm belt 
printer instead of the 80-cps unit. Basic 
3770 models rent for $268, and can be 
expanded with various peripheral com
binations up to $786. IBM CORP., 

White Plains, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 277 ON READER CARD 

the most interesting features of the 
Eclipse line. Standard core, error cor
recting core, standard semiconductor, 
and error correcting semiconductor 
memories are offered, the former with 
800 nsec cycle times, and the latter 
with 700 nsec performance. The two 
types of memories can be mixed on the 
system. The 16K byte semiconductor 
memories come with a 16-word array 
of 200 nsec bipolar memory that will 
"usually" hold the next portion of data 
the cpu desires. If the data is not in the 
cache, the location is loaded from 
main memory; the cache is purged and 
loaded with the addressed word plus 
the .data from the three adjacent mem
ory locations-very much like 370/ 
155 and 165 systems, but on a smaller 
scale. An added feature is that the 
memory chunks can be interleaved, 
which boosts any memory comple
ment's apparent performance by as 
much as 45%. 

Available in February, an S/100 
with 32K bytes of standard core is 
$9,200, $11,200 with error correcting 
core; $10,700 with standard semicon
ductor, and $12,700 with error correc
tion logic. An S/200 system with 32K 
bytes of error correcting semiconduc
tor memory is $22,300, with corre
spondingly lower prices for the other 
memory choices. DATA GENERAL CORP., 

Southboro, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 270 ON READER CARD 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
PRINTER 
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The line printer 
for the long run 

Here's the line printer for your 
remote terminal printing needs. Use it on-line 
as' a receive-only printer ... use it off-line for 
high volume batch printing. 

It's super reliable. Drive it just as hard 
as you want. This printer's designed for 

print runs measured in hours, not minutes. 
It's loaded with data processing 

features. 125 or 200 lines per minute. 
Multiple copies. 132 columns. Consistent 
print quality. Straight lines all the time. 

Easy to integrate interfaces. A 1200 
Baud RS-232-C "Teletype® format" 
buffered version. A 1200 to 9600 Baud 
RS-232-C or current loop minicomputer 
serial output version. Or a family of plug 
compatible interfaces for minicomputers 

and printer emulators. 
If your data volume is outpacing your data out

put, step up to Tally's super reliable communications 
printer. 

For all the details, write or call Tally Corporation, 
8301 So. 180th Street, Kent, Washington 98031. 
Phone (206) 251-5643. ®Registered Trademark of Teletype Corporation. 

TALLY® 
CIRCLE 56 ON READER CARD CRTRMRTION 



hardware 
Microfiche Reader 
The Mini-Reader weighs only two 
pounds, costs only $25, and is powered 
with either a standard 11 Ov wall outlet 
or a I2-volt cigarette lighter attach
ment ($5 extra) which should make it 

RW liME SYSTEMS ,. ..... ".,,, •• 

popular with microfilm users. The 
reader is billed as accepting every type 
of microfiche. NATIONAL MICROSALES, 
Stratford, Conn. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 286 ON READER CARD 

Small Biz System 
The Datasystem-535 is the smallest 
member of DEC'S PDP-II based busi
ness computing systems. The standard 
system comes with 96K bytes, two 2.4 
megabyte discs, the cTs-500/ E com
mercial time-sharing software package, 
a DEc-writer terminal and provisions 
for the addition of up to three addi
tional terminals. It will also support a 
300 lpm printer, a mag tape unit, and 
2780-compatible communications. The 
$54K price seems like a good one. 
There isn't any direct applications soft
ware support, but the system is really 
oriented toward large corporations 

with their own programming staffs and 
systems assemblers planning to invade 
the small business market. DIGITAL 
EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 285 ON READER CARD 
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Fastest Microcomputers 
The 3000 series of all-bipolar LSI com-
puter circuits is every bit as significant 
as the MOS products Intel introduced 
several years ago, and that are now 
found in hundreds of different types of 
products. The 3000 product line solves 
about the only problem the MOS prod
ucts had: they were inherently limited 
to relatively low-speed processing, 
which limited their applicability. 

Nothing slow about the 3000 stuff, 
however. It can be made to run as fast 
as 8 million micro cycles per second. 
For simple instructions such as adds or 
subtracts, which might require six or 
seven cycles, the throughput of the 
3000 is still over one million instruc
tions per second. The term microcycles 
refers to the actual clock cycle of the 
circuitry, with from one to a large 
number of cycles typically required to 
accomplish an actual instruction. 

The 3000 series basically consists of 
a central processing element (CPE) and ' 
a microprogram control unit (MCU). 
Each CPE is a 2-bit-wide slice of a 
computer. One simply adds CPES to 
create the word length of your choice. 
The MCU is responsible for selecting 
designer-encoded instructions from the 
3000's memory chips. 

The primary markets for the 3000 
series will be all the minicomputer 
manufacturers, where Intel will try to 
coax them into abandoning such famil
iar forms of logic as TTL. (transistor
transistor logic), an industry staple for 
years. For these manufacturers, the 
cost of the MCU and eight CPE compo
nents (sufficient to build one 16-bit 
mini) is under $200 in quantities of 
100. For system development work, 
Intel supplies a kit containing design 
information and all the LSI blocks and 
microprogram memory circuits needed 
to build a large, complex system. The 
kits cost $720 each. This development, 
at these prices, will almost certainly 
lead to end user products that are 
cheaper, more reliable, and smaller 

,than anything our industry has wit
nessed up to now. INTEL CORP., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 272 ON READER CARD 

System/3 Model 8 
The System/3 Model 8 is the maverick 
of the M unchkin machines as it does 
not support card 1/ o. The new model 
can be used for batch processing using 
a directly-attached 3741 data entry sta
tion, or for on-line processing by at
taching a 3270 intelligent terminal for 
data entry and inquiry. The memory 
sizes for the new machine range be
tween 16 and 64 kilobytes in four con
figurations that run at the same speed 
and the same instruction times as the 

@~TING sySTEM 
PLOT 

DP-7 
DIGITAL PLOTTER 

1800 STEPS PER SECOND 
o Three automatically se

lectable colored. pens. 
o 1800 increments per 

second continuous speed 
at 0.0025" step size. 

o 36" wide - can do the job 
of many larger, more ex
pensive flat beds. 

o 7 or 9 TRACK 800 BPI 
o Automatic block search

forward and reverse. 
o Hardware vector genera

tor - cuts computer time 
significantly. 

o Buffered Mag tape reader. 

[}U@(1[]~~@0lJ 
Instrument' 

OIVISION OF IlAUSCH&LDM.@ 

R~DER 
COMPANY 

1 Houston Sq., (at 8500 Cameron Rd.), Austin, Tx, 78753 
(512) 837-2820 TWX 910·874-2022 

Rochesterlaan 6 8240 Gistel Belgium 
European OHlce Telephone 059-27445 Telex BAUSCH 19399 
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WE WEREN'T THE FIRST WITH COM. 



BUT NOW WE'RE ONE OF THE BEST. 

At Bell & Howell, we just 
acquired a proven, well-known 
COM unit. We can now offer 
you a total microfilm package 
we consider second to none. 

You get a recognized COM 
unit that interfaces with major 
mainframe computers. 

You get the backing of 
Bell & Howell national sales 
and service. 

And you can fill all your 
other microfil:rn needs from our 
range of imaginative software 
and reliable microfilm readers 
designed for COM. 

COM plus Service plus 
Software plus Hardware-all 
from Bell & Howell. 

N ow's the time to write or 
call so we can prove our total 
capability in microfilm. 

01974. BELL & HOWELL COMPANY. 
All Rights Reserved. 

WE MAKE MICROFILM MEAN BUSINESS. 
BUSinESS EQUiPmEnT GROUP 
6800 McCormick Road Chicago, Illinois 60645 

1I1t1 BELt EJ HbwELL 
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hardware 
larger model 10. Another new wrinkle 
on this particular model is an inte
grated communications adapter which 
permits one remote and two local com
munications lines to be connected. The 
model S also supports bisynchronous 
transmissions. 

Another major feature missing from 
the model S is support of the large disc 
units (5445s) that model 10 users have 
come to know and love, but the S is 
obviously intended to come into instal
lations and applications that won't re
quire one for some time. By that time 
IBM might offer 5445s on the S. A 16K 
system with a 4.9 megabyte 5444 disc, 
2741 work station, and 200 Ipm 

printer comes in at $1 ,S491 month, or 
$72,075 on purchase. First delivery is 
June, 1975. 

IBM also announced that the largest 
System/3, the model 15, can now han
dle the 3340 disc subsystem, offering 
users up to 164 megabytes of on-line 
storage-roughly twice the maximum 
capacity of 5445 configurations. First 
delivery of this feature is also next 
June. IBM CORP., Atlanta, Ga. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 273 ON READER' CARD 

Small-scale Systems 
With the software problems of the 
original 3000 announcement solved, 
Hewlett-Packard has brought out four 
new models, called the 3000 cx series, 
to do battle with competition such as 
DEC'S DataSystem offerings. With ad
vanced features like virtual memory, 
stack architecture, and a new version 
of the operating executive called 
MPEI c, the cx looks like an able com
petitor. H-P has demonstrated simul
taneous processing in batch, remote 
batch, time-sharing, and real-time 
modes to users, who can choose from 
FORTRAN, BASIC (compiler and inter
preter) ,RPG, COBOL, and an ALGOL-like 
assembler called SPL, for processing. 
Additionally, the 3000 systems have 
been outfitted with decimal arithmetic 

and 110 spooling features to better 
equip them for business processing. 

There .are four models. The 50cx 
comprises a 96K processor, 5-mega
byte disc, SOO-bpi tape unit, console, 
and 16-port terminal controller. In
cluded in the $99,500 price are the 
operating system, basic utility software 
such as a text editor, SORT I MERGE, and 
the SPL language. 

The 100cx adds a 600-cpm reader, 
200-lpm matrix printer, and doubles 
the disc storage to 10 megabytes. This 
configuration is priced at $129,500. 
Options include FORTRAN IV with ex-

'tended precision floating point instruc
tions, RPG and decimal arithmetic, a 
full BASIC compiler, and a BASIC inter
preter for time-sharing users. 

The 200cx is a 12SK cpu model 

Computers· 
can't read dirt. WANTED! 

I 

Practically all tape and 
disk errors are caused by 
self generated c(:mtamina
tion. 90% can be elimi
nated by routine cleaning 
and testing. It's that 
simple. 

With tape and disk main
tenance, backups and 
retries are avoided, 
throughput is boosted; 
the risk of equipment 
damage is reduced. The 
cost of computer time for 

even a small DP installa
tion can be cut by thou
sands of dollars each year. 

Kybe's cleaners, testers 
and certifiers pay their 
own way by keeping disks 
and tapes at peak operat
ing efficiency. Kybe was 
the first in tape mainte
nance and is the world's 
largest. For details contact: 

1~I:F~~XJa,~ 
132 Calvary Street, Waltham, Mass. 02154 
Tel. (617) 899-0012; Telex 94-0179 

Sales OH,ces 
Boston- (617) 899-0012 
Chlcago-(312) 658-7391 

tg~~t~~;r~~~3(2~~j~Jd-ll365 
New York-(212) 594-9273 
Wash. 0 C -(703) 527-2292 
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General agency 
for diskettes 
for Scandinavia 

Weare one of the biggest 
service-bureaus in Sweden and 
are first with the installation 
of IBM system 3740. 

Our organization is well
known to computer users in 
Scandinavia and more than a 
100 customers are weekly served 
by our registration center. 

For further information please contact: 

malmo datacente, ab 
s. Tullgatan 3 S-21140 Malmo, Sweden 

Phone 040/78465 or 78470 
CIRCLE 98 ON READER CARD 
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There's no such 
thing as too 

many good ideas. 

We want YOIJrS. 
We're in the business of making computers work 
smarter. And that takes a lot of bright ideas. We've 
had a lot of them ourselves. Our product line shows it. 

But we're big enough to realize that other people 
have good ideas, too. And we're always in the mar
ket for ideas, no matter where they come from. 

What we're looking for is systems software that 
complements or extends our current line: UCC 
ONE- TAPE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; UCC 
TWO- DOS UNDER OS; UCC TEN-DATA DIC
TIONARY/MANAG ER; and UCC FIFTEEN
RESTART MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. It should 

solve a significant and common problem, enhancing 
IBM OS or OS/VS operations. Its performance 
should be fully tested and documented. 

Maybe you're sitting on a product idea like this 
but, for some reason, haven't considered selling it 
to a company that can develop and market it. Maybe 
it's time you did because, if it's what we're looking 
for, we can make it worth your while. Really worth 
your while. 

Just pick up a phone and call Ken Been~ at 
(214) 637-5010. 

UCC 
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UNIVERSITY COMPUTING COMPANY 
7200 Stemmons Freeway • P.O. Box 47911 • Dallas,Texas 75247 

A Wyly Company 
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§ PflJ ii fcc 
De II ii [l) el?y 
Trendata manufactures 
highest-quality direct re
placements for IBM 2741 
and 2740-1 terminals. Fully 
IBM-compatible, with en
hanced performance at 
lower cost. Delivery in only 
30 days. 

- Rugged reliability, plus first
class service nationwide. 

-Full range of modems and 
couplers. 

- Furniture-style work stations for 
maximum comfort and effi
ciency. 

- Complete choice of options. 

T rendata~the terminal people. 

Write or call for full information. 

, An Applied Magnetics Company 

610 Palomar Avenue. P.O. Box 5060 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (415) 732-1790 
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hardware 
with a 2-megabyte swapping disc and 
47 megabytes of disc file storage. The 
price is $171 K. Options include COBOL, 
real-time data acquisition capability, 
and data base management software. 

The flagship of the line is the 300cx 
-which sounds more like the name of 
a motorcycle. The principal difference 
between the 300 and the 200 is a 1250-
lpm printer and combination card 
reader I punch. This system is priced at 
$203,500. 

One of the 3000 cx series' best fea
tures is its ability to communicate at 
high speeds to other manufacturers' 
equipment,' acting as an IBM 27801 
3780 terminal, or to other 3000 mem
bers. This capability will insure its con
sideration for networking applications. 
First units of the 3000 cx family go to 
the field in the first quarter of next 
year. HEWLETT-PACKARD co., Palo 
Alto, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 290 ON READER CARD 

System III Crt 
The manufacturer of the System III 
competitor to IBM'S System I 3 has de
veloped a crt terminal that functions as 
a second workstation simultaneously 
with the maste'r video console. The 
auxiliary terminal functions in the 
foreground mode of the dual-partition 
system, allowing one function to be 
run from the master console (such as 
batch stream processing), and another 
application to be controlled from the 
auxiliary. The subsystem, including 
crt, keyboard, interface, cables, and 
support software is priced at $4,325. 
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, 
INC., Los Angeles, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 281 ON READER CARD 

Faster Mini Fortran 
A combination hardwarel software 
package is offered Data General Corp. 
Nova mini users that is said to endow 
any Nova model with FORTRAN IV per
formance on the order of Data Gen
eral's FORTRAN 5 offering. A floating
point processor is the key, replacing 
software subroutine calls with hard
ware execution of floating-point real 
and complex' arithmetic. A single- or 
double-precision REAL add is per
formed in 6.7 usec. The processor is 
priced at $4,500, and the supporting 
software is $500. FLOATING POINT SYS
TEMS, INC., Portland, Ore. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 282 ON READER CARD 

Variabl,e Font Printer 
The lOIS is another variation of the 
wildly successful 165 cps serial printer. 
This particular model's claim to fame 
is that it is capable of printing alpha-

numeric characters in any size across 
132 columns of multi-form stock. The 
larger letter, numbers, and bar coding 
are especially suited for materials han-

dling and warehouse system applica
tions across many industries. Charac
ters larger than the standard one-tenth 
inch are formed by assembling charac
ter sections or segments to make up 
any desired character under the con
trol of a software routine. The lOIS is 
priced at $4,495 and is in production. 
CENTRONICS DATA COMPUTER CORP., 
Hudson, N.H. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 283 ON READER CARD 

Nova Communications 
A programmable interface for Data 
General Nova computers allows up to 
eight data terminals or computers with 
varying baud rates or code structures 
to communicate directly with the mini. 
Transmit and receive rates are indi
vidually software programmable from 
six to 12,800 baud. The MCPI-1 is 
compatible with Rs-232 modems, and 
features unattended sendl receive op
eration. The 15 x 15-inch pc board 
slips into the Nova and uses the exist
ing power supply. In ql!antities of 25 
it's priced at $2,11 01 each. METRODAT A 
CORP., Seattle, Wash. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 280 ON READER CARD 

Mid-size System 
While perhaps not quite as exciting as 
the very large-scale B 7700 processor 
Burroughs recently announced (also 
featured in this section), the B 4790 is 
the newest offering in the manufac
turer's bread and butter line-up, a me
dium-scale computer renting in the 
range of $25-90K per month. Current 
model 4700 users can think of the 
machine as having double the process
ing speed, due to memories that are 
twice as big and twice as fast as the 
4700, with double the transfer rates on 
twice the number of 110 channels, 40. 
The byte-oriented machine pulls two 
bytes each 250 nsec from bipolar 
memory, and even has time left over to 
do error detectionl correction checks 
on incoming information. A new, 
stronger 110 channel called the type B 
is capablc of fctching one byte every 
cpu cycle, yielding an aggregate chan-

DRTRMRTION 



Progress Report: 

370/510R 145 
IT'S THE THINGS 

THAT ARE DIFFERENT 
THAT MAKE THIS MEMORY 

SO SUCCESSFUL. 
370/STOR 145 is an expansion memory for IBM 3145 processors. In less than a year, it has 
become the dominant product in its market. Why? For one thing, security. Model 3145 users 
know Cambridge is the only independent supplier that designs, manufactures, sells and 
services the systems we install. For another, performance. 370/STOR 145 is different from 
any other 3145 add-on memory; and it is these differences that make it attractive. 
For example: 

~J tJ ... '.0 ~ 
FLOPPY DECK 

DISK 

NO FLOPPY 
DISK 
MODIFICATION 
A user can add 370/STOR 
145 memory, in any size 
increment, without tamper
ing with the console file. 
No patch decks are required, 
ever. So what happens on 
your "floppy disk" is between 
you and IBM. Cambridge 
doesn't get involved. 

• 

NO 

-I 
ADD UP TO 2MB 

of 370/STOR 

CPU 
ALTERATION 
370/STOR 145 installs 
directly to your 3145 proc-

. essor. No wiring changes. No 
model changes when you 
expand memory beyond 
your current model's capac
ity. That means Cambridge 
can increase your model 
3145 memory to a full two 
megabyte capacity without 
any CPU alteration. 

UNIQUE 
MEMORY 
PROTECTION 
370/STOR 145 detects and 
corrects all single-bit errors, 
and detects multi -bi terrors. 
So do other 145 memories. 
So to be different we add a 
reconfiguration switch to 
let you dial out failed 370/ 
STOR memory, plus an off
line switch to dial out failed 
IBM memory. Either way, 
you keep running. 

CAMBRIDGE. 
A good place to put your information . 

II:.1II Cambridge Memories, Inc. 12 Crosby Drive, Bedford, Mass. 01730 (617) 271-6400 

HIGHEST 
MEMORY 
ADDRESSING 
Even IBM must change . 
address lines when you add 
its memory. But not 
Cambridge. 370/STOR 145 
is directly addressable up to 
2048K without any change. 
It floats on top of any IBM 
address level. That's the 
secret of our modular expan
sion, lack of CPU alteration, 
and freedom from console 
file tampering. 

Conulct our sales offices for further information: Boston (617) 271-6400 • Hartford (203) 633-8714 • Philadelphia (215) 295-1186· Colwnbus. O. 
(614) 459-0154 • Kansas Cit\' (913) 371-3352· Atlanta (404) 252-1382· San Francisco (415) 692-4806· New York Cit\' (201\947-0184 • Rochester 
(716) 637-2229· Chicago (3i2) 449-5260· Detroit (313) 557-4080· Washington. D.C. (301) 657-9015/6· Dallas (214) 231-4804· Los Angeles 
(213)822-1166· Charlotte. N.C. (704) 568-1787. 
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Ba'Ouilil 
makes mon kinds of 
mierofiehe doplieaton 
thanaDJbod,. 
There are no easy answers; no 
one or even two microfiche dupli
cators are right for everybody. 

So we make six. They vary 
in speed, type of input, kind of 
process and degree of automation. 
They are alike only in the high 
quality of duplicates they deliver; 
sleek functional appearance; and 
in easy, pushbutton operation. 
All fit right into any office 
environment. 

Plus, any Bruning microfiche 
duplicator can be linked with an 
optional automatic collator to 
deliver either collated or sepa
rated sets in order of master input. 

All Bruning microfiche dupli
cators produce cut microfiche to 
meet or exceed all industry 
standards - from either cut or 
roll master input. 

Bruning's OP 40 uses diazo film 
to deliver up to 720 cut fiche per 
hour from cut masters. 

Bruning's OP 47 delivers up to 
900 cut fiche per hour from fiche 
masters using vesicular film. 

Bruning's OP 48 uses vesicular 
film to deliver up to 900 cut 
fiche per hour from cut or roll 
masters. 

Bruning's OP 49 delivers up to 
750 cut diazo fiche per hour from 
cut or roll masters. 

Two new additions to our 
family: 

Bruning's OP 50 delivers cut 
diazo fiche at the remarkable rate 
in excess of 1400 per hour from 
cut masters .. 

Bruning's OP 59 uses diazo film 
to deliver in excess of 1400 cut 
fiche per hour from cut or roll 
masters. 

We got to be number one in 
microfiche duplication by meet
ing or exceeding your needs. 
Now, we're working on 
tomorrow's needs. 

Call 800-447-4700 toll-free 
(in Illinois call 800-322-4400) to 
get the whole story. Or write 
Bruning, 1834 Walden Office 
Square, Schaumburg, Ill. 60172. 

THI BOLD FORCI 
IN MICROGRAPHICS! 

WfN D01liEY 
AW. J.OOK A,"II<~? 

'" 
I T~ lOijAT!s 

lA/SIDE: "THAT' 
/ covtJT'S. 

~®ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH 
BRUNING DIVISION 
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hardware 
nel rate of 8 megabytesl second, which 
would seem adequate. Memory sizes 
range from 300,000 to 600,000 bytes. 

A new systems and communications 
processor with its own memory (8-
96K) can be expanded to handle up to 
32 communication lines running at 
9600 baud. Up to eight B 774s can be 
attached to the B 4790, and the new 
commo processor also hooks to the B 
2700, 3700, and 4700 mainframes. A 
16K unit for supporting 4 asyn
chronous 9600 baud lines rents for 
$9501 month and sells for $42K. A 
basic B 4790 computer computer with 
300,000 bytes of memory, file protect 
memory, and 16 110 channels rents for 
approximately $25KI month. First de
liveries will be about this time 
next year. BURROUGHS CORP., Detroit, 
Mich. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 274 ON READER CARD 

Crt Terminal 
The Uniscope 200 might have the 
clearest character display in the indus
try, which should ease operator eye 
strain and possibly reduce errors. It is 

available in 24 line by 64-character 
and 24 line by 80-character versions. 
Each 7 x 9 dot matrix character ap
pears unusually well defined on the 
green phosphor screen. A magnetic 

tape cassette unit, capable of storing 
1.4 million characters is optional, as is 
a 30-cps hard copy output device. The 
U niscope 200 sells for $4,128 and 
rents for$1211month. It is compatible 
with the earlier model 100 Uniscope. 
UNIVAC, Blue Bell, Pa. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 284 ON READER CARD 

Card Reader 
This manufacturer, which has an en-
viable record of building good low
speed card readers, has now introduced 
a 1,200 card per minute reader with 

large input and output hoppers that 
should be just. what large computer 
centers need. The'M6000 features a 
6,000 card capacity input hopper, and 
two 8,500 card output hoppers. It's 
only offered to oem's now (at $10,-
450), but there must be a number of 
end users that could use the large 
hopper sizes-especially if the unit is 
as reliable as previous offerings from 
the firm. DOCUMATION INC., Mel
bourne, Fla. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 287 ON READER CARD 

System/3 Peripherals 
This manufacturer's line of 9fi-column 
card peripherals can now be attached 
on-line to IBM System I 3 Model 6 com
puters, allowing users to input cards at 
300 cpm and punch them at 120 cpm, 
much faster than the stock IBM 5496 
data recorder. The on-line data re
corder rents for $2451 month and sells 
for $9,500, with monthly maintenance 
of $68. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 288 ON 'READER CARD 

The model 1070 Data Reporter is a 
100 cps serial printer that can be used 
to p'rint listings of all data transmitted 
or received through the manufacturers 

~\)~~\)\\~~COE your system. to perform . better 

\
~\1t\~~~:l\ , CUE . when you will need new equipment 

. 

(i~~\\\l\\~ (Configura- and gives you the solid dbcumenta-
'\~\\t\.\\\S tion . tion to justify the expense. 

Utilization ""' For more information on CUE, 
Evaluator) is like our computer system script, 

a script to a successful send the coupon below to Boole 
Broadway play. It helps & Babbage Inc., 850 Stewart 
you make your DP Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 .. 
operation the hit of the Or call us at 408-735-9550. 
company. 

CUE gives you a 
backstage view of how 
your system and 
resources are 
performing. It isolates, 
hardware and software 
bottlenecks. 

CUE measures and 
plots CPU, channels, 
devices, SVCs, queues, 
head movements, VS ._ 
paging, and lots more.,::_,,,
You get clear, concise'r~"ports 
to make your system performers' work at 
their best. 

CUE helps you accurately project 
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My 5yst~m performance just: 
bombed in Boston. Please send : 

me information today on CUE so : 
I can get ready for Broadway. • 

CUE is available for OS and VS : 
on IBM 360/370. : 

• Name __________ : 

Title : 
• Company _________ : 

Address : 
• City State ___ : 

Zip ____ Phone : 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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hardware 
96-column card gear to generate card
based reports, lists, labels, and other 
output not worthy of the System/3's 
cpu time. The reporter rents for $130-
205 per month depending on model 
(80 or 132 print positions) and length 
of lease. DECISION DATA COMPUTER 
CORP., Horsham, Pa. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 289 ON READER CARD 

Order Entry System 
The SPIRIT system marks a change in 
the manner NCR has previously mar
keted its systems. Based on a 1.2 usec 
16-bit mini related to the controller 
that first showed up on its point-of-sale 
systems, SPIRIT (Sales Processing In
teractive Real-Time Inventory Tech
nique) is the first of a line of dedicated 
application systems that will be offered 
to very specific, though very large, 
markets. Complete turnkey software 
packages are in the final stages of 
checkout that will permit SPIRIT to per
form order entry and registration, in
voicing, shipping and inventory con
trol functions for smaller wholesalers, 
distributors, and manufacturing com
panies. 

The system is organized around five 
master files: an inventory master file, a 
customer master file, a'vendor master 
file, a discount matrix file, and an 
order status file. These files are con
tinually updated as information is en
tered during the course of the business 
day. Management thus has access to 
up-to-the-minute customer account 
records and order and inventory status. 
The day's on-line transaction history 
can be combined with off-line runs to 

generate other common business re
ports such' as accounts payable, ac
counts receivable,and' general ledger 
reports. Flash reports are automatical
ly generated that are a resume of the 
day's business. 

The 32K mini (expandable to 
64K), a 9.8 megabyte disc unit, card 
reader, and line printer (choice of 125, 
200, or 300 Ipm models), and one crt 
terminal is priced at $39,750 and rents 

for $1,2851 month. SPIRIT goes to first 
customers in the first quarter of next 
year. NCR, Dayton, Ohio. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 275 ON READER CARD 

Crt Terminal 
We're told the 2640A wasn't named 
after its price ($2,640 for six units), 
but it wouldn't have been a bad idea: 
the microprogrammed terminals ap
pear to offer a lot of powerful features 
at a very low price. A 5 x 10-inch crt 
screen is used (the manufacturer saw 
AT&T'S Dataspeed 40 and liked it) as 
the heart of the system, organized as 
24 lines of 80 7 x 9 dot matrix charac
ters displayed in a 9 x 15 character 
cell, which aids resolution. More than 
400 lines of data can be viewed 24 

lines at a time by scrolling the 2640. 
Other features include self testing, 
plug-in character sets, dynamically allo
cated memory, inverse video, protected 
fields, etc. Having seen the terminal 
demonstrated, it doesn't seem like the 
vendor has left any conceivable option 
out of the 'order specification book. 
The interface is Rs-232c at switch se
lectable rates up to 2400 baud. First 
units go to the field during the first 
quatter of 1975. HEWLETT-PACKARD 
CO., Palo Alto, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 278 ON READER CARD 

Designers' Interface 
The MOB-IIC general-purpose inter
face module is offered as an alternative 
to Digital Equipment's DRIIC or 
MI05/782/786 product combina
tions. It allows system designers to in
terface virtually any peripheral to the 
PDP-II Unibus, the developers claim. 
The module has 16 available device 
address selects; four selectable inter
rupt control levels; two 16-bit 110 reg., 
isters; a selectable control! status bit; 
and 20 wirewrap positions available 
for the engineer's particular logic, ca
pable of handling 14-, 16., 24-, or 40-
pin devices. The price is $390. MOB 
SYSTEMS, INC., Orange, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 291 ON READER CARD D 
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AN INDEPENDENT 
EVALU~II0N SERVICE 
WROTE nnSAD: 
"In a world where the relationship 
between operating system 

"System Ten by Singer is a small
to-medium scale business 
computer used both by small busi
nesses that do not need or cannot software and hardware is finally 

being understood and developed, 
Singer has produced an operating
system-less computer that not 
only is selling very well, but has an 
impressive a~omers." / 

afford large computers, and by 
very large organizations with scat
tered work locations needing a 
network of on-site terminals to 
provide input to larger computers." 

"The simple message is: If you 
want to run programs of equal 
priority, or remote processing, or 
with a remote job entry terminal, 
there probably is no system better 
able to give equal weight 
to all jobs." 

"System Ten is flexible. It provides 
time sharing and on-line infor
mation storage and retrieval with 
up to 20 simultaneous users and 
200 I/O devices on one system. 

It can serve as a remot~ processor 
and I/O terminal for a larger 
central computer such as an 
IBM/360 or IBM/370. System Ten 
can combine batch processing 
with time sharing operations and 
offers mUltiprogramming." 

November, 1974 CIRCLE 57 ON READER CARD 

"What characterizes the system in 
almost all cases is its compara
tively modest cost and its flexibility 
and ease of operation. '! 

For your free copy of the complete 
AUERBACH Report on System Ten* by 
Singer, write: The Singer Company, 
Business Machines Division, Thirty Rocke
feller Plaza, New York, New York 10020. 
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The minicomputer world is ready 
for more flexible, more economical 
and more compact random access 
data storage. 
Some of the devices, however, 
aren't quite ready for the 
minicomputer world. Some drives 
lose valuable data. Some simply 
don't work when you get them. 
And some even overheat, smoke 
or worse. Problems you don't need; 
solutions you do. 
WhiCh explains our entry into the 
disk drive business. 

Introducing the 
DECISION 4300/4400. 
The new DECISION disk drives 
have the most desirable features 

One good decision ... 

of most other disk drives. Dual disk 
configurations. Front or top 
loading. 1500 or 2400 rpm. 100 
or 200 track-per-inch densities. 
Industry standard interfaces. Up to 
108 bits of on-line storage per 
drive; unlimited ,off-line using 
IBM 5400, 2315 or equivalent 
removable cartridges. 
They also have one important 
feature that's quite different than 
most other disk drives. 

They all work. 
We know our disk drives all work, 
but not iust because we designed 
and built them for data reliability. 
We know because we performance 
test them after as well as during 

assembly. For a minimum of 168 
hours and 10 10 bits of data transfer. 
Each and every drive. 
And we know they'll keep working 
because we built in a unique air 
cooling and filtration system that 
operates continually whether or not 
the disk is being rotated. 
The resulting dependability puts 
them in the same class as other 
DECISION products. 

Controllers a user could love. 
The controllers we make break all 
the rules. Instead of putting them 
in attractive boxes, for example, 
we build them on PC-boards so 
they'll fit right inside the mini
computer. And they're designed by 

CRTRMRTION 



calls for another. 

software and hardware people 
working together. 

Total systems or any part. 
We make peripheral systems that 
come in all shapes, sizes and kinds. 
Complete with controllers, drives, 
power supplies, cables, termina
tors, diagnostic and operating 
software and complete documen
tation. In fact, we'll even supply 
the minicomputer-all you have 
to do is plug it in and run. 

Eye on the future. 

DECISION is continuing to expand 
its family of advanced optical data 
entry systems. Like our OCR 7600 
optical character recognition 

November, 1974 

systems, and our OMR 6500 
optical mark reader and mark 
capture systems. 

This is just the beginning. 
And speaking of the future, the 
new DECISION disk drives are just 
the first of a series of solutions 
you'll find equally interesting. 
The minicomputer world is ready 
for a company like DECISION. 

Decision, Inc., 
5601 College Avenue, 
Oakland, California 94618. 
(415) 654-8626 
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AS)-ST 

The Software Manufacturer 
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For further information call or write today; 
Applications Software Incorporated 
Corporate Office 
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard· 
Torrance, California 90503 
(213) 542-4381 
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software & services 
Updates 
A report entitled "Improvement 
Needeu in Documenting Computer 
Systems" has been turned over to 
Congress by the Comptroller Gen
eral of the U.S. which is a sorry 
reflection of the state of the 
art in our profession. In it, 
710 Federal edp personnel and 
auditors from 70 computer instal
lations from around the world 
were asked to cite specific exam
ples of problems and additional 
costs to their agencies incurred 
because of inadequate documenta
tion. In 127 cases, entire pro
gramming systems had to be rede
signed; 233 respondents said that 
programs had to be rewritten; 478 
said that excess time was required 
to modify existing programs; 341 
said they had difficulty in eval
uating internal controls; 272 re
plied that inadequate documenta
tion caused management review 
problems; and 428 stated that de
lays in completing assignments 
were caused. The report carefully 
sidesteps the issue of how much 
money faulty documentation cost 
the fed, but "in view of the num-· 
ber of cases, we believe it would 
be high". 

To help city planners anticipate 
problems produced by the arrival 
of a new industry in a small town, 
Univ. of Utah researchers construc
ted a computer model describing 
hundreds of parameters, including 
trade relationships, migratory 
habits, national and statewide 
economic trends, housing charac
teristics, etc. The model, SAFE 
(Small Area Forecasting and Eval
uation) will be used to assess 
what might happen to energy rich 
southeastern Utah as it develops. 
Several other states have ex
pressed interest in the model, 
most notably Oregon. 

First Data Corp., Waltham, Mass. 
has introduced a time-sharing 
billing algorithm we think makes 
sense: a flat $lO/hour connect 
time (plus a mass storage rate) 
with no separate charge for cpu 
or I/O usage. 

When the canoe paddle was swiped 
at this year's SHARE OS/MVT-MFT 
meeting in Chicago, (see Sept., p. 
122), resourceful systems pro
grammers quickly came up with 
another paddle. And true to form, 
it was quickly dubbed "version 2". 

November, 1974 

Purchasing Control 
A computerized purchasing control 
system developed in conjunction with 
a Connecticut-based manufacturer is 
now commercially available to small 
and large. manufacturing companies. 
The package is set-up for IBM 360 and 
370 systems, but it's written in ANSI 

COBOL and could conceivably be read
ied for duty on other systems. It's 
claimed that the system offers purchas
ing departments the best of two 
worlds: the buyer keeps such judgment 
decisions as vendor selection, yet gets 
the support of a fulf-.scale recordkeep
ing system. 

A number of useful reports are gen
erated in addition to standard record
keeping functions. Buyers receive a 
weekly materials status report that 
summarizes all outstanding orders by 
part number. One or more times a 
week, the system produces a special 
extract from the materials status report 
that details all orders that are late, 
orders expected during the. current 
week, and orders expected in the com
ing week. Combined with past history 
performance, a buyer should be able to 
judge exactly where follow-up is neces
sary. Two additional reports generated 
are the vendor summary report, and 
the part number summary. The sum
mary report shows the part number for 
each item a vendor supplies (quanti
ties, year-to-date, projected, last year, 
and comparisons on cost, and rejection 
rates), and the vendor summary gives 
details on all vendors for each part 
number. An accounting summary is 
also generated, and the system can also 
be made to generate purchasing orders. 

The purchasing control system is 
priced at approximately $15K, with 
additional charges for modifications 
beyond 40 hours of systems time. DECI

SION CONCEPTS INC., New York, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 261 ON READER CARD 

Data Capture 
FREND is the name of this on-line data 
entry system that is being used to arrest 
incoming monetary information for a 
major credit card association in its first 
installation. The idea behind the pack
age is that there is a great deal of 
commonality of on-line batch capture 
and reconciliation systems. FREND is 
used to capture monetary details in 
large-scale on-line systems (30 or more 
terminals) which are displayed and re-

conciled with adjustments to a batch 
header. On-line access to related mas
ter and summary files allows additions, 
updates, and various information dis
plays. 

FREND operates under os and DOS op
erating systems on IBM 360 and 370 
systems and running the ·CICS (Cus
tomer Information Control System) 
package. Inputs are accepted from crt 
terminals, cards, tape and disc drives. 
Typical detail transactions are sales, re
turns, payments, credits, checks, depos
its, cash advances, and inventory en
tries. The package is priced at $50K, 
with installation time varying from 30-
90 days depending on applications. 
QUANTRA DEVELOPMENT CORP., New 
Rochelle, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 262 ON READER CARD 

Enhanced APL Service 
This firm, a six-year vendor of APL 

time-sharing services, has taken IBM'S 

recent "shared variable" APL release 
and added its own enhancements. The 
souped-up version, pcs/ APL, features 
"picture" formatting of output, auto
matic tab-setting, error trapping, re
mote job entry, crt terminal support, 
and what is claimed to be the world's 
largest public library of APL applica
tion programs. An additional modifica
tion is a shared file system with easy to 
use commands for inserting/ deleting 
records, generating files, etc. 

The service is offered for $10/ con
nect hour, 40¢ a cpu second, and a 
penny a day per thousand characters 
of disc storage. In-house installations 
cat;t be negotiated. PROPRIETARY COM

PUTER SYSTEMS, INC., Van Nuys, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 263 ON READER CARD 

RPG Testing/Documentation 
RPG II CODALYZER is an unusually thor
ough documentation package. The 
package takes a successfully compiled 
program and produces a separate text 
description of the processing and out
put for each sequential input record 
type in the context of the RPG cycle. 
Each conditioning indicator is defined 
in terms of its meaning, and condi
tionally set indicators are described 
with their setting conditions. 

This level of analysis has made it 
possible to uncover unexecutable code 
in CODAL YZER'S first installations. Addi-
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software 
& services 
tionally, other logic errors such as indi
cators set by unexecutable code that 
are tested by executable code have 
been uncovered, as have errors in over
lapping fields. 

The documentation is generated in a 
book format complete with title page 
and table of contents on S11z x II-inch 
forms for standard binders. RPG II 

CODAL YZER is leased for $.02 per 
source statement and requires a billing 
program to be run each month. SYS
TEMS DESIGN PRODUCTS CO., Houston, 
Texas. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 264 ON READER CARD 

PDP-1 1 HASP Workstation 
The HASP-II software package makes 
it possible for pop-II model 40 and 45 
minicomputers running Digital's RSX-
110 operating system to communicate 
with any IBM system running under the 
popular HASP spooling technique, or to 
another POP-II equipped with HASP-
11. HASP-II is billed as having the full 
complement of HASP features so that all 

terminals and HASP datastreams are 
supported. 

Among the principal features of 
HASP-II are the capability of concur
rently transferring up to 15 data files 
plus two console message files; com-

software 
spotlight 
PDP-8 Virtual Memory 
One of Digital Equipment's larger oem 
customers has developed two versions 
of a hardware/ software package that 
equip the venerable PDP-S minicom
puter with true virtual memory man
agement capability. Called ETOS/ S, the 
product consists of four pc boards in
serted into PDP-S E, F, and M models, 
and supporting software to provide us
ers with a 32K os/ S time-sharing envi
ronment. 

The first version, tested at five field 
sites and available this month, supports 
five or six users with "reasonable" re
sponse times. Background batch pro~ 
cessing and 'detached job support are 
also provided. Languages supported 

EXECUPORT: 
Terminals and Peripherals 
Shown is the Execuport 320 Portable Data Terminal. 
Plugs in anywhere, communicates via telephone with 
built-in acoustic coupler. Quiet and highly reliable. 

Features include: 
• Upperandlowercase 
• Three RS232 connectors 
• Keyboard isolate switch 
• Illuminated print area 
• Single and double 

spacing 
• Teletype or numeric 

cluster keyboard 

• Integral carrying case 
• Data access jack 
• Print position counter 
• Many other features 

and options 

plete use of standard HASP data com
pression techniques; software cyclic re
dundancy checking; support of EBCDIC 
and column binary character sets; 2- or 
4-wire capability; and wide bandwidth 
suppor~ available using DEC'S DQ-ll 

include extended BASIC, assembler, 
FORTRAN, and the vendor's own 
COBOL! S. The page size of the standard 
system is SK words. 

An extended version, ETOS/ SE fea
tures automatic job segmentation and 
memory management (512 word page 
sizes) and the ability to add additional 
real storage up to 64K words to the 
PDP-So The extended monitor is de
signed to run as many as 32 simultane
ous users. 

The virtual systems will run in 16K 
of memory (the monitor requires about 
SK) but as in all virtual systems, the 
better the ratio of real to virtual mem
ory, the better the paging performance. 
At least 24K is recommended for sys
tems supporting more than six users. 
The extended version is due out Dec. 
1, and is priced at $4,950. The stan
dard system is set for $3,150. EDU
COMP CORP., West Hartford, Conn. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 260 ON READER CARD 

Ask about the full line of 
EXECUPORT terminals and peri
pherals, including paper and magnetic tape units. Use the 
reader service card or phone or write. 

EXEClJPORT: The tougher terminal. 

Our new Model 60 packs in the most 
testing capabilities per dollar cost. Allows you to pinpoint the 
source of trouble between any MODEM and TERMINAL by pro
viding access to all 25 lines of the EIA RS232 interface, Has 
12 monitoring LED's plus two voltage-sensing LED's. 24 miniature 
switches allow isolated testing and observation of terminal and 
modem signals. Mini-jumper cables included for easy cross
patching and signal monitoring. Sturdy 13 oz.' unit is self-con-

CCC§II Computer Transceiver Systems Inc. roC 7' East 66 Midland Ave., Pammus, N. J. 07652 
~~_ :!J (201) 261-6800 • TELEX: 138-707 
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tained, bottelV p?wered, 111jj) INTERNATIONAL 
Send ~rder now for Immedl- 0 DATA 
ate delivery, SCIENCES, INC. 

ACNANCED TECHNIQ(£S IN OIITA CDMMl.X'JCATIONS 

100 Nashua Sf., Prov., R.1. 02904. Tel. (401) 274-5100. TWX 710-381-0285 
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By the time 
your drum plotter turns this out, 

a G()uld printer/plotter 
can turn it out 400 times. 

If what you're looking for is 
higher plotting speed and lower 
plotting cost, we've got something 
that can give you both. And some
thing else besides. 

A Gould electrostatic printer/ 
plotter. The one that makes your 
old drum plotter remarkably un
derproductive. The one that gives 
you a useful printing capability in . 
the bargain. A Gould plotter is sofast,itcantumoutthis 
plot in only 2 seconds - versus an average 13V2 min
utes for your old drum plotter. 

And what gives that Gould plotter its blinding speed 
is its direct on-line operation to your computer. PDP-
8/E, PDP-9, PDP-II, PDP-15, HP2100, Nova/Super
nova, H316/516, Raytheon 704, UNIVAC 1108, 
mM 360/370, CDC 3000/6000, SEL 810, Interdata 
70 and more. 

In addition to output ~peeds up to 400 times faster, a 
Gould printer/plotter gives you a lower unit cost, as 
well as lower paper cost. Better-looking output, since 
there's no ink to smudge, clog or run out of. Few mov
ing parts for quiet operation, high reliability. Software 

that's upward compatible with the 
leading drum plotter. Without any 
sacrifice in mainframe CPU time. 

And, in addition to everything 
else, it gives you an alphanumeric 
printing capability that also lets you 
compile management reports· at 
speeds upt03000 lines per minute. 

Users will tell you that a Gould 
electrostatic printer/plotter makes 

their computer-aided design system truly interactive 
since output of modified data for verification can be 
quickly obtained. And by producing hardcopy output 
in a matter of seconds - instead of the many minutes 
it can take with older methods - time savings are maxi
mized. 

This all adds up to the best printing/plotting hard
ware and software available anywhere. And it's backed 
by Gould's own factory- trained service technicians. 

To learn more about Gould electrostatic printer/ 
plotters - get in touch with Gould Inc., Instrument 
Systems Division, 20 Ossipee Road, Newton, Mass. 
02164 U.S.A., or Kouterveldstraat 13, B 1920, 
Diegem, Belgium. 

iii} GOULD 
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An AFIPS system review manual on security 

Recognizing that Security is a prerequisite to 
privacy, this manual is a MUST to help the DP 
Manager, Computer Executive, Internal Auditor, 
Insurance Coordinator, and other management 
personnel assess threats, devise an action plan to 
eliminate initial exposures and frame an ongoing 
security program. 
Aimed at the DP Manager, the text aids those who 
must seek to minimize the cost to themselves 
while maximizing the cost to a would-be intruder. 
It provides guidelines for reviewing existing sys
tems and for use as a checklist during system 
development. 

This manual covers topics such as personnel, 
physical security, operating systems, access con
trols, programs, communications, storage, input! 
output, supplementary topics and insurance. 850 
checklist questions are provided which explore 
an organization's strengths and weaknesses. The 
resulting self-audit will describe the status of your 
organization in its own natural environment. 

This is the first volume in a series of ·System 
Review Manuals. Order Yours Today! Get your 
on-going security program started! 114 pages, 
softcover, $10.00. Use the coupon below. 

r -----------, -rs~nG 210 Summit Avenue . 
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I C1Jt.'1~ press Montvale, New Jersey 07645 I 
Please send me copy(s) @ $10.00 each: I 

I . 
AFIPS System Review Manual @ $ I --------I 
-----------------------------------------------I Name 

I Address 

I City 

~-
State Zip Code 

----------

I 
I 
I 
~ 
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Can't afford 
c~mputer output 
lDlcrofi? . 

Sure you can. 

You don/t have to buy a computer 
output microfilmer or even 
rent one. Just call on a service 
bureau equipped with a Kodak 
Kom microfilmer. 

Using a service bureau is similar to 
time-sharing. You get all the savings 
of computer output microfilming. Without 
a big investment. 

The service bureau can handle all the 
details for you. It will convert your tape 
to microfilm; process the film/ and get it 
back to you fast. 

Take your pick of microforms. Depending 
your application requirements/ you can in
struct the service bureau to microfilm in roll or 
fiche formats. You can even have your busi
ness forms superimposed on the microfilm 
images. 

When you select a service bureau equipped 
wi th a Kodak Kom microfilmer/ you can do so 
with confidence. Kodak backup makes the 
difference. Full software support. Kodak 

. Information 
nagement know-how. Everything 

I s needed to make the most of COM. 

Get all the facts. 

For more information on computer out
put microfilming/ please write us. Eastman 
Kodak Company/ Business Systems 
Markets Division, Dept. DP605, 
Rochester/N.Y. 14650. ~ 

Forbetterinfonnati~n management. ~ 
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software 
& services 

The price is $3,500 for the first proces
sor, including one-year warranty, op
eration and installation documentation. 
Each additional processor is $1 K. ORE
GON RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Eugene, Ore. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 265 ON READER CARD 

line adapter. HASP-II is currently cap
able of supporting 4800 baud lines, 
with 19,200 baud capability being 
planned, as is support of IBM's new 
SDIC transmission discipline. 

Terminal Emulator 
An emulation package has been devel-
oped that makes this manufacturer's 
line of remote batch terminals behave 
as if they were Burroughs DC 1100 
units. Thus equipped, the M&M termi
nal can communicate with all Bur
rOlighs systems ranging from the 

HASP-II requires at least a 44K mem
ory system, standard Rsx-l1 D periph
erals, a DP-Il, Du-ll , or DQ-ll synchro
nous line adapter, and a KL-l1 clock. 
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WE'RE LOOKING FOR INNOVATIVE 
PROFESSIONALS TO TAKE ON MAJOR 
DESIGN PROJECTS IN REAL-TIMEI 
COMMAND CONTROL SOFTWARE 
An immediate opportunity to take on major responsibility in one of several departments 
involved in both large and small scale military software projects developing a new 
advanced state·of-the-art real-time command and control software system. 

Our client, one of the nation's largest and most prestigious equipment and systems 
innovators, is looking for individuals with outstanding technical credentials in the field 
of complex real-time software systems, preferably command and control, weapons, radar 
and communications. A background in some of these areas will be considered: Data Base 
Management; Radar & Communications System Programming; Radar, Weapons, Missile 
Simulation; Operating System Software Development; Real·time Software Design; Software 
Project Management; Weapon System Software Development; New Business Acquisition; 
Micro Programming Systems; Real-time Executive System Design; Computer Systems Ar
chitecture. If you have a successful background in some of these areas, we can offer 
long-term career opportunities that include attractive immediate rewards and extraor
dinary advancement potential. Please write in complete confidence to: LRK ASSOCIATES, 
12004 Aintree lane, Reston, Virginia 22091. 

Representing an Equal Opportunity Employer 

LR< 
ASSOCIATES 
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B 2500 up to and including the B 7700 
systems at line speeds up to 50 kilo
baud. High performance peripherals 
such as an 1800-lpm line printer and a 
1200-cpm card reader are easily sup
ported on the, terminal. There is no 
charge for the emulator. SINGER-M&M 
COMPUTER INDUSTRIES INC., Orange, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 268 ON READER CARD 

Nova Sort Routine 
A general-purpose, alphanumeric sort 
program is offered for use on the Data 
General Nova line of 16-bit minicom
puters. There is no limitation to the 
number of cards or records that may 
be sorted other than the amount of 
space available on one disc. The data 
can be on cards, disc,· or magnetic 
tape, and sorted output can be directed 
to the line printer, to disc, or to the 
magnetic tape. The record length may 
be fixed or variable up to a maximum 
of 160 characters per record. The data 
may be sorted on up to five separate 
key fields. A single control card is used 
to direct the program . 
. The program runs under RDOS, and 

is written in FORTRAN IV. It's supplied 
in source form on either a paper or 
mag·netic tape. An 8K partition is re
quired to support the package. It's 
priced at $195, including supporting 
documentation. HYCOM, Santa Ana, 
Calif. . 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 269 ON READER CARD 

TOTAL Maintenance 
Touche! Cincom Systems has done 
such a good job selling the TOTAL data 
base management system against IBM's 
Information Management System that 
it has become a "relevant market" to 
this software house, which has de
signed a package to enhance TOTAL! 
TUMS, for Total Utility Maintenance 
System, performs six basic functions 
on TOTAL systems. It dumps TOTAL 
datasets to backup tapes; reloads data
sets to disc from a backup or source 
tape; prints data sets in vertical hexa
decimal character format (no TOTAL 
control records, no blank records,· just 
data); builds data sets from card input; 
deletes records from TOTAL data sets; 
and validates the set. Keys are used to 
direct TUMS. The package is hailed as 
being very useful in reorganizing TO~ 
TAL data bases when changes in device 
types, record sizes, block· sizes, ex
panded files sizes, or other data sets are 
required. The package can be installed 
in five minutes (it's claimed) on TOTAL 
4-7 versions running under DOS, OS, or 
vs. The price is $2,500, and a 15-day 
free trial is offered. NATIONAL COMPUT
ING INDUSTRIES, Atlanta, Georgia. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 267 ON READER CARD D 
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An OCR system 
for no more than 
$1,992 a month! 

Reads alphanumeric typed 
pages ... computer printout... 

hand-printing ... and pencil 
marks too! 

Solves problems in 
data base management... 

turnaround document 
processing ... speeds 
computer reports ... 

makes time, labor and 
payroll management 

more effective ... 
and much, much more! 

Features simple pro-
gramming with forms .. . 

easy edit capability .. . 
automatic paper feed .. . 

numerous output op
tions ... on-line or local 
operation capability! 

•• J 

OpScan~37 ______________ __ 

November, 1974 

We back up this unique, 
low-cost system with user
training, forms printing and 
nationwide service. Contact 
us today. 

Optical Scanning Corporation 
Newtown, PA 18940 
(215) 968-4611 

Nationwide sales and service. 

Optical Scanning Corporation 
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The brain on the left costs four times 
as much as the brain on the right. 



These days, it's costing a lot more to get a computer 
programmed than it does to get the computer. 

So anyone with any sense of proportion is now checking 
out systems software as carefully as they used to check out 
hardware. 

Which is an idea we'd like to encourage. 
Because we've designed our systems software to help you 

get your programming.done faste~, easier and for less money. 
Our Real-Time Disc Operating System ( RDOS ) does a lot 

of work other operating systems expect programmers to do. To 
create a file named "FRED~' for example, all you have to do is 
type in "CREATE FRED:' You don't have to scout around for the 
best place for the file, or give it an address, or make sure it won't 
get disturbed. RDOS does all that for you. 

And unlike alot of other operating systems, you don't have 
to know RDOS inside out to put it to work for you. The commands 
are simple, straight-forward, easy-to-remember. To run a program 
named "BRAIN'; just type in "BRAIN" (instead of gibberish like 
!#AREA,3 @ 1000, 5@2000! BRAIN·@1000 @2000). 

As a matter of fact, RDOS is so easy to use that anyone 
who's ever worked in FORTRAN should be able to develop 
programs with it. 

Write for our brochure: "Software Isn't So Hard to 
Understand~' 

. You may discover you don't need alot of brains to write 
your software .. 

DataGeneral 
The computer company you can understand.· 

Data General Corporation. Southboro. Massachusetts 01772. (617) 485-9100. 
Data General of Canada. Hull. Quebec.J8Y3S6. Data General Europe. 116 Rue de la Tour. Paris 75016 France. 

Data General Australia. Melbourne (03) 82-1361 /Sydney (02) 908-1366. 
CIRCLE 13 ON READER CARD 



A bullet to the corporate brain 
won't kill you ••• 

Just cripple 
you for life. 

Joe Davis gets fired on Thursday. He 
comes in Friday morning, passing the 
guard he's seen for the last two years 
with a big "How are you today?", and 
plants a bomb. 

Saturday, at 10:16 A.M., the data 
center blows killing the janitor and 
destroying millions of dollars worth of 
data. 
Frightening, isn't it? 

After a rash of bombings, computer
related fraud and data theft, data center 
security has become a major corporate 
problem. 

If your data center were to be 
destroyed it could not only cripple your 
corporation, its employees, customers 
and suppliers, but top management 
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could be held personally accountable 
in legal actions. 

Controlling access to a given facility 
can be accomplished many ways. We 
believe we have the best way. In fact, 
we know we do. 

For over thirty years, Cardkey has 
pioneered Total Concept Access 
Control. We deliver a high level of 
security. Efficiently. Economically. 
Permitting or denying access and exit 
with shift control capability; recording 
who went where and when, allowing 
you to void an employee's access at 
any or all entrances or exits, is just the 
beginning. 
There's much more to our central 
controller. 

The central controller gives you 
instant visibility. It can be tied directly 
to the mainframe, or'it can put the 
information on any standard storage 
device ie: mag tape, disk, paper tape, 
etc .... No one has to punch in the 

CIRCLE 30 ON READER CARD 

information: it's done automatically. Its 
data gathering capability for payroll, 
inventory control, cost accounting and 
other source data collection tasks 
makes the central controller worth ten 
times its price in time savings alone. 

It eliminates the need for other types 
of security systems which are cumber
some and expensive. In fact, its 
flexibility and broad range capabilities 
mean that your security system is paid 
for by all the other functions. 

A telephone call can get you all the 
information or a non-obligatory 
consultation. 

CQt~m~" 
CARDKEY SYSTEMS 

A DIVISION OF GREER HYDRAULICS, INC. 
20339 NORDHOFF STREET 

CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA 91311 
(213) 882-8111 /TELEX: 651-375 
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, THE FIRST VOLUME IS NOW READY 

November, 1974 

The Program Dev~lopment Process: 
Part I: The Individual Programmer 

Joel D. Aron 288 pp, $12.95 

MORE ON THE WAY 
An Introduction to Database Systems 
C.J. Date Due February 1975' 

The Structure and Design of Programming Languages 
John E. Nicholls . Due March 1975 

Sorting and Sort Systems 
Harold Lorin Due May 1975 

Recursive Programming Techniques 
William H. Burge Due June 1975 

AND THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING 
About 20 volumes are planned, all written by experts in the field. 

The Series will form an authoritative and cohesive body of knowledge 
for the systems programmers of today and tomorrow. 

For more information, write or call Charles Peers at Addison-Wesley 
(Area Code: 617, 944-3700). Or Circle the reader service number below. 

A 
TT 

Business & Professional Division 
ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 

Reading, Massachusetts 01867 
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B II Hazard protection a Y at a small fraction 
of the cost of a vau It 

data-shield 
provides safe storage for computer tapes and 
disk packs, paper records and microfilm 

Protects against flash fires, magnets, steam, humidity, 
smoke, dirt, corrosive fumes, pilferage and sabotage. 

Bally Data-Shield prefabs are modular walk-Ins that can 
be assembled in any size or shape for inside/outside 
use. Fast and easy to erect, enlarge or relocate. Subject 
to fast depreciation and invest-

=~~~fs*t&~~~:~r,~~~;~:,~: I j; R4 

Address all correspondence to: Dept. 0-10 or call 215-815-2311. 
CIRCLE 72 ON READER CARD 

EDP opportunities 
IheYCouldn't resist. 
They were competent, professional, adequate
ly paid ... yet, they were still concerned about 
their careers. 

They came to Romac to discuss their 
futures ... in total confidence. We listened. 
Conducted in-depth screening. Next, we 
matched the right people to the appropriate 
fee paid opportunity. 

Many of Romac's opportunities develop 
through our effective inter-office system ... 
a network of partners from Portland to Atlanta. 

ROMAC .. hringing the "right people" together 
in Data Processing, Accounting and Banking. 

BOHAC 
. & ASSOCIATES/Personnel Consultants 

ContaCt ROMAC & Associates, 200 Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA., 
02167 (617)969-4010 for immediate transmission to our network of 
Partners in: Portland, Hartford, New Haven, Stamford, Rhode Island. 
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse. Chestnut Hill, Ma., Boston, Washington, 
D.C., Charlotte and Atlanta. Or write or call direct. 
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NEW PORTABLE 
PRINTING KEY PUNCH 

Completely mechanical data recorder punches 
and prints simultaneously. Model 2629 Alphameric Print
ing Key Punch encodes the full IBM 029/129 character 
set: 26 letters, 10 numerics and 27 symbols. Card auto
matically advances after every punch stroke. 

Punch has six adjustable tab stops for automatic 
programming of spacing. Upper case printing is sharp 

and clear. Thin plastic tab 
cards, aperture cards, 

and certain types of 
card sets (numeric 

punching only) can 
also be handled. 

Circle readers 
service number 
or write direct for 
complete information 
on the 2629 Alphameric 
Punch and other models 
(manual and electric) for 
punching Hollerith type holes 
into plastic tabulating, credit, 
10 and badge cards. 
Special versions available. 

MIDI. ".NAaIMINT ,'ITIMI 

160 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01606 
A DIVISION OF BARRY WRIGHT CORPORATION 
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SAME DAY SHIPMENT 
Minis & Peripherals 

PRINTERS 
Some "BRAND NEW" 

DATA PRODUCTS 
2440- 700 LPM 

2470-1250 LPM-$9500 

MOHAWK ·DATA SCIENCES 

4320-300 LPM 
4330-380 LPM 

CONTROL DATA CORP. 

9322-200 LPM-$2500 
9352-600 LPM 

ALSO 
CENTRONICS, POTTER, A. B. DICK, 

IBM, HIS, UNIVAC 
617-261-1100 

Send for Free Report "Maintenance of Computers" 

AM,ERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP 
P.o. Box 68, Kenmore Sta., Boston, MA 02215 

member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
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Just out! 
1974 computer 
salary survey 
Yours free 

I Positions Available 

Do you know how much money your 
colleagues made last year for doing 
the work you do? Do you know which 
computing skills are the most lucrative? 
Do you know how to get a better 
position? 

Source Edp does. And we'll share what 
we know with you. Our eighth annual 
salary survey and career planning 
guide, "The Next Step," compiles 
salary data received from the 11,000 
professionals who consulted us last 
year. We add to that advice developed 
over our twelve years of recruiting 
computer people; danger signals that 
mean you should start looking for a new' 
position, mistakes to avoid. A periodic 
supplement lists positions currently 
available. 

Source Edp is the largest nationwide 
recruiting firm devoted exclusively 
to computer professionals. We print 
"The Next Step" as a service to people 
like you. Fill out the reader reply card, 
and we'll send you one absolutely free. 

Corporate headquarters: 
100 South Wacker Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 782-0857 

Reglonalolf1ces 

Atlanta 
, Corporate Square. 30329. (404) 634-5127 
Chicago ' 
'005 Wacker O,,'e 60606. (312) 782-0857 
903 Commerce Dnve. Oak Brook IL 60521. 
(312) 323-8980 
550 Frontage Road. Northfield IL 60093. 
(312)446-8395 
Cleveland 
789 Union Commerce Bldg .. 44115. (216) 711·2070 
Dallas 
7701 Stem mons Freeway. 75247 (214) 638-4080 
Detroit 
26555 E ..... ergreen, 48076 
(3'3)352-6520 
Houston 
4635 Southwest Freeway. 77027. (713) 626-8705 
Kansas Cily. MO 
20 W N,"lh S1ree1 64'05.(8'6) 474-3393 
Los Angeles 
3550 Wilshire Boule,a"1. 90010. 12'3) 386·5500 
2081 BUSiness Center Dnve. IrVine CA 92664. 
(7'4) 833-1730 
Minne~polls 
801 Nicollet Mall, 55402. (612) 332-8735 
New York 
600 Third A,enue. '00'6. (2'2) 682·11 60 
Palo Alto 
525 University Avenue, 94301. (415) 328-7155 
Philadelphia 
1700 Markel Streel. 19'03. (2'5) 665·'717 
San Francisco 
11' PIne Slreet. 9411 1. (4'5) 434·24'0 
5t. Louis 
130 S. Bemlston Avenue. Clayton MO 63105. 

(3'4)862-3800 <3 
Union. N J source edp 
2400 MOrriS Avenue. 07083. (20') 6"'·8700 
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-I ........ Technical 
'f=J Publishing Company 

Arthur L. Rice, Jr., Chairman of the Board 

James B. Tafel, President 

Gardner F. Landon, Exec. Vice President 

Calverd F. Jacobson, Financial Vice President 
and Treasurer 

M. Jay Turner, J.r., Director of Circulation 

Paul C. Jarvis, Director of Information Service 

Advertising Offices 

Eastern District Managers 
A. Treat Walker, 
Warren A. Tibbetts: Greenwich, Ct. 06830 

35 Mason St. (203) 661·5400 

New England District Manager & Vice President 
Warren A. Tibbetts: Manchester, N.H. 03104 

112 W. Haven Rd. 
(603) 625·9498 

Midwest District Manager 
John M. Gleason: Chicago, III. 60606 

205 W. Wacker Drive 
(312) 346-1026 

Western Manager and Senior Vice PreSident 
Hamilton S. Styron: Los Angeles, Calif. 90035 

180l S. La Cienega Blvd. 
(213) 559·5111 

District Manager 
Alan Bolte, Jr.: Los Angeles, Calif. 90035 

1801 S. La Cienega Blvd. 
(213) 559·5111 

Western District Manager 
James E. Filiatrault: Mountain View, CA 94043 

2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd. 
Suite 101 
(415) 965-8222 

U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux, Germany 
Intergroup Communications, Inc. 
Wallace K. Ponder, European Director 
31 Lyncroft Avenue 
P.inner, Middx. HA5 lJU 
England 
Tel: (01) 868 9289 
Cables: PACOM, Pinner 

France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain 
Gerard Lasfargues 
32 rue Desbordes Valmores 
75016 Paris 
France 
Tel: (1) 2889022 

Japan 
Shigeru Kobayashi 
Japan Advertising Communications, Inc. 
New Ginza Building 
3·13 Ginza 7-chome 
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan 
Tel. (03) 571-8748 

~ Other 113 Magazines 

Plant Engineering 

Power Engineering 

Research/ Development 

Pollution Engineering 

Purchasing World 

Beat the Big One ••• 
Healt Attack 

Give Heart Fund c:v 

At 
Robert Hal 

all we do 
is place 

cOllipetent 
Finandal 
& Data 

Processing 
personnel. 
That makes us 
very good at it. 

Albuquerque, 2201 SaR Pedro N.E. . .... (505) 266-5557 
Allentown. 1401 Cedar Crest Blvd ....... (215) 439·1506 
AlexendrieLVa., 5001 Seminary Road .... (703) 931·3600 
Atlenta, 3379 Peachtree Road N.E. . .... (404) 233·2416 
Baltimore, The Quadrangle-Cross Keys ... (301) 323·7770 
Boston, 140 Federal St ............. (617) 423-6440 
Charlotte, 4801 E.lndependence Blvd .... (704) 535·3370 
Chicago, 333 N. Michigan Ave ......... (312) 782·6930 
Cinci'lnati, 606 Terrace Hilton ........ (513) 621·7711 
Cleveland, 1367 E. 6th St. ........... (216) 621·0670 
Dallas, 2001 Bryan Tower ........... (214) 742·9171 
Denver, 1612 Court Place ........... (303) 244·2925 
Detroit, 670 Honeywell Center, Southfield. (313) 559·1212 
Hartford. 111 Pearl St. .. (203) 278·7170 
Houston, 1200 Central Nat'l Bank Bldg .... (713) 228-0056 
Indianapolis,921 East 86 St. ......... (317) 253·5545 
Kansas City, Mo., 127 West 10th St. ..... (816) 4744583 
Lancaster, Pa., 8 North Queen St ........ (717) 299·5621 
Long Island, 420 Jericho Turnpike, Jeri·cho . (516) 822·8080 
Los Angeles, 3600 Wilshire Blvd ........ (213) 386·6805 
Louisville, 680 South 4th St. ......... (502) 589-6657 
Memphis, 12 S. Main St. . .......... (901) 523·8950 
Miami, 1190 N.E. 163 St., No. Miami Beach. (305) 947·0684 
Milwaukee, 777 East Wisconsin Ave ...... (414) 271·9380 
Minneapolis, 80 South 8th St. ......... (612) 336·8636 
Newark, 1180 Raymond Blvd .......... (201) 623·3661 
New York, 330 Madison Ave .......... (212) 986·1300 
Omaha, 7101 Mercy Road ........... (402) 397·8107 
Orange, Cal.. 500 South Main St. ....... (714) 8354103 
Philadelphia, 2 Penn Center Plaza ....... (215) 5684580 
Phoenix, 1517 Del Webb TowneHouse ... (602) 279·1688 
Pittsburgh, Gateway Towers ......... (412) 471·5946 
Portland, Dr., 610 S.W. Alder St. ....... (503) 222·9778 
Providence, 400 Turks Head Bldg ....... (401) 274·8700 
San Diego, 525 B St. ............. (714) 239-9001 
St. Louis, 7733 Forsyth Blvd .• Clayton ... (314) 727-1535 
San Francisco, 111 Pine St. ......... (415) 434·1900 
San Jose, 675 North First St. ......... (408) 293-9040 
Scranton, 407 Connell Bldg ........... (717) 961-5821 
Seattle, 1215 Fourth Ave ............ (206) 624·9000 
Stamford, Ct., 111 Prospect St. ...... : . (203) 3254158 
Tampa, 1311 N. Westshore Blvd ........ (813) 8764191 
Washington, D.C., 7316 Wisconsin N.W .... (301)652·1960 
Wilmington. 1102 West St. ........... (302) 652·3244 

London, England, 17 Finsbury Square .... 01·6384394 
Toronto, Canada, 15 Toronto St. ....... (416) 868·1314 
Vancouver. Canada, 535 Thurlow St. . ... (604) 688·7726 
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1. STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING IN PL/C 
An Abecedarian 
By Gerald Weinberg, Norie Yasukawa, and Robert Marcus, 
all of State University of New York at Binghamton 
This is the first truly modern introduction to computer 
programming! It uses-
- Pl/1 as the programming language - Pl/C as the 
compiler - structured programming as the technique, 
and - computer programming as a human activity, rather 
than a technical complex 
It emphasizes the structural approach to programming, • 
taking advantage of the Pl/1's block structuring to the 
point of eliminating the GO TO statement. The style is 
always clear, with diverse examples and anecdotes making 
it an enjoyable as well as instructive book. Extensive 
diagnostics of Pl/C, along with effective programming 
techniques, reduce the amount of time you'll spend 
"debugging" your students' programs. 
1-92566-7 1973 220 pages $8.75 

2.APL 
An Interactive Approach, Second Edition 
By Leonard Gilman, IBM, and Allen J. Rose, 
Scientific Time Sharing Corporation 
Here's an easy-to-follow text showing how to use APl. 
This second edition reflects the several versions of 
APl currently offered and, in recognition of APl's growing 
use in business applications, the book emphasizes its 
commercial uses and includes more practical examples 
and problems. Primitive functions are illustrated by scalars 
and one and two- dimensional arrays, and additional 
functions and features now available in both the IBM 
and Scientific Time Sharing implementations are included. 
1-30021-7 1974 304 pages $9.95 

3. MACRO PROCESSORS AND TECHNIQUES FOR 
PORTABLE SOFTWARE 
By P. J. Brown, University of Kent at Canterbury 
A volume in the Wiley Series in Computing, C. A. lang, 
Consulting Editor 
P. J. Brown offers a comprehensive study of macro 
processors and software portability. Divided into three 
parts, his book shows-
- macro processors as an important and under-exploited 

software tool 
- how macro processors can aid software portability (the 

moving of software from one machine to another, 
usually entailing huge sums of money for 
reprogramming) 

- how a specific piece of portable software can be 
implemented on virtually any computer. This is a project 
that can be undertaken by a reader or group of 
readers, and involves using a macro processor to 
map a given software description to the order code of a 
computer 

1-11005-1 1974 244 pages $1.5.95 

TO USING COMPUTERS
FROM THE PL/C TO THE 
POCKET CALCULATOR. 

4. COMPUTERS AND BUREAUCRATIC REFORM 
The Political Functions of Urban Information Systems 
By Kenneth C. Laudon, Center tor Policy Research, Inc., 
and John Jay College of the City University of New York 
Computers and Bureaucratic Reform-
- investigates the role of advanced information technology 

in the reform of four state and local government 
bureaucracies 

- focuses on social and pOlitical values which influence 
the design, building, and operation of these systems: 
examines the decisions which created these systems 

- describes the impact of systems on public policy 
- debunks two myths-attacks the notion that computers 

are producing innovative approaches to urban problems, 
and disputes the idea that societies have little or no 
control over the use and impact of computer technology 

- suggests other values and goals which existing 
computer systems could be pursuing but choose not to 

1-51840-9 1974 336 pages $17.95 

SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS ON THE POCKET CALCULATOR 
By Jon M. Smith, Software Research Corporation 
This book presents numerical methods for performing 
engineering and scientific analysis on a pocket calculator. 
These methods, which are "sized" for pocket calculator 
analysis, are fast, efficient, and written in nested 
parenthetical forms that minimize the analyst's workload 
(and thereby the chance for error)! Keystroke sequences 
for Reverse-Polish, AlgebraiC and Algebraic-with
Memory/hierarchy calculator languages are shown for 
many topics in applied analysis. Among the topiCS 
covered are: statistics, Fourier analysis, advanced 
function evaluation, complex variables, Chebyshev 
economization, simple methods for determination of 
complex and real zeroes, and numerical integration. 
1-79997-1 1975 approx. 416 pages $17.50 (tent.) 

WILEY-INTERSCIENCE ~@~ a division of JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. 
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario 
092-A 4783-WI Prices subject to change without notice. 

~----------------Mail coupon to DE PT. 362 
I WILEY-INTERSCIENCE, a division of JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. I 
I Box 4569, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

Please send me the book(s) I have checked below to read and I 
I use free for 10 days. At the end of that time, if I am satisfied with I 

my order and want to keep it, I will send you the amount indicated 

I for each book received plus postage and handling. Otherwise, I 
will return the order and owe nothing. (Restricted to the conti- I I nental U.S. and Canada.) 
o SAVE MONEY: Check here if you prefer to enclose payment I I (plus sales tax where applicable) in which case we pay postage I 

I 
and packing charges. Same return privilege, full money-back 
guarantee still applies. 
1 0 1-92566-7 @ $ 8.75 2 0 1-30021-7 @ $ 9.95 I 

I 3D 1-11005-1 @ $15.95 40 1-51840-9 @ $17.95 I 

I 
Name I 
Company/Institution I 

I Address I. 
I City/State/Zip _________________ _ 

I 
Prices subject to change without notice. 092-A 4783-W , 

~ -----------------
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MOD JO:Automatic servo arm retrac
~ i ona nd. s.t ra i 9 h tfor.wa rd.ta p~ 
threading ensure . easy, fast loading. 
Tape speeds of 25, 37.5 or 45 ips. 
Optkal sensing ofser,,~ armposi. 
tioning. Backed .by 12~OOO,000hours 
of reliable operation. 

MOD· } '0.0: .Yctcuum .. columnbu~fers 
for.gent'e .t~pe handling .. at •. 75 ij)s. 
Self.l~dingvacuum chambers and 
automatic on~line·· operation ... Thou~ 
sands now in operation in abroad 

MOD .1200: . Completely automatic 
tape .. loading with IBM wrap~around 
cartridge or standard open reel. Fast
er. tape handling with .. longer . tape 
life. Operates at 75 ips wit~aUcon
troliersusingWANGCO'sMod J 10(), ral1ge~fapplications. 

GCO' 5 
5 

TEA 
WANGCO's Mod 10, 11 and 12 tape drives team 
up to help you expand your tape system perform
ance easily and inexpensively, Each of these low 
cost drives offers a different level of performance, 
but the things they have in common make your sys
tems more flexible. Data transfer rates and ease of 
use can be increased quickly and at low cost, using 
the same controller. 

All three drives use the same interface and have 
the same rack height. They are fully compatible 
with IBM tape drives having data densities of 200, 
556 and 800 cpi NRZI, and 1600 cpi phase en
coded. They're also available with switch-select-

able 800 and 1600 cpi dual-density combination. 

Millions of hours of operation with more than 
10,000 units in the field have proved the long
term reliability of WANGCO tape drives. 

WANGCO tape drives continue to set the pace for 
reliability, compatibility, operator convenience and 
low cost. 

Write for detailed litera'ture and your copy of "A 
Comparison of Tape Handling Equipment." 
WANGCO Incorporated, 5404 Jandy Place, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90066. (213) 390-8081. TWX: 
910/343-6246. Cable: WANIC, Los Angeles. 

WANGCC 
SETTING THE PACE IN PERIPHERALS 

Sales and Service Support Worldwide: 
New York, N.Y. 203/755-7885· Boston, Mass, 617/444-9264 • Washington, D.C. 301/937-2215 • Cocoa Beach, Fla. 305/453-1144 • Chicago, Ill. 312/298-6050 

Houston, Tex. 713/785-0581 • Dallas, Tex. 214/620-1551 • Denver, Colo. 303/355-3521 • San Francisco, Calif. 408/246-9241 • Seattle, Wash. 206/632-0710 
In Europe: WANGCO Incorporated, The Lodge, 362 Cranford Lane, Harlington, Middlesex, England. Telephone 897-0202. 

Offices in France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Israel, Japan and South Africa. 
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This forum is offered for 
readers who want to express 
their opinion on any aspect of information 
processing. Your contributions are invited. 

theforum 
THE 
BURNOUT 
THEORY 
To the long list of philosophies being applied to the produc
tivity and management of programmer/analysts, including 
both the Peter Principle and the Inverse Peter Principle, I 
would like to include one I call the "Burnout Theory." 

The theory is as follows: After two years on a system a 
person reaches a productivity peak. He experiences "Burn
out." The only way to improve productivity further, assum
ing a promotion is not available, is a lateral move to a 
different system. 

The theory was developed in a large data processing shop 
(about 100 programmer/analysts) where unusually rapid 
growth (over 100 %) and consequent major personnel 
changes and responsibility changes have occurred over the 
past three years. Most of the personnel maintain major data 
processing batch systems consisting of 30 to 100 programs, 
20 to 60 different reports, and one- to five-hour run times. 
Programmer/ analysts spend their time generally on the 
following activities: defining, programming, and implement
ing enhancements resulting from user requests; explaining 
system processing logic to users; debugging abends; training; 

. converting to new equipment or operating systems; and 
administration. 

Why is the theory important? The Burnout Theory at
tacks boredom, fights complacency, dispels data processing 
mysticism, and more importantly, increases department 
productivity by developing more experienced data process
ing professionals. For example, take a man who has worked 
six years on an Accounts Payable System. No doubt the 
man feels very comfortable; but how receptive is he to new 
concepts? Does he freely explain the intricacies of the 
system to fellow workers? Has he become complacent? 

"Mysticism" is a term used here to explain a data process
ing system which is believed to be extremely complex. The 
tools of mysticism are undefined terms and outdated docu
mentation. These tools are used to imply that the processing 
logic of a system is much more complex than it really is. A 
system is mystical when only one individual in an organiza
tion has the experience required to maintain it. The Burnout 
Theory proposes that mysticism can be dispelled by a 
planned rotation of responsibilities. 

The theory promotes productivity by providing a con
stant challenge to an individual and by providing him a 
broader base of experience. Consider the careers of Mr. 
Burnout and Mr. Productivity as outlined below: 

Mr. Burnout: 
Program Training 
Develop & Maintain Manufacturing System 

Mr. Productivity: 
Program Training 
Maintain Cost Accounting System 
Maintain Personnel System 
Develop and Maintain Marketing System 

November, 1974 

1 year 
6 years 
7 years 

1 year 
2 years 
2 years 
2 years 
7 years 

Now, the question is: Who would be the best man to 
redesign a new Manufacturing System? The theory emphat
ically states that Mr. Productivity is the man. 

Most data processing management philosophies state that 
delegating responsibility and challenging people is of prime 
importance. The theory concurs, but also states that change 
is the key to productivity. Implementing the theory is a 
positive way to improve productivity. 

The theory can only be implemented by positive manage
ment action. In other words, if you ask a person if he or she 
would like to make a lateral move, nine out of ten times the 
response will be negative. Reasons given will vary: 

The other system has too many problems. 
No one else knows my system. 
I don't know anything about Accounts Payable. 
I know my system users. 
I don't want to change. 
Another response to a lateral move may be: Isn't my 

work satisfactory? This question deserves an answer. The 
response is: Yes, your work is satisfactory; however, you 
have been on the system two years and it is time to take 

. advantage of the benefits offered by the Burnout Theory. 
It is not easy to insist on rotating people after two or 

more years on a system. Users will complain and efficiency 
will decrease for one' to three months. Implementing the 
Burnout Theory requires a conviction on management's 
part and a belief that the benefits to individuals far out
weigh short-term disadvantages. 

-James R. Johnson 
Mr. Johnson is a section manager 

in the production control systems and programming dept. 
at Hallmark Cards, and a CDP certificate holder. 

AN OPEN LETTER 
ON COBOL STANDARDS 
In addition to significant new features, the revised American 
National Standard COBOL (approved on May 10, 1974) 
incorporates a number of substantial changes relative to its 

. predecessor standard (ANS COBOL 1968, X3.23-1968). 
Some members of the data processing community were giv
en early warning of these discrepancies by the following 
statement of intent which appeared in COBOL Information 
Bulletin No. 16 (CIB #16) of July 11, 1972 published by 
"X3J4," the COBOL standardization committee of the Amer
ican National Standards Institute. 

"There will be areas of incompatibility between X3.23-
1968 and its revision which will require conversion of 
programs in some cases. (If the language is to grow and 
become more powerful, there will be cases where the new 
language feature may contradict the old.) " 

Appendix B (Section 2.3) in the draft of the revised ANS 

COBOL lists 43 substantive changes to X3.23-1968. These are 
differences which "could impact existing programs" and, as 
a result "some reprogramming may be needed. For example, 
where the semantics or syntax of an existing verb were 
changed." 

In addition there are 12 other changes affecting language 
features whose exact meaning was implementor-defined in 
X3.23-1968. For these items, the impact of the change on 
existing COBOL programs will be determined by differences 
in specific implementations of the old and new standards. 
Finally, the specifications for the entire report writer mod
ule were rewritten to correct the numerous omissions and 
inconsistencies in the original specification. The new specifi
cation is definitely better but it is different. Thus there are 
55 substantial inconsistencies between the old and new 
standards, even if we omit the infrequently used report 
writer feature. Also, the number of non-substantive changes 
has yet to be officially counted. But the result is that many 
existing COBOL programs, written to conform to the old 
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH? 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
BULLETIN 

Cadillac Associates represents the nation's largest and most re
spected professional placement service. Our close relationship with 
the nation's finest firms generates continuous career opportunity 
information and allows us to confidentially present your qualifica
tions to those at "decision-making" levels. 

Our bulletin, published quarterly, listing available opportunities in 
the Systems & Data Processing field is available free of charge and 
will be mailed to your home upon your request. 

For your free bulletin, without any obligation, circle reader service 
card #115. Please USE' HOME ADDRESS ONLYI 

CONFIDENTIAL 
PLACEMENT SERVICE 

If you desire immediate assistance in locating an opportunity con
sistent wi,th your objectives (professional/financial/geographic), 
CALL OR WRITE TODAY. A member of our staff of SYSTEMS & 
EDP SPECIALISTS will reach you by telephone to discuss your 
objectives and how we might help you satisfy them. A resume, 
or some details of background, will be appreciated. 

Remember: Our client firms are located from coast to coast and 
assume all expenses (agency fee, interviewing & relocation). 

E. W. MOORE 
Executive Vice President 

CADILLAC ASSOCIATES, INC.* 
32 West Randolph St. Chicago, III. 6060,1 

Financial 6·9400 

*"Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Anywhere 
Else in The World." 
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EDP SEARCH 
WHY IS FOX·MORRIS THE FIRST CHOICE 

OF EDP PROFESSIONALS? 
A recognized staff of professional experts offering LOCAL, REGIONAL & 
NATIONAL COVERAGE through our direct branches as well as coast to 
coast coverage through our 75 member firms of National Personnel 
Consultants, Inc. 
Completely confidential service geared to your career objectives. 
Unparalleled contacts with industry based on years of successful results. 
Professional resume evaluation and career guidance. 
Client companies assume all employment costs-including interview 
expense, relocation (if necessary) and search fee. 
SEND RESUME DIRECT, OR CIRCLE NUMBER BELOW ON READER CARD. 

fox-morris 
personnel consultants 
Philadelphia: (215) 561-6300, 1500 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19102 
New York: (212) 697-1820, 633 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 
Pittsburgh: (412) 232·0410, 6 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 
Wilmington: (302) 654·4465, 2005 Concord Pike, P.O. Box 7017, Del. 19803 
Princeton: (609) 452·8135, P.O. Box 2063, U.S. Rt. 1, Princeton, N.J. 08540 
Baltimore: (301) 296·4500, 409 Washington Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21204 
Charlotte: (704) 375·9151, 1415 East Blvd., Charlotte, N.C. 28203 
Atlanta: (404) 321·3888, 2200 Century Pkwy., N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30345 
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the forum 
standard, will not conform to the specifications of the new 
standard. 

Computer manufacturers are already under pressure to 
supply compilers to federal government agencies which 
support the new standard and which detect, and diagnose, 
all attempts to use language features which do not conform 
to the new standard. Thus the principal suppliers of COBOL 

compilers are going to furnish support for the new standard 
presumably at the expense of dropping support for the old 
COBOL standard, since the latter is no longer an American 
National Standard. 

Even if a compiler developer wished to provide a compil
er which supported both the old and new standards, the 
presence of 55 substantial inconsistencies between the two 
versions would require support of both versions of the 
language and support of a user-supplied parameter to speci
fy which version to use for each compilation. Moreover, use 
of the old standard is really use of a non-standard. 

In summary, there are significant differences between the 
old and new standards. These differences have automatically 
rendered nonstandard many COBOL programs written to 
conform to the old standard. Unfortunately, no one has 
taken the trouble to determine the cost of revising these 
programs to bring them into conformance with the new 
standard. (Sorry, but "automatic" source language-to
source language translations will help only with the trivial, 
syntactic differences.) What stands out in sharp relief is the 
arrogance of ANSI'S X3J4 committee when it acted to depre
ciate user investments in COBOL programs which conform to 
the old standard but violate the new one. For those of you 
whose COBOL programs were devalued without your explicit 
consent, we offer our sympathies. We hope you will act to 
prevent the repetition of such capricious (but unmalicious) 
meddling with your software investments. 

In spite of the extensive changes, the new standard still 
includes most of the language defects of the old standard. 
These well-known language flams include: 

a) the hazardous ALTER statement 
b) non-local GO TO statements 
c) the lack of explicit arguments for the PERFORM state

ment 
d) poor definition of scope rules for the PERFORM state

ment 
e) ability to "fall-through" the procedures comprising the 

scope of a PERFORM statement 
f) the overworked, multipurpose BLOCK CONTAINS clause 
g) USE procedure side effects 
h) the ill-speCified COBOL communications feature 
Certainly if arbitrary language changes were in order in 

X3J4's activities, some effort should have been devoted to 
cleaning up the glitches in the language. 

-David A. Nelson 
Mr. Nelson worked on Codasyl committees 

as far back as 1960. He has been the chief compiler 
. designer on five COBOL projects: for the 

Univac III, Philco 2000, RCA 3301, RCA Spectra 70, 
and Univac Series 90. 

CODASYL 
HAS FAILED COBOL 
The Codasyl committee, in coming up with a new proposed 
COBOL standard now nearing adoption, has left itself wide 
open for criticism, based on what it has produced. 

It seems to this reviewer-implementor that the chief prob
lem with COBOL has always been (since 1959) the atrocious 
explanations of language features. Other problems stand 
out, too: the poor judgment in specifying content of mini
mal COBOL modules for compilers on small machines or 
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minicomputers; an inability to consistently purge features of 
dubious practical value; and an absolute refusal to provide 
examples of program coding as an integral part of the 
official language definition. 

With respect to the proposed revision to ANS COBOL, it is 
my opinion that the segmentation module is nearing obso
lescence. Virtual memory philosophies tend to obviate the 
need for awkward programmer-planned overlay schemes in 
today's larger systems. In minicomputers, use of larger 
memories is now common. Also, the use of interpretive 
object code (which is natural since the instruction sets of 
these machines have poor decimal- and character-handling 
capabilities) makes main memory utilization extremely effi
cient. So either way, there is little real need for a segmenta
tion scheme within the COBOL language. This reasoning is 
strengthened even further with the availability of interpro
gram communication capabilities (call and exit program) 
and the welcome trend to modular and structured program
ming techniques. 

A new optional language module, DEBUG, is included. It 
seems to be a very much overblown design, yet strangely 
limited and inflexible in some respects, such as its "special 
register" DEBUG-ITEM which allows for presentation of three 
four-digit numeric items (DEBUG-SUB-i) plus one character
string, DEBUG-CONTENTS (length depends on context of 
usage) . 

A far better and simpler technique was originated by 
R. L. Johnsen, Jr. for IBM 7094 COBOL in 1963, and carried 
into System/ 360 COBOL F; the concept of a debug packet ap
pended to a source program for compilation as an adjunct 
to a specified procedure name. No preassigned reserved 
words were required. The chief advantage of this approach 
is that coding for debugging purposes need not be distrib
uted throughout a program, as with the new DEBUG module 
of the proposed standard. 

Also, I have long thought that the inclusion of both 
SUbscripting and indexing in the minimum level of the table 
handling module is a serious mistake. It seems axiomatic 
that a minimum level ought to avoid functional redundan
cies. In fact, the inclusion of the indexing concept, appar
ently intended to enable optimization of index register us
age, seems to be a machine-dependent orientation at vari
ance with the principal objectives of COBOL. I do not believe 
that great payoff in cpu time savings is actually realized in 
the typical case where indexing is used; most inefficiencies 
can be traced to unwise overuse of subscripted references 
where, with proper training, better technique could reduce 
the proliferation of repetitious subscripted references. 

The new standard has killed the EXAMINE statement, in 
favor of a syntactically more complex INSPECT statement. 
Undercutting more than 10 years' investment in COBOL 
coding throughout the world is a questionable decision, at 
best. The reasoning that INSPECT is more powerful (and 
therefore better) does not convince me that the change will 
be or should be well received by users. INSPECT is designed 
for intra-item tinkering of a nature not much in demand, 
tinkering which can be better achieved by redefinition and 
subscripting or indexing approaches, whenever peculiar or 
esoteric requirements exist. 

The new standard permits an 01 level item in working 
storage to be redefined by a succeeding item of greater size, 
so that additional uninitialized space must be allocated as a 
result of the redefinition. This is objectionable to me for, 
while it can be done, there is little justification for doing it. 
It merely makes a little problem for the implementor. The 
biggest objection to this feature is that the word 
"REDEFINES" now acquires a character more like FORTRAN'S 
EQUIVALENCE I fstatement, in which memory allocation is 
done belatedly. Formerly, in COBOL one could clearly identi
fy unredefined working storage as generating space reserva
tion as successive elementary items were encountered, and 
redefinitions represented merely subdivisions of extant 
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How would you 
. like to take 

apartan . 
inventory 

control system 
and put it back 

together 
the way yoU 

want it? 

You can with Marti n Marietta 
Modular Application Systems (MAS). 
And you can do it with systems for cost 
and manufacturing control, order 
processing, financial accounting, and 
business planning, too .. 

And you end up with systems that 
work like custom-built but cost a lot 
less and are implemented in less time. 

MAS Systems are thoroughly 
tested by over 400 implementations. 
Let us tell you about them. Write: Mike 
King, Martin Marietta Data Systems, 
National Sales Office, 401 Washington 
Avenue, Towson, Maryland 21204. 

IWARTIN IWARIETTA 
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FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
FOR PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS 

Serving Northeast, Southeast and Midwest U.S. 
RSVP will provide free employment 
counselling and develop and selec
tively distribute your resume. 

Our openings include scientific and 
commercial applications, telecommu
nications, control systems, software 
development and systems program
ming utilizing most languages, com
puters and operating systems. We 
also serve engineering and market

ing personnel in the computer field. 

Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location 
restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models, 
operating systems and languages) to anyone of our offices. Or 
check the reader service card for a free sample resume and typical 
job descriptions. We will answer all correspondence from U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents and will guarantee our best ef
forts in a professional and ethical manner to all qualified appli
cants. Our client companies pay all of our fees. 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall, 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034 (609) 667-4488 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., Suite 104, Towle Bldg., 1777 Walton 
Road, Blue Bell, Penna., 19422 (215) 643-5550 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., 1651 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Va. 
22101 (703) 790-5166 

RSVP SERVICES 
Employment Agency for Computer Professionals 
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NCR 
POINT ·OF·SALE 

RETAIL SYSTEMS DIVISION 
NCR's Retail Systems Division in Cambridge, Ohio is 
responsible for the engineering and manufacture of 
poi nt-of-sa Ie terminal systems to serve the retail market. 
SUbstantial growth opportunities in this very attractive 
"open-country" environment are available for: 

PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS 
in the following areas: 

1.} Simulation-Scientific Programming 
(Fortran, GPSS, SIMSCRIP) 
Simulation Terminal Architecture 
Simulation Terminal Based Systems Architecture 

2.} I/O-Driver Development 
1. Hardware/Software Interface Partitioning 
2. Diagnostic Programs 
3. Test and Evaluation Programs 

3.} Operating Retail Terminal Systems Application 
Software . 

4.} Operating Communications Controller Applications 
Software 

5.} Utility-Link editor, simulator, debug. 
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Please send resume and salary requirements to: 

Mr. Robert W. Donovan 
Retail Systems Division 
NCR Corporation 
Cambridge, Ohio 43725 
Phone 614/439-0398 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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the forum 
space, such as an alternate view of some record area. 

I earlier cited poorly written explanations of COBOL fea
tures as the root of misunderstanding (and, as a result) of 
variances among implementations. A specific deficiency ap
pears in the new INDEXED 110 module (INX), where the 
functions served by record key and alternate record keys are 
given very spotty treatment. In particular, it appears that 
record keys must be within the records of a file, but at other 
times, to achieve random retrieval one must preset their 
values. This appears to require moving a value to an FD 

buffer prior to a read (which may in fact be prior to any 
read) and this has always been illegal in the past. (It still 
may be. The point here is that the Codasyl proposal is 
ambiguous, or at the very least does not generate confidence 
in the reader. And without confidence in what the implica
tions of a feature are, neither implementor nor user can do a 
good job.) This is a dramatic instance in which a good 
writing job is necessary. 

An item in DATAMATION (June, 1972, p. 87) noted the 
departure of Howard Bromberg from the COBOL "standards 
scene." The story noted that Mr. Bromberg believed full
time professionals should be engaged in producing dp stan
dards. My friend Dave Nelson says that same recommenda
tion was made by Mr. Roy Nutt around 1960. I don't know 
how to achieve that goal, but it ought to be an ideal worth 
holding. The failure of Codasyl's stewardship of COBOL is 
becoming a scandal in the dp industry. 

-Kenneth P. Seidel 
Mr. Seidel has been inVOlved in writing COBOL 

compilers since 1962, when he worked on one for 
the IBM 7094. He was part of the original management 

of the IBM 360 COBOL F project, 
and now specializes in writing compilers for minicomputers. 

Even Webster's 
KnolNs About 
GUEST 
QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest. 
QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The 
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the 
computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees, 
interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep 
personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with 
individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 6 years of 
experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct 
hands-on experience in programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.) 
4. Quest is presently searching for programmers and analysts (com
mercial, scientific, systems software) forover3,500 client companies in 
the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5. 
Methodology - see Questsystem. 

QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis'tem). n. 1. Discussing with an individual 
what he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2. 
Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job 
marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff 
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the 
job candidate to his prospective employers by providing complete 
details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of 
everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are 
extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensa
tion and opportunities (and relates tflose to the initially stated objec
tives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of profes
sionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past 
dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. For 
additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest 
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to 
immediately and in confidence.) • 

·1 Q 1 ~~!~!~~~'-~~~~1~2~4~o~B® 
Baltimore: (301) 265-1177· Philadelphia: (215) 6.67-3322 
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DRTRMRTION 



Selecting a 
communications 

terminal has never 
been easier. 

It can be really tough to figure out which vendor to use when the competitive 
offerings are somewhat confusing, and you have to weigh each advantage and 

disadvantage against the others. Fortunately for people evaluating communications 
terminals, one company is leaving the pack far behind. See for yourself. 

Supplier Electric~1 and 
Mechanical Layout 

A Fair-Power supply 
large, difficult 
to move. 

•

'. Good-excellent. 
. ,--- Simple, compact. 

DTC 4-screws to replace 
. \, any modular component. 

B Fair-Power 
supply large, 
difficult to replace. 

Serviceability 

Fair- Through outside 
service company. 
Large, heavy. 
Excellent. Easy 
access to all 
major components . 

Fair-good. Large 
power supply and 
excessive cabling. 

Reliability 

Good. Diablo 
printer. Approx. 
50 in field. 
Excellent. Diablo 
printer. Users confirm 
low trouble incidents. 
750 in field. 
Depends on whether 
Qume or Diablo 
printer is used. 
None in field. 

C Fair-good. Fair-good. Large, Fair-good. Modified 
Large, complicated heavy, difficult to Diablo printer. Approx. 
power supply move and take down. 400 in field. 
difficult to service. 

Electrical and 
Mechanical Aesthetics 
Operation 
Good Very large 

and heavy. 

Very good. Excellent. 
All systems Small. 90 
function well. Ibs. Castors. 

Good Good 

Good Very large 
and bulky. 
2501bs. 

Overall 
Ranking 

3 

2 

4 

o (Unit in early development; not considered in this evaluation) 

Source: Independent third-party. .l':JnTnCj 
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DATA TERMINALS 
AND COMMUNICATIONS 
1190 Dell Avenue, Campbell, 
California 95008 (408) 378-1112 




